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Abstract 

Tradition and Innovation in Russian Church Slavonic Hymnography 

by 

Elena Margaret Nelson 

Doctor of Philosophy in Slavic Languages and Literatures 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Alan Timberlake, Chair 

  

The focus of this dissertation is the highly specialized and stylized liturgical language of 

Russian Church Slavonic (RCS).  Historically, RCS has been strictly controlled by authorities 

and has conformed to established norms, but innovations have nevertheless arisen in response to 

various conditions.  One major wave of innovations was a long, deliberate process, spanning the 

16th-18th centuries, which led to the codification of RCS grammar and the renovation of 

liturgical texts.  Another wave of innovations in RCS was incidental and took place following a 

sudden upheaval, namely the Bolshevik Revolution and the subsequent repression of religion in 

the Soviet Union.  A diaspora situation was created in which hymnographers were cut off from 

traditional institutional structures, and the ultimate result was freedom for the hymnographer to 

innovate.  The hymns of Valeria Hoecke, an autodidact who composed in Serbia and East 

Germany, show what can happen in diaspora.  This work discusses both phases: the reforms of 

the 16th-18th centuries as seen in canonical hymns used now, and the example of hymns written 

in the diaspora, as seen in the work of this one writer.    

Two aspects of hymnography are analyzed: use of person and perspective, and use of 

verbs and participles to comprise the global hymn structure.  Two major sets of texts are 

analyzed.  The first includes various texts that were edited in the 16th-18th centuries, at the time 

of reforms in the past tense system.  Among other things, these reforms resulted in the 

codification of a rule for the use of past tense forms, according to which only the perfect form is 

used with the 2nd-person singular subject.  Reformed texts discussed here include the Great 

Canon of Andrew of Crete and the Menaion.  The Great Canon is a text in which a repentant 

sinner engages his own soul in dialogue.  The nature of the identities of the speaker and the 

addressee are analyzed, as well as that of other persons mentioned in this text.  The Menaion is a 

collection of hymns addressed to saints for each day of the liturgical year.  It too is analyzed in 

terms of person and viewpoint.  Here, however, the bulk of the discussion of the Menaion relates 

to the operation of verbs and participles within the reformed past tense system.  The second set 

of texts includes twenty-seven liturgical pieces composed by the 20th century hymnographer 

Valeria Hoecke; these are compared and contrasted with the older texts.  In addition, Hoecke's 

biography is presented, including new information gained from archival work in Belgrade. 

This work finds a correlation among tense, person, and genre in RCS.  RCS narrative is 

either exocentric or endocentric, and primarily features the first and third persons.  The realm of 

the second person is in the genre of discourse.  In RCS, discourse is the genre of possibilities and 

options, whereas narrative is the genre of constativity, specificity, and the pinning down of 
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events within time.  It is argued here that the discourse–specific niche for the second person may 

have led to the formal (reformed), past tense based differentiation in the context of the RCS 

liturgical language. 

The 16th-18th century language reforms stipulated, among other things, an automatic 

correlation of past tense verbal form and grammatical person.  This work finds that there is also a 

difference in temporal semantics between events expressed by 2nd- and non-2nd person verb 

forms.  Second-person events (those that are addressed to saints and that describe a saint's 

actions) tend to be related causally, and conjunct participles play a key role in causal sequencing.  

Non-second-person events, however, behave differently: some pair with sequencing conjunct 

participles, whereas others do not.  It is argued that the past tense reforms actually led to the 

evolution of a semantic distinction among the possible depictions of the events a certain subject 

can engage in.   
 
   

Many of the 20th century hymns by Valeria Hoecke are canonical both in terms of person 

and viewpoint structure, and in verb and participle use.  This shows that she understands how 

earlier hymns are constructed and that she continues this tradition.  But her work also shows 

marked innovations from the tradition in that the focus is on the speaker as a self-conscious 

individual.  The reader becomes a speaker, a participant in the text, when he maps Hoecke's 

textual "I" onto himself.  Innovations in Hoecke's hymns also include her use of long strings of 

attributive participles, long strings of dative participles in dative absolute constructions, and 

strings of conjunct participles unmatched with corresponding finite verbs.  Hoecke's frequent use 

of the present tense to express doxology, description, liturgical time, rhetoricality and modality 

represents a marked innovation from the earlier tradition.     
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and background 
 

 

 

 

1.0. Introduction 

 The focus of this dissertation is the highly specialized and stylized liturgical language of 

Russian Church Slavonic (RCS).  Historically, RCS has been strictly controlled by authorities 

and has conformed to established norms, but innovations have arisen in response to various 

conditions.  One major wave of innovations was a long process, spanning the 16th-18th 

centuries, and led to the codification of RCS grammar and the renovation of liturgical texts.  

Among other things, a rule was codified for the use of past tense forms, according to which only 

the perfect form is used with the 2nd-person singular subject.     

Another major wave of innovations in RCS took place following a sudden upheaval, 

namely the Bolshevik revolution and the subsequent repression of religion in the Soviet Union.  

A diaspora situation was created in which hymnographers were cut off from traditional 

institutional structures, and the ultimate result was freedom for the hymnographer to innovate.  

The hymns of Valeria Hoecke, an autodidact in the post-revolution Russian diaspora who 

composed in Serbia and East Germany from the late 1930s-1980s, show what can happen in 

diaspora.   

Along with the larger issue of historical innovations this present work examines the 

syntax of participles, tense, and person and viewpoint, and the interaction of these elements in 

different genres of liturgical texts written in RCS.   

The remainder of Chapter 1, "Introduction," discusses essential terms and concepts 

(§1.1), the 16th-18th century reforms in RCS verbal paradigms (§1.2) and the 20th century 

Russian diaspora (§1.3).  

Chapter 2, "Person and perspective in Russian Church Slavonic," discusses the nature of 

person in this heavily codified and stylized language.  The focus of this chapter is on 

hagiographic hymns, penitential hymns, and scriptural narrative.  It describes the traditional 

system of person and perspective, the system from which Hoecke later departs in her innovative 

hymns. 

Chapter 3, "Temporality and period structure," discusses the difference in temporal 

semantics between 2nd- and non-2nd person hymn events following the past tense verb reforms.  

Apostrophic hymns, those which are addressed to a saint, present discourse that argues for the 

saint's sanctity, indicating preconditions and consequences for salvation through imitation of the 

model provided by the saint.  Nonapostrophic hymns, in contrast, are bifurcated into those with 

narrative/didactic function and those that simply state absolute theological facts, such as dogma, 

that cannot be replicated or imitated.   

Chapters 4-6 discuss the hymns of Valeria Hoecke that are composed in 20th century 

RCS.  The structure of her hymns is compared with the structures established in Chapters 2 and 

3.  Chapter 4 is an introduction that provides biographical information, as well as background 

information about her hymns.  Chapter 5 discusses how Hoecke uses person and perspective––an 

area in which she has done revolutionary things.  Chapter 6 then discusses her use of participles 

and verbs to make up overall period structure.    
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1.1. Essential terms and concepts 

 The first subsection defines and discusses the Russian Church Slavonic (§1.1.1); the 

second provides a basic background to RCS hymnography (§1.1.2), and the third introduces the 

liturgical texts used in this dissertation (§1.1.3). 

 

1.1.1. Russian Church Slavonic  

RCS is the sacral language for most Orthodox Slavs.  Worth 1984 calls this language 

Russian Church Slavonic, but other terms are also used.  For instance, Mathiesen 1972 calls it 

Synodal Church Slavonic, and Gamanovich  1991 simply calls it Church Slavonic.  Russian 

Church Slavonic represents the East Slavic recension of Old Church Slavonic (OCS).  

Historically, the East Slavic recension has also been used in South Slavic Orthodox churches, 

such as the Serbian Orthodox Church, due to complex historical, social, and cultural reasons.
1
  

Today the liturgical language of the Bulgarian, Macedonian, Russian, and Serbian Orthodox 

Churches is some form of Church Slavonic, although in the Serbian, Bulgarian, and Macedonian 

churches this language is interspersed with the vernaculars in actual usage.
2
    

  RCS and its predecessor, OCS, are similar in that they both utilize grammatical forms 

specific to varieties of Church Slavonic such as the dative absolute, the accusativus cum 

participio, the accusative as subjunctive, phrases composed of da + indicative, ezhe + infinitive, 

and additionally some word ordering patterns that are alien to other Slavic languages.
3
  RCS 

inflection follows the OCS patterns, albeit with simplifications.  RCS, like OCS, features seven 

nominal cases (locative, nominative, vocative, dative, instrumental, genitive, and accusative) and 

three numbers (singular, dual, plural).        

OCS represents the earliest known examples of written Slavonic; however, the corpus of 

OCS is limited.  Although the written liturgical language was created in the 9th century, most 

existing manuscripts date to the late 10th and the early 11th centuries.
4
  These texts consist of the 

complete Gospels, parts of the Aprakos Evangeliar (a Gospel book lectionary containing only 

feast-day and Sunday readings), sermons, and some Psalms.  Of course, there were many more 

OCS texts written, but these are the only ones that come down to us in such early manuscript 

form.
5
  In contrast with this scant remaining evidence of OCS, the corpus of RCS texts contains 

all material used in the Russian Orthodox Church: the Slavonic Scriptures (Old and New 

Testament); the Liturgical Menaion (twelve volumes); the Ochtoechos (Book of Eight Tones); 

the Lenten Triodion; the Pentecostarian; the Horologion; the Hieraticon that contains services of 

Matins, Vespers, and the Divine Liturgies of St. Basil, St. John Chrysostom, and the 

Presanctified Liturgy of St. Gregory the Dialogist; the Euchologion or Book of Occasional 

Services; the Pravilnik (containing the preparation for Communion); the Prayer Book; and the 

Prologue (Martyrology or Synaxaristes—the daily lives of Saints for reading in Church).  In 

addition to the staggering quantity of RCS texts, the corpus of RCS is constantly expanding: 

every year original services are composed in RCS in honor of newly-canonized saints, or to 

supply services that do not exist.  For example, 20th century compositions by the hymnographer 

                                                
1
 See Baji! 2007 for a comprehensive description of the history of the liturgical language in Serbia.  I am not aware 

of any studies on the history of the liturgical language in Bulgaria or Macedonia. 
2
 RCS is also used by other Slavic Orthodox and Slavic Greek Catholic Churches.  Church Slavonic of non Russian 

recension is the liturgical language of the Croatian and Czech Church Slavonic Roman Catholic traditions, and it 

was also the liturgical language of the Orthodox Church in Wallachia and Moldavia until the late 17th century. 
3
 #ura$kovi! 2005:14-15. 

4
 There exist many later copies of OCS manuscripts that preserve the language as well.  

5
 See Schenker 1995:189-190 for the complete canon of OCS texts. 
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Valeria Hoecke include %&'( )*+,-.*-/0'&1 /-2345'-,- 647050.7/&1 (Service for the 

Blessing of Air Travel) and 8-*&7/9 '+ -./1:0'&0 .+;-*07-/( & <-*0.'&=( (Prayers for the 

Blessing of Airplanes and Wheeled Vehicles).   

RCS is not only a later Russian recension of OCS; indeed, it has undergone so many 

changes and modernizations that McLellan 2001 goes so far as to call it a 20
th

 century language.
6
  

RCS is a living language rather than a dead language, since it experiences constant growth and 

decay—both characteristics of living languages.  According to Zhivov (1998:2-3),  

 

>0?<-/'-.*+/1'.<-;4 4 /-.7-@'9A .*+/1' '0 )9* 6?&.4: A+?+<70? 4@0'-,- 

;0?7/-,- 129<+; -' '0 &24@+*.1 4@0'9; -)?+2-; & '0 )9* 129<-;, '+ <-7-?-; 

4@0'90 &*& <*&?&<& -):+*&.B ;0C34 .-)-D. %7- 0:0 .4:0.7/0''00, 

=0?<-/'-.*+/1'.<&D 4 /-.7-@'9A .*+/1' E/-*F=&-'&?-/+*, / <+<-D-7- ;0?0 

-7?+C+1 / ./-0D E/-*F=&& ?+2/&7&0 C&/9A 129<-/ /-.7-@'9A .*+/1', @7-, /--):0 

,-/-?1, . ;0?7/9;& 129<+;& '0 .*4@+07.1.  

 

 

RCS represents the East Slavic––and, more specifically, Russian—–recension of OCS.  

The fall of the jers is fully reflected in RCS, more or less according to the Russian pattern.  Word 

final "(" continues to be written in RCS in words ending in a non-soft consonant.  Lexicon and 

syntax have been modernized over the years to increase comprehension for a Russian audience.
7
  

Pronouns, especially, have been modernized for this reason.  For example, the OCS word 

meaning "a certain [person]," eter!, has been changed to !7"i#.  The letter jat' (7) is still used in 
RCS with great attention to etymology.  The Cyrillic letters ksi (5),`psi (p), omega (w), ot (t), 

and izhitsa (v) are still used in RCS.  RCS and OCS both use the same letters to designate 

numerals.  Both use special abbreviations, or titla, for certain nouns, such as !r"E for !#$%"E.8   
  

1.1.2. Hymnography 

Hymnography is liturgical poetry that is sung or chanted during a liturgical service, or 

office.  Each liturgical day consists of the following offices which are sung in this order: 

Vespers,
9
 Compline, Nocturn, Matins, First Hour, Third Hour, Sixth Hour, Divine Liturgy, and 

Ninth Hour.  Hymnography has a metrical pattern fit to an original melody or a melody 

prototype.  In the strictest sense of the word, hymns (,&;'9) are poetic texts that either offer 

praise to God (doxological hymns) or that are pure prayer (devotional hymns).  The Old 

Testament is full of pre-Christian hymnography.  Following what is believed to be the 

incarnation of God as Jesus, Christians began composing hymns first to Jesus and then to the 

saints, since they considered the saints to be a reflection of the divinity in the world.   

                                                
6
 This is a paraphrase of a quotation from Francis McLellan, Ph.D., (the late Hieromonk Ioasaf) in a July 2001 class 

at the Holy Trinity Monastery Summer School of Liturgical Music in Jordanville, NY.  For details on RCS 

modernizations see Kravetskij and Pletneva 2001.  Hollós 2004 describes RCS as a “living language,” the result of 

long historical development that started as early as the first works appeared in Slavonic.     
7
 See Zhivov 1998:7-8 for some specifics on modifications in lexicon and syntax in the East Slavic recension of 

Church Slavonic.  
8
 For a description of the history of RCS, see Kravetskij and Pletneva 1996 and "#$#%&'()*+,- ./,0 1'%%0#- 

2)1034 1999.     
9
 The liturgical day begins with the evening office, Vespers.  See Gardner 1980:74-77 for specifics on the structure 

of these services.    
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Hymnography is either fixed or movable.  The hymnography that makes up a liturgical 

office is fixed: services are constructed with a basic, unchanging frame.  Within these frames 

there are a varying number of slots for movable hymnography.  Which elements of the movable 

hymnography are inserted into slots in the fixed service depends on the calendar date (the yearly 

cycle), day of the week (the weekly cycle), proximity to one of the twelve Great Feasts, and 

proximity to Easter.  Easter is not fixed to a calendar date, and the Great Feasts of Ascension and 

Pentecost depend on the date of Easter.  Services to saints are associated with a certain day of the 

year.  When that day arrives, the hagiographic hymnography is inserted into the assigned slots in 

the fixed service.  All these variables associated with movable hymnography make for complex 

services.  

 

1.1.3. Liturgical texts examined  

The primary religious texts used for this dissertation are the Menaion (§1.1.3.1), the 

Great Canon (§1.1.3.2), and the hymns of Valeria Hoecke (see Chapter 4).  Other works 

discussed below in this section are brought into discussion at various times as points of 

comparison with the major texts.   

Most of the texts discussed here are translations from Byzantine Greek, with the 

exception of hagiographic services for Slavic saints.  A preliminary survey found that there is no 

one-to-one correspondence in the semantics of the Greek and RCS past tense systems, despite 

the fact that both languages have perfect, aorist, and imperfect tenses.
10

  Therefore, when 

discussing RCS tenses, as is done throughout this study,  it is irrelevant whether or not a hymn is 

a translation.   

 

1.1.3.1. Hagiographic hymns in the Menaion 

There are various types of movable hymns.  One type is hagiographic.  Hagiographic 

hymns are those hymns that are composed in honor of a saint, and a service to a saint consists of 

many such hymns.  Here I also designate as hagiographic those services that are composed in 

honor of the Theotokos.
11

  This is because the Theotokos is praised in these services, and she is 

considered a saint in the Russian church.  When a saint is commemorated on a certain day, 

hymnography composed for that saint is inserted into the slots for movable hymnography that are 

designated in the service.  Much of this dissertation focuses on hagiographic hymnography as it 

is found in the Menaion (for definition see below) and in the recent hymns of Valeria Hoecke.  

Many saints are commemorated on each day of the yearly cycle, but full services are composed 

for only one or two saints per calendar day.  A full hagiographic service contains all the movable 

parts that are necessary to fit into the slots in the nine daily offices listed above.
12

   

                                                
10

 As in RCS, the Byzantine Greek pluperfect rarely appears in liturgical texts. 
11

 The term Theotokos refers to Mary, the mother of God.  This is the term that is used in English in the Orthodox 

Church, and it corresponds to the Slavonic and Russian term G-,-?-3&=+.  The term "Theotokos" is used throughout 

this work because there are many saints named Mary, one of whom is discussed (Mary of Egypt). 
12

 There are many hymn types that make up a hagiographic service: the sticheron, troparion, canon, kontakion, 

hypakoe, antiphon, prokeimenon, alleluia, katabasia, exaposteilarion, communion hymn, and magnification.  This 

work discusses stichera and canons.  Stichera (sticheron, singular) are poetic verses of varying content and length, 

usually consisting of 8-12 lines, and they are set to a corresponding number of melodic lines.  Stichera are extremely 

important from the hymnographic and liturgical standpoint, as they communicate the main theme of a given day.  

Stichera are sung to relatively simple melodies and display a strong connection between the music and the text.  

With a good understanding of both the melody and the text, one can easily break the text down into its phrasal 

melodies based either on units of meaning or on clause structure.  A canon is an extended poem consisting of nine 

odes, and each ode is based on a Biblical canticle.  The canticles are direct quotations from the Old Testament.  Each 
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Hagiographic hymns are most often found in a twelve-volume set called the Menaion 

(8&'01).
13

  (This dissertation also discusses recently composed hagiographic services that are 

not yet included in the Menaion.)  The Menaion contains services for saints for each day of the 

year, and is intended for liturgical use.  The first volume of the Menaion contains all the fixed-

date hymnography for September, the beginning of the liturgical year, and continues with one 

volume for each month.
14

     

The Menaion examined in this work, the K-?&@'0/90 M&'0&, nicknamed the "Brown 

Menaion" for the color of its binding, was published in 1996-1997.  This Menaion is a reprint of 

an 1883 edition, published by the Kievan Caves Monastery press.
15

  The primary difference 

between the 1883 and the 1996 Menaia is the addition of some supplementary services to local 

Russian saints.  Since in this work I examine services to major saints who were canonized well 

before 1883, I treat this Menaion as if it were the original from 1883.  Since the Nikonian 

reforms, there have been very few updates to the Menaion, and it has remained essentially 

unchanged since the 17th century.
16

  Throughout this study I refer to a saint and the date on 

which s/he is commemorated so that the reader will be able to more easily locate the service in 

the Menaion volumes. 

The hymns of Valeria Hoecke, a hymnographer of the Russian Orthodox Church Outside 

of Russia (henceforth ROCOR), are also analyzed in this work.  Because these hymns are recent, 

they have not been published in any Menaion.   

 

                                                                                                                                                       
ode of the canon consists of an initial stanza (called the heirmos) and a set of two or more stanzas, which are 

metrically and melodically identical to that of the heirmos.  The canon, like the sticheron, communicates the main 

theme of a given day. 
13

  The Menaion is a collection of translated material from other languages and original RCS material, and we can 

assume that the services in the Menaion were directly translated from Byzantine Greek if they are written to non-

Slavic saints; if they are composed in honor of Russian saints, they were originally composed in RCS.  Some of the 

translated services may have originally been composed in a language other than Greek––Coptic or Latin, for 

example––but they would have come to RCS directly from Greek. 
Menaia have been translated, transcribed, and passed down by many anonymous people.  Because the 

Menaion is a compilation of many different services to saints, it is difficult to date individual services and nearly 

impossible to determine who composed them.  This difficulty is compounded by redactions and reforms over the 

years that contributed to the leveling of many linguistic differences among the texts.  The Nikonian reforms were 

significant, but were not the first reforms of RCS texts.  Consider, for example, the 14th century Second South 

Slavic Influence, during which Slavic manuscripts were modeled on Byzantine Greek and made to reproduce them. 

See Krylov 2009 for further information on the Menaion.  
14

 Other types of Menaia not examined in this dissertation are the 8&'0& 6?+23'&@'90, the 8&'01 -):+1, and the 

8&'0&-@07B&.  The 8&'0& 6?+23'&@'90, which is found in one volume, contains services for the twelve major 

feast days of the Orthodox church as well as services to major saints.  The 8&'01 -):+1 contains services arranged 

not according to the day of the year, but according to the day's rank; for example the 8&'01 -):+1 contains general 

services for apostles, for martyrs, for feast days of the Theotokos, and the like.  The 8&'0&-@07B&, in contrast with 

the other three Menaia, is not for use in church services.  The 8&'0&-@07B& contains hagiographical and religious 

pedagogical material that is categorized by the day of the year. 
15

 The earliest complete Menaion to be published in Russia dates to 1628-1632, and was compiled under Patriarch 

Philaret.  A second complete Menaion dates to 1644-1645, and was compiled under Patriarch Joseph; it already 

reflects some changes from the earlier edition.  A General Menaion dates to about 1650.    
16

 There are two other recent Russian Minea containing hagiographic hymnography for the yearly cycle.  In 1988 the 

the H0*0'90 8&'0&, nicknamed for the color of its binding, was published in the Soviet Union.  This Menaion is 

written in the Russian alphabet, rather than that of RCS.  The other is the 8&'e1 3-6-*'&70*B'+1, published in St. 

Petersburg in 1909 by Synodal Press.  The Russian Orthodox Church Abroad has never published its own Menaion 

or Supplemental Menaion, although it did publish a General Menaion.   
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1.1.3.2. The Great Canon 

 Saint Andrew of Crete wrote the Great Canon in the 7th century.  It made its way into 

RCS by way of Bulgarian, and the original Bulgarian texts can be traced back to the 14th-15th 

centuries.  This canon is read only twice each year in Russian churches, during the first and fifth 

weeks of Great Lent.  This time period is the most somber and reflective of the Orthodox 

liturgical year.  The canon primarily consists of a conversation between a repenting sinner and 

his own soul, encouraging the soul to do good and abstain from evil.  It is a fixed text with no 

slots for movable hymnography. 

  

1.1.3.3. Other works  

 

The Great Synaxaristes of the Orthodox Church   

The Great Synaxaristes of the Orthodox Church is a non liturgical religious text, meaning 

that it is not used for worship in the Orthodox Church.  The Synaxaristes consists of twelve 

volumes of Lives of the Saints.  Although it is translated from the original Greek, it includes 

many Russian saints.  

 

Morning and Evening Prayers 

 Morning and Evening Prayers are printed in every prayerbook (8-*&7/-.*-/().  

Morning and Evening Prayers are private and are recited at home, although in monasteries they 

are recited together in church.  The body of these prayers consists of ten main prayers authored 

by various saints at different times.  The Morning Prayers, for instance, primarily contain prayers 

ascribed to Macarius the Great (295-392) and Basil the Great (ca. 330-379).
17

  The Evening 

Prayers primarily contain prayers ascribed to Macarius the Great and Saint John Chrysostom.  

They are fixed and lack slots for movable hymnography. 

  

The Divine Liturgy 

The Divine Liturgy is the primary worship service of the Church, and is the Orthodox 

equivalent of the Catholic mass.  The authorship of the most commonly celebrated form of the 

Divine Liturgy is ascribed to Saint John Chrysostom (347-407), Archbishop of Constantinople.  

The Divine Liturgy is largely a fixed service, although there are slots for some movable 

hymnography.  There is an alleluia, a prokeimenon, and troparia.  The liturgy also contains a slot 

for insertion of the canon at the beatitudes. 

 

1.2. Innovations in verb paradigms: 16th-18th century reforms  

 Reforms in the RCS past tense system constitute the first of the two historical upheavals 

examined in this dissertation.  Indeed, it would not be an exaggeration to state that the history of 

RCS is a history of reforms aimed at normalization.  As Zhivov observes, "I&',/&.7&@0.<&0 

&.6?+/*0'&1 1/*1F7.1 6-.7-1''9; E*0;0'7-; <'&C'-,- 30*+ / 3?0/'0D J4.&, /- ;'-,&A 

.*4@+1A -'& -.4:0.7/*1F7.1 /6-*'0 6-.*03-/+70*B'-, 7+< @7- '-?;+*&2+=&1 – E7- 

-)9@'9D, + '0 &.<*F@&70*B'9D K0'-;0' 129<-/-D 4.7+'-/<& /-.7-@'-.*+/1'.<&A 

<'&C'&<-/" (1998:7).   

                                                
17

 Basil the Great was bishop of Caesarea and a leading churchman in the 4th century.  Macarius the Great, also 

called Macarius the Egyptian, was among the most influential Desert Fathers of Egypt, and a disciple of St. Anthony 

the Great.  
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We begin this discussion of innovations in RCS verbal paradigms with some background 

on the OCS and Old Russian preterite systems.  Old Church Slavonic (OCS), like RCS, had 

aorist, imperfect, and perfect tenses.  (The pluperfect, which is rarely used in these languages, is 

not discussed here.)  With respect to their meanings, Lunt states, "The imperfect specifies an 

action coordinated with a fact or act in the past: this point of reference may or may not be present 

in the context.  The aorist has no such specification––it is merely an event.  The aorist thus 

functions largely as the story-telling device which presents a chain of events, while the imperfect 

gives the background events or stops to concentrate on an action being performed at a certain 

moment" (1965:136).  The perfect, on the other hand, "express[es] an action which took place in 

the past, but whose results are still significant" (ibid:98).  Gasparov 2001 describes these three 

tenses in a similar way, as do Diels 1932-34 and Valitskii 1876, to name a few grammars of 

OCS.  OCS grammars give full paradigms for these tenses, and demonstrate that all grammatical 

persons can act as the subject for any of these tenses.   

 These tenses are also, of course, attested in Old Russian.
18

  Old Russian is different from 

RCS, although both acted as the literary language of medieval Rus' until the rise of modern 

Russian in the 17th-18th centuries.
19

  Van Schooneveld observes that in Old Russian, the perfect 

was opposed to the aorist and imperfect in that it was a compound tense, composed of the 

auxiliary byti plus an l-participle form, and the aorist and imperfect were simple tenses 

(1959:2-3).  Semantically, however, there was no perfective vs. aorist/imperfect opposition.  He 

states that the imperfect "denotes a process anterior to the moment of the utterance, the 

consequences of which do not last beyond the duration of the process," whereas the aorist 

implies nothing more than anteriority to the time of the speech act.  The perfect, on the other 

hand, "denotes a process anterior to the moment of the utterance which, in contradistinction to 

the main body of the story, already belongs to objective knowledge" (ibid:165).  Van 

Schooneveld refrains from assigning an evidential quality to the Old Russian perfective.
20

   

Now the discussion turns to the specific reform concerning tense forms used with 2nd-

person singular subjects.  This reform was noted formally only in the first grammars of RCS to 

be published, but it can be perceived earlier thanks to Zaliznjak's appendix in the 2008 third 

edition of 5&#3# # 6#&0' 7$#1)3), which discusses the use of past tenses with the 2nd-person 

singular subject in Old Russian documents.  This appendix demonstrates that in 11th-12th 

century documents, and in later documents that imitate the style of older ones, there is an 

oscillation in forms between the perfect and aorist tenses used with the 2nd-person singular.  In 

later documents, however, including all letopisi except for the 8#3)%9: 31);)++,< &)9, the 

perfect is the only past tense used with the 2nd-person singular.  Moreover, in all documents 

Zaliznjak examines that do oscillate between the perfect and aorist for the 2nd-person singular, 

he has discovered rules that govern the use of one form or another.  Zaliznjak describes one 

major rule relating to the 2nd- person singular subject as follows: ".../ 6?&3+7-@'9A, //-3&;9A 

                                                
18

 Van Schooneveld examines the following texts: the Primary Chronicle, the Tale of Igor's Host, Vita of Boris and 

Gleb, the Travel Description by Abbot Daniel, and the Testament of Vladimir Monomach.  Van Schooneveld 

selected such texts because preterite forms are especially found in narrative texts.   
19

 The question of the similarity between Old Russian and RCS is complicated.  There can be different views on 

what constitutes a similarity, and how similarity is connected with understanding.  See Zhivov 1998 for a discussion 

of this topic.   
20

 Van Schooneveld states that Old Russian tenses and aspects are "always distinct semantic categories which 

operate autonomously" (1959:165).   
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&2(1.'&70*B'9; 8ko & / 6?&3+7-@'9A -7'-.&70*B'9A 6?+<7&@0.<& /.0,3+ /9.746+07 

60?K0<7, + '0 +-?&.7..." (ibid:108). 

In the 16th century grammars of RCS were written for the first time.  These grammars 

laid out a past tense system that was different from the inherited system found in liturgical 

texts.
21

  According to the grammars, the 2nd-person singular form of each past tense was to take 

only the form of the inherited perfect tense.  The fact that the prescribed grammar was different 

from the inherited system is why the system is here called "reformed."  Grammarians including 

Smotritskij, Gerasimov, and Zizanij listed past tense paradigms that contained as the 2nd-person 

singular form the etymological perfect in an otherwise etymologically aorist paradigm.  Maksim 

the Greek implemented the new paradigms in his correction of liturgical texts in the mid-16th 

century.  Epifanij Slavinetskij, under the orders of Patriarch Nikon, continued the innovations 

with a wave of new book corrections.  This section discusses the reforms in past tense verb 

paradigms. 

 

A brief history of pre-16th century Church Slavonic in Rus' 

 Looking back at the history of Church Slavonic in Rus', we may note that literary texts  

were imported from Bulgaria and began to function in Rus' after its Christianization in the 

beginning of the 11th century.  Having acquired these Bulgarian texts, the Rus'ians were left to 

copy and disseminate them.  Certain manuscripts were flawed from the very beginning due to 

poor translations from Greek, and the transmission of these and other texts over the centuries 

naturally resulted in incremental damage.
22

  As Cooper (2003:126) notes, East Slavic phonology, 

syntax, and lexicon either consciously or unconsciously crept into the language by the 12th-13th 

centuries.    

 Problems arose following the fall of Byzantium and Bulgaria to the Turks (in 1453 and at 

end of the 14th century, respectively).  According to Cooper, "when first Bulgaria and then 

Byzantium fell to the Turks...drying up the sources of authoritative new manuscripts, the 

Rus'ians were faced with a quandary...[I]f...they were to be left on their own again, without a 

Greco-Bulgarian guarantor, how could they preserve Slavonic Scripture from slipping into 

corruption once more?" (ibid:129).   

There was a pre-existing tendency in Rus' to improve and replace texts based on 

Byzantine originals (which had reached them via South Slavic) when textual corruption became 

a problem due to copying.  It is therefore natural that 15th century Rus' would once again find a 

way to turn to the original Greek texts.  There was a lack of knowledge of Greek in Rus', 

however, and in order to maintain the textual integrity of RCS two solutions were devised.  One 

was the invitation of a foreigner, Maksim the Greek, for the purpose of correcting liturgical texts.  

The other was the codification of RCS grammar for the first time.  Grammars of RCS were 

written to accord, as much as possible, with Greek paradigms (and, less commonly, with Latin 

ones).  As Uspenskij (2002:427) notes, the modeling of RCS on Greek texts did not simply take 

the form of more faithful translations from Greek originals, but rather focused on remodeling the 

                                                
21

 Although RCS as such was not described formally until the 16th century, there nevertheless was an interim 

grammar of Slavonic tracing back to the 14th century.  This grammar, On the Eight Parts of Speech, is discussed 

below.    
22

 For further information on textual corruption see Sobolevskij 1894. 
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Church Slavonic grammatical structures on the Greek originals, especially with respect to syntax 

and morphology.
23

 

 Because Byzantine Greek did not have syncretism in the aorist and imperfect 2nd- and 3rd-

person singular forms, it appears that syncretism in the RCS aorist and imperfect forms was 

perceived as an anomaly that had to be eliminated.  The problem of syncretism was especially 

significant with respect to the aorist, which appeared with high frequency in narrative texts.  One 

historical resolution of this issue had been to add the marker -9! to the 3rd singular aorist form.  

This augment was first attested in certain OCS texts, such as in the Codex Assemanianus Gospel.  

One example can be seen in Mark 15:8: ...4 3!/!643! +=1#>! +=?1!" 61#%494... (the same 

phrase in Zographensus includes the form +=?1) (Gasparov 2001:133).   

 The same -9! augment was also used with the imperfect tense, where it was added to 3rd 

person singular and plural forms (ibid:133).  The special meaning of the imperfect tense that 

differentiated it from the aorist and perfect had, however, already faded by the 16th century.  It 

was only a relic of earlier past tense systems, and, as a result, there was widespread confusion of 

the aorist and the imperfect forms in the texts.  There was especial confusion between the 3rd- 

person singular imperfect ending -@) and the 3rd-person plural aorist ending -@= (Uspenskij 

2002:221-225). 

  Another historical resolution of the issue of syncretism was found in various secular texts 

dating from the 13th century.  This was the use of the perfect tense form following a 2nd-person 

singular subject.  Beginning in 1522, with the publication of Gerasimov's RCS translation of 

Donatus, a wave of grammarians began codifying Church Slavonic grammar in such a way that 

syncretism was entirely eliminated from conjugational paradigms.  According to this reform, all 

new paradigms now included a compound auxiliary/l-participle form for the 2nd-person singular, 

and simplex forms for all other persons.  This reform blurred the distinctions between the perfect 

and aorist tenses in RCS, both semantically and formally.  It did not have much effect on the 

form or meaning of the imperfect tense, both of which had already faded by this time.  The 

practical result of the reforms was that one general, over-arching past tense appeared to take 

shape. 

 By way of explication, let us examine briefly several presentations of  the past tense 

system, first that of Donatus (translated in 1522), followed by the major redactions of Maxim the 

Greek (1525, 1531), the grammars of Zizanij (1596) and Smotritskij (1619, 1648), and then 

finally the official reforms under Patriarch Nikon, as carried out by Slavinetskij (mid-17th 

century).
24

  As a baseline, let us first examine the 14th century treatise On the Eight Parts of 

Speech, which can be taken to represent the earliest recorded grammar of Slavonic.   

 

On the Eight Parts of Speech, 14th century 

 The first printed grammars of the 16th century were not the first attempts to systematize 

Slavic morphology.  The first attested grammar treatise, On the Eight Parts of Speech, was an 

early 14th century Serbian manuscript compiled from two or more late Byzantine sources.  Only 

three major tenses are identified: past, present, and future.  The past tense is divided into four 

                                                
23

 See Uspenskij 2002:427.  According to Uspenskij syntactical and morphological influence came from Greek, 

whereas changes in pronunciation and orthography originated from South Slavic.  Uspenskij goes on to state that the 

South Slavs were a mediator between Greek and Russian culture, and many changes from Greek filtered first 

through their liturgical language. 
24

 Two other grammars are Adelfotes 1591 and Elder Evdokim's 81#%9#%&#34), 16th c.  Adelfotes is a parallel 

grammar that gives Byzantine Greek paradigms next to Church Slavonic paradigms.  In both Adelfotes and 

81#%9#%&#34) paradigms feature the perfect form with the 2nd-person singular subject. 
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sub-sections: the aorist, the imperfect, and two that are "offensive to the tongue"; Worth 

supposes these two offensive past tenses are to be the perfect and pluperfect (1983:21).  Since 

the treatise does not mention the perfect, it is not possible for On the Eight Parts of Speech to 

give any evidence of paradigms in which the 2nd-person singular form shows contamination by 

the perfect.  According to Worth, "It is clear from such paradigms that the original Serbian 

attempt to bend Slavonic to a Greek mold, together with the Russian copyist's deteriorating 

knowledge of Slavonic verbal morphology, resulted in a verb system that bore little resemblance 

to any Slavonic recension in any country" (1983:19).   

 

Donatus 1522 

 Donatus's introduction to the Latin grammar Ars minor was translated into Russian in 

1522 by Dmitrij Gerasimov.  This was the longest of all medieval treatises in Russia.  The 

original translation was intended as a grammar of Latin for Russians, and it left the Latin 

paradigms intact.  The only two copies that have come down to us, however, give RCS 

paradigms and the Latin is almost completely absent.
25

  According to Zhivov and Uspenskij 

1986, Gerasimov aspired to give to Church Slavonic equivalents of Latin paradigms.  For 

example, where Latin gives the imperfect, Gerasimov introduces the imperfective aorist; for the 

Latin perfect, he introduces the perfective aorist; for the pluperfect, he introduces the imperfect.  

Certain other verbs (&A*494, '?494, ?49=94, <#9794, %&,@=94) were assigned to specific 

past tense paradigms based on Aktionsart (>)-%934) $&=$#&=) (1986:272-3).
26

  Aktionsart was a 

significant semantic operator in the Old Russian vernacular, and Zhivov and Uspenskij argue that 

the past tense system of RCS, the literary language of the time, was viewed through the prism of 

Aktionsart.  In these copies there are no semantic oppositions established among the perfect, 

aorist, and imperfect tenses, and, as in the inherited system, there is 2nd-3rd person singular 

syncretism in the aorist and imperfect tense paradigms.  Gerasimov introduces the 2nd- and 3rd-

person singular etymologically perfect form into all past tense declensional paradigms in order to 

eliminate the inherited syncretism.   

 

Maksim the Greek   

Maksim the Greek was the primary 16th century redactor of liturgical texts.  He was born 

around 1470 and educated in his native Greece before becoming a monk in Vatopedi Monastery 

on Mount Athos in 1506.  Grand Prince Vasili III summoned him from Mount Athos to Muscovy 

to be a corrector of liturgical texts.  Maksim is most famous for his redactions of the L-*<-/+1 

6.+*79?B (Augmented Psalter) and the >/07'+1 7?&-3B (Pentecostarion), although he 

participated in the redaction of various other texts.
27

  Maksim's primary contribution was his 

insistence on precision, and in his redactions he especially focused on distinguishing 

homophones or near homophones (Worth 1983:66).   Maksim also revised the tense system in 

his redactions.  Not everyone supported his redactions, however.  He was called to trial first in 

1525 and then in 1531 on counts of muddling sacral texts (the Psalter and the Triodion) to the 

point of heresy.  The primary issue was that others perceived that he misused the past tense: 

specifically, he replaced 2nd- person singular aorist forms (;&'4/500 /?0;0) with perfect forms 

(;&;-503500 /?0;0).  The issue of heresy largely arose with the mixing of past tense forms of 

                                                
25

 See Worth 1983:76-165 for a discussion of Donatus. 
26

 See Stoll 2001 for background reading on Aktionsart. 
27

 A detailed list of the works translated by Maksim the Greek can be found in Cooper 2003:142. 
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*,94.
28

  Because the verb )97& has an existential meaning, some contemporaries of Maksim 

felt that the aorist of this verb implied a continuation into the present time, whereas the perfect 

did not.  For instance, Psalm 89 before correction read "M-.6-3&, 6?&)0C&:0 )9.7B '+;(," 

which Maksim corrected to "M-.6-3&, 6?&)0C&:0 )9*( 0.& '+;(."  Because he substituted the 

perfect for the aorist in contexts such as these, some of Maksim's contemporaries felt that he was 

limiting the eternal presence of God by excluding him from the present (Zhivov and Uspenskij 

1986:263).  Maksim's motivation for mixing past tense verbs is supposed to be the following:  

 

N-2&=&1 8+<.&;+ M?0<+ <+C07.1 6?& E7-; .-/0?50''- 1.'-D.  8+<.&; 1/'- A-70* 

6?&)*&2&7B ?4..<&0 =0?<-/'-.*+/1'.<&0 70<.79 < &A ,?0@0.<&; -?&,&'+*+;, 

60?03+7B / =0?<-/'-.*+/1'.<-; 70<.70 /.F 74 &'K-?;+=&F (/ @+.7'-.7&, 

,?+;;+7&@0.<4F), <-7-?+1 .-30?C+*+.B / ,?0@0.<-; 60?/-&.7-@'&<0.  O7- 

/9?+C+*-.B, / @+.7'-.7&, / .7?0;*0'&& 46-3-)&7B =0?<-/'-.*+/1'.<4F 

,*+,-*B'4F 6+?+3&,;4 ,?0@0.<-D ,*+,-*B'-D 6+?+3&,;0: 6-.<-*B<4 / ,?0@0.<-; / 

6?-5035&A /?0;0'+A '07 -;-'&;&& K-?; 2 & 3 *&=+, '0-)A-3&;- )9*- &2)+/&7B.1 

-7 7+<-D -;-'&;&& & / =0?<-/'-.*+/1'.<-;.  P3&'.7/0'-D =0?<-/'-.*+/1'.<-D 

6+?+3&,;-D 6?-50350,- /?0;0'&, / <-7-?-D 2 & 3 *&=- 03. @&.*+ '0 .-/6+3+*&, 

)9*+ 6+?+3&,;+ 60?K0<7+, @7- & -)4.*-/*&/+*- /9)-? E7-D K-?;9 3*1 ?+2?050'&1 

-;-'&;&&...814 9=0#; 6#><#>) 6)1B)09+,) 4 =#14%9+,) B#1;, #0=/,3=&4%: 

+)61#943#6#%9=3&)++,;4 6# /+=?)+4A (ibid: 260; my italics). 

 

 Of the various interpretations of the role Maksim played in the correction of linguistic 

texts, I have chosen to follow the argument of Zhivov and Uspenskij 1986.
29

  According to their 

view, Maksim apparently did not perceive any semantic distinction among the aorist, imperfect, 

and perfect tenses, and was simply trying to resolve syncretism in the 2nd- and 3rd-person 

singular verb paradigms by patterning RCS more on Greek.  The language of the Grand Duchy 

of Moscow (1340-1547) had already lost distinctions among the aorist, imperfect, and perfect: 

by this time the perfect was the only preterite used, and aorist and imperfect were petrified 

bookish forms (van Schooneveld 1959:6).  If one considers that semantic distinctions among the 

tenses had already essentially been lost, then the reforms in the liturgical language could be 

perceived simply as an attempt to modernize, to rid the language of unnecessary forms.  By 

                                                
28

 For a thorough discussion see Zhivov and Uspenskij 1986. 
29

 Cooper 2003 claims that when Maksim the Greek was called to Moscow, he knew neither Russian nor RCS.  

When he corrected RCS liturgical texts as instructed, he translated the Greek originals into Latin, and then his Latin 

was translated into RCS by Muscovite scribes, among whom was Dimitri Gerasimov (2003:141).  Maksim 

dismissed Muscovite books as "corrupted and spoiled" and Slavic translators and scribes as "ignorant muses" 

(Nemirovskij 1964:41).  Much of what is typically ascribed to Maksim actually should be ascribed to his assistants, 

who were native speakers of East Slavic and knew RCS extremely well (Cooper 2003: 143).  In the end, though, it 

was Maksim who was tried, although he did not translate the texts into RCS.  Nemirovskiji 1964 writes that one of 

Maksim the Greek's own scribes described to the ecclesiastical court how he "trembled in terror" as he made the 

corrections that Maksim dictated to him.  Of course, the scribe may have been trying to protect himself by blaming 

Maksim.  Despite Maksim's lack of mastery of Slavonic, the court found him responsible for the errors that did 

occur (Nemirovskiji 1964:37).   

According to a conversation with Viktor Zhivov on February 3, 2010 Maksim did not know Slavonic or 

Russian when he arrived in Moscow, and Gerasimov did indeed help him at first with his book corrections.  Later, 

Maksim the Greek did indeed master Slavonic, correcting books himself and translating from Greek into RCS.  By 

1550 Maksim the Greek corrected the Psalter by himself. 
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contrast, those who put him on trial perceived a semantic tense distinction of such significance 

that its violation was heretical.     

Maksim the Greek was not the initiator of the change: he was using the same grammar 

system advocated by Gerasimov.  The agreement between Maksim and Gerasimov regarding 

past tense paradigms may have arisen due to the fact that they worked together, since Gerasimov 

was Maksim's assistant during the 1519-1522 translation of the Augmented Psalter.  In this 

translation of this Psalter Maksim not only maintains the innovative past tense system, but also 

expands its use.     

   

Zizanij 1596 

 Lavrentij Zizanij is a grammarian who substituted the etymologically perfect grammatical 

form into all 2nd-person singular past tense paradigms.  Zizanij lists three past tenses in his 1596 

grammar: ;&;-503500, 6?-71C0''-0, and 6?0.-/0?50''-0.  Each of these tenses includes 

the etymologically perfect grammatical form for the 2nd-person singular.  The ;&;-503500 and 

6?0.-/0?50''-0 tenses look like the aorist, with the ;&;-503500 as the perfective aorist and 

the 6?0.-/0?50''-0  as the imperfective aorist.  N?-71C0''-0, on the other hand, resembles 

the imperfect, but Zizanij's grammar lacks plural forms for this tense. 

  

Smotritskij 1619, 1648 

 Meletij Smotritskij (1577-1633) was the most influential of the 16th and 17th century 

grammarians who promulgated the reformed past tense system.  Smotritskij was archbishop of 

Polatsk, bishop of Vitebsk and Mstsislau, and archimandrite of the monastery of the Vilinus 

Orthodox Brotherhood of the Descent of the Holy Spirit.  In 1628 he converted from the 

Orthodox Christian Church to the Uniate Church and became the Uniate archbishop of 

Hierapolis and archimandrite of a monastery in Volhynian Derman.  Smotritskij was a polemical 

writer as well as a philologist, and wrote a number of works outlining RCS grammar, the most 

famous of which was his C1=;;=940=.  In his grammatical paradigms, he lists the following 

past tenses:  6?0A-31:00, 6?0503500, ;&;-503500, and '06?030*B'-0. 
30

  Each of his 

conjugational paradigms features simplex forms for all persons except the 2nd-person singular.  

For 2nd-person singular subjects the verb is a compound with the auxiliary "to be" and the l-

participle.  The following four tables display Smotritskij's conjugation for each of his four 

designated past tenses, with the critical 2nd-person singular forms boldfaced: 

 

 

                                                
30

 Smotritskij defines the tenses as follows.  The definitions are all direct quoations: 

"N?0A-31:00 0.7B &;C0 '0.-/0?50''- 6?-5*-e 30D.7/- &*& .7?+3+'&0 2'+;0'40;: &+<-, )&A( : )&A(.1, &*& 

)&0' 0.;B & )9A(...N?0503500 0.7B, &;C0 .-/0?50''- 6?-5*-0 30D.7/- &*& .7?+3+'&0 2'+;0'40;: &+<-, 

)&1A.1, &*& )&1'( 0.;B, & )9A(...8&;-503500 0.7B, &;C0 3?0/*0 .-/0?50''- 6?0503500 30D.7/- &*& 

.7?+3+'&0 2'+;0'40;(: &+<-, )&1A( : )&1-A.1, &*& )&1'( )9/+A( [O)+@0 '9'0 '0 /- 46-7?0)*0'&&, 

6?050350;4 & '06?030*'-;4 ;0.7- .&0 '+6-*'1F:4.]...Q06?030*B'-e 0.7B, &;C0 /;+*0 .-/0?50''- 

6?-5*-0 30D.7/- &*& .7?+3+'&0 2'+;0'40;(: &+<-, 6-)&A.1, &*& 6-)&0'( )9A(" (2007:190-191).  
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Table 1: Past tense conjugations according to Smotritskij's grammar 

 

6?0A-31:00 /?0;0 

 

a2( @7-A( ;9 @7-A-;( 

!" #$%& $'(, #%)/%* $'( /9 @7-.70 

o', -'-, -'+  @70 o'& @7-5+ 

 

 

6?0503500 /?0;0 

 

a2( @&7+x( ;9 @&7+A-;( 

!" #(!)%& $'(, #(!)%)/%* 

$'( 

/9 @&7+.70 

o', -'-, -'+  @&7+50 o'& @&7+A4 

 

 

;&;-503500 /?0;0 

 

a2( @&7++x( ;9 @&7++A-;( 

!" #(!))%& $'(, 

#(!))%)/)%* $'( 

/9 @&7++.70 

o', -'-, -'+  @&7++50 o'& @&7++A4 

 

 

'06?030*B'-0 /?0;0 

 

a2( 6?-@7-A( ;9 6?-@7-A-;( 

!" +,*#$%& $'(, 

+,*#%)/%* $'( 

/9 6?-@7-.70 

o', -'-, -'+  6?-@70 o'& 6?-@7-5+ 

 

 

 

From these conjugations it looks like the tenses called "6?0A-31:00" and "'06?030*B'-0" are 

aorists and that they form an aspect pair with the former imperfective and the latter prefective.  

Both 6?0503500 and ;&;-503500 look like the imperfect tense, but ;&;-503500 seems to 

represent an earlier stage of this tense: it has the vowel length that later dropped out to become 

the 6?0503500 tense.  What we call the perfect tense is embedded in the 2nd-person singular 

slot in these paradigms.   

 Interestingly, by the mid-17th century Smotritskij was forgotten as the author of 

C1=;;=940=.  Some writings of Maksim the Greek were used as a foreword to the 1648 

Moscow edition of C1=;;=940=, and the text was ascribed to him instead of Smotritskij.
31

 

                                                
31

 According to Worth (1983:64) Smotritskij had been forgotten and his grammar ascribed to Maksim the Greek by 

1794; according to a February, 2010 conversation with Viktor Zhivov, this had actually occurred by 1648. 
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The correction of liturgical books under Patriarch Nikon (1652-1658) 

A number of RCS textual reforms were codified under Patriarch Nikon in the mid-17th 

century, reforms which remained until very recently "<+<-7- / 70'&" (Dmitrievskij 2004:25).   

Part of the reason for reform under Nikon was the desire to purify liturgical texts of innovations 

and mistakes, since there were various versions of liturgical texts floating around different 

churches and monasteries.  Patriarch Nikon’s goal in reforming liturgical books was to return to 

the “original” source of the material; to this end, he turned to Greek manuscripts.   

The reforms of Patriarch Nikon were intended to align Russian liturgical rubrics and texts 

with ancient Greek and Slavonic practices and texts and, according to Meyendorff 1991, Nikon 

believed that the books were being corrected according to ancient Greek and Slavonic texts.  In 

reality, however, they were corrected according to the contemporary Greek texts put out by the 

Kievan press (Cooper 2003:91).  Dmitrievskij asserts,  

 

... <'&C'+1 .6?+/+ 6?& 6+7?&+?A0 Q&<-'0, 3+ & /- /.0 6-.*034F:00 /?0;1 6?& 0,- 

6?00;'&<+A /0*+.B '+ 8-.<-/.<-; 60@+7'-; 3/-?0 '0 6- .7+?9; A+?+70D'9; 

,?0@0.<&; & .*+/1'.<&; =0?<-/'--)-,-.*4C0)'9; ?4<-6&.1;, + 6- 60@+7'9; 

,?0@0.<&; <'&,+; /0'0=&+'.<-D 7&6-,?+K&& & .*+/1'.<&; (.0?).<&;) 

/0'0=&+'.<-D & FC'-?4..<&A 7&6-,?+K&D (2004:26). 

 

Nikon's text correctors continued the earlier attempt to model RCS on Greek, which 

lacked 2nd-3rd person syncretism in the past tense paradigms.  They continued substituting 

perfect verb forms into all past tense environments with a 2nd-person singular subject.  The text 

correctors of the 17th century were not innovators, but rather they built on the innovation that 

had already begun.  Only a few liturgical books had been corrected previously, though, which is 

why there was room for major book corrections under Nikon.   

 Tsar Alexei planned to unify the Greeks and the Russians and to forge a new Byzantium, 

but to this end he needed to change the prevalent Russian view that the Greeks had lost the true 

faith following the Council of Florence and the subsequent fall of Constantinople (Meyendorff 

1991:222).  The tsar was the main force behind the reforms, and he selected Patriarch Nikon to 

carry out his program.  The reforms began after a Church Council in 1654.  Nikon's personal role 

in the reform was limited, however, to rubrical changes, and that the patriarch had little to do 

with the textual reforms.  Instead, it was the scholars appointed by Nikon who carried out the 

textual reforms.  The most important of the textual reformers was the Ukrainian monk Epifanij 

Slavinetskij, and it was he who was responsible for the language reforms that included the new 

codification of Smotritskij's paradigms for past tense verbs.  

 

Epifanij Slavinetskij  

Kievan hieromonk and scholar Epifanij Slavinetskij (d. 1675) was Nikon's chief advisor 

on the matter of the book reform, and one of the chief promulgators of the reform, although he 

was the least visible.  In 1649 Tsar Alexei wrote to Metropolitan Silvester Kosov of Kiev, asking 

him to send two learned monks to Moscow for the primary purpose of preparing a new 

translation of the Bible from Greek. Because they were also to assist in the correction of 

liturgical books, skill with the Greek language was the most important criterion for a candidate.  

Slavinetskij and Arsenios the Greek were selected. Slavinetskij, who arrived in Moscow in 1649, 
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three years before Nikon's ascent to the patriarchal throne, was a major cultural force in the 

Russian church from his arrival until his death.     

The majority of Slavinetskij's time in Moscow "...was spent producing fat volumes of 

translations from the Greek fathers and assisting Russian churchmen to conform the liturgical 

books to the Greek standard" (Bushkovitch 1992:153).  We know relatively little about 

Slavinetskij's specific activity in correcting the books; we know only that he was engaged in this 

undertaking during the years that Nikon was issuing new volumes.  Over the course of 

Slavinetskij's twenty-six years in Moscow, he translated a large number of texts from Greek and 

Latin into Slavonic, texts in the fields of homiletics, patristics, arts and sciences, and Scripture.
32

   

He translated the entire Bible of 1663 (the first complete printed edition in Russia), a collection 

of patristic translations in 1665 from Greek into RCS, and he was also the one who corrected the 

Menaion.
33

   

Books were redacted so that they would "slavishly [follow] the original, often keeping 

the same word-order and even creating calques, in an attempt to be absolutely faithful to the 

original.  These were not liturgical scholars, able to work with and compare ancient manuscripts, 

or to make critical evaluations of texts.  They were chosen for the task simply because they knew 

Greek" (Meyendorff 1991:224).
34

  Slavinetskij's style of translation was "marked by a very self-

conscious literalism...[he]...tried to reproduce the Greek text as literally as possible, even when 

this decision rendered it hard to understand" (Bushkovitch 1992:155).
35

   

  Slavinetskij continued and expanded the codification of the new past tense system that 

was begun in the 16th century.
36

  Slavinetskij, like the earlier grammarians, perceived the 

syncretism of the 2nd- and 3rd-person singular forms in the aorist and imperfect tenses to be a 

hindrance to modeling RCS on Greek.  Slavinetskij knew about the activities of Maksim the 

Greek and imitated his work, using only the etymologically perfect tense form with 2nd-person 

singular subjects.  Slavinetskij, like Maksim the Greek, must not have perceived semantic 

distinctions among the past tenses when he corrected the texts.  This was most likely due to the 

fact that both Maksim the Greek and Slavinetskij interpreted the grammar of RCS through the 

prism of the Russian vernacular, in which the aorist and imperfect were not used.   

  The Nikonian reforms are especially significant to study of liturgical texts because the 

new editions printed under Nikon remain essentially unchanged to the present day (Meyendorff 

1991:131).  In the post-Nikonian era the past tense reforms were carried only a little further.  In 

his late 18th century grammar, Iustin Vishnevskii also inserts into his verbal paradigms the 

etymologically perfect grammatical form for the 2nd-person singular subject (Uspenskij 

2002:229).  The Nikonian editions, however, represented the last major wave of changes to RCS.   

                                                
32

 See Bushkovitch 1992:153 for a list of works he translated.  Slavinetskij was primarily a scholar, but he was also a 

preacher; his sermons form the largest part of his original writings.  
33

 Meyendorff does not specify that Slavinetskij reformed the Menaion, but this was an assertion made by Professor 

Viktor Zhivov. 
34

 Meyendorff argues that the books on which the new Slavic redactions were based were of the contemporary 

Greek usage, rather than ancient Greek and Slavic books. 
35

 One result of these corrections is that RCS word order is nearly identical to that of Greek in the revised texts.  For 

example, if one compares a Menaion service that was composed in Byzantine Greek with its RCS translation, the 

result will be an almost word-for-word translation, differing primarily in the fact that the Russian lacks the direct 

articles of Greek.  During the time of the text renovations, Greek services were retranslated into RCS in a literal 

fashion, and then services originally composed in RCS were edited to mimic the new translations. 
36

 It was not only Slavinetskij who corrected texts in this way, but also others working in the Moscow Printing 

Office (N0@+7'9D 3/-?(), the primary publisher of RCS texts in the Slavic world. 
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The legacy of the past tense reforms 

 Maksim the Greek redacted the Augmented Psalter (the book of Psalms supplemented 

with other hymnography) and the Pentecostarion in the early 1520's.
37

  In the 1650s, under 

Patriarch Nikon, the Sluzhebnik and Trebnik were corrected.  Slavinetskij corrected the Festal 

Menaion.  He also reformed the Menaion in the last two decades of the 17th century.  This was 

the last book  to be corrected; after this, reforms were halted due to fear of Old Believer 

reactions.  The Great Canon and Morning and Evening Prayers were also reformed at some 

point, most likely during the time of the Nikonian reforms.  All of these books reflect the verb 

reforms to this day. 

 The Bible, with the exception of the Psalms, is one of the liturgical works that does not 

reflect the verb reforms.  Slavinetskij was brought from Kiev to Moscow for the purpose of 

publishing a new Bible, and it was published in 1663.  This Bible was essentially a reproduction 

of the 1584 Ostrih Bible with only minor corrections.  Slavinetskij intended to make a new 

translation of the Bible from the Greek, or to make a newer version of the Ostrih text, but he died 

in 1675 without finishing this project.  One could assume that he regarded the 1663 Bible as a 

temporary measure until the publication of a corrected translation.
38

  The reforms also did not 

extend to any more books before Nikon was deposed.    

  The result of these incomplete corrections is that there are now two different past tense 

systems in RCS: one which reflects the inherited system and the other which reflects innovations 

on that system.  Consider the following examples from texts that exhibit the limitation of the 

reforms.  Examples (5) and (6) are from Morning Prayers and illustrate the reformed system: the 

2nd-person singular subject takes the perfect, whereas the 1st-person singular takes the aorist.  

These verbs are boldfaced. 

 

(5)  R7 .'+ /-.7+/, )*+,-3+?F L1, S/17+1 L?-&=0, 1<- ;'-,&1 ?+3& L/-01 )*+,-.7& & 

3-*,-70?60'&1 '0 +,*-.$/)%'0 $'( '+ ;1, *0'&/+,- & ,?05'+,-, '&C0 +*-12(% ;1 

$'( .- )022+<-'B;& ;-&;&; '- #$%*/$3*%42'!/*/)% $'( -)9@'- & / '0@+1'&& 

*0C+:+,- /*56/(-% 70 $'(, /- 0C0 47?0'0/+7& & .*+/-.*-/&7& 30?C+/4 L/-F.... 

  

Having arisen from sleep I thank you, O Holy Trinity, because out of your goodness and 

patience you were not angry with me, the lazy and sinful, nor did you destroy me with 

my iniquities; but you had love for mankind as usual and raised me up from my 

accursed bed, in order that I keep the morning watch and glorify your power.
39

 

 

(6)  G-C0, -@&.7& ;1 ,?05'+,-, 1<- '&<-*&C0 '*!/*,(8 )*+,-0 6?03 L-)-F  

  

O God, cleanse me a sinner, for I have never done good before you. 

   

 

                                                
37

 Kovtun states that the modern RCS Psalter has a "rather consistent" replacement of the aorist form with the 

perfect form (Kovtun 1973:108).  
38

 Information derives from a November 18, 2009 e-mail correspondence from Viktor Zhivov. 
39

 Note that the 8-*&7/-.*-/( used for this dissertation is written in pre-revolutionary Russian orthography, rather 

than RCS orthography. 
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The Psalter also represents the reformed system.  Example (7) is an excerpt from Psalm 50/51; 

the 1st- and 3rd-person singular subjects take the aorist, whereas the 2nd-person singular takes 

the perfect form.  These verbs are boldfaced. 

 

(7) L0)0 P3&'-;4 '*-,$9(8, & *4<+/+1 6?03 L-)-F '*!/*,(8, 1<- 3+ -6?+/3&5&.1 /- 

.*-/0.0A L/-&A & 6-)03&5&, /'0,3+ .43&7& L&. S0 )-, / )022+<-'&&A 2+@+7 0.;B, & 

/- ,?0.0A ,*6( ;1 ;+7& ;-1. S0 )-, &.7&'4 /*5%42(% $'(, )02/0.7'+1 & 7+D'+1 

6?0;43?-.7& L/-01 0/(% 7( $'(. 

 

Before you only have I sinned and done this evil before you, that I might be justified in 

your words and be victorious when you are judged.  For behold, in iniquitites I was 

conceived and in sins my mother bore me.  For behold, you loved truth, you revealed to 

me the unknown and secret things of your wisdom. 

 

 

Example (8), in contrast, is from the Divine Liturgy, and it illustrates the inherited system: the 

perfect (boldfaced) is used with the 3rd-person singular subject.  

  

(8)  T&30A-; S/07 &.7&''9D, 6?&1A-; U4A+ Q0)0.'+,-, -)?07-A-; /0?4 &.7&''4F, 

Q0?+230*B'0D L?-&=0 6-<*+'10;.1: :) 2* .)' '+)'%) $'!;. 

 

We have seen the true light, we have received the Holy Spirit, we have found the true 

faith, worshipping the undivided Trinity, it has saved us. 

 

 

 

One past tense or three?  The codification of the RCS past temporal system 

When it came time to codify RCS in the 16th and 17th centuries, it is likely that different 

people may have projected onto the language their own expectations or perceptions of what RCS 

ought to be.  Many 16th and 17th century reformers started from the viewpoint of grammar 

theory (which they constructed based on classical Latin and Greek), and then they applied theory 

to texts; many of their opponents, however, viewed the RCS temporal system through the prism 

of their own vernacular, and then extrapolated this to reach their theories of the grammar.  

Mathiesen 1972 emphasizes that the grammar of the RCS verbal system will be analyzed 

differently, depending on the first language of the grammarian.  Clearly one's native language, or 

one's expectation of the RCS grammar system (based on Latin or Greek), may have influenced 

the codification of RCS.    

The following statement, made concerning the codification of OCS, applies to RCS as 

well: "To do this language justice, one must refrain from artificially suppressing the fluidity and 

uncertainty of its forms, since in practice they were never fully fixed.  The latter is true to even 

greater extent about the meaning of those forms.  When one tries to describe the distinction 

between...alternative forms of the past tense, for example, one has to take into account that few if 

any 'minimal pairs' of the use of those forms are available in the data, and that there was never a 

full consistency in the way these forms were treated in different texts"  (Gasparov 2001:23; my 

italics).  The task of projecting a cohesive, comprehensive temporal system onto RCS naturally 

resulted in some interference from one's own expectations.     
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From grammar to text 

According to Zhivov and Uspenskij 1986, 16th and 17th century grammarians and text 

correctors took grammar theory as their starting point.  They began with their interpretation of 

what ought to be the "correct" structure of the verbal paradigms.  For these reformers, the 

emphasis was on rules rather than on the written tradition of the language.  Gerasimov analyzed 

RCS through the prism of Latin grammar, starting from the point of view that Latin is a liturgical 

language more developed and with higher prestige than RCS, and then molded RCS data to fit 

Latin paradigms.  Most other reformers, such as Maksim the Greek, took Greek to be their 

"model" language for RCS.
40

     

 

From liturgical text tradition and vernacular to grammar 

Reformers such as Maksim the Greek did not perceive a semantic difference among the 

aorist, imperfect, and perfect tenses; for them, therefore, the forms could be mixed.  In contrast, 

opponents of the reforms perceived nuances that were derived from their own perceptions as 

speakers of living Russian dialects (Zhivov and Uspenskij 1986:261).  Speaking about Old 

Russian, though the statement is equally valid for RCS, van Schooneveld warns that it is 

important "...to avoid projecting the pattern of Modern Russian upon Old Russian... Because the 

linguistic feeling of a modern Russian does not acknowledge the existence in his language of an 

imperfect and an aorist opposed to the perfect, and tends to render all these forms with the 

modern Russian -l preterite, there is no reason to assume that there was no such difference in Old 

Russian..." (1959:7).  Mathiesen 1972 also touches on the phenomenon of individual perceptions 

of RCS grammar.  In his subchapters on modern standard languages (Russian, Ukrainian, 

Bulgarian, and Serbo-Croatian) as vehicles for RCS, Mathiesen argues that the results of analysis 

of the RCS verbal system depend partly on the native language of the analyzer.  

If a native speaker of Russian at the time of Maksim the Greek were to have examined 

RCS through the prism of his own native dialect, he may have projected Aktionsart categories 

onto RCS.  According to Zhivov and Uspenskij 1986, native Russian speakers would have read a 

special inchoative meaning into the aorist that corresponded more to a present perfect tense.  The 

following example illustrates the fact that the aorist may have had an inchoative meaning: #7$e 

od7sn'0 %t&' (you sat at the right hand of the Father).  This aorist was interpreted to indicate 

the inception of the action, and to imply that it continues into the present and has the potential for 

continuation into the future.  Such a reading of the aorist is compatible with Orthodox theology, 

in that God is unbounded by time.  When documents replaced the aorist with the perfect form, 

the resulting line was #($()" *#+ %$(#,'- %t&', which, in the mind of a medieval Rusisan 

speaker, would indicate a delimitative action that only existed in the past tense (Zhivov and 

Uspenskij 1986:261). 

If native speakers interpreted a semantic difference among these tenses to the degree that 

a substitution of one past tense for another would be the cause of heresy trials, then we are left 

with the practical conclusion that there were three formal past tenses with three temporal 

semantic structures.  Some native speakers, however, did not perceive a semantic distinction 

among the tenses.  This group includes Smotritskij and many others.  For them, it would appear 

                                                
40

 The desire to eliminate 2nd-3rd person singular syncretism in past tense paradigms was an attempt to project 

Greek grammar onto RCS, since Greek grammar lacks this syncretism. 
 
One may note the irony of the situation.  

Byzantine Greek had a perfect, imperfect, and aorist, as did the inherited RCS system, and text correctors eliminated 

this major similarity between Greek and RCS for the sake of a relatively small gain. 
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that if there is a single past-tense meaning, there does not appear to be any harm in splicing the 

formal past tenses together.  In the end, the question of whether there was one past tense, two, or 

three, must depend on the specific native speaker.    

 

1.3. The Russian Revolution and the Russian Orthodox diaspora 

The first historical process examined here that resulted in a change in RCS was the 

codification of a strict rule for the use of past tense forms.  The second was the Bolshevik 

Revolution and the subsequent repression of religion in the Soviet Union.
41

  The Revolution led 

to wide-scale emigration of believers, creating a diaspora situation in which hymnographers were 

cut off from traditional institutional structures, such as seminaries, libraries, and also, of course, 

text editors.  The present section gives a context for the forces that made language change 

inevitable.   

The following paragraph, written by a high clergyman, describes the situation of disarray 

in the Russian church following the Revolution:
42

 

 

J0/-*F=&1 1917 ,., ?+2?45&/5+1 /0<-/4F ,-.43+?.7/0''-.7B J-..&&, 6-/*0<*+ 2+ 

.-)-F 71C0*90 6-.*03.7/&1 3*1 J4..<-D N?+/-.*+/'-D >0?</&. N0?/9; 

.*03.7/&0; )-*B50/&.7.<-,- 60?0/-?-7+ )9*- '+?450'&0 03&'.7/+ J4..<-D 

>0?</&. N-*&7&@0.<&0 .3/&,&, ,?+C3+'.<+1 /-D'+, 6?0<?+:0'&0 ./12& . -<?+&'+;& 

&;60?&&, 6-70?1 ?4..<&A 70??&7-?&D &, '+<-'0=, E;&,?+=&1 – /.0 E7- -7-?/+*- 

@+.7B ?4..<&A *F30D -7 =0?<-/'9A =0'7?-/. P.*& / N-*B50, N?&)+*7&<0 & '+ 

U+*B'0; T-.7-<0 06+?A&& & .-A?+'&*& ./-F -?,+'&2+=&F, 7- ./12B . 6+7?&+?A-; 

L&A-'-; & 0,- >0?<-/'9; V6?+/*0'&0; )9*+ 6-70?1'+. P:0 .*-C'00 )9*- 

6-*-C0'&0 '+ 70??&7-?&1A, -A/+@0''9A ,?+C3+'.<-D /-D'-D &*& .?03& E;&,?+=&& 

2+ 6?030*+;& S-/07.<-,- ,-.43+?.7/+. 8'-C0.7/+ 6?+/-.*+/'9A *F30D -<+2+*&.B 

'-/=+;& )02 6+.79?0D' & 7?0)-/+*& .<-?0D50,- =0?<-/'-,- 4.7?-0'&1 (Shchukin 

1972:1). 

   

 

Patriarch Tikhon, realizing the dangers of separation of a diocese from Moscow, issued 

Decree No. 362 in 1920 that stated, "T .*4@+0, 0.*& 06+?A&1 -<+C07.1 /'0 /.1<-D ./12& . 

T9.5&; >0?<-/'9; V6?+/*0'&0;, 06+?A&+*B'9D +?A&0?0D /A-3&7 / .'-50'&0 . 

+?A&0?01;& .-.03'&A 06+?A&D '+ 6?03;07 -?,+'&2+=&& /9.50D &'.7+'=&& =0?<-/'-D 

/*+.7&" (ibid:1).  The bishops outside Russia did indeed set up their own administration, which 

became the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia (ROCOR).
43

 

                                                
41

 "The Bolshevik revolution quite radically transformed the condition of church life...the new authorities, within a 

few weeks of the October Revolution, began massive persecution of the Church's faithful: of priests, monks, and 

laity.  This anti-ecclesiastical and anti-clerical policy was to lead to ruthless extermination both of religion among 

the people and of the Church institution" (Seide 1990:12). 
42

 See also Pol'skij 1995 and Kashevarov 1999. 
43

 In 1920, a group of bishops and laity, who had ended up in Constantinople following evacuation from Russia, 

convened a Council of Russian bishops in the diaspora, with the blessing of the Patriarch of Constantinople.  This 

group had not been aware of Patriarch Tikhon's Decree, but themselves came to the same solution to the issue of 

being separated from Moscow: to form local Church administrations.  These bishops formed the Higher 

Ecclesiastical Authority Abroad.  Soon after, they were joined by many more Russian bishops who had left their 

dioceses in Russia, together with the people under their charge.  Ruling bishops outside of Russia from Finland, 

Latvia, Manchuria, China, Japan, and North America also joined them.  Altogether, thirty-four bishops who were 

separated from Moscow joined together into a temporary administration for the diocese abroad.   
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 Since this church was dispersed all over the world, there was an immediate need to set up 

printing presses to print liturgical books.  Their first printing press was at a monastery in 

Ladomirovo in the Carpathians.  There was a need for more clergy to care for those abroad, and 

there were many ordinations of priests and consecrations of bishops.  Before his death in 1936, 

Metropolitan Anthony Khrapovitsky, the first hierarch of ROCOR, consecrated bishops for 

Canada, the United States, Manchuria, England, and China.  Churches were built, and 

theological schools were established in Paris and Harbin.   

 Upon the death of Metropolitan Anthony, the Synod of Bishops chose Metropolitan 

Anastassy as his successor.  World War II was difficult on the members of the Russian diaspora 

already in Europe, and it also forced many more Russians to flee to the Balkans, Poland, and the 

Baltics, and to head for Central Europe.  Metropolitan Anastassy lived in Belgrade during the 

German occupation.  At the time of Yugoslavia, after the Soviet occupation, he moved first to 

Austria and then to Switzerland.   

After the war, in 1946, Metropolitan Anastassy moved to Munich.  ROCOR was 

disorganized as a result of the war, and its Synod of Bishops organized a Resettlement 

Committee.  This committee worked to obtain visas for Russians to move to countries across the 

Atlantic.  The difficult situation of the Russian diaspora was compounded by post-war forced 

repatriation to the USSR.  Soviet "non-returners" and their families who were repatriated by 

force would end up imprisoned in concentration camps for their defection.  Because of the 

Church Abroad's efforts to obtain visas for countries across the Atlantic many members of the 

Russian diaspora were able to escape repatriation.  By the end of 1950 most of the refugees had 

already resettled across the Atlantic, many in the U.S.A. and Canada, but also in Argentina.  

Metropolitan Anastassy moved to New York, which became the new center of the Church 

Abroad with its Synod of Bishops.  That same year a Council of Bishops was convened, and the 

                                                                                                                                                       
 The Council in Constantinople chose Metropolitan Anthony Khrapovitsky of Kiev and Volyn' as their 

leader.  Metropolitan Anthony was the eldest hierarch of the entire Russian church and had been a candidate for 

Patriarch.  The Council formed its own executive branch, called the Supreme Ecclesiastical Authority Abroad.  This 

administrative branch moved from Constantinople to the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in 1921, 

following an invitation of Patriarch Varnava of Serbia.  That same year the first All-Diaspora Church Council of 

Russian Bishops, Clergymen and Laymen was convened in Sremski Karlovci.  The Council discussed the 

organization and administration of church life abroad and the question of aiding the starving in Russia.  They also 

made an appeal to the International Conference in Genoa for aid to Russia.   

In August, 1922, a Council of the Bishops of the Church Abroad was held in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, 

and Slovenes, and the bishops agreed to organize a temporary Synod of Bishops of the Russian Orthodox Church 

Outside of Russia (ROCOR, also called the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad).  The Soviet government opposed 

these activities and arrested Patriarch Tikhon in 1922.  In July 1927 Metropolitan Sergius of Nizhni-Novgorod, the 

Locum Tenens of the Patriarchal Throne of Moscow, issued his D)0&=1=24., a declaration of the loyalty of the 

Russian Orthodox Church to the Soviet government, and solidarity with its joys and sorrows.  This document was 

published in the official Soviet newspaper 7/3)%94. one month later.   

The Synod Abroad rejected the Declaration and issued its own decree: "H+,?+'&@'+1 @+.7B J4..<-D 

N?+/-.*+/'-D >0?</& 3-*C'+ 6?0<?+7&7B +3;&'&.7?+7&/'90 .'-50'&1 . 8-.<-/.<-D >0?<-/'-D /*+.7BF, 

//&34 '0/-2;-C'-.7& '-?;+*B'9A .'-50'&D . '0F & //&34 6-?+)-:0'&1 00 )02)-C'-D .-/07.<-D /*+.7BF. 

... R'+ '0 -730*107 .0)1 -7 ./-0D 8+70?&->0?</& & '0 .@&7+07 .0)1 +/7-<0K+*B'-D. R'+ 6--6?0C'0;4 .@&7+07 

.0)1 ./-0D ,*+/-D N+7?&+?50,- 80.7-)*F.7&70*1 ;&7?-6-*&7+ N07?+" (ibid:2).   

The Synod abroad supported Metropolitan Peter and other bishops who were then killed by the Soviets for 

refusing to submit to Metropolitan Sergius.  Metropolitan Sergius demanded that the Synod Abroad sign a document 

promising loyalty to the Soviet state, and the Synod Abroad wrote its Epistle of 1928.  This document decisively 

rejected the proposal, declaring it uncanonical and exceedingly harmful to the Church.  The Synod, which 

considered itself the free part of the Russian Church, was now completely separated from Moscow.  The goal of 

ROCOR was always the future reunification with the church in Russia following the fall of the Soviet Union.  
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participants traveled to Holy Trinity Monastery in Jordanville, New York.  This monastery 

became the site of a new seminary, and their St. Job of Pochaev Printing Press became the new 

disseminator of liturgical and religious books.   

The Church Abroad had always been intended to be a temporary administrative body 

until the fall of the Soviet Union, and the reunification with the Moscow Patriarchate occurred in 

2006.  The Church Abroad continues to exist to this day, but in a different form, as a semi-

autonomous jurisdiction of the Moscow Patriarchate. 

All in all the 1917 Revolution resulted in chaos for the Russian church and the self-

organization of Russian church administration abroad.  As a result of this turmoil the clergy and 

the faithful were cut off from traditional structures that included seminaries and theological 

libraries.  When people needed to compose new church services to new saints, there was little 

recourse to existing institutions.  Chapters 4-6 discuss the hymns of Valeria Hoecke, whose 

innovations with the language were a result of the diaspora situation.  
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Chapter 2 

Person and perspective  

in Russian Church Slavonic 

 

 
 

2.0 Introduction  

Russian Church Slavonic, in its liturgical use, is a highly specific, ritualized language, a 

fact which enables us to discuss its genres and person roles in idealized terms.  In this chapter I 

will discuss the nature of person in RCS, and the relationship of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons to 

each other.   

Each written language is attested in various types of texts, and it is in theory possible to  

distribute the whole corpus of a given language in such a way that one set of texts would have 

one grammar and another a different grammar.  This is the approach that Benveniste 1971 takes: 

he divides the corpus of French into histoire and discourse.  In like manner, I start by dividing 

RCS into two standard genres: narrative and discourse.  I begin with fairly traditional definitions 

of these genres, which will be modified throughout the course of this chapter to better adapt to 

the RCS system.   

Narrative is a recapitulation of past experience, in which language is used to structure a 

sequence of real or fictitious events and states.  Discourse, in its broadest definition, is the 

communication of thoughts.  The definition I use for discourse is articulated from a 

psycholinguistic perspective, namely it is "a dynamic process of expression and comprehension 

governing the performance of people during linguistic interaction" (Crystal 2003:142).  One 

aspect of discourse, which is taken here to be axiomatic, is that there must be both a Speaker and 

a potential Addressee.  Another basic assumption, at least for RCS, is that a narrative text can 

shift into discourse, and discourse can transition into narrative; however, the text intrinsically 

belongs to an overall genre to which it returns despite deviations.   

After defining how I use the term "person," I will analyze how person functions in RCS 

narrative and discourse.  I reduce the system down to its skeleton, to basic abstractions, to show 

how it works.  Describing the system in an idealized way is possible for such a formulaic and 

stylized liturgical language.  Other language forms will naturally not have such a clean system as 

that discussed here, although that system may have some extensions in other languages. 

This chapter is divided into four primary sections.  Section 2.1 discusses the 3rd person 

and its operations in narrative and discourse; §2.2 discusses the 1st person in narrative and 

discourse; §2.3 discusses the 2nd person and how it functions in discourse; §2.4 discusses 

predications formed with the 2nd person subject.  The terms 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person indicate 

grammatical categories, and are used which express the linguistic encoding used for a verb form.  

When discussing roles in a speech event the terms I use the standard terms Speaker and 

Addressee.  Finally, I introduce the term "Other" to designate the person who is neither Speaker 

nor Addressee.   

Translations of prayers and canons into English are all mine.  Bible translations, on the 

other hand, are from the King James Bible.  There are some places where the RCS-English Bible 
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translations do not match up exactly; this is because the King James Bible is translated from the 

Mesoretic Hebrew text, whereas the RCS bible is translated from the Greek Septuagint.
44

 

  

2.0.1. Texts examined 

 Although this study focuses on Menaion hagiographic hymns and the Great Canon of 

Andrew of Crete,
45

 but a sizeable collection of other RCS liturgical texts, including the Gospels, 

the Old Testament, Morning and Evening Prayers (from the 8-*&7/-.*-/(), and the Divine 

Liturgy, Matins, and Vespers services from the Horologion (%+.-.*-/(), are also examined.  As 

stated above, this dissertation focuses on RCS as it is used liturgically––in the context of church 

services.  There is much of RCS, particularly in Scripture, that is not used liturgically; such Old 

Testament chapters as Judges and Deuteronomy are thus not examined here.  Hereafter, I use the 

term "Scripture" in reference only to those Biblical passages that are used liturgically.   

As discussed in Chapter 1, reforms in the past tense were made from the 16th-18th 

centuries.  According to these reforms, the perfect is used only with 2nd-person singular 

subjects, and the aorist and imperfect are used with all other subjects.  The Menaion, the Great 

Canon, and Old Testament Psalms reflect these reforms.  Scripture (minus the Psalms), on the 

other hand, does not reflect the reforms.  Regardless of the difference in the extent of the past 

tense reforms, there is an inherent genre-based demarcation between texts constructed around 

direct, overt 2nd person address (which I classify as discourse) and texts built on other persons 

(which tend to be narrative).  When one surveys these texts as a whole, it appears that texts that 

are primarily discourse (the Great Canon, many Psalms, and those Menaion hymns that are 

addressed to saints) happen to use the reformed past tense system.  Narrative texts, on the other 

hand, tend to feature the inherited system.  

 

2.02. What is person? 

 As is well know, the term "person" can refer to a verbal agreement category; it can also 

refer to the pronouns with which the verb agrees.  As a formal grammatical category, person 

expresses the distinction between the Speaker of an utterance, the Addressee of the utterance, 

and a third party discussed that is neither the Speaker nor the Addressee (the Other).  As a 

grammatical category, person is similar to gender, number, case, tense, etc.  

As a pragmatic category, person deals with the role of participants in discourse. For the 

sake of a brief definition of person, I will use English pronouns; RCS functions in the same way.  

In terms of discourse, "there is a fundamental, and ineradicable, difference between the first and 

second person, on the one hand, and the third person on the other" (Lyons 1977:638).  For 

example, the 1st and 2nd persons are expressed by the words "I" and "you," whereas the 3rd 

person does not have a specific designation––the 3rd person can be referenced by a number of 

different lexical items or phrases.  First and 2nd person forms are inherently deictic, in that their 

interpretation depends on extralinguistic properties of the utterance in which they occur.  The 1st 

person is always the Speaker and the 2nd person is always the Addressee, but the referent of 

these identities changes depending which of the two persons speaks.  Jakobson (1971:131) writes 

of "I" and "you" as "shifters," borrowing an earlier term devised by Jespersen 1929.   

                                                
44

 Capitalizations and italics are retained here in the text of the King James Bible, and are not my own. 
45

 The Great Canon was written in the 7th century and made its way into RCS by way of Bulgarian; the original 

Bulgarian texts trace back to the 14th-15th centuries.  This Canon is read during the first and fifth weeks of Lent, the 

period before Easter.  This time period is the most somber and reflective of the Orthodox liturgical year.  The Canon 

primarily consists of a conversation between a repenting sinner (the Speaker) and his own soul (the Addressee). 
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 According to Benveniste, use of the 1st and 2nd persons implies discourse; a 3rd person 

is spoken about, but is outside the "I-you" pairing.  The 3rd person does not participate in 

discourse with its own role, and is not internal to an utterance; it is neither a Speaker nor an 

Addressee.  Rather, the 3rd person is essentially external to the utterance, and is a "non-person."  

The real world referent of the 3rd person depends on the context and content of the utterance:  

 

"...one characteristic of the persons 'I' and 'you' is their specific 'oneness'"  the 'I' who 

states, the 'you' to whom 'I addresses himself are unique each time.  But 'he' can be an 

infinite number of subjects-––or none...A second characteristic is that the 'I' and 'you' are 

reversible: the one whom 'I' defines by 'you' thinks of himself as 'I' and can be inverted 

into 'I', and 'I' becomes a 'you.'  There is no like relationship possible between one of 

these two persons and 'he' because 'he' in itself does not specifically designate anything or 

anyone...Because it does not imply any person, it can take any subject whatsoever or no 

subject, and this subject, expressed or not, is never posited as a 'person'...It can now be 

seen what the opposition between the first two persons of the verb and third consists of.  

They contrast as members of a correlation, the correlation of personality: 'I-you' 

possesses the sign of person; 'he' lacks it.  The 'third person' has, with respect to the form 

itself, the constant characteristic and function of representing a nonpersonal invariant, 

and nothing but that" (1971:199-200).   

 

Benveniste's argument was intended to account for a number of languages; this chapter 

will determine the extent to which his argument applies to the RCS liturgical language.  

 

 

2.1. The third person in RCS 

 

2.1.0. Exocentric and endocentric narrative 

 The term "3rd person narrative" is a misnomer, as Paducheva 1996 argues.  The narrator 

must be a Speaker, since he witnesses and retells events, and we cannot call this type of narrative 

"3rd person" if the narrator is actually a Speaker.  The Speaker who is also the narrator will be 

called here the Speaker-narrator.  What is traditionally called "3rd person narrative" will be 

referred to here as exocentric.  The term "exocentric" refers to the external position of the 

narrator with respect to the story being recounted: the Speaker-narrator (who is some sort of 

authority, be it church tradition, a priest, etc.), does not participate in the events, but merely 

describes them.  

What makes a narrative exocentric is the identical viewpoint of the Speaker and narrator.  

The external Speaker-narrator may, at some point, become a character in the narrative itself, in 

which case the narrative would shift from exocentric to endocentric.
46

  From one viewpoint, that 

of endocentric narrative, the Speaker-narrator functions as a character whose own actions he 

describes.  From the other viewpoint, that of exocentric narrative, the Speaker-narrator does not 

function as a character.  Were a narrator to insert himself into the events of the narrative, the 

other actors in the narrative would remain 3rd persons, or Others.  In the following two 

examples, for instance, there is only one event: Margaret eating a doughnut.  Relative to the 

                                                
46

 Endocentric narrative is further discussed in §2.2, and an example is given in §2.2.1.2. 
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Speaker-narrator, Margaret is the 3rd-person Other in both examples; and the only shift is in the 

narrator's viewpoint.  The first example is exocentric and the second is endocentric: 

   

a.  exocentric: Margaret was eating a doughnut (Speaker-narratorW Margaret). 

b.  endocentric: I saw Margaret eating a doughnut (Speaker-narratorW Margaret). 

 

The difference, then, between exocentric and endocentric narrative does not affect the 3rd-person 

Other status of actors. 

  In RCS exocentric narrative the actors in the story are referenced in the 3rd person.  Once 

a chunk of embedded dialogue begins, though, the core action becomes the act of speech.  At this 

point agents become Speakers.  As a result, within one narrative passage the same character may 

hold all three person roles: Speaker, Addressee, and Other.  Although the narrative text can shift 

to embedded dialogue, it will inevitably return to narrative, the global genre of the text.  In the 

following exocentric narrative (Daniel 3), we find Nebuchadnezzer in all three person roles. 

 

 

(1) Nebuchadnezzer as Speaker:  
&'( )*$ 1%"$++, %(-#a!., /0%a!. $3 1)-(+23w2, 4*3H/. /*$6/. +( %5y6$"(, $3 
"75, 852"0/, 946( :*%"a)$!., +( :*;52+s("(%z: 
Is it true, O Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, do not ye serve my gods, nor worship 

the golden image which I have set up? 

 

(2) Nebuchadnezzer as Addressee:  
+( "#e4< +a/. = 352305< %e/. t)<'a"$ "(4>. ?$%"@ 4* 4G. +aA. +2 +4 7%7!., 93/y6( 
/B2 %5y6$/., %$15(+. $ 38 8s"$ +a%. t :e'$ n3+e/. 3*#s'0z, $3 t #,;Y ")*91C 
$ 384a)$"$ +a%. D2#C 2.  
O Nebuchadnezzar, we are not careful to answer thee in this matter.  If it be so, our God 

whom we serve is able to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace, and he will deliver us 

out of thine hand, O king. 

 

(3) Nebuchadnezzer as Other:  
E*3-A +2),!*-*+0%*#. $3%:05+$%z F#*%"$, $3 8#a;. 5$DA 933w2 $38/<+$ 1%z +2 
%(-#a!2, /0%a!2 $ 3 1)-(+23w2... 
Then was Nebuchadnezzar full of fury, and the form of his visage was changed against 

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego...  

 
Direct speech is used when Nebuchadnezzar is the Speaker or Addressee.  When the Speaker-

narrator describes Nebuchadnezzar's actions, including indirect or reported speech, 

Nebuchadnezzar is an Other.  This shows that person roles in narrative can be fluid to some 

degree. 

 

2.1.1. Exocentric narrative 

 In a narrative RCS text, chunks of narrative establish a certain scene, the motion of the 

characters, changes of scene, and acts.  However, options are entertained and decisions are made 

within chunks of dialogue that are integrated into the narrative.  
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 Matthew 27:62-6 is an example of liturgical narrative.  The externals of plot are pushed 

forward through the exocentric narration, but everything inter-personal is expressed in dialogue.  

Narration sets the scene and also closes it.  In the following passage, spacing separates narrative 

from direct quotations.  Narrative chunks are labeled N, N2, N3; dialogue chunks are labeled D, 

D2, D3.   

The scene is set in (N1) with the establishment of the time, the day, and the actors in the 

scene.  (D1) is a direct quotation from one of the actors; there is another direct quotation 

embedded within it.  (N2), a chunk of narrative, introduces a new Speaker whose presence in the 

scene was already established in (N1).  (D2) is a direct quotation from the person indicated in 

(N2).  (N3) closes the scene with a final chunk of narration. 

 
(4) (N1) G* H"#0I -e+@, $ 46( 94%"@ :* :z"D>, %*4#aA2%z 1#!0(#e9 $3 J2#0%e9 ;. 

:05a",: K52305C'(:  
Now on the next day, the day after the preparation, the chief priests and the Pharisees 

gathered together with Pilate, and said, 
 

(D1) 30%:*-$, :*/z+y!*/., F;w 5@%"eD. L+. #(ME 93'E %hI 6$1).: 
:* "#0e!. -+e!. )*%"a+,. N*)(5$ 2 u54* O")(#-$ 1"$ 3#04. -* "#e"0z3w -+E: -2 +( ;a;w 
:#$Ae-A( OM(+$DB 2 933w2 +0'0C, O;#a-,". 933* 2, $ 3 #(;y". 5C1-(/.: )*%"A t /e#")B!., 
$ 3 4y-(". :*%57-+zz 5e%"@ 30#A2 :e#)Bz.  
"Sir, we remember that when He was still alive that deceiver said, `After three days I am 

to rise again.'  "Therefore, give orders for the grave to be made secure until the third day, 

otherwise His disciples may come and steal Him away and say to the people, `He has 

risen from the dead,' and the last deception will be worse than the first." 
 

(N2) P(Me 6( $5/. :05a".: 
Pilate said to them,  

 
(D2) $4/2"( ;,%"w-jC, $3-$ 1"(, O")(#-$ 1"(, F;*6( )7%"(.  
"You have a guard; go, make it as secure as you know how." 

 
(N3) N+$ 1 6( Ae-A( O")(#-$ 1A2 3#04., 8+a/(+2)A( ;a/(+@ %. ;,%"w-j(C. 
And they went and made the grave secure, and along with the guard they set a seal on the 

stone. 

 

The purpose of the introductory and concluding chunks (N1 and N3) is the description of 

past events.  Aside from these framing narrative chunks, we have what I call passage-internal 

narrative (N2).  Passage-internal narrative has the same function as framing narrative (both types 

describe events), but this internal narrative largely consists of statements about who speaks at a 

particular time.  Passage-internal narrative serves to switch the deictic roles of the Speaker and 

Addressee: first the chief priests and Pharisees have the role of the Speaker (D1), and then (N2) 

announces that Pilate is the new Speaker in the dialogue (D2).  On the other hand, the external, 

framing narrative consists in a sequence of actions.  This is the basic pattern for liturgical 

narrative, which is replicated with various permutations throughout both the Old and New 

Testaments.   
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Liturgical narrative chunks typically use both the imperfect (for backgrounding) and the 

aorist (for foregrounding or vivid events), but this particular passage happens to lack imperfects.  

Note that although the narrative chunks contain only one tense (aorist) and no moods, the 

dialogue chunks contain a variety of predication types: the aorist, future, and present tenses, as 

well as the imperative mood.  

 

2.1.2. The third-person Other in discourse 

Certain statements about RCS made in this section may appear obvious; it is essential, 

however, to establish certain basic facts before continuing with this complex topic.  The Other is 

discussed here in terms of a variation on the expected roles of Speaker and Addressee in 

discourse.  This section is thus not so much about the Other, but rather about possibilities in 

discourse which are elaborated later on.  

In liturgical narrative there are few alternatives or options to the events that transpire.  

For example, in the story of Abraham's servant searching for a wife for Isaac (Genesis 24), we 

have a fairly linear plot, free of alternatives: Eliezer, the servant, travels with his camels and 

encounters Rebecca, who leaps off her camel.  Rebecca draws well water not only for Eliezer, 

but for his camels as well.  Eliezer selects Rebecca to be Isaac's wife.  Alternatives to these 

events are not presented in the narrative.  For example, the option not to select Rebecca, to select 

a different wife, is not presented as a possibility in the text.   

On the other hand, the genre of discourse contains the frequent use of imperatives, da-

clauses of purpose, and the future tense (for divination and predictions; this is discussed below in 

§2.4).  The 3rd-person Other, although a quintessentially narrative role, also fulfils functions in 

discourse.  The role of the Other in discourse is, however, quite different from that of the 

Speaker and Addressee.  An Other may be pulled into discourse if the Speaker pulls him into it.  

In this way the Other in dependent on the Speaker and cannot exist within discourse without 

him.
47

   

Negation is one way to make the Other more involved in discourse. As opposed to 

liturgical narrative, which lacks options, negation within discourse provides two options: both 

the negated and the non-negated act.  Negation provides, and even creates, two alternate forms of 

events: one that exists and one that does not.   

One more way to pull the Other into discourse is for the Speaker to make a comparison 

between the Other and himself or the Other and the Addressee (in utterances of the type "Saul 

committed this transgression, will you?").  Bringing the Other into discourse by way of 

comparison and negation is one way to provide commentary on the motivation for an act, 

commentary that is not usually present in liturgical narratives.  

Options and alternatives are hallmarks of discourse, and both negation and the 

establishment of comparisons involve the multiplication of options.  Thus, these are techniques 

for making an Other more suitable for discourse, even though the natural domain of the 3rd 

person form is narrative.  In Example (5), from the Menaion service to Hieromartyr Cornelius of 

the Pskov Caves, the Speaker addresses Cornelius in praise.  The Speaker pulls an Other (John 

the Baptist) into the discourse by means of comparison to Cornelius.  The phrase that expresses 

comparison is boldfaced. 

 
 (5) Q$1". :#2)*%5a)0z, /*+a!w). +2%"a)+$M(, %/$#e+0z L4#28., %"(8S 

                                                
47

 See §2.4.2.3 for further discussion 
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"#,-*5C140z, #28%7z)BI "@/Y /+*3*4060z ). 5C1-(!., $Yh%&' +4 c+B/. $3%:05+@%z, 
;*#+$ 150(, F;w :®"eM2 O%<Me+. ). 352)Y, $3 +h+< :#(%"05, DRS %5a)B :#(-%"*S, 
/*5$2 = +a%., M"y'$!. :a/z"@ ")*C 2. 
 

O Cornelius, you shield of Orthodoxy and guide of monks, model of humility, path of 

industriousness, who dispersed the darkness of ungodliness from among the people, you 

were filled with the heavenly Spirit, and like the Forerunner you were beheaded; as 

you now stand before the throne of the King of Glory, pray for us who honor your 

memory.
48

 

 

 

In Example (6), from the Great Canon, the Speaker pulls the Other (Adam) into the 
utterance by means of comparison with the Addressee (Jesus, here called %:7%().  Additionally, the 

Speaker's utterance of a negated statement (F;w +( %*!#2+$ 1). 93-$ 1+, ")*C 2, %:7%(, 8a:*)<-@ 
1-a/.) indicates the entertainment of two options: the keeping of God's commandments and their 

violation.  Negation is another way to pull an Other into discourse.  The negated phrase is 

boldfaced.  

 

 
(6) R*%"0I+* $ 38 8 93-e/2 $383+a+. 4h%"@, F;w +( %*!#2+$ 1). 93-$ 1+, ")*C 2, %:7%(, 

8a:*)<-@ 1-a/.: &8. 6( M"*2 :*%"#26-Y, t/("az )%(3-A 6$)H"+2z ")*‰ 
%5*)(%A;49 

 

Adam was justly banished from Eden because he did not keep one commandment of 

yours, O Savior.  What then will I suffer, rejecting always your words of life? 

 

 

2.2. The first person  

 According to Uspenskij (1973:2) there are two points of view: the internal observer's 

point of view (located within the represented world), and the external observer's point of view 

(located outside the represented world).
 
 This definition of viewpoint may profitably be 

integrated into the present discussion of person in RCS.  In the 1st person the internal observer's 

point of view and the external observer's point of view are either the same or different, and the 

distinction depends whether the 1st person functions in narrative or within discourse. In RCS 

discourse the internal and external observer's points of view are identical.  For example, the "I" 

of the textual Speaker-narrator in the Great Canon (who is repenting of his sins) is intended to 

map onto the "I" of the reader.
50

  I designate this phenomenon "I-I mapping."
51

  Each reader of 

                                                
48

 Menaion, February 20th. 
49

 Canon 1, verse 6 of Great Canon. 
50

 The term "reader" will be used throughout to indicate both the reader of a text and the hearer who listens to it.  
51

 There may be similarities between I-I mapping and the scenario in which one reads a line in the 1st person from a 

play: both involve uttering a line that was composed by another, and the utterances are structured in the 1st person.  

There is a significant difference, though, between a play and a hymn.  The "I" in a play is assumed by anyone who 

happens to read the play while acting it out.  If I simply read a playscript without acting it out, none of the characters 

are intended to map onto me.  If I am one of the faithful and read a hymn, though, the "I" in the hymn maps onto me.  
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the text assumes the identity of the "I."  In this way, the reader functions as a person, or a 

participant in the discourse.  In endocentric (first-person) narrative, in contrast, the "I" of the 

narrator is not mapped onto the "I" of the reader.  Since the reader does not assume the identity 

of the Speaker-narrator, the reader is not asked to take part in any form of discourse with the 

textual Addressee.  Rather, the reader observes the textual Speaker as he would observe an 

Other.  Viewpoint is thus essential to understanding the role of the Speaker in RCS narrative 

versus in discourse. 

 Although in RCS the 1st person functions in both discourse and narrative, its main sphere 

is discourse.  This means that the reader is often intended to assume the identity of the textual 

"I," although he occasionally remains distinct from it.  Discourse typically occurs between the 

"I" and God, although it is sometimes directed to the Theotokos, saints, or one's own soul, as is 

the case in the Great Canon.  The 1st person functions in the narrative sphere in Old Testament 

prophecies.  It is significant that the 1st and 2nd persons are very restricted in possible reference 

in RCS liturgical texts, indicating the highly stylized nature of this language.  In the following 

section the 1st person is examined as it is used in both discourse and narrative. 

 

2.2.1. The first person in scriptural prophecy 

The prophet has two roles: he is an Addressee of God, and he is a Speaker of God's 

message to the faithful.  Prophecies are unusual in that the Speaker is more a conduit than an 

actual person.  Narrative chunks in prophecy describe various acts of God done to the prophet, 

who himself does not act; rather, he is a recipient of the action and the dialogue.  In this way, the 

role of the Speaker-narrator in RCS prophecy is similar to that of the Speaker-narrator in 

standard RCS narrative (both exocentric and endocentric).  Old Testament prophetical books are 

those that prophesy about the fate of Israel, and the books are divided among major and minor 

prophets. The major Old Testament prophetical books are Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, 

Ezekiel, and Daniel.  Books of the minor prophets include Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Johan, 

Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi.  Both major and minor 

prophetical books were examined for the purposes of this section.  

 There are many layers of prophecy in the Old Testament.  Some are exocentric, some 

endocentric, and some involve both exocentric and endocentric elements.  The type of narrative 

depends on the prophet or the specific prophecy; some types are more differentiated, whereas in 

others these distinctions are blurred. 

 

2.2.1.1. Exocentric prophecy 

Some prophecy is recounted in the form of exocentric narrative, in which the narrator 

describes the actions and states of the characters in the 3rd person.  Examples of canonical 

exocentric prophecy include Jeremiah 51, Isaiah 7, and Isaiah 52:13-54:1.  Exocentric prophecy 

behaves similarly to standard exocentric narrative (discussed above in §2.1.2):  narrative chunks 

use only two tenses, the aorist and imperfect.  Dialogue chunks can be embedded in the narrative 

chunks, and the dialogue includes a variety of tenses and moods.  Actors in exocentric prophecy 

can assume all three person roles (Speaker, Addressee, Other).  The ability to shift not only 

deictically from Speaker to Addressee, but also to Other and back, is one specific characteristic 

of exocentric narrative.  

                                                                                                                                                       
Another difference between the play and the hymn is that the "I" of the hymn is mapped onto all the faithful at all 

times––not only on those who overhear it––simply by the act of one person reading it.  
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This excerpt from Isaiah 7:1 represents exocentric prophecy.  What makes it exocentric is 

the fact that the narrator does not refer to himself in the text. 

 

 
(7) S bh%"@ vo -ni 2!2z2 %h+2 0w2J2/5z, %h+2 oz0i, carz 0,din2, vzyd( ras0n] car[ 

2r2/5[, i J2k(D %h+] ro/(50()], car[ 0}5e)], n2 0er5i/], )o()ati n2 n(go... 
  And it came to pass in the days of Ahaz the son of Jotham, the son of Uzziah, king of 

Judah, that Rezin the king of Syria, and Pekah the son of Remaliah, king of Israel, went 

up toward Jerusalem to war against it... 

 

 

2.2.1.2. Endocentric prophecy  

In canonical endocentric prophecy, the entire text consists of a vision.  The prophecy may 

lack framing altogether, or may be irrelevant or unclear where the framing ends and the vision 

begins.  Isaiah 6 and Isaiah 50:4-11 are examples of canonical endocentric prophecy, as is the 

example below from Ezekiel 37:1-12.  In endocentric prophecy, the Speaker-narrator is a 

character in the prophecy itself.  The Speaker-narrator describes the events, inserting himself into 

them using either the pronoun "I" or 1st-person singular verb forms.  The labeling system used 

here is the same as was established above for exocentric narrative. 

 
(8) (N1) Th%"@ +2 /+> #,;A 3D+z, $ 3 $ 38)(-e /z ). -©< 3D+$, $ 3 :*%"a)$ /S %#(-> :05z, 

%e 6( 4sA( :05+* ;*%"eI M(5*)7M(%;$!.. S# =4)(-e /z L;#(%". $5!. L;*5w, $3 %E 
/+H3$ U<5w2 +2 5$DB 2 :05z, $3 %E %y!$ U<5w2. S# #(ME ;* /+>:  
The hand of the Lord was upon me, and carried me out in the spirit of the Lord, and set me 
down in the midst of the valley which was full of bones, !And caused me to pass by them 
round about: and, behold, there were very many in the open valley; and, lo, they were very 
dry. !And he said unto me,  

 
(D1) %h+( M(5*)7M@, =6$)y". 5$ ;H%"$ %0‰;  
Son of man, can these bones live?  

 
(N2) $3 #(;0!.:  
And I answered,  

 
(D2) 3D$ 49(, "B2 )7%$ %0‰.  
O Lord God, thou knowest.  

 
(N3) !S# #(ME ;* /+>: 
Again he said unto me,  

  
(D3) %h+( M(5*)7M@, :#*#DB 2 +2 ;H%"$ %0‰, $3 #(MeA$ $ 5/.: ;H%"$ %,!‡z, 
%5hA$"( %50)* 3D+(. VE 352305(". 1-w+2J 3D@ ;*%"e/. %$6/.: %E &8. ))(-Y ). )a%. -,!. 
6$)0"(+.. S# -a/. +2 )a%. 6$65B, $3 )*8)(-Y +2 )a%. :50"@, $3 :#*%"#Y :* )a/. ;06,, 
$ 3 -a/. -,!. /0I ). )a%., $3 =6$)("E, $3 O)7%"(, F;w &8. 94%/@ 3D@.  
Prophesy upon these bones, and say unto them, O ye dry bones, hear the word of the Lord. 
Thus saith the Lord God unto these bones;  
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Behold, I will cause breath to enter into you, and ye shall live: !And I will lay sinews upon 
you, and will bring up flesh upon you, and cover you with skin, and put breath in you, and 
ye shall live; and ye shall know that I am the Lord.52  

 
(N4) S# :#*#(;0!., F;*6( 82:*)7-2 /$2 3D@: $3 4h%"@ 35a%. )+(3-a /$ 
:# b#0M(%")*)2"$, $ 3 %E "#y%., $3 %*)*;,:5s!,%z ;H%"$, ;0%"@ ;. ;0%"$, ;az6-* ;. 
%*%"a), %)*(/Y. S# )$ 1-<!., $3 %E 4hA2 $ 5/. 6$65B, $3 :50"@ #2%"sA(, $ )*%!*6-aA(, [$ 3 
:#*"z6e%z] $5/. ;062 )(#!Y, -,!. 6( +( 4sA( ). +$ 1!.. S# #(ME ;* /+>:  
So I prophesied as I was commanded: and as I prophesied, there was a noise, and behold a 
shaking, and the bones came together, bone to his bone. !And when I beheld, lo, the sinews 
and the flesh came up upon them, and the skin covered them above: but there was no breath 
in them. ! Then said he unto me, 

 
(D4) :#*#DB 2 = -©<, :#*#DB 2 %h+( M(5*)7M@, $3 #DB2 -,!*)$: %0‰ 352305(". 
1-w+2J 3D@, t M("h#(!. )7"#w). :#0$-$ 2 -A 7(, $ 3 )-y+$ +2 /91#")Bz %0‰, $3 -2 
=6$)y"..  
Prophesy unto the wind, prophecy, son of man, and say to the wind, Thus saith the Lord 
God; Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may live. ! 
 

(N5) S# :#*#(;0!., F;*6( :*)(5> /$2: $ 3 )+$ 1-( ). +S -y!. 6$18+$, $ 3 =6$ 1A2, $ 3 %"aA2 
+2 +*3a!. %)*$ 1!., %*40#. /+03. U<5w2.  
So I prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath came into them, and they lived, and 
stood up upon their feet, an exceeding great army. ! 

 
 

In prophecy narratives the prophet is a channel for visions and speech from God.  The 

prophet is the conduit, a passive recipient of events and messages, and does not act of his own 

volition.  In Example (8) above the prophet can be either a Speaker or an Addressee; he can 

never assume the role of the Other, since his inherent role is that of Speaker-narrator.  The 

prophet could be a Speaker on two different levels.  First, he is naturally a Speaker in that he 

recounts the vision to others.  Second, he is a Speaker in sections such as (D2), in which he 

responds to God.  The prophet, then, has two Speaker roles: one internal (when speaking to God) 

and one external (when recounting the narrative).  The person role of the main actor, God, 

changes depending whether the chunk is narrative or dialogue.  In narrative chunks, the narrator 
is the Speaker and God is the Other: S# :#*#(;0!., F;*6( :*)(5> /$.  The dialogue chunks 

consist primarily of God's direct speech, and the prophet-narrator is in the Addressee: %h+( 
M(5*)7M@, :#*#DB 2 +2 ;H%"$ %0‰.  The prophet occasionally speaks to God, as well, at which 

point God becomes the Addressee.    

In the narrative chunks in the above passage there are only two tenses: aorist and 

imperfect; no moods are used.  If one examines the dialogue sections, however, a variety of 

predications appear: the present and future tenses, as well as the imperative mood and a da-

clause (D4).  Additionally, a question is asked in (D1) about the possibility of a future event.  It 

is within the discourse that alternatives are entertained.  The narrative chunks and dialogue 

chunks within narrative represent the two different genres: narrative and discourse. 

                                                
52

 (D3) also includes a quotation embedded in another quotation.  
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2.2.1.3. Exocentrically framed endocentric prophecy 

 In exocentrically framed endocentric prophecy, the Speaker-narrator initially refers to the 

actor as a 3rd-person Other, but then himself assumes the role of the actor.  Jeremiah 1, 11, and 

18 are examples of endocentrically framed endocentric prophecy.  Section 2.2.1.4 below gives an 

example of this type of prophecy.  

 

2.2.1.4. External-endocentrically framed endocentric prophecy 

 Certain prophecies begin with an endocentric viewpoint of the vision that is external to 

the vision, rather than internal to it.  The external endocentric viewpoint, of the type "I saw a 

vision," frames an otherwise viewpoint-internal endocentric text.  The frame is followed by 

direct speech in which the prophet is internal to the vision.  This shift of perspectives, from 

endocentric external to endocentric internal, features prominently in Ezekiel 20 and Ezekiel 1:1-

7.  Ezekiel 1:1-7 is interesting in that it has two distinct frames.  Because of its dual frame, I use 

it to illustrate not only external- endocentrically framed endocentric prophecy, but also 

exocentrically framed endocentric prophecy.    

 

(9) Frame 1: external-endocentric 
Th%"@ ). "#$-(%s"*( 57"*, ). M(")e#"BI /Dc., ). :s"BI -e+@ /Dc2, $ 3 &8. 
4h!. :*%#(-> :5<+e+0z :#$ #<D> !*)a#.: $3 t)(#80A2%z +4 7%A, $ 3 )$ 1-<!. )$-B+0z 490z.  
Now it came to pass in the thirtieth year, in the fourth month, in the fifth day of the 

month, as I was among the captives by the river of Chebar, that the heavens were opened, 

and I saw visions of God. 
 

Frame 2: exocentric 
G. :s"BI -e+@ /7%zD2, %0E 57"* :s"*( :5<+e+0z D2#S Ww2;j/2: S# 
4h%"@ %50)* 3D+( ;* W(8(;j$5C %h+, ),8j(),, %'7e++$;, ). 8(/5$2 !25-eI%"<I :#$ #<D> 
!*)a#..  
In the fifth day of the month, which was the fifth year of king Jehoiachin's captivity,   

The word of the Lord came expressly unto Ezekiel the priest, the son of Buzi, in the land 

of the Chaldeans by the river Chebar; and the hand of the Lord was there upon him. 
 

Endocentric prophecy: 
$ 3 4h%"@ +2 /+> #,;A 3D+z. S# )$ 1-<!., $3 %E -,!. )*8-)$8azI%z, 
3#z-sA( t %7)(#2, $ 3 L452;. )(5$ 1;0I ). +e/., $3 %)7". L;#(%". 933w2 $3 L3+@ 
45$%"azI%z: S# :*%#(-> 933w2 F;w )$-7+0( $ 35e;"#2 :*%#(-> n3+S, $3 %)7". ). 
+e/.: :*%#(-> F;w :*-040( M("h#(!. 6$)0"+B!.: $3 %0E )$-7+0( $ 4!., F;w :*-040( 
M(5*)7;2 ). +$ 1!..  
And I looked, and, behold, a whirlwind came out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire 

infolding itself, and a brightness was about it, and out of the midst thereof as the colour 

of amber, out of the midst of the fire.  Also out of the midst thereof came the likeness of 

four living creatures. And this was their appearance; they had the likeness of a man.    
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  The primary difference between RCS exocentric and endocentric prophecy is that in the 

exocentric variety the Speaker-narrator is not equivalent to an actor in the prophecy.  In 

endocentric prophecy, the narrator and the actor are equivalent.  Otherwise, these narrative types 

function similarly: the aorist and imperfect are the only tenses used, only the indicative mood is 

used, and the narrator is a passive observer rather than a participant in the action. 

 

2.2.2.  The first person in nonprophetical narrative contexts 

 There are two nonprophetical narrative contexts in which the 1st person is found: the 

Speaker meditating on his own condition, and professions of faith.  Professions of faith lack an 

explicit Addressee, and in that respect are incomplete as dialogue. 

  

2.2.2.1. The Speaker meditating on his own condition 

In the Great Canon, as well as in other texts, we find the narrator, the "I," mediating on 

his own condition in the present tense.  There is no Addressee.  Here is an example: 

  
(10) X45*6e+. 94%/@ =-<s+0(/. %",-A, F;*6( 5$1%")0(/. %/*;0)+B/., )* 

=45$Me+0( /*$ 1!. %2/*)5a%"+B!. %"#2%"eI.  
I am clothed in a garment of shame, like a fig leaf, in the denunciation of my passions 

and egotism.
53

 

 

2.2.2.2. Professions of faith   

Professions of faith are distinct from performatives (see §2.2.3) in that the 

Speaker already held these beliefs prior to the moment of utterance.  One reason for professions 

of faith is to confirm unity of beliefs within the church; they also benefit the speaker.  Example 

(11) below is a statement from the Nicean Creed, the S&;/-*( /0?9 that is a part of nearly all 

Orthodox liturgical services, including those done at home (Morning and Evening Prayers).  The 

Nicean Creed is a profession of belief in various dogma, but lacks an explicit Addressee. 

 
(11) Ispoved,0 edino kreqenie vo ostavlenie grehov]  

I confess one baptism for the remission of sins.
54

 

 

2.2.3. The first person in RCS discourse 

As shown above, the 1st person is the Speaker-narrator in endocentric prophecy narrative.  

But the 1st person is encountered much more commonly in RCS in discourse––which is 

essentially prayer.  The following section discusses the 1st-person Speaker in discursive 

performatives and confessional statements.
55

  One essential difference between RCS discourse 

and narrative is that in endocentric prophecy narrative, the Speaker-narrator is largely a passive 

conduit in that he both receives and transmits information.  Here, he actively addresses a plea to 

the Addressee (God and the saints) for mercy and aid.  

Prophecies are often articulated from the point of view of the Speaker-narrator, and the 

reader of the prophecy is distinct from this textual Speaker; this is what makes the prophecy a 

variety of narrative.  If RCS endocentric narrative can be expressed as  

                                                
53

 Canticle 2, verse 13 from the Great Canon. 
54

 8-*&7/-.*-/( 2005: 14. 
55

 Discursive means, of course, of or pertaining to discourse. 
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1st person (Speaker) = 1st person (actor in narrative) 

 

then one can express the role of the 1st person in RCS liturgical discourse in the following terms:  

 

1st person (Speaker) = 1st person (reader).   

 

In the context of Orthodox Christianity, by reading prayers the reader voluntarily identifies 

himself with the Speaker of the prayer.  The reader assumes the personage and viewpoint of the 

Speaker in the text itself, who frequently comments on his own sinful state or implores others for 

mercy or aid.  

 

2.2.3.1. The first person in performatives 

The 1st person can be used performatively in the present tense only.  A performative is an 

utterance in which the act itself of making the utterance is equivalent to the act spoken of; in 

other words, the utterance is identified with the act itself.  A classic performative example is 

found in Austin (1975:5), "'I name this ship the Queen Elizabeth'––as uttered when smashing the 

bottle against the stem."  Performative statements in RCS are devotional and addressed to God; 

they most often occur in prayers, including Morning and Evening Prayers, and are also extremely 

common in the Great Canon.
56

  I have isolated three types of performatives in RCS, which I call 

doxological, devotional, and confessional performatives. 

Example (12) contains a dedicated performative statement.  Most often, though, the 

performative functions as an assertion of sin, or as an imperative plea directed toward God or the 

saints.  Examples (13) and (14) from the Great Canon illustrate the function of the performative 

as a non-isolated element, and contain assertions of sin as well as imperatives directed toward 

God.  

 

2.2.3.2. Doxological performatives 

In doxological performative statements the Speaker praises God.  The next example, from 

the Anaphora during Divine Liturgy, illustrates this type of performative. Doxalogical 

performatives can occur in isolation, which means that the utterance in itself does not necessarily 

have any purpose other than to function as this specific performative.   

 
(12) E(4> :oem., "(4> blagoslovim., "(4> blagodarim., 3os:odi, i molim. ti sz, 

4o6e +aA.. 

We praise you, we bless you, we thank you, Lord, and we pray to you, Our God.
57

 

 

 

2.2.3.3. Devotional performatives 

 The next type of performative statement (boldfaceded) is that of worship or adoration. 

  
(13) E(4> :#$:a- 2C W}%( , %*3#<A$ 1!. "$2, =M$ 1%"$ /S, )*8/$2 4#e/z t /(+E 

"s6;*( 3#<!0)+*(, $ 3 F;w 4l3*,"#04(+., -a6-@ /$2 %5e8B O/$5e+0z. 

                                                
56

 See Baji! 2007 for a discussion of performatives in Serbian Morning and Evening Prayers. 
57

 8-*&7/-.*-/( 2005: 103. 
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I fall down before you, Jesus, I sinned against you, cleanse me, take my heavy burden 

of sin from me, and like a compassionate one, give me tears of repentance.
58

 

 

The first clause in Example (13) is a devotional performative.  This performative is linked to 

clauses with other purposes within the same utterance.  The performative is followed by an 

assertion of sin, as well as by an imperative to God imploring aid 

  

2.2.3.4. Confessional performatives 

Confessional performatives include a statement that the Speaker is hereby confessing his 

sins.
59

  In Example (14) the Speaker states that he confesses to God (present tense), and follows 

this performative with an actual confession of sins (past tense).  The confession itself is not 

performative, as it occurs in the past tense; rather, it is a nonperformative assertion of sin.  The 

performative itself is boldfaced. 

 
(14) S #%:*)7-2C%z "(4> , %: 7%( : %*3#<A$ 1!., %*3#<A$ 1!. "$2: +* =%5a4$, =%"a)$ /$ 2, 
       F;w 4l3*,"#04(+.. 

I confess to you, Savior: I have sinned, I have sinned against you.  But as a 

compassionate one absolve me, forgive me.
60

   

 

2.2.3.5. The first person in nonperformative assertions of sin 

 In liturgical RCS the aorist indicates that a certain statement cannot be classified as a 

performative, but must rather be something else.
61

  It is significant, though, that the aorist has 

different functions depending on the specific text.  

 Past tense (aorist) assertions of sin can occur in conjunction with other statements, such 

as devotional performatives, imperatives directed toward the 2nd person, and the like.  They also 

occur in environments in which the entire verse is a 1st-person assertion of sins.  More often, 

though, they express the fact that that the Speaker sinned against the Addressee, and the 

Addressee is always an integral part of such statements. Example (15) illustrates an assertion of 

sin that occurs in conjunction with another statement directed to the Addressee (in this case, an 

imperative).  Example (16) illustrates an assertion of sin with no mention of an Addressee.  

Assertions of sin are boldfaced. 

   
 (15) V*3#<A$ 1!. :aM( )%7!. M(5*)B;. , 9 3-$ 1+. %*3 #<A$ 1!. "(4> : +* O'e-#$ F;w 

4G., %:7%(, ")*#e+0( ")*E. 
More than all men have I sinned; I alone have sinned against you.  But take pity, as 

God, O Savior, on your creation.
62

   

 

                                                
58

 Canticle 1, verse 9 of the Great Canon. 
59

 Outside liturgical RCS, the 8#+#3&)+4. are medieval penitential texts that contain examples of confessional 

performatives.  E=-+=. 4%6#3)>: 61=3#%&=3+#- 2)1034 also has many examples of confessional performatives.  It 

contains lists of confessions of sins that one may read during the sacrament of Confession. 
60

 Canticle 3, verse 5 of the Great Canon. 
61

 Contrast these aorists with those found in title deeds (<46@0) from the C1=;;#9,, in which aorists can be used as 

performatives.   
62

 Canticle 2, verse 3 from the Great Canon. 
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(16) Y)(5()< W}%( , +( O:*-04$!%z :#a)-< , -a# 2 "(4> :# 0s"+2 +( :#$+(%0!. 
;*3-A , +$ -<s+0z 49e%")(++2 , +$ 6e#")B M$ 1%"Bz, +$ 6$"0S +(:*#0M+23w. 
O Jesus, I have not been like Abel in his righteousness.  Never have I offered you 

acceptable gifts or godly actions, never a pure sacrifice nor a blameless life.
63

 

 

 

It is significant that only the Speaker, speaking on his own behalf, can make such an 

assertion of past sin; were such statements applied to the Addressee or an Other, they would be 

accusational.  The situation becomes especially intriguing when the Addressee is the Speaker's 

own soul, which is co-referential with the Speaker but, at the same time fulfils a different person 

role and viewpoint within the text.  When the Speaker asserts that his soul (the Addressee) 

committed a certain sin, the use of the 2nd person makes the assertion accusational.  In this way, 

viewpoint can completely transform the type of utterance from an assertion of past sin (Speaker 

speaking about the Speaker) to an accusation of past sin (Speaker speaking about the Addressee): 

  
(17) Tl3*%5*)e+0z %$1/*)2 +( +2%57-*)252 93%$2 -,AE n;2s++2z: +$ :#*%"#a++*( 

=-(#6a+0(, F;*6( WaJ(f. $3/752 93%$2 +2 8(/5$2 =%"2)5e+0z.  

O wretched soul, you did not inherit the blessing [of Shem], nor did you receive, like 

Japhet, a spacious domain in the land of forgiveness.
64

   

 

 

2.2.4. The status of the first-person plural Speaker 

In Menaion hagiographic hymns the narrator (the hymnographer) is the Speaker.  He is 

unself-conscious and consequently does not refer to himself in the text with the pronoun "I" or 

with 1st-person singular verb forms.  There are, however, 1st-person plural statements that often 

appear in the final phrase of the Menaion hymn (of the type "wherefore we praise you").
65

  The 

example below is analyzed as Example (5) in §3.3; it illustrates the "we" in the final phrase of 

the Menaion hymn.  This phrase is boldfaced. 

 
V)z'e+%")2 82;0++23w =-7z+. $4%"$++w n-e6-(C,  
:* M$ 1+, 12#H+*), %5,6$15. 93%$2, $ 3 :#(-%"*S ). !#a/<, &3G5@%;0I 8#a;. F)< )$ 1-<5. 
93%$22, :#(4l6e++(  
//"7/. ")* E :#(%"2)5e+0( )%$ 2 :*C 1'( -056+w, 82!a # 0 ( , :7%+@/$ 
)*%!)25s(/. "S, :* %"a#*%"$ $ 38#2%"$ 1)A2 , Wwa++2 %5a)+23* , /*5$ 2 82 +B 2 
/$ 15*%"$)23* 4G2 , %:2%"$ 1%z +a/. .  
 

Veritably clothed with the vestments of the priesthood under the Law,  

you served after the order of Aaron; and as you stood in the Temple, you clearly saw an 

Angel’s form, O all-blessed one  

//Wherefore, as we all celebrate you translation as is due, we acclaim you with songs, 

O Zacharias, who in deep old age brought forth the glorious John.  Intercede for us 

with the merciful God, that we be saved. 

                                                
63

 Canticle 1, verse 7 from the Great Canon. 
64

 Canticle 3, verse 14 from the Great Canon. 
65

 The final phrase of the Menaion hagiographic hymn is called the deduction.  It is discussed in §3.1.2. 
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The 1st-person plural statement naturally includes the hymnographer.  At the same time, 

though, a 1st-person plural statement is not self-conscious, and there is a great deal of difference 

between "I" and "we" in hymns besides simply singular versus plural.  In fact, a statement 

uttered in the 1st-person plural (signifying a group) does not necessarily imply the presence of 

1st-person singular (an individual) as an underlying component: the group does not imply the 

multiplication of individuals.  According to Benveniste, "the oneness and the subjectivity 

inherent in 'I' contradict the possibility of pluralization...'we' is not a multiplication of identical 

objects but a junction between 'I' and the 'non-I,' no matter what the content of this 'non-I' may 

be" (1971:202).  When the Speaker refers to himself as part of "we," there is no transposition of a 

self-conscious statement onto multiple "I's."   

The fact that the Speaker depicts himself overtly as a 1st-person plural Speaker rather 

than a 1st-person singular one is unusual, since Speakers are typically considered to be 

individuals.  In hagiographic hymns, however, the hymnographer, though he may be the 

individual who recounts sanctioned events, represents the collective opinion of the Church.  

Since the Speaker is the spokesperson for a collective group he could be considered both "I" and 

"we," or only "we."   

The reader is indirectly involved in the Menaion hymn.  The textual utterance is not 

intended to map onto the reader (as in the case of I-I mapping in the Great Canon).  Instead, the 

reader is the passive recipient of the information conveyed by the illocutionary force requirement 

of the hymn––that the reader ought to praise the saint (see the earlier §   for an example).  In the 

hymn the word "we" can be used, but the extent to which the reader is a component of this "we" 

is uncertain.  According to Benveniste there are two components of "we": the "I" and the "not I."  

The "I" component of "we" is clearly the Speaker.  It is more tricky to pin down the "not-I" 

component: it can either be "you" or "they."  When the Speaker in a hymn makes the statement 

"wherefore we hymn you, O saint," it is grammatically uncertain whether he intends "we" to 

include the reader.  The pronoun "we" could apply to both the Speaker and the reader alone, or it 

could apply to the Speaker and others of the faithful, but exclude the reader.  It is up to the reader 

to decide his level of participation in Menaion hagiographic hymns: he is the one to determine 

whether or not he is a member of "we."  On the other hand, Benveniste may be overstating the 

case, since the "we" in hymns invites an expansion of the "I" to the community: it can mean "'I,' 

and all the members of the faithful who are likeminded." 

 

As has been shown in the above analysis, the 1st person functions both in discourse and 

in varieties of endocentric narrative.  In chunks of endocentric narrative, the Speaker/narrator 

utters declarative, constative statements.
  
The term constative refers to speech acts that are 

descriptive statements.  Within the realm of discourse, confessional and performative statements 

are only valid when uttered by the Speaker regarding himself.  The next section (§2.3), by 

contrast, examines those aspects of the Speaker and the Addressee that interact.   

 

2.3. Genre and the Addressee 

The second person is the "you" in discourse that interacts with the "I."  The RCS 

Addressee is most often God, but it can also be the Theotokos or a saint.  In the Great Canon, the 

Addressee is the narrator's own soul.  Of course, the soul is co-referential with the Speaker and is 

only formally an Addressee.     

In this section, I introduce a basic role-based system that is specific to RCS liturgical 

discourse.  Liturgical discourse is unusual in that the Addressee is simply a passive recipient of 
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the discourse, and does not produce its own responses.  Instead, responses occur only on the 

level of hypothetical projection: if a prayer is directed to God, the reader is expected to assume 

that God, the Addressee, will be prompted to respond in the way the Speaker would like him to.  

For example in the utterance  

 
(18) ...:#e6-( ;*+DA, F;w Ml)<;*5C 14(D., -a6-@ /$2 :#(3#<Ae+0I =%"2)5e+0(.  

 ...before the end, as the Lover of Mankind, grant me remission of sins.
66

 

 

the hope is that God will, in fact, remit the sins of the Speaker. 

 

  

 The Addressee in discourse has a very different role from a 1st or a 3rd person in 

narrative.  Whereas exocentric and endocentric narratives are primarily concerned with 

recounting facts and events, the use of the 2nd person in discourse is correlated with the 

existence of possibilities.  The 2nd person is used in all tenses and moods (except the aorist).  

This contrasts with narrative, in which only the aorist and imperfect are used (with the exception 

of embedded dialogue).  In RCS narrative there are seldom options or alternate worlds.  

Alternatives and options occur in the mode of discourse, and primarily with reference to the 

Addressee.  Example (19) below is a hymn addressed to Leo, Pope of Rome.  Its three questions 

illustrate the alternatives and options present in discourse. 

 
(19) Z"0 "z +h+< +2#(;Y, -$ 1)+(; +2Ma5@+$;2 5$ $ 3 D2#S "<5e%+B!. 

%"#2%"eI, -,Ae)+*( )52-hM(%")* +2:#2)5sC'2 %)7"5w; 46c")(++23w 
/$15*)2+0z %*%y-., 5C4)E %*)(#Ae++Bz 6$5$ 1'(, M(5*)<;*5C4e8+2 
%*3#<AaC'B/., =4#2'e+0z =6$-aC'2;  
///*5$ 2 %:2%"$1%z -,Aa/. +aAB/.. 
 
What shall we now call you, O marvelous one?  Prince and ruler, splendidly exercising 

spiritual mastery over the passions of the body?  Vessel of divine mercy, habitation of 

perfect love?  Loving pastor awaiting the repentance of sinners?   

//Pray that our souls be saved.
67

 

  

 

   One function of address in RCS is to plea for mercy, for change in the world, and for 

altered futures.  In order to have an idea of what an altered future state might resemble, the 

Speaker must already have a projection based on the current situation.  An additional function of 

RCS address is to educate the faithful about the models they are to imitate, as in Menaion hymns.  

Statements addressed to the 2nd person are also the primary realm of negation, where two 

options (both the negated and the non negated one) are implied, rather than only one.
68

   

                                                
66

 Canticle 1, verse 13 from the Great Canon. 
67

 Menaion, February 19th.    
68

 Negation is, of course, found in RCS liturgical narrative as well as discourse.  It is significant, though, that the 

frequency of negation is much lower in narrative than in discourse.  
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It is significant that Addressee of the imperative does not respond in RCS discourse.  It is 

thus uncertain whether the imperative has been acknowledged, and whether it will be fulfilled.  

The lack of response illustrates a constraint on the Addressee: he functions textually only as a 

receiver of pleas.  Since the Addressee does not respond within the text, it remains an act of faith 

to assume that he even hears the Speaker.  

By contrast, the purpose of imperatives directed toward one's own soul, which appear in 

the Great Canon, is to urge the soul to do good, or to cajole the soul to repent for past evils it has 

committed.  The most interesting aspect of the soul as Addressee is that the Addressee is the 

narrator himself.  Thus, we have discourse between two aspects of a person's psyche.  Unlike in 

dialogue, it never happens that the Addressee––the soul–– switches roles and becomes a 

Speaker: the "I" is always the "I" and the "you" is always the "you."  Since the soul and the 

narrator are one being, there is a dualism expressed, as if to suggest that the narrator represents 

the person's body or his/her outer spiritual state (the sins that others can see), and the soul 

represents the person's inner spiritual state (the interior sins that others cannot see, but that are 

nonetheless known to the narrator).  The concept that one person can represent two roles, 

Speaker and Addressee, makes the Great Canon unique in the corpus of RCS liturgical discourse, 

and also in the broader genre of discourse in general.  

This is an appropriate point to address the implications of the existence, in RCS liturgical 

discourse, of multiple Addressees but only ons Speaker (who shifts, mapping onto the reader of 

the text).  The Speaker of the prayer is intended to be identical to the reader, but the Addressee 

can be, in the case of the Great Canon, either God (in the form of Christ, the Holy Spirit, the 

Trinity, etc.) or the narrator's soul.  In hagiographic hymns the Addressee is typically a saint, but 

can also be God or the Theotokos.  The multiplication––and, at the same time, limitation––of 

Addressees makes RCS discourse unique.  In addition, RCS discourse is unique in that although  

the Addressee is constantly spoken to, but s/hedoes not respond within the text; the discourse is 

thus asymmetrical.  As a result, we may need to create a special definition for the term "RCS 

liturgical discourse" in order to circumscribe the domain in which this special grammar 

functions.  RCS liturgical discourse takes place when there is one Speaker and one or more 

Addressees; the Speaker is always intended to be equivalent to the reader of the text, and the 

Addressee does not respond.  Liturgical discourse is not like an ordinary dialogue in that it is 

nonreciprocal and asymmetrical.  The definition of liturgical discourse is thus much more 

specific than general definitions of discourse, such as those introduced in §2.0.  By defining 

liturgical discourse in such specific terms, we acknowledge the idiosyncrasies of individual 

modes in the broader genre of discourse.        

 Discourse is typically considered to include linguistic units composed of several 

sentences, such as conversations, arguments, and speeches.  Liturgical discourse, however, 

seems to be more nearly a unidirectional utterance, directed toward a limited variety of 

Addressees.  The Speaker is most definitely a shifter, since the identity of the Speaker depends 

on the reader of the prayer.  The Addressee is very different from a shifter, though, in that the 

Addressee never assumes the role of the Speaker in discourse.  It appears that the Addressee may 

not, in fact, be a person at all.  Instead of a bi-directional discourse, what we have is 

asymmetrical, nonreciprocal discourse.  

The fact that the Addressee does not respond is related to the fact that in RCS Addressees 

are ethereal and noncorporal.  Instead of a person, it might be more appropriate to think of the 

Addressee as a divine abstraction, or a representation of an entity that often has no tangible real-

world referent (in the case of God the Father, the Holy Spirit, angels, etc.).  Some Addressees 
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have had real world referents, such as those in hagiographic hymns (the Theotokos, certain 

angels, Christ, or the saints).  In hymnography, though, saints are addressed qua eternal beings, 

as members of the heavenly eternal host, not qua their earthly nature.  Addressees such as saints 

and God only do good, and are asked for mercy, forgiveness, and intercession.   

In the Great Canon the soul also has two natures, but only its earthly nature is addressed.  

In Orthodox Christianity the soul is considered to be immortal; at the same time, though, the soul 

is here on earth as a part of a person whose body will perish.  The Great Canon addresses the 

soul in terms of its earthliness inasmuch as the soul can reform itself during the life of the 

Speaker.  The 3rd-person Others in the Great Canon (Adam, Eve, Saul, Abel, etc.), on the other 

hand, are discussed in terms of their real-world referents while on earth and in their own bodies.  

These Others perform acts which are interpreted as either good or bad, but which are never 

viewed as neutral.  They are either models to imitate or examples to avoid.  

 One could conceptualize the relationship between the Speaker and Addressees as a series 

of unidirectional signs (utterances, hopes, or beliefs).  Relationships are multiple, but are all one-

sided and have their origin in the Speaker.  The following diagram depicts the various 

Addressees in RCS liturgical discourse; the specific alignment of them depends on the verse/text 

itself.  

 

 

 

Addressees in RCS Liturgical Discourse:  

 

 

 

                                                                (you) God/Trinity/Christ/Holy Spirit 

 

 

 

 

1st person (I)                                             (you) Soul 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  (you) Saint 

 

 

 

                           (you) Theotokos 

 

 

 

 

2.3.1. Extratextual relationships between the Speaker and Addressee 

 The above diagram illustrates the relationship between the Speaker and Addressees in the 

text; in this context the Addressee does not respond.  However, we must also take into 
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consideration the extratextual relationship between the Speaker and Addressee.  In terms of the 

Orthodox Christian worldview, God may be interacting with the Speaker in other ways; thus, the 

lack of a textual response does not necessarily indicate a completely one-sided communication.  

In this section we will conceptualize the I-you relations in a way different from that given above: 

in terms of a more reciprocated, extratextual relationship.  One possible way to conceptualize the 

I-you relations in RCS liturgical discourse is through the framework of the philosopher Martin 

Buber.  Since Buber wrote for a Jewish audience, his context is different; his approach is 

nevertheless enlightening.  In Ich und Du Buber explains his philosophy of the world using the 

word pairs Ich-Du (I-you/thee) and Ich-Es (I-it).
69

  These word pairs categorize the modes of 

consciousness, interaction, and being through which an individual engages both with other 

objects and individuals, and with reality in general.  Buber describes the Ich-Du relationship as 

one of dialogue, and the Ich-Es relationship as one of monologue.  I will here apply his 

interpretation of the Ich-Du relationship to that which it obtains between the Speaker-narrator 

and the Theotokos, saints, and God in prayer (Buber himself argues that this is the only way in 

which is it possible to interact with God).  In the Ich-Du relationship, there is no structure, and 

no content information is conveyed.  Although Ich-Du cannot be seen, or proven as an event, 

Buber states that it is real and perceivable nonetheless.  In the RCS prayer discourse examined in 

this chapter, the Addressee never responds verbally.  However, the Addressee reciprocally 

communicates with the Speaker in terms of various non-textual life events.  On the most basic 

level, these may include prayers being answered, or simply a feeling of calm and reassurance 

that comes over the Speaker while saying the prayers.  However, the ascetic experience of God 

may be more: Symeon the New Theologian, for example, describes the divine presence as an 

uncreated light.
70

   

 We can assume that the Ich-Es relationship, on the other hand, is similar to that which the 

Speaker-narrator has with the Addressee when it is his own soul.  In Ich-Es relationships, in 

contrast with Ich-Du, the two beings do not actually encounter one another.  Instead, the "I" 

confronts and qualifies an idea, or conceptualization, of the being in its presence and treats that 

being as an object.  Buber concludes that the Ich-Es relationship is only a relationship with 

oneself.  Rather than a dialogue (as is Ich-Du), it is a monologue.  In the Great Canon we have 

the repenting Speaker, who is intended to be equivalent to the reader.  The Addressee-soul is still 

part of the repenting Speaker, and we cannot conceptualize the Addressee-soul as anything other 

than the Speaker's mental representation of himself.  It is a mental representation projected 

outward in the discourse, but is remains sustained in the Speaker's mind and is never actualized 

as a separate entity.  If Buber essentially designates the Ich-Es relationship a monologue, then 

the relationship between the repenting Speaker and the Addressee-soul naturally seems to 

represent this type of relationship.  Unlike in Ich-Du relationships, there is no sense of 

reciprocity; whereas God can (extratextually) answer the Speaker's prayers, the Addressee-soul 

cannot respond in any way external to the Speaker, since it is the Speaker. 

 We can represent the extratextual relationship of the Speaker to the Addressees in RCS 

by the following diagrams: 

 

 

 

 

                                                
69

 See Buber 1936. 
70

 See Krivocheine 1986. 
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Ich-Du: Speaker-God, Speaker-Theotokos, Speaker-saints 

 

 

 

                                                             God/Trinity/Christ/Holy Spirit 

 

 

 

 

 

      Speaker                                                 Saint 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                   Theotokos 

 

 

 

 

Ich-Es: Speaker-Soul 

 

 

     Speaker                                                        Soul 

 

 

 

 

 

The above representations are, of course, metaphorical.  One could also use the model of 

the Trinity in Florenskij 1970.   

 

2.4. Predication 

 As shown in the above analysis of narrative, there are only two tenses used in narrative 

chunks: the aorist and the imperfect.  We have seen how, once a narrative shifts to dialogue 

chunks, many more varieties of predication are used.  This section will explore the specific 

tenses, moods, and rhetorical devices used to address a 2nd person.  The 2nd person is found 

with all tenses except the aorist.
71

  Phrases that utilize the 2nd person often incorporate other 

tenses or persons, so some redundancy will inevitably occur among the following sections. 

 

2.4.1. Moods 

 

2.4.1.1. Imperatives 

                                                
71

 Refer to the discussion of past tense reforms in Chapters 1. 
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 The imperative is found only in discourse.  It has both a modal and a temporal side to it: 

the potential act indicated by an imperative is in the future, since the requested change the 

Speaker wishes to enact on the world has not been completed, and the change indicated may not 

be enacted at all.  The imperative is jussive, which is to say that it signals a Speaker's command 

that the proposition expressed by his utterance be brought about.  According to Timberlake, 

"[i]mperatives, self-evidently, are oriented to the Addressee, and so are implicitly second person" 

(2004:375). The imperative does not have as its aim the communication of content; rather, it is 

pragmatic.  Single imperatives tend not to occur in isolation in RCS hymns, but are combined 

with one or more other imperatives, or with other forms that show a change in tense and person.  

For instance, in the first example below––which was also used in §2.2.3.4––the imperative (2nd 

person) functions alongside a present tense performative of confession (1st person), and the 

phrase also includes an aorist of self-reflection (1st person).  The imperative is boldfaced. 

 

 

2.4.1.2. Imperatives imploring God for mercy or forgiveness 

 
 (20) S#%:*)7-2C%z "(4>, %:7%(: %*3#<A$ 1!., %*3#<A$ 1!. "$ 2: +* =%5a4$ , =%"a)$ /$ 2 , 
       F;w 4l3*,"#04(+.. 

I confess to you, Savior: I have sinned, I have sinned against you.  But as a 

compassionate one absolve me, forgive me.
72

   

 

2.4.1.3. Imperatives imploring a saint for aid or intercession before God 

Example (21) below contains an imperative addressed to Symeon the Stylite.
73

  As in 

most other hagiographic hymns the imperative (boldfaced) is found in the deduction.
74

   

 
(21) [2 30#, )B%*;Y n4#a8+w -$ 1)+, )*8Ae-.,  

$ 3 ). M(%"+hI ;0)H". F;w ). +(82!*-$ 6/2z )Ae-.,  
-<s+0(/. $38#s-+B/., $3 )*%!*6-e+0( )$-7+0I :*;28a5. 93%$2:  
//6$"0E H4w Oz%+$ 1). H8B 6(578+B/$, F;*6( 3#$ 1)+2/$ 852"h/$ O;#aA(+., 4G2 
6( 8#S, $3 8#$ 1/@, $3 93-$ 1+. 93-$ 1+*/, 4(%7-,z,  
93306( /*5$ 2 , M(%"+hI %m/(H+(, = -,Aa!. +aA$!.. 
 

Having ascended the lofty wondrous mountain  

  and having entered the impenetrable as an honored tabernacle,  

through excellent activity you shone forth the ascent of vision.   

//Wherefore, having illumined your life, adorned with iron chains as with a golden 

necklace, seeing God and being seen by Him, and conversing in solitude with Him alone, 

entreat Him, Honored Symeon, in behalf of our souls. 

 

                                                
72

 Canticle 3, verse 5 of the Great Canon. 
73

 Menaion 5:196. This hymn is from the aposticha of Vespers.  
74

 The term "deduction" is discussed at length in Chapter 3, beginning in §3.3.  There are two parts to a typical 

Menaion hagiographic hymn: the first half is the proposition, and the second half is the deduction.  The deduction is 

essentially the conclusion of a hymn, and it often includes a change in tense from the perfect to the present and in 

person from the 2nd-person singular to the 1st-person plural. 
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2.4.1.4. Imperatives entreating the soul to do/not do something: 

 Example (22) below is from the Great Canon.  The Speaker entreats the soul (by means 

of an imperative) to confess to God and to abstain in the future from the type of sins he had 

committed in the past.  The imperative is boldfaced. 

 
(22) K#z-$ 2 =;2s++2z -,AE, %. :50"0C ")*eC, 8$6-$ 1"(5C )%7!. $3%:*)76-@%z, $3 

=%"a+$%z :#0M(( :#e6-+z3w 4(8%5*)e%0z, $3 :#$+(%$2 4G, ). :*;2s+0$ %5e8B.  

Come, wretched soul, with your flesh to the creator of all.  Confess to him, and abstain 

henceforth from your past brutishness, and bring to God tears of repentance.
75

 

 

2.4.1.5. Negative imperatives: 

 Example (23) below is also from the Great Canon.  The Speaker directs a negative 

imperative to God (boldfaced), asking God not to judge him: 

 
(23) [( )+$ 1-$ %* /+0C ). %y-. +*%S /*‰ -<‰+0z, %5*)(%A $38B%;yz, $3 $ 3%:#2)5sz 

%"#(/591+0z: +* ). '(-#0"2!. ")*$ 1!. :#(8$#az /*‰ 5C6"2z, %:7%$1 /z )%(%$15@+(. 
 Enter not into judgment with me, taking into account my works, investigating my 

words, and correcting my inclinations.  But in your mercy, overlooking my evils, save 

me, Almighty.
76

 

 

2.4.1.6. Da-clauses functioning as imperatives 

Another modal used with the 2nd person is the da-clause: this is a phrase composed of 

the particle "da" plus the present tense form of a verb, in what looks like perfective aspect when 

viewed through the prism of modern Russian.
77

  The function of da-clauses within discourse 

overlaps considerably with that of the imperative.  Examples (24) and (25) below are da-clauses 

that function as imperatives; there is no apparent motivation for using one or the other.  The only 

difference is that da-clauses in jussive function seem to appear only under negation.  

In (24), we can tell that the da-clause functions as an imperative since it is a plea for a 

possible outcome.  However, the desired outcome does not follow from the first part of the 

sentence: the narrator states that he has sinned, but implores that Christ not reject him despite 

this.  A key part of this utterance is the narrator's presupposition that Christ will reject him.  In 

(25), the narrator once again states how evil he is, and then implores Christ not to judge him like 
the Pharisee despite this: -2 +( %. J2#0%e(/. =%y-$A$ /S.  The primary difference between (24) 

and (25) is that the latter continues with a positive imperative form: instead of simply imploring 

Christ not to do something, he also cajoles Christ to do something positive for him, in this 
instance to grant him the humility of the Publican: :aM( 6( /B"2#e)* %/$#e+0( :*-a6-@ /$.  

Da-clauses are boldfaced.   

 

 
(24) V*3#<A$ 1!. "(4> 93-$ 1+. &8., %*3#<A$ 1!. :aM( )%7!., !r"E %:7%(, -2 +( 

:# e8#$A$ /(+E.  

                                                
75

 Canticle 1, verse 2 from the Great Canon. 
76

 Canticle 1, verse 24 from the Great Canon. 
77

 To my knowledge, no study has been undertaken that analyzes how aspect functions in RCS. 
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I alone have sinned against you, I have sinned more than all men; reject me not [that 

you not reject me], Christ my savior.
78

 

 
(25) GB%*;*352305$). +h+< 94%/@, 6(%"0;. 6( $3 %e#-D(/., )*"'E $3 )%y(, -2 +( 

%. J2# 0%e (/. =%y-$A$ /S, :aM( 6( /B"2#e)* %/$#e+0( :*-a6-@ /$2 93-$ 1+( 'e-#(, 
:#2)*%y-(, $ 3 %(/y /z %*M$%5$ 2. 
Now I am haughty, and am unmerciful of heart; but all in vain.  O righteous Judge, who 

alone are compassionate, do not condemn me with the Pharisee; but grant me the 

humility of the Publican and number me with him.
79

 

 

2.4.1.7. Goal-oriented da-clauses 

The RCS goal-oriented da-clause conveys a goal or purpose.  The da-clause can express 

some degree of uncertainty about whether the condition and the consequence will be fulfilled.  In 

Example (26) Christ offers his body and blood so that the narrator (equivalent to the reader) 

would be cleansed and refashioned, and so that he would be brought to God.   

 
(26) E75* ")*E $ 3 ;#0)@ #2%:$+a(/BI = )%7!. :*5*6$ 15. 93%$2 %50)(: "75* H4w, 

-2 /S =4+*)$ 1A$ : ;#0)@, -2 =/h(A$ /S: -y!. 6( :#e-25. 93%$2, -2 /S 
:#$)(- eA$ !r"E, ")*(/Y #*-$ 1"(5C . 
Your body and blood, O Crucified, you offered for all, O Word: your body to refashion 

me, your blood to wash me clean; and you have given up your spirit, Christ, [in order] to 

bring me to your Father.
80

 
 
2.4.1.8. Hypothetical imperative da-clauses  

According to Kant's Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals, a hypothetical 

imperative conditionally demands performance of an action for the sake of some other end or 

purpose; it has the form "Do X if you wish to achieve Y."  The hypothetical imperative da-

clause contrasts with the imperative da-clause discussed above in that the imperative only 

includes the first element of the equation (do X), and there is no mention of the overall goal to be 

achieved (Y).   Another important difference is that imperatives are all main clauses, whereas 

hypothetical imperatives are subordinate clauses.  In this way they are closer to purpose clauses 

than to true imperatives.  In Example (27), the goal or purpose is expressed as a hypothetical 

imperative.    

 
(27)  T-$ 2 q -,AE /*S! $38#s-%"),I F;*6( -#e)5( )(5$ 1;0I ). :2"#0a#%<!., -2 

%"s6(A$ -<s+0( %. #a8,/*/. , -2 4y-(A$ H/. 8#sI 4G2 $ 3 -*%"$ 13+(A$ 
+(82!*-s'0I /#a;. ). )$-7+0$ , $ 3 4y-(A$ )(5$ 1;0I ;,:eD. .  

Awake, my soul!  Be full of courage like the patriarch [Jacob], that you may acquire 

action with knowledge, and that you may be a nous [divine intellect] seeing God and 

                                                
78

 Canticle 3, verse 5 from the Great Canon. 
79

 Canticle 4, verse 24 from the Great Canon.  
80

 Canticle 4, verse 18 from the Great Canon. 
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may reach the innermost darkness in contemplation, and that you may be a great 

merchant [of spiritual things].
81

 

 

2.4.1.9. Negated hypothetical imperative (prophylactic) da-clauses 

 I will set up a category complementary to the hypothetical imperative: the 

negated hypothetical imperative.  In such phrases, one is asking the 2nd person to  

perform a specific act (X) so that a certain outcome (Y) will not occur.  The presumption  

is that the outcome Y would necessarily stem from the current circumstances and would 

most definitely occur, if not for the intervention expressed by the imperative X.     

 As in the hypothetical imperative examples above, the negated hypothetical 

imperative contains two elements: the imperative (do X), and the second element (lest 

Y happen).  Example (28) below includes a negated hypothetical imperative da-clause.  

 
(28) V*3#<A$ 1!., -*%2-$ 1). %*%y-, :50"$ /*(S, )7/. 'e-#(: +* ). :*;2s+0$ /S 

:#0$/$ 2, $ 3 ). #a8,/. :#$8*)$ 2, -2 +( 4y-, %"z6a+0( , +$ 4#aA+* M,6-e/, , %:7%(, 
%a/. /S O'e-#$. 
I have sinned, having violated the vessel of my flesh, I know this, Merciful one; but 

receive me in repentance and call me to knowledge, lest I [that I not] become the 

possession and grain of the enemy; but do you, Savior, be benevolent to me.
82

   

 

 
In the above example the imperative is addressed to God: ). :*;2s+0$ 
/S :#0$/$ 2, $ 3 ). #a8,/. :#$8*)$ (accept me in repentence, and call me to my senses).  

The negated hypothetical begins with -2 +(: -2 +( 4y-, %"z6a+0(, +$ 4#aA+* M,6-e/,, 
%:7%(, %a/. /S O'e-#$.  Thus, the narrator implores God to accept his repentance and call 

him to his sense, lest he become the possession and food of the enemy. 

  Having addressed the negated hypothetical imperative, it serves to mention that a  

significant aspect of discourse is the prominence and frequency of negation.  According to  

Timberlake (speaking about Russian and other languages):  

Negation...is a powerful operator: it selects out some word and its meaning and then 

forces one to consider alternatives.  To assert "not x" is to allow or even suggest that, 

under some other circumstances, on some other occasion, in some other world, the 

opposite state of affairs might hold instead.  The significance of negation, then, is not 

merely that some situation is denied, but that we are forced to consider both alternatives 

at once (2004:459). 

 

 Example (29) below is from the Menaion service addressed to Archippus.  It contains a 
negated statement ([$;a;*6( :#(5@'e+@/$ =%5247)A2).  Its purpose is to convey the 

expectation that one would be weakened by the devil's deceptions, but that this saint was not. 

 

 

                                                
81

 Canticle 4, verse 9 from the Great Canon. 
82

 Canticle 4, verse 25 from the Great Canon. 
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(29) [$;a;*6( :#(5@' e+@/$ =%5247)A2 , 5@%"$1)BI +(/$15*%"$)+w "S %%<Da(". 
#a+2/$, 4G*/y-#(, %/*"#sC'2 ;. %5a)<, C46( "$2 !r"0%. :*-a%"., :#*%52)5sz "S. 
 

Mercilessly the false one lacerated you with stripes, O divinely wise one, yet you were in 

no wise weakened by his deceptions, but looked to the glory which Christ bestows on 

you, glorifying you.
83

 

  

 

 Negation is most often found in RCS in discourse and applies to both the Speaker and 

Addressee: liturgical narrative rarely negates a past action.  Rather, the aorist is used in liturgical 

narration primarily to indicate events when they are to be viewed from an external perspective.  

Liturgically narrated events, especially those of the Old Testament, are presented as if 

objectively; there is no possibility other than the event that takes place.  When events are 

presented in this way, there is no recourse to this "other world" in which alternate realities are 

possible.  Thus, there is a correlation between liturgical narrative and a lack of negation.  By the 

same token, there is a strong correlation in RCS between discourse and negation.  Discourse is 

the mode of alternatives.  

 As shown above in the narrative passages in §2.1 and §2.2, the main circumstance in 

which alternatives are presented is in the form of direct speech embedded in the narrative.  Once 

the direct speech ends, the possibility for alternatives ends as well, and we are transported out of 

the scene itself back to the narrator, who sees all but does not offer alternatives to the action 

presented.      

 Discourse, however, is the mode of alternatives: for a Speaker and an Addressee to 

interact, there must be some negotiation, such as that of possible future events or current 

worldviews.  With this in mind, we return to other environments where the 2nd person is found.  

Some examples use negation to express alternatives.  Alternatives are also expressed by using 

the future tense (divination), imperatives, or comparisons with different persons.   

 

 

2.4.2. Tenses  

 

2.4.2.1. The future tense  

 The future represents events that have yet to occur, in contrast with the past and present, 

which are definite and describable.  The future cannot be predicted with accuracy; nonetheless, it 

is a part of the projected timeline that is anticipated to occur. That is, one can project what will 

occur from the situation in the present.  Since the future is a projection, it deals with options, 

alternatives, and uncertainty, and is thus often characterized as modal.
84

  Examples (30) and (31) 

include projections into the future.  Both examples use perfective verbs conjugated in the present 
tense  (+2M+Y, :*5*6Y, :#(-%"a+(".) to express this tense.  The future tense is boldfaced. 

 
(30)  T;y-, +2M+Y :5a;2"$ =;2s++23w /*(3w2 6$"0S -<s+0I; ;0( 5$ :*5*6Y 

+2Ma5*, !r"E, +h+<A+(/, #B-a+0C; +* F;w 4l3*,"#04(+., -a6-@ /$2 :#(3#<Ae+0I 

                                                
83

 Menaion, February 19th. 
84

 This definition of the future––as unpredictable––is certainly true, but it must also be kept in mind that the authors 

of the RCS liturgical texts did not regard the future in this way. 
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=%"2)5e+0(. 
Where will I begin to weep for the actions of my wretched life?  What first will I offer, 

O Christ, through this lamentation?  But as a compassionate one, grant me forgiveness of 

sins.
85

   

  
(31)  S#%M(80A2 -+j( /*$ 2, F;w %0+0( )*%"2C1'23w: "7/6( F;w 938(;j2 %5(8C2 +2 

506$ /*e/., :#$5*6$ 1"$%z /+> 57"w/. 6$)*"A. +* ;jI $ 3%a02 :#(-%"a+(". 
"(4> -,AE, &'( +( )%7!. 4G.;  

My days vanished as the dream of one awaking: and so, like Hezekiah, I weep upon my 

bed, that years may be added to my life.  But what Isaiah will come to you, my soul, if 

not the God of all?
86

 

 

 In the above example (30), the speculation about how to begin repenting is strongly tied 

to options and alternatives.  In (31), the uncertainty is about who will help the narrator if God 

would not.   

 

2.4.2.2. The aorist and imperfect tenses 

In endocentric and exocentric narrative, characters and acts tend to be depicted 

concretely, with a definite act and time.  Comparisons appear infrequently, and negation is not a 

significant operator.  Example (32) below is a portion of the earlier narrative example from 

Matthew 27:62 (see §2.1.2). 

 
(32) G* H"#0I -e+@, $ 46( 94%"@ :* :z"D>, %*4#aA2%z 1#!0(#e9 $3 J2#0%e9 ;. 

:05a",...  
The next day, which is to say Friday, the chief priests and Pharisees gathered before 

Pilate... 

 
This brief excerpt of narrative contains a statement of temporal definiteness: G* H"#0I -e+@, 
$ 46( 94%"@ :* :z"D>.  Additionally, it states that a specific activity occurred: %*4#aA2%z 1#!0(#e9 
$ 3 J2#0%e9 ;. :05a",.  There is no uncertainty as to what transpired, there are no comparisons 

with other events, and no alternatives are expressed through negation. 

Example (33) below is Exodus 19:6-19, in which Moses brings his people to meet with 

God.  In this passage the imperfect and aorist (bold) are the only tenses used. The excerpt 
contains a statement of temporal definiteness: Th%"@ 6( ). "#e"0I -e+@ 4h)A, ;* H"#, ("it 

came to pass on the third day in the morning").  All events are presented clearly and constatively: 

there is no modality, negation, or comparison to present alternative worlds; nor is there any 

uncertainty as to whether God will actually show up.  This passage highlights the factual status 

of liturgically narrated events, lacking options and alternatives. 

  
 (33) Th%"@ 6( ). "#e"0I -e+@ 4h)A, ;* H"#,, $3 4hA2 35a%$ $ 3 /05+0z, $3 L452;. 

/#aM(+. +2 3*#> %0+aI%"<I, 35a%. "#y4+BI 352A aA( U<5w2: $3 O4*sA2%z )%$2 5C1-0( 
$ 56( ). :*5D>. S #8)(-e 6( /wm%eI 5C1-$ )* %#7"(+0( 4G, $38 8 :*5;A, $ 3 %"aA2 :*-8 
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 Canticle 1, verse 1 from the Great Canon. 
86

 Canticle 7, verse 20 from the Great Canon. 
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3*#0C. K*#a 6( %0+aI%;2z -B/sA(%z )%S, %!*6-e+0z #a-$ 490z +2 +C 2 )* n3+$ 2: $ 3 
)*%!*6-aA( -h/., F;w -h/. :e'+BI: $ 3 O62%0A2%z )%$2 5C1-0( U<5w2. ThA2 6( 
35a%$ "#y4+0$ :#*$%!*-s'( ;#7:DB U<5w2. /wm%eI 3523052A( , 4G. 6( 
t)<'2)aA( 93/Y 35a%*/.. 

 
And it came to pass on the third day in the morning, that there were thunders and 

lightnings, and a thick cloud upon the mount, and the voice of the trumpet exceeding 

loud; so that all the people that was in the camp trembled.  And Moses brought forth 

the people out of the camp to meet with God; and they stood at the nether part of the 

mount. And mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke, because the LORD descended 

upon it in fire: and the smoke thereof ascended as the smoke of a furnace, and the whole 

mount quaked greatly.  And when the voice of the trumpet sounded long, and waxed 

louder and louder, Moses spake, and God answered him by a voice.   

 

 

The use of the aorist and the imperfect in Scriptural narrative is similar to the use of these 

tenses in temporal-reportive (narrative) hagiographic hymns.
87

  As discussed below in Chapter 3, 

23% of Menaion hymns are not directed to an Addressee, but rather discuss a 3rd-person Other.  

The subject of such verses is some manifestation of God (Jesus, the Trinity, etc.) or another saint 

(including the Theotokos).  Such non-2nd-person singular subjects automatically take the aorist 

or imperfect past tense, as opposed to the perfect, as a result of the past tense reforms discussed 

in Chapter 1.  Despite the automatic use of a particular verb form depending on the person of the 

subject, there is a difference in temporal semantics between 2nd-person and non-2nd-person 

events.  The aorist and imperfect depict temporal sequencing on a clear timeline, giving 

narratives of events that are real and punctual in the context of Orthodox Christianity, which  

could not possibly have unfolded any other way.  Example (34) is a non-2nd person narrative 

Menaion hymn that uses the aorist to speak of Zacharias, father of John the Baptist:
88

  

 

 
(34) \2;0+2 /*5Ma+0(/. W(#a#!. %)z8a%z, &3G52 35a%*/.,  

&3G52 :#0e/. !r"0)2 :#$Ae%")0z, :# b#0;2 $ 3 "2$ 1++$;2,  
%. 9350%2)e"0C +(:50-+*C $ 3 D<5*/y-#(++*C:  
$ "*3w2 #6c")0/. =4+*)$ 1%z 4l3*-a"@ $ 3 $ 3842)5e+0(, $ 3 :#$/$#e+0( +aA( )%(/j#+*(. 
//%(3* 2 :#*:*)7-2 &3+D2 $ 3 %*-7"(5z, $3 93%"(%")Y =4+*)$ 1"(5z.  
t +(:50-+Bz O"#04B :50-. :*-2C 1'2, %+ 72 6( F)5@A2%z $38. -)7B, F;w 46c")(++BI 
"2$ 1++$;. 490z 4l3*-a"$. 
 

The high priest was bound by the silence of the law by an angel's voice, 

having received that angel, the prophet and initiate of the coming of Christ, together with 

Elizabeth the barren and chaste;  

and through the birth, grace and redemption, and our universal reconciliation were 

inaugurated;  

                                                
87

 See §3.5-3.8. 
88

 Menaion 9:40.  
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//for he preached the lamb and creator, and the renewer of nature,  

the one who provided the fruit from a barren womb,  

the son who had appeared from a virgin as the godly initiate of divine grace. 

 

 

The above narrative hymn is devoid of options or alternatives: there is no possibility 

entertained that Zacharias could have had any other experience other than what is reported here: 

namely the angel visitis him, after which he becomes mute as a result of not believing the angel.  

Events are temporally definite.  This is seen by the manner in which sequencing conjunct 

participles and verbs interact to construct a timeline.  

The other Menaion hymns that are not addressed to the saint are 

atemporal and depict eternal truths.  Although non-narrative and temporally indefinite, this type 

of 3rd person Menaion hymn can be grouped with narrative hymns with respect to the way in 

which it depicts a world devoid of alternatives.  Example (35) is atemporal and does not make 

use of sequencing conjunct participles:
89

 

 

 
(35)    V)7". )*8%0s)A0I 4(857"+BI t nD7A :#e6-( )B;., ). 57"* 

+h+< +2:*%57-*;., $38. "(492, -)7*, k)$ 1%z +2 %:2%e+0( /j#2,  
//;. +(/y6( +( :#(%"aI = 5C1-(!. ")*$ 1!. /*5s'$%z. 90

 

 

The timeless light who shone forth from the Father before the ages has now in these latter 

days manifested himself in time for the salvation of the world, O Virgin.   

//Cease never to pray to him in behalf of your people. 

 

 

Example (35), a statement of dogma, refers to the incarnation of Jesus and its purpose, according 
to the Orthodox Church: salvation for the world.

91
  The aorist, k)$ 1%z, is used to establish the 

significance of the fact that the incarnation occurred.  As in above Examples (32)-(34) there is no 

option entertained through negation that such events might not have occurred; additionally, there 

is no comparison with an Other that could indicate the possibility of alternative worlds or 

behaviors.  

The use of the aorist and imperfect in Scriptural narrative is similar to the use of these 

tenses in temporal-reportive (narrative) hymns in their temporal definiteness and constativity.  

Atemporal hagiographic hymns––although temporally indefinite––pattern similarly in their 

constativity.  We may tentatively assume that non-discourse texts are united by a principle of 

constativity, which underlies events that (according to the Orthodox worldview) must have 

occurred.  Those texts involving an Addressee (discourse texts) are very different regarding 

constativity.  We now turn to the 2nd person and the perfect tense.  

 

  

                                                
89

Menaion 4:3.  
90

 The last line of this hymn is discussed in §4.3. 
91

 The lone participle is attributive, rather than conjunct: )*8%0s)A0I is a frequent epithet for Jesus: V)7". 
)*8%0s)A0I 4(857"+BI t nD 7A :#e6-( )B;.. 
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2.4.2.3. The perfect tense 

 In contrast with the aorist and imperfect, the perfect is often used to compare the 

Addressee to some other entity.  Comparison, like negation, presents an alternative: had the 

Addressee performed/refrained from performing a certain act, as did an Other, the Addressee 

would not be in the situation it is in at the current time.  The following examples present the 

Addressee in both comparative and negated acts, in order to show the existence of alternatives.  

To these examples, we can also add temporal indefiniteness and the non-specificity of the act.  

Example (36) below describes what the soul (the Addressee) did: the soul likened itself to Eve, 

who tasted of the forbidden fruit, and the soul saw evil and was influenced by these evils to 

perpetuate other evils.  This description is non-specific, and could pertain to any time or any act.  

It is the generality of the act, and thus its proclivity to repetition, that characterizes 2nd-person 

perfects.  

The examples below, from the Great Canon, reflect the same past tense verb reforms as 

shown in the Menaion.  As stated earlier, this means that the perfect is the only past tense that 

can be used with the 2nd-person singular subject.
92

  The perfect tense is boldfaced:   

 
(36) ])B 2 /+> =;2s++2z -,AE, M"*2 O:*-04$52%z 9 3%$ 2 :e#)<I 94v<; )$ 1-<52 4* 

93%$2 U5>, $3 Oz8)$ 152%z 9 3%$ 2 30#D<, $3 ;*%+y52%z 9 3%$ 2 -#e)2 $ 3 );,%$ 152 9 3%$ 2  
-e#8*%"+w 4(8%5*)e%+Bz %+7-$.  

Woe is me, my sinful soul, that you imitated the first Eve; you saw evil and were 

wounded bitterly, and you touched the tree and rashly tasted the deceptive food.
93

  

 
 It is not only contextually non-specific times and events such as O:*-04$52%z 93%$ 
)$ 1-<52 93%$2, Oz8)$ 152%z 93%$2, ;*%+y52%z 93%$2 -#e)2 $3 );,%$152 93%$2 that indicate temporal 

indefiniteness and the nonspecificity of the event itself, but also the idea of comparison to Eve.  

Comparison, indefiniteness, and negation are separate factors that indicate alternatives for the 

2nd person, but they all interact and often cannot be separated from one another.  The following 

examples (37), (38), and (39) are from the Great Canon and are addressed to the soul.  All make 

generalizing, atemporal assertions and utilize comparison.  Example (37) includes negation as 

well, and (38) includes a negative hypothetical imperative. 

 
(37) ^a/2 L+23* -,AE, n"D(,4jID2 :*-#26a)A$, %#a/2 +( :*;#h52 9 3%$ 2  

$ 4%;#(++z3w, )%:s"@ 8#S )*8)#2"$ 1)A$%z. 
O my soul, having imitated Ham in his patricide, you did not cover your neighbor's 

shame, having returned looking back.
94

 
 
(38) _%/a$52 %5hA252 9 3%$ 2 , "#(8)$ 1%z -,AE /*S, $383+a+2 F;w #24h+$+* 

t#*6-e+0(, )$ 16-@, -2 +( ;a;w :*-04+* M"*2 :*%"#a6-(A$ 52%;*%e#-%"),C'$. 
You heard––be watchful, O my soul!––how Ishmael was driven out as the child of a 

bondwoman.  See, lest the same thing happen to you, lusting [because of lust].
95

 

                                                
92

 Notwithstanding the tense reforms, the RCS perfect has the semantics of a real, functioning perfect tense. 

The pluperfect is also a past tense that can be used with the 2nd-person singular subject.  As stated in Chapter 1, 

however, the pluperfect is generally not used in RCS. 
93

 Canticle 1, verse 4 from the Great Canon. 
94

 Canticle 3, verse 13 from the Great Canon. 
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(39) `3a#< -#e)5< -,AE, 933a:"z+B+< O:*-04$52%z 9 3%$ 2 , :*#240"$)A$%z 

:#*$8)*5e+0(/., $3 #06-A$ +0)23* W%/a$52, :#(80#%")*. 
My soul, you became like Hagar the Egyptian of old: having enslaved your free choice, 

and having born a new Ishmael––stubborn willfulness.
96

 

 

 

Example (40), addressed to Mary of Egypt, is a Menaion hymn that features temporally 

indefinite, nonspecific acts:  

 

 
(40) R,A91)+2z 5*)591+0z, $3 %"#†%"$ :5*"%;‡z /(Me/. )*8-(#6a+0z :*%7;52 9 3%$ 2 , $3 

/h%59++2z %*3#<A91+0z /*5Ma+0(/. :*%"A O-2)$ 152 9 3%$ 2, $ 3 %"#,s/$ %5e8. ")*$ 1!. 
:,%"h+C )%C2 +2:*$ 152 9 3%$ 2 , $3 :#*8z45A 9 3%$ 2 +a/. :*;2s+0z :5*-B 2. 
 

With the sword of abstinence, you cut asunder the snares of the soul and the passions of 

the flesh; in the silence of the Fast [Lent], you choked the sins of thought; and with 

streams of tears, you watered the whole desert, and you gave birth to fruits of 

repentance. 

 

 

See §2.1.3 above for an example of a Menaion hymn constructed around the 2nd person 

that utilizes comparison to an Other, and to §2.4.1.6.3 above for one that features negation.  
We can conclude that definiteness (the ability to pin down one act within time) and 

constativity are hallmarks of RCS narrative.  Indefiniteness (the lack of such an ability, or a 

tendency toward generalization), negation, and comparisons are hallmarks of RCS discourse.  

Atemporal hagiographic hymns fall somewhere in between: events cannot be pinned down to a 

definite time, but they are constative nonetheless.   

 

 

2.5. Summary of person and genre roles in RCS  

 Table 1 below gives a summary of the person and genre roles in RCS. 
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 Canticle 3, verse 19 from the Great Canon. 
96

 Canticle 3, verse 20 from the Great Canon. 
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Table 1: Person and genre roles in RCS 

 

 

Person/genre Tenses Moods Role type Other roles 

Speaker/  

Narrative 

Aorist, 

imperfect 

Indicative 

(definiteness, 

constativity) 

Recipient/reteller 

of action 

Professions of 

faith 

Speaker/ 

Discourse 

Aorist, present Goal-oriented Actor, Speaker Performatives; 

self-reflection 

Addressee/ 

Discourse 

Perfect, present, 

future 

Goal-oriented; 

hypothetical 

imperatives; 

negated 

hypothetical 

imperatives; 

imperatives 

Recipient of 

utterances, 

accusations 

Recipient of 

accusations 

3rd-person 

Other/ 

Narrative 

Aorist, 

imperfect 

Indicative 

(definiteness, 

constativity) 

Recipient/reteller 

of action 

 

3rd-person 

Other/ 

Discourse 

Aorist Goal-oriented; 

hypothetical 

imperatives; 

negated 

hypothetical 

imperatives 

No role Brought into 

comparison 

with 2nd 

person by 

means of 1st  

 

 

 

 

2.6. The relationships among different persons 

 The following relationships among different persons are valid in RCS, for both discourse 

and narrative. 

 

2.6.1. The Speaker: the free person 

The 1st person can co-occur with a 2nd person in discourse, since certain texts are 

addressed to the 2nd person by the 1st (Menaion hymns, Psalms, and the Great Canon).  At the 

same time, there are texts in which there is a Speaker but no Addressee in the text (endocentric 

narrative and self-reflective verses, including professions of faith).  The Speaker is also capable 

of becoming like a 3rd person (a participant in narrative events).  Because of its flexibility, 

dualistic role, and ability to operate within any genre of RCS, I call the first person Speaker the 

"free person": it does not need to bind with any other person in narrative or discourse.     

 

2.6.2. The Addressee: the dependent non-person 

There is no text in which an Addressee appears independent of a Speaker; even if an 

entire text is written as an address, with no mention of an "I", there is still an implicit Speaker.  

This obvious fact aside, there are no RCS texts in which only the Addressee appears; there is 
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always a Speaker inserting himself somewhere in the text.
97

 Additionally, the Addressee also 

functions only in discourse; I am not aware of any RCS narrative passages told in the 2nd person.  

The Addressee is the recipient of utterances and pleas, but does not respond in the text; it was 

designated a type of "non-person" above (§2.3).  The 2nd person functions with various tenses 

and moods, but its primary realm is the mode of different worlds: imperatives, options, and 

future possibilities.  I will call the RCS Addressee "dependent," as it cannot exist without a 

Speaker, and because its role is very restricted.   

  

2.6.3. The third-person Other: the external non-person 

Benveniste 1971 designated the 3rd the "non-person" due to its lack of participation in 

direct discourse.  If role-based designations of "person" are being discussed, then this 

designation fits well for both discourse and narrative.  I have already shown that, in discourse, 

the Addressee could just as easily be considered a non-person as the Other.  I also designate the 

Other "external," meaning that it is external to the utterance made by the Speaker and directed to 

the Addressee.  

 

2.6.4. Speaker, Addressee, and Other 

If in RCS the Addressee is a divine abstraction, it is much less of a "person" (in the 

everyday sense) than even the Other.  And, if the Addressee is not a person, the only real person 

remaining is the Speaker.  The Speaker has a position of primacy in RCS.  This is illustrated by a 

number of factors.  For one, the 1st person is the only grammatical person that can hold an active 

role in both discourse and narrative.  It is also the only true shifter: each reader of RCS discourse 

is intended to assume the identity of the Speaker.  The Addressee, by contrast, can only represent 

the identities of a limited group of referents.  The Other also has a limited role: in the Great 

Canon, for example, the Other represents a limited group of Biblical figures.         

 The Speaker is the only true person, and we can depict the Speaker as a higher order than 

Addressee or Other.  The Addressee is bound to the Speaker, and the Speaker can compare 

himself or the Addressee with an Other.  The Other is also bound to the Speaker in that he cannot 

appear in discourse and narrative without the Speaker pulling him into the text.  We could depict 

these relations by the following diagram:    
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 This is true even of Akathist hymns, which are constructed as Addresses to Jesus and saints: the Speaker 

invariably inserts himself into the hymn. 
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Relationships of Speaker, Addressee, and Other: 

 

 

 

                                                           Speaker 

 

                                                         

                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Addressee                                                      Other 

 

 

 

 

 

  

2.7. Conclusions 

 This chapter has shown that person, verbal tense, and genre are all related in the RCS 

liturgical language.  Discourse is the genre of options and alternatives, whereas narrative is the 

mode of constativity.  The 2nd person, the Addressee, is used exclusively in discourse.  The 

Addressee (along with the Speaker, naturally) also appears in dialogue chunks embedded in 

narrative, in which narrative transitions into discourse before returning to its overall genre.  The 

1st person is found in both discourse and narrative.  The 1st person is found in endocentric 

narrative in which he is a character in the story, and the 1st person is also the main actor in RCS 

liturgical discourse.  The 3rd person is primarily found in narrative, when the external Speaker 

refers to characters in the narrative, but is also pulled into discourse by means of comparisons.   

 The correlation among tense, person, and genre is a natural step following from the 

above.  Narrative is either exocentric or endocentric, and primarily features the 1st and 3rd 

persons.  The 2nd person is simply not found in narrative chunks in RCS narrative––there is no 

scriptural passage that is narrated entirely in the 79 or /9 forms.  The 2nd person thus appears 

exclusively in the genre of discourse.  The discourse–specific niche for the 2nd person may have 

led to its formal (reformed), past tense-based differentiation in the context of the RCS liturgical 

language––in the singular, at least, which is the main number for the 2nd person in this language. 

             It is clear that the system established here for RCS is highly idealized.  The reason why it 

is possible to establish such an system is that RCS is a highly stylized, ritualized liturgical 

language.  Other language forms that are not as ritualized would naturally not have such a clean 

system.  What I have established in this chapter may have some extensions in other languages.  

The degree to which this model may be relevant for other languages, though, is a tricky question, 

and one which is outside the scope of this present study.       
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Chapter 3 

Temporality and period structure:  

the aorist, the perfect, and participles  
 

 

 

3.0. Introduction 

Hagiographic hymnography is a specialized type of discourse in that it is highly 

formulaic and conventionalized.  This chapter examines time and how it is represented in 

hagiographic hymnography in the Menaion.   

As we know from §1.2, which discussed reforms in the inherited verbal system, in the 

Menaion the aorist and the perfect tenses are in complementary distribution by person (the 

imperfect is rarely found, and the pluperfect is almost never used).  As a result of the 16th-18th 

century reforms of the past tense system, 2nd-person singular verb forms are expressed by the 

perfect tense, and all other persons take the aorist or imperfect.  Despite the fact that a certain 

tense is automatically used depending on the person of the subject, there is a difference in the 

temporal semantics of hymns that are addressed to the saint (apostrophic) and those that are not 

(nonapostrophic).  The nature of this difference is analyzed in the present chapter.  Events in 

apostrophic hymns tend to be related causally and can be depicted on a causal chain.  Conjunct 

participles play a key role in causal sequencing.  Nonapostrophic hymns, on the other hand, 

behave differently: some feature sequencing conjunct participles, whereas others do not; the 

difference depends on the nature of the person of the subject.   

The various types of participles discussed here differ not so much formally but rather 

semantically: they comprise attributive, depictive, sequencing conjunct, and nonsequencing 

conjunct participles.  Attributive participles include both active and passive participles, as well as 

entire participial phrases, which serve as modifiers to a noun to which they are syntactically 

subordinate.  Depictive participles are secondary predicates of the subject of a phrase that add 

description and detail (such as "Karen drove the car drunk").  Conjunct participles illustrate 

cause-effect, purpose relations, or overall event sequencing.  Conjunct participles in 

hagiographic hymnography are of two varieties: sequencing and nonsequencing.  Sequencing 

conjunct participles are typical and behave according to the above definition.  Nonsequencing 

conjunct participles only appear to sequence events: in the semantics of the hymn, however, they 

represent an event that is equivalent to the main verb (see §3.4).  Other types of participles, 

including substantival, are not discussed here.  

  Analyses of RCS have been published almost continually since the 16th century, and 

most have discussed morphology, rather than syntax and usage.  This is the gap in general RCS 

scholarship that this chapter intends to bridge.  Following the presentation of some background 

information in §3.1, §3.2-3.8 below analyze a series of complete hymns to show how the 

temporal system of this highly formulaic language can be exploited for various stylistic purposes.  

 

3.1. Background 

 

3.1.1. The period structure of hagiographic hymns addressed to saints 

Gamanovich defines certain basic concepts used in the present analysis of hymns: “a 

period is what we call a compound (compound coordinate or compound subordinate [complex]) 
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extended sentence, consisting of two parts: the first part presents a series of increasingly 

significant elements of a given element or phenomenon, while the second part gives the 

conclusion or deduction” (1991:407).  In this instance, the period is the global hymn structure.  

Each hymn typically represents one complete period, and the period is made of two separate 

blocks.  Each block contains its own type of content and form.  I call the first block the 

proposition, and the second block the deduction.  Each block has its own internal workings that 

are different from those of the other block.   

Many examples of hagiographic hymns are presented below in the analysis; first, though, 

this introduction first provides a basic formula for the global hymn structure.  The proposition is 

addressed to the saint and includes a series of statements in the perfect tense about what the saint 

did while alive.  The proposition is followed by the deduction, and there are two options for the 

deduction: it may continue to address the saint or it may include some form of 1st-person plural 

hortative statement.  In either case, the tense will switch to the present.  A transition word, here 

called a "proof marker," separates the proposition from the deduction.  For the purposes of this 

chapter we can reduce Menaion hymns that are addressed to saints to two general formulae, (a) 

and (b) below:   

 

a. Hymns in which there is no person switch in the deduction: 

Proposition: Address to saint: you did x 

Proof marker 

Deduction: Address to saint: you are y 

 

b.  Hymns in which there is a person switch in the deduction: 

Proposition: Address to saint: you did x 

Proof marker 

Deduction: Hortative statement: we do y 

 

In (a) there is a change in tense (but not in person) between the proposition and deduction.
98

  In 

(b), on the other hand, there is a change in both tense and person.
99

  In RCS hymnography 

contrasts in time and person make up the period structure. 

 

3.2. Services examined in this study 

 Twelve Menaion services were examined for this study.  The services are composed in 

honor of the following saints: Mary of Egypt, Zacharias, father of John the Baptist, Theophan of 

Sigriana, John Climacus, John the Baptist, Pelagia, Feodot, Symeon the Stylite, Efvtimij of 

Suzdal, Feodosij of the Kiev Caves, the martyr Nikita, and Iona of Novgorod.
100

  These services 

represent a mix of services originally composed in RCS as well as services translated from 

Greek.  The following chart represents a breakdown of the preterite tense verbs in the twelve 

selected services: 
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 See Example (1) below for a type (a) period structure.   
99

 See Example (5) below for type (b) period structure.   
100

 Menaion citations will be given in the following format: Menaion, then volume (corresponding to month, with 

"1" for January), then the page number (translated into standard Arabic numerals from Slavonic).  For example, 

Menaion 12:49 refers to page 49 of the December volume.  
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Table 1. Numbers of aorists, imperfects, and perfects used in Menaion hymns 

 

 

Saint Aorists Imperfects Perfects Total past 

tense verbs 

Theophan-Sigriana  5 1 51 57 

Mary-Egypt 11 6 58 75 

John-Ladder 2 0 65 67 

John-Baptist 31 4 50 85 

Zacharias 24 4 62 88 

Feodot 26 3 80 109 

Feodosij-Caves 34 4 103 147 

Pelagia 3 0 51 54 

Symeon-Stylite 20 5 103 110 

Iona-Novgorod 35 10 68 113 

Evftimij-Suzdal 18 3 121 142 

Nikita 62 11 55 128 

Totals 271 51 849 1175 

Percentages (rounded) 23% 4% 73% 100% 

 

 

 

Table 1 above indicates that approximately 73% of preterite verbs examined take a 

perfect form; these verbs are all 2nd-person singular.  Twenty-seven percent of preterite verbs 

take aorist or imperfect forms; these verbs have varying non-2nd-person singular subjects. The 

perfect forms are in complete and complementary distribution with the simplex (aorist and, less 

commonly, imperfect) forms.   

Each hymn discussed in this chapter is addressed to only one saint; for the sake of brevity 

the word "singular" is often dropped from the phrase "2nd-person singular".  Dual forms are not 

discussed because the dual is rarely used when Menaion services are addressed to two or more 

saints.  Instead, each saint is addressed as an individual in the individual hymns that make up the 

full service.
101

  See §6.3.3.1 for more information on services addressed to two or more saints. 

 

3.3. The behavior of second-person singular subjects 

                                                
101

 The overall aim and structure of hymns composed to two or more saints is similar to the aim and structure of 

hymns composed to one saint.  Second-person dual or plural verbs do not take the form of the perfect tense, 

however, since this tense is only found with 2nd-person singular subjects.  The following example is addressed to 

four saints: the martyr Sophia and her daughters Vera, Nadezhda, and Lubov.  It illustrates the fact that 2nd-person 

plural hymns are similar to 2nd-person singular hymns: both order events on a causal chain and use sequencing 

conjunct participles.  The example is from Ode Three of the Matins Canon (September 17th): 
(i) N#$ %",:$ 1 %"( H/. )#a60I -B)B )(5$;*!)a5@+BI, $ 3 "*3w2 3*#-h+C 

+$85*6$ 1 %"( , )(5$;*/y-#(++w :*-)$ 13A(%z, $ 3 :#e6-( !)a5z'23*%z $ 3%"#(4$1"$ 
/0#(, "(Me+@/$ ;#*)eI :*"*:$ 1 %"( .  
You [all] came upon the hostile mind, O greatly-praised Virgins, and have now brought down his pride, 

having fought with greatness of wisdom; you drowned in the streams of your blood him that once boasted 

he would blot out the sea. 
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Example (1) illustrates the situation that arises when the subject is 2nd-person singular 

(and the verb is automatically perfect): namely, conjunct participles are used to order events on a 

causal chain.
102

  A causal chain is different from a timeline.  Timelines depict chronological 

sequencing, whereas causal chains imply cause–and–effect or purpose relations that may or may 

not be on a timeline.  Example (1), like all 2nd-person hymns, is apostrophic, meaning that it is 

addressed to the saint.
103

  I separate the proposition from the deduction with the symbol "//."  The 
proof marker is "7/6(.  Finite verbs are bolded and participles are underlined in all examples. 

 

 
(1)  ?$6( :* L4#28, %*45C1-. +()#(-$ 1/w,  

H/. )L;, +2 %"#†%"$ :†3,4+Bz :0%"+$M(%;$ :*%"a)$).,  
)* 946( :* :*-040C, F;w /0'+* )*8A e5. 9 3%$ 2 :  
/y6(%;$ 4* 93%"(%")* 2 :*+y-$)., :*"'a5%z 9 3%$ 2 !y6-A(( :*;*#$ 1"$ 5yMA(/,, $3 
:50"@ :*#240"$"$ -y!,.  
"7/6( /*+aA(%"),C'$!. k)$ 15%z 9 3%$ 2 )e#!., 6$ 1"(5@ :,%"h++BI, 4523*"(;y'$!. 
=4,M$1"(5@, :#a)$5* -*4#*-7"(5$ $ 38)7%"+<IA((.  
//$ +h+< +2 +4 7%7!. 8(#Da5w/. #28#7AAB/%z, L§( +aA. f(*-0%0(, M$1%"< 8#$ 1A$ 
%™yC "#bD,, /*5s%z +(%#e-%")(++< = $ 56( )7#*C $3 5C40)0C M"y'$!. "S. 
  

Having preserved intact that which was created according to the image of God, through 

fasting having set your mind as master over the pernicious passions,  

you ascended, as far as it was possible, to that which accords [with God's likeness]; 

courageously having subjugated your nature, you strove to subject that which is base to 

that which is higher, and to enslave the flesh to the spirit.   

Wherefore, you were shown to be the paragon of monastics, a most excellent rule of 

virtue.   

//And now, Feodosij our father, the reflections having been abolished, in the heavens you 

gaze in purity upon the Holy Trinity, praying directly for those who honor you with faith 

and love. 

 

 

 

The relationship of conjunct participles to their finite verbs in Example (1) is depicted in the 

following chart, and the resulting causal chain is also given below: 

 

 

 

Conjunct  participles  Finite verbs Relationship 
%*45C1-. 
:*%"a)$). 

)*8Ae5. 93%$ effort-goal 

:*+y-$). :*"'a5%z 93%$ effort-goal 
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 Menaion 5:23. 
103

 In this chapter the phrase "2nd-person hymn" is often used to mean that the hymn is apostrophic.   
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Causal chain: 

 

_____________________________  X - - - - - - - - - - - - - > 
(%*45C1-./:*%"a)$).)            ()*8Ae5. 93%$) 

______________________________ X  - - - - - - - - - - - - - > 
(:*+y-$).)                  (:*"'a5%z 93%$) 

 

 

 

Events in this hymn are presented in the form of an argumental discourse whose purpose is to 

convince the reader of the saint's sanctity.  Having preserved the image of God, and having set 

his mind over his passions, the saint arose; having subjugated his nature, he strove to be God-

like.  Each phrase, constructed with conjunct participles and finite verbs, illustrates the struggles 
the saint took upon himself.  Argumental discourse leads to the proof marker "7/6(.  The proof 

marker introduces the conclusion, or the deduction of the hymn: because of his struggles, and the 

virtues these struggles document, the saint is a model for others, holy, or able to intercede on 
one's behalf with God ("7/6(...M$1%"< 8#$ 1A$ %™yC "#bD,, /*5s%z +(%#e-%")(++<, "Wherefore...in 

the heavens you gaze in purity upon the Holy Trinity, praying directly for those who honor you 

with faith and love".).   

The distinction between a timeline and a causal chain is often unclear; in some examples 

the terms can be used interchangeably, whereas others are more appropriately viewed in terms of 

a causal chain.  Of the apostrophic hagiographic hymns examined here, there were none in which 

events fall on a timeline that cannot also be considered a causal chain.  On the other hand, there 

were many apostrophic hagiographic hymns that were related causally but not temporally.  

Therefore, causality appears to be the primary organizing principle in the relations among 

different events in such hymns.  Here are four more examples that illustrate how causal chains 

function in 2nd-person singular hymns.  Example (2) is a hymn to Symeon the Stylite:
104

   

 

 
(2) [2 30#, )B%*;Y n4#a8+w -$ 1)+, )*8Ae-.,  

$ 3 ). M(%"+hI ;0)H". F;w ). +(82!*-$ 6/2z )Ae-.,  
-<s+0(/. $38#s-+B/., $3 )*%!*6-e+0( )$-7+0I :*;28a5. 9 3%$ 2:  
//6$"0E H4w Oz%+$ 1). H8B 6(578+B/$, F;*6( 3#$ 1)+2/$ 852"h/$ O;#aA(+., 4G2 
6( 8#S, $3 8#$ 1/@, $3 93-$ 1+. 93-$ 1+*/, 4(%7-,z,  
93306( /*5$ 2, M(%"+hI %m/(H+(, = -,Aa!. +aA$!.. 
 

Having ascended the lofty wondrous mountain  

and having entered the impenetrable as an honored tabernacle,  

through excellent activity you shone forth the ascent of vision.   

//Wherefore, having illumined your life, adorned with iron chains as with a golden 

necklace, seeing God and being seen by Him, and conversing in solitude with Him alone, 

entreat Him, Honored Symeon, in behalf of our souls. 

 

                                                
104

 Menaion 5:196.   
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There is one main event, Symeon beholds the divine revelations.  This event is expressed 
by a finite preterite verb: )*%!*6-e+0( )$-7+0I :*;28a5. 93%$2.  This main event is preceded, both 

causally and temporally, by his ascension of the mountain (+2 30#, )*8Ae-.) and his subsequent 

ascent of a treacherous, narrow pillar (). +(82!*-$ 6/2z )Ae-.), where he lived for forty-five 

years and where he was given the gift of clairvoyance.  The verb :*;28a5. 93%$2 concludes the 

hymn proposition.  The deduction begins with the proof marker H4w, and confirms the sanctity 

of Symeon. 

 

 

The following table depicts these three event relations: 

 

 

Conjunct  participles  Finite verbs Relationship 
)*8Ae-. 

)Ae-. 

:*;28a5. 93%$2 sequencing 

causality 

  

 

 

The causal chain of this hymn is as follows: 

 

 

_______ X__________________X_______________X - - - - - - - - - - ->     
      )*8Ae-.                )Ae-.        :*;28a5. 93%$2     
 
 
 
Example (3) below is from the service to the martyr Feodot.

105
 

 
 

(3)  G*85*6$ 1)%z 3D()$, F;*6( %)z'e+(+. %*%y-.,   
$ 3 :*)$+yz%z %5*)(%91/. 933w2, 4G*4526e++(,   
# 28-a5. 9 3%$ 2 4*3a"+w, /yM(+$M( /y-#(,  +$ 1'B/. 
4*3a"%")* +(;#a-*/*, /,M91+0z #28y/+w $3 My-+w %(4> :#$")*#sz. 
 

Having offered yourself to the Lord as a sacred vessel,  

submitting to his words, Divinely Blessed One,  

you gave generously to the poor, Wise Martyr,  

noetically and spiritually laying up for yourself the riches of martyrdom, which cannot be 

stolen. 
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 Menaion 5:130 
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The main timeline event is the finite verb expressing the almsgiving of Feodot (#28-a5. 
93%$2 +$ 1'B/.).  In order to undertake this action, which is in imitation of Jesus, Feodot first 

needed to offer himself to Jesus and submit himself to Jesus's words ()*85*6$ 1)%z and 

:*)$+yz%z).  Both participles represent events anterior to #28-a5. 93%$, and because of the lexical 

semantics, as well as the Aktionsart of the participles, their resulting state must also continue into 
the same timeframe occupied by #28-a5. 93%$, overlapping it.  As a result of the main event, the 

almsgiving to Christians, Feodot was killed (4*3a"%")* +(;#a-*/*, /,M91+0z #28y/+w $3 My-+w 
%(4> :#$")*#sz).  The third conjunct participle, :#$")*#sz, overlaps with #28-a5. 93%$ on the 

timeline, and is largely equivalent to it.  The resulting state of :#$")*#sz continues past the time 

of the finite verb itself.  This hymn, although comprised of only one finite verb, has a complex 

structure that is probably due to its ratio of conjunct participles to finite verbs (3:1).  This hymn 

is thus a good example of the way in which conjunct participles contribute causal and temporal 

layering.  The chart below illustrates the relationship of the participles to their finite verbs: 

 

 

Conjunct  participles  Finite verb Relationship 
)*85*6$ 1)%z 
:*)$+yz%z 
:#$")*#sz 

#28-a5. 93%$2      sequencing, causality 

sequencing, causality 

equivalence 

 

 

 

      

The following causal chain illustrates the relationship of all the events more appropriately.  The 
parallel lines illustrate the simultaneous state of )*85*6$ 1)%z and :*)$+yz%z, which are the 

preconditions for the simultaneous events #28-a5. 93%$ and :#$")*#sz. 

 
 
 
)*85*6$ 1)%z 
––––––––––––– 

                      X 
:*)$+yz%z                 #28-a5. 93%$ 
–––––––––––––                 + :#$")*#sz 

 

 

 

 

Example (4), from Ode Four of the Matins Canon to the nun Pelagia, also illustrates the 

way in which conjunct participles function as the building blocks for a causal chain in 

apostrophic hagiographic hymns. 

 

 
(4) X%;)(#+e++,C )7#, =%"a)5@A$,  
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;* !r"Y :#$"(;5A 9 3%$ 2 /y-#<, :(523j( /§+$D( )%(%5a)+2z,  
b-w5@%;,C :*:#a)A$ )%s;, :#e5(%"@,  
//4G*:#0s"+2z. 
 

Having forsaken the abominable religion [idol worship],  

you wisely hastened to Christ, O most glorious martyr Pelagia,  

having trampled all the falsehood of idolatry underfoot 

//O you who are pleasing to God.
106

 

 

 

In the above example there is a clear causal and timeline structure supported by conjunct 

participles.  Pelagia first engages in one act, the renunciation of idolatry, which is represented by 
two semantically equivalent perfective past conjunct participles: =%"a)5@A$ and :*:#a)A$; 

following this renunciation she hastens to Christ (;* !r"Y :#$"(;5A 93%$2).  This is the hymn's 

primary event and the only event represented by a finite verb.  In order to run to Christ she 

needed to have first fulfilled the precondition of foresaking idolatry; thus the chain is not just 

temporal but causal as well.  The following chart illustrates the function of the conjunct 

participles and their main verbs: 

 

 

Conjunct participles Finite verb Relationship 
w%"a)5@A$ 
:*:#a)A$ 

:#$"(;5A 93%$2 sequencing, causality, and 

precondition-fulfillment  

 

 

 

Likewise, we can represent the hymn on the following causal chain: 

 

 

 

______________  X  _______________________  X - - - - - - - - - - > 
           (w%"a)5@A$/:*:#a)A$)                 (:#$"(;5A 93%$) 

   

 

 

Example (5), the final example in this section, is from the service to Zacharias, father of 

John the Baptist.
107

  This hymn illustrates the fact that conjunct participles, although very 

frequently used, are not always necessary to situate an event on a causal chain.  The main 

question at hand is whether or not a hymn can be placed on a causal chain; conjunct participles, 

although indicative of this status, are not required.  In this example, participles function as 

depictive secondary predicates, supplying description rather than temporal relationships. 

 

                                                
106

 Menaion 5:31 
107

 Menaion 9:39.   
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(5) V)z'e+%")2 82;0++23w =-7z+. $4%"$++w n-e6-(C,  
:* M$ 1+, 12#H+*), %5,6$ 15. 9 3%$ 2, $3 :#(-%"*S ). !#a/<, &3G5@%;0I 8#a;. F)< )$ 1-<5. 
9 3%$ 22, :#(4l6e++(  
//"7/. ")*E :#(%"2)5e+0( )%$ 2 :*C 1'( -056+w, 82!a#0(, :7%+@/$ )*%!)25s(/. "S, 
:* %"a#*%"$ $ 38#2%"$ 1)A2 , Wwa++2 %5a)+23*, /*5$ 2 82 +B 2 /$15*%"$)23* 4G2, %:2%"$1%z 
+a/.. 
 

Veritably clothed with the vestments of the priesthood under the Law,  

you served after the order of Aaron; and as you stood in the Temple, you clearly saw an 

Angel’s form, O all-blessed one  

//Wherefore, as we all celebrate you translation as is due, we acclaim you with songs, O 

Zacharias, who in deep old age brought forth the glorious John.  Intercede for us with the 

merciful God, that we be saved. 

 

 

This timeline has two strata of backgrounding.  The primary stratum is the durational 
backgrounding event of Zacharias's service in the altar (:* M$1+, 12#H+*), %5,6$15. 93%$).  The 

finite verb %5,6$15. 93%$ may refer to one specific instance of this action or, more likely, to his 

service as a priest in general.  This verb fulfills the same backgrounding function as the 

participles in the above four examples.  The secondary stratum is the "backgrounding to the 
backgrounding," or the depiction of Zacharias's state: he is standing (:#(-%"*S ). !#a/<) and 

clad in priestly vestments (=-7z+. $4%"$++w n-e6-(C).  Both :#(-%"*S and =-7z+. are 

depictive secondary predicates: Zacharias was serving, standing in the temple and dressed as a 

priest.  Grafted onto this backdrop is one punctual event, the moment when Zacharias sees the 
angel (&3G5@%;0I 8#a;. F)< )$ 1-<5. 93%$), which is expressed with a finite verb.  Following the 

angel's announcement, Zacharias fathered John the Baptist: :* %"a#*%"$ $ 38#2%"$1)A2, Wwa++2 
%5a)+23*.  

Both the fact of Zacharias's service in the temple (which indicates his priestly rank) and 

the fact that he saw the angel (which indicates he was worthy of a message from God) can be 
viewed as a strong argument for his sanctity.  The proof marker, "7/., is followed by the 

conclusion to the discourse, the fact that one ought to praise Zacharias (")*E :#(%"2)5e+0( )%$ 2 
:*C 1'( -056+w, 82!a#0(, :7%+@/$ )*%!)25s(/. "S).  Since his sanctity has been proven, the 

faithful are then encouraged to ask him for intercession: /*5$ 2 82 +B 2 /$15*%"$)23* 4G2, 
%:2%"$1%z +a/..  The hymn's events can be depicted on a timeline, and can also be ordered in a 

causal chain.    
 

 

Backgrounding to the 

backgrounding (depictives) 

Backgrounding Punctual Timeline Event 

=-7z+. $4%"$++w n-e6-(C 
:#(-%"*S ). !#a/< 

%5,6$15. 93%$ 
 
 

)$ 1-<5. 93%$22 
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The timeline below illustrates the temporal events.  Zacharias is serving in the altar, and this 

background narrates an ongoing state.  During this time, a single foregrounded action occurs, 

namely the seeing of the angel.    

 

 

_________________________ X __________X____________ - - - - - - - > 
     (%5,6$15. 93%$)               ()$ 1-<5. 93%$)    ($38#2%"$1)A2)        
            /         \ 
 =-7z+.      :#(-%"*S 
 

 

 

The events represented in the above timeline prove, according to the thinking of Orthodox 

Christianity, that Zacharias is saintly and worthy of praise.  The following causal chain illustrates 

the fact that the events depicted above cause the faithful to praise Zacharias as a saint and, 

ultimately, to pray to him to intercede before God for those on earth:  

 

 
(%5,6$15. 93%$/)$ 1-<5. 93%$/$ 38#2%"$1)A2) > )*%!)25s(/. "S > /*5$2 82 +B 2 
 

 

 

 As can be seen from the above examples, which represent approximately 95% of all 

Menaion hymns examined, there is much more going on in 2nd-person singular hymns than 

simply the automatic use of the perfect verb form.  Events expressed by 2nd person verbs are 

strung together to form a causal chain.  The events function together to form argumental 

discourse, offering a moral exegesis on the saint's life.  The saint's sanctity is "proven," and the 

conclusion to the hymn contains the deduction, namely, that one ought to praise the saint, or that 

one ought to ask the saint for prayers of intercession.  Another function of these 2nd-person 

singular hymns is the presentation of a model to imitate: Jesus gave the model by which the 

faithful strive to live, and the saint imitates Jesus.  If one imitates the saint, who embodies Jesus, 

one thereby imitates Jesus.  The saint, during his life, successfully adopted the model of Jesus, 

and it remains for the reader of the hymn to adopt the model of the saint and, thus, that of Jesus.  

The replication of events is a standard expectation in Orthodox Christianity for everyone except 

Jesus, the Theotokos, and God the Father, which are the prototypes for imitation.  Replication 

involves the different positioning of individuals and circumstances, and time is a necessary 

precondition for replication.  This is the time that is represented by events in 2nd-person singular 

hymns.  Second-person singular hymns are strongly correlated with sequencing, cause-effect, 

and modality; causality lines represent the structure of the world.   
 If we look again at Example (1) above, we see that the finite verb )*8Ae5. 93%$ does not 

refer to an event, but rather a state.  It does not represent imitation of Jesus, but rather the effect 
of having fulfilled certain preconditions: :* L4#28, %*45C1-. +()#(-$ 1/w and H/. )L;, +2 
%"#†%"$ :†3,4+Bz :0%"+$M(%;$ :*%"a)$)..  The hymn provides a moral imperative: should one 

wish to ascend, s/he must master her/his passions.  This general statement lacks specificity, and 

can thus be replicated in innumerable contexts.  The method for ascending to God is given in 
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terms of a precondition (of the type 96( :* L4#28, %*45C1-. +()#(-$ 1/w, H/. )L;, +2 %"#†%"$ 
:†3,4+Bz :0%"+$M(%;$ :*%"a)$).) and a consequence ()*8Ae5. 93%$).  

 

3.4. Non-2nd person subjects in Menaion hymns 

 This section will address the question of whether nonapostrophic hagiographic hymns 

have the same function as 2nd-person hymns.  Whenever there is a 2nd-person singular hymn in 

the Menaion, we know that it is generally addressed to the saint.  When the subject is not in the 

2nd person, however, there are many possibilities.  What almost all non-2nd-person subjects 

have in common is that they take the aorist as the past tense.  The remainder of this chapter will 

discuss the significance of the subject in nonapostrophic hymns.  Use of a certain tense form––

depending on person––was dictated by the reforms discussed in Chapter 1, but it will be argued 

that the aorist also has regular semantic and pragmatic implications.  There are a variety of 

possibilities for subjects, and we need to look at the possibilities in order to determine how 

person affects temporal structure.  The following chart depicts subjects that are used with an 

aorist.  The left hand column not only specifies the subject of the main verb but also identifies 

the general semantic frame of the hymn.  The middle column identifies the number of aorist 

tenses that appear alongside the particular subject in the corpus examined, and the right hand 

column identifies the percentage of total aorists that appear alongside the particular subject.   

 

Table 2. Non-2nd person subjects that take the aorist 

 

 

Non-2nd person subject # of aorists used with this 

subject 

Percentage of total 

aorists 

Gift/blessing of God 42 15% 

Heaven 3 1% 

Nature
108

 3 1% 

Angel(s) 6 2% 

Saint's life/image/wisdom 30 11% 

God/Holy Spirit 12 4% 

Jesus 33 12% 

Saint's blood/wounds
109

 6 2% 

Saint 81 30% 

Adversary of saint
110

 6 2% 

Saint's feast day 3 1% 

"Day of salvation"
111

 3 1% 

Theotokos 6 2% 

"We"
112

 15 6% 

                                                
108

 Hymns whose subjects are nature often depict nature's reaction to seeing Christ crucified.   
109

 The saint's blood or wounds are typically used in the context of modeling and imitation.  Wounds remind the 

faithful that they are to sacrifice themselves.  The wounds are also depicted as purifying, in that they cleanse people 

from their sins (in an imitation of the sacrifice of Christ).   
110

 This is usually an "evil-doer," a representative of Satan, who opposed specific, good actions the saint attempted 

to take while alive. 
111

 The "day of salvation" is nonspecific and could refer to the birth of Christ, Christ's resurrection, or the general 

eschaton (end times) and last judgment. 
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News about saint 3 1% 

Those in heaven 3 1% 

Old Testament figures
113

 5 2% 

Total aorists 271 100 

 

 

 

 Many of the subjects listed in Table 2 above have the same referent or could be grouped 

together in the same semantic field.  For instance, the saint's life, his wisdom, his image, his 

blood, his woulds, and his feast day can all be grouped with the saint himself.  Once these 

subjects are logically grouped together, we can condense Table 2 into Table 3 (below): 

 

 

 

Table 3. Semantic fields of subjects of non-2nd person preterite verbs   

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This count of 271 aorists indicates that 35% have a subject that is somehow related to the 

saint: the subject may be the saint himself, his life as a model for others, the day on which he is 

commemorated, some part of his body (including blood or wounds), or any other extension of 

the saint.  Thirty-eight percent of hymn subjects fall under the semantic field of "God," whether 

it is Jesus, Jesus's path, the Holy Spirit, God himself, gifts/blessings from God (including 

salvation), or mysteries (sacraments) of God.  Six percent refer to the Theotokos, or to Old 

Testament figures that prophesy about her.  Another 10% of hymn subjects are nature 

personified, or "we," which represents all the faithful at all times.  Three percent have angels as 

the subject.  Seven percent represent various context-specific, miscellaneous nouns.    

In §3.2 it was established that 2nd-person references use conjunct participles to sequence 

events on a causal chain, and that they have a strong "modeling/imitation" function, thereby 

providing argumental discourse for a saint's sanctity.  The task is now to determine whether the 

same is true for the non-2nd-person subjects enumerated in the above charts, and then to 

                                                                                                                                                       
112

 The subject in non-2nd person hymns is often "we," a timeless, amorphous, and universal assembly of the 

faithful.  
113

 Certain Old Testament figures prefigured various elements of dogma, such as the virgin birth (Isaiah) and the 

resurrection (Jonah), and also frequently provided a model for future Christians (Job).   

Semantic field  Number of times used as 

subject 

Percentage of total subjects 

(rounded)  

God 103 38% 

Saint 95 35% 

All humanity/all nature 27 10% 

Theotokos 16 6% 

Angel(s) 8 3% 

Miscellaneous 19 7% 
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determine whether non-2nd-person hymns in general have the same function as 2nd-person 

hymns.   

With non-2nd person subjects, we need to differentiate between sequencing and 

nonsequencing conjunct participles.  The distinctions are not formal but rather semantic.  A 

nonsequencing conjunct participle is a conjunct participle that may appear to be simultaneous to 

the event in the main verb, but that actually represents an event equivalent to the main verb. One 

example is from the service to Zacharias.
114

   

 

 
(6) TG, :#(-%"*sI 46c")(++BI 32)#0$ 15., 4523*)<%")yz k)$ 2 "(4>, 4l6e++(, 35a%. %50)2 $ 3 

:®"eM,. 
 

Gabriel, who stands in the presence of God, announcing good news, revealed to you, 

Blessed One, the voice and forerunner of the word.   

 

 
T523*)<%")yz (announcing good news) is a conjunct participle that represents an event 

equivalent to the main verb: the revelation to Zacharias that he would father John the Baptist, the 
'voice and forerunner of Jesus' (k)$ 2...35a%. %50)2 $ 3 :®"eM,). 

The following is an example of a hymn that does not use any conjunct participles:
115

  

 

 
(7) c*+a!w). /+06(%")2 +2%"a)+$;2 "S :*M$"a(/., L§( +aA. f(*-0%0(: ")*eC 4* 

%"(8eC )*$ 1%"$++, :#a)w !*-$ 1"$ :*8+a!*/. . 
 

We venerate you, our father Feodosij, abbot of a multitude of monks: for truly we have 

learned how to walk properly in your steps.   

 

 

 

 

         Table 4 below illustrates the behavior of 3rd person subjects (from the subjects enumerated 

above in Table 2).  A subject may pair with sequencing conjunct participles, nonsequencing 

conjunct participles, or it may not pair at all with conjunct participles. 

 

 

                                                
114

 Menaion 9:39.  
115

 Menaion 5:23.    
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Table 4.  Participle types by subject.   

Abbreviations: NCP - nonsequencing conjunct participle; SCP - sequencing conjunct participle; 

Ø CP - no conjunct participle 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
116

 See §2.2.4 for a discussion of the 1st-person plural, which represents 6% of non-2nd person subjects.  This 

subject tends to appear only in hymn deductions, and its function is hortative.  "We" cannot function alone in a 

hymn; there is always another overt person in the hymn (such as the Addressee-saint or a 3rd-person Other).  

Because it is used in a very specific context, the 1st-person plural is not treated with the rest of the persons in non-

2nd-person hymns.  The following example (Menaion 4:7) illustrates the hortative function of the 1st-person plural 
subject-verb pair.  The proof marker "4*" introduces the 1st-person plural: 

(ii) N#: d4+( L§( 9 3vfa/0(, 8(/+h!. /25*)#e/(++23w 6$"0S $ 384735. 9 3 %$ 2, 
/*+aA(%;*( 6$"0E )*85C4$1)., $ 3 &3G5w/. %*4(%7-+$;., $ 3 :#: d4+B/. 4h). 
%*6$ 1"(5@, -9 1/w+%;2z :*3,4$15. 9 3%$ 2 =:*5M9 1+0z: /h 4* :#a)BI :y"@ "*40C 
!*-$ 1"$ O)7-<!*/., $ 3 "S +2 :0/*'@ :#$8B)a (/., :#*%s'( "*40C :#0s"$ 
/$ 1#. $ 3 )e50C /$ 15*%"@.  
O Venerable Father Evftimii, you fled earthly, temporal life, having loved monasticism; and you, having 

been an interlocutor with angels and a co-dweller with the venerable, destroyed the demonic forces: 

wherefore we have learned from you to walk in the correct path, and we call on your help, asking for 

peace and great mercy. 
117

 Five examples are excluded from these statistics; these are from stock hymns that are used in more than one 

service, proverbs, and subjects that occur only once.  

Non-2sg. subject Ø CP %  NCP % SCP % Total 

Heaven 3 100% 0 0 0 0 3 

Those in heaven 3 100% 0 0 0 0 3 

God/Holy Spirit 12 100% 0 0 0 0 12 

"The day of salvation" 3 100% 0 0 0 0 3 

Saint's 

life/image/wisdom 

30 100% 0 0 0 0 30 

News about saint 3 100% 0 0 0 0 3 

"We"
116

 15 100% 0 0 0 0 15 

Saint's blood/wounds 6 100% 0 0 0 0 6 

Gift/blessing of God 39 93% 3 7% 0 0 42 

Jesus 24 73% 3 9% 6 18% 33 

Saint 42 52% 9 11% 30 37% 81 

Theotokos 3 50% 3 50% 0 0 6 

Angel(s) 3 50% 3 50% 0 0 6 

Old Testament figure 2 40% 0 0 3 60% 5 

Saint's feast day 0 0 3 100% 0 0 3 

Enemy of saint 0 0 0 0 6 100% 6 

Nature 0 0 0 0 3 100% 3 

Ambiguous examples 

(not used)
117

 

      11 

Totals 189 72% 24 9% 48 18% 271 
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From Table 4 it is it clear that the great majority of all aorists examined are not 

accompanied by a conjunct participle.  We shall now discuss the function of aorists and 

participles in Menaion hymns that are not addressed to saints, examining first hymns that do not 

contain conjunct participles, then hymns that contain nonsequencing conjunct participles, and 

finally hymns that contain sequencing conjunct participles. 

 

3.5. Non-2nd person hymns that use no conjunct participles 

The first hymn is the kontakion from the service to John Climacus, and the Lord 
(3ospod[) is the subject:

118
   

 
(8) [2 )B%*"> 3D@ )*8-(#6a+0z $4%"$++2 "S :*5*6$ 2 , F;*6( U)<8-Y +(5e%"+,C, 

%)<"*)*-s',C ;*+DB 2, +2%"a)+$M( Wwa++(, L§( +aA..  
 

In the firmament of true abstinence has the Lord set you as a true star guiding the ends of 

the earth with light, O father John our instructor. 

 

 

This hymn has two parts.  First, God placed the saint on a high place of true abstinence.   
[2 )B%*"> 3D@ )*8-(#6a+0z $4%"$++2 "S :*5*6$ 2 refers to the fact that John reached the 

heights of perfection, and this line indicates that God made the saint's abstinence well known and 

set him as a model for others.  In the second part, the hymnographer compares the saint to a 
guiding star; %)<"*)*-s',C is an attributive participle, and there is no timeline sequencing. 

 

The following hymn is from the service to Mary of Egypt:
119

 

 

 
(9) G%B/. 3#7A+$;w/., /2#j(, 6$"0E ")*E L4#28. :*;28 a%z, 4(8/7#+w 

%*3#<A$ 1)AB/. ). 6$"0$ 2 )*%"a"$, $ 3 %;)e#+, =M$1%"$"$ %5(8a/$. 
 

Your life, Mary, was shown to be a model for all sinners who have sinned beyond 

measure in life, that they, too, may arise and wash away their defilement with tears. 

 

 
The above hymn utilizes one aorist form (:*;28a%z) and no attributive or conjunct 

participles.
120

  The lone aorist :*;28a%z indicates that Mary's life was an exhortation to all 

sinners to arise and purify themselves through tears (repentance, or sorrow for one's sins).  The 
phrase that expresses the sum total of Mary's life (6$"0E ")*E L4#28. :*;28a%z) cannot have 

taken place during her life (Mary fled to the desert to repent from her previous sins and was only 
seen by one person before she died.).  The event, :*;28a%z, expressed in the aorist, represents 

God's revelation of her sanctity to humanity.  It could only have taken place after Mary's death. 

The next example also lacks sequencing conjunct participles.  Feodosij's feast day 

                                                
118

 Menaion 3: 169. 
119

 Menaion 4:3. 
120S*3#<A$ 1)AB/. is, of course, substantival, and is thus irrelevant to the discussion at hand.  
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(:#a8-+$;.) is the subject.
121

 

 
(10) d"#* $ 3 -e+@ %)7"(5. ")0I :#a8-+$;. k)$ 1%z, :#*%)<'az +†A2 %(#-DA, )7#*C 

!)a5z'$!. M(%"+B6z :0-)$3$ ")*‰, L§( f(*-0%0(. 
 

Your feast appeared to be/was shown to be a radiant morning and day, illuminating the 

hearts of us who praise with faith your honorable struggles, Father Feodosij. 
 
 

 Feodosij's feast day is shown to be a light-filled day that illuminates the hearts of "us", 
meaning the faithful of all times (:#*%)<'az +†A2 %(#-DA).  The hymn is not on a timeline since 

all acts mentioned are metaphorical and timeliness.  

Having examined several examples in which there are no conjunct participles, we may 

conclude that there is nothing causal or temporal in these hymns.  Rather than an argument for 

the saint's sanctity, they convey absolute facts, including dogma, that do not relate to preceding 

or following events. 

   

3.6. Hymns featuring nonsequencing conjunct participles 

 Passages that include nonsequencing conjunct participles (18% of nonapostrophic 

hagiographic hymns) pattern similarly with those that do not include conjunct participles, in that 

neither type of hymn orders events on a timeline.  Example (11), like Example (6) above, 

includes a nonsequencing conjunct participle.
122

 
 

(11) P7M9/. ")*$ 1!. O%"e+., )%(Mc"2z, :*%57-,C'(, "S O4526a (/. : 
%. "*40C 4* )*$ 1%"$++, )(5$ 6M0z %*")*#$ 1)BI 3D@ )*8)(5$ 1M$ "S, $3 $ 4%"$++,C 490C 
/™#@, #*6-eI%z $38. M#e)2 ")*(3w2 :*;28 A.   

 

Following the words of your lips, O most pure one, we call you blessed; for the Lord, 

who accomplished mighty works through you has magnified you and, born of your 

womb, showed you to be the true mother of God. 

  

 
The first participle, :*%57-,C'(, is synonymous with the present tense verb O4526a(/. 

(The hymnographer is alluding to Gospel of Luke 1:44-55, in which the Theotokos transmits to 

the faithful the words with which to praise her.).  Following the words of the Theotokos 
(:*%57-,C'() is thus the same as praising her (O4526a(/.) using her own words.  Her words all 

relate to the incarnation of Jesus, and there is no sequencing of events between :*%57-,C'( and 

O4526a(/..  Likewise, there is also no sequencing of events between God magnifying the 

Theotokos ()*8)(5$ 1M$) and showing her to the true mother of God (:*;28A)–both are 

descriptions of the same phenomenon, the incarnation.  There are two essential facts conveyed in 

this hymn: God blessed the Theotokos, and one ought to praise her because of this.  There is no 

                                                
121

 Menaion 5:20. 
122

 Menaion 3:169. 
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timeline structure since the only event is God blessing the Theotokos; the rest is outside that 

framing and pertains to "we" (also timeliness, as it refers to the universal, static faithful). 

 

3.7. Non-second-person hymns featuring sequencing conjunct participles 

Having analyzed various examples of hymns which either do not use conjunct participles, 

or use nonsequencing conjunct participles, we now look at hymns that use sequencing conjunct 

participles (representing only 9% of aorists examined).  The first is from the service to Zacharias, 

and its subject is the sun and moon.
123

 

 
(12) KD$, 933-A "S %l+D2 :#a)-B %05+D( )$ 1-< +2 -#e)< :*)7A(+2, 5,MB2 %;#B2, $3 5,+A 

%)7". )* "/Y :#(5*6$ 2 : )%(+(:*#0M+2z 6( ")*S /™$ O"#04*C Oz8)5sA(%z.  

 

Lord, when the sun saw you, the Sun of Righteousness, hung on the tree, it hid its rays, 

and the moon turned [its] light into darkness; whereas your all-immaculate mother was 

wounded in her depths.
124

 

 

 

Although this hymn is addressed to God, the grammatical subjects of the 1st-person plural verb 

are the sun and moon.  The sun and moon express sorrow when Jesus is crucified.  According to 

the Gospels this was a real event that occurred in real time.  It is because of this depiction of 

events in real time that we can ascribe to them a clear timeline and causal structure: 

 

 
 "S...%05+D( )$ 1-< +2 -#e)< :*)7A(+2 > 5,MB2 %;#B2, 5,+A %)7". )* "/Y :#(5*6$ 2 
 

 

The subject of the next hymn is an adversary of the saint.
125

 

 
(13) ]%"#(/$1)%z U)<#*)$ 1-+w, 3*+sA( 5e). "*/$1"(5@ $ 384#†++Bz, +( "(#:S 8#7"$ 

:*M$"a(/, W;H+, !r"0),,  
// %. +$ 1/$6( $ 3 "S, f(*Ja+(, $ 383+a+0C =%,-$ 2 . 

 

His onslaught savage, the tyrant Leo persecuted the elect, unable to endure the sight of 

Christ's icon being honored,  

//and he condemned you to exile with them, O Theophan. 

 

 
In this passage the “tyrant Leo”, 5e). "*/$1"(5@, has been persecuting the faithful (3*+sA(... 
$ 384#†++Bz) because of his own disdain for icon veneration (+( "(#:S 8#7"$ :*M$"a(/, W;H+, 
!r"0),).  Theophan, one of the faithful, is condemned to exile.  The backdrop to the punctual 

event on the timeline (=%,-$2) is the persecution orchestrated by Leo, which is expressed with an 

                                                
123

 Menaion 9:41.   
124

 O"#04*C can also be translated as "womb" 
125

 Menaion 3:76.  
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imperfect (3*+sA().  The participle phrase +( "(#:S 8#7"$ :*M$"a(/, W;H+, !r"0), is co-

temporal with the imperfect 3*+sA(, also supplying the meaning that this was the cause of the 

persecution.  There is a clear causal and––moreover––temporal structure to this hymn that we 

can depict as follows: 
 
+( "(#:S 8#7"$ :*M$"a(/, W;H+, !r"0), > 3*+sA( $384#†++Bz > "S =%,-$ 2 
 

 These non-2nd-person hymns that use sequencing conjunct participles are similar to 

apostrophic 2nd-person hymns in that both depict causal sequencing.  Whereas 2nd-person 

hymns are exegetical, non-2nd-person temporal hymns are reportive: they give narratives of real, 

rather than emblematic, abstract events.  Such reportive-temporal hymns have proof markers, but 

these are typically followed by yet another event (in contrast with 2nd-person hymns, which 

conclude with "proof" of sanctity).  Non-2nd-person temporal hymns also have a different 

function than non-2nd-person atemporal hymns, in that atemporal hymns refer to absolute facts 

that cannot be related to future or past events.        

 

3.8. Non-second-person subjects that vary in their relation to conjunct participles and timeline 

ordering 

 It is clear from Table 4 above that certain subjects can be found both in hymns that lack 

conjunct participles altogether, as well as in hymns that utilize sequencing conjunct participles.  

Two pairs of subjects are examined in Examples (14)-(17) to determine under which 

circumstances they do or do not use sequencing conjunct participles.   

Examples (14) and (15) represent two hymns with the saint as the 3rd-person singular 

subject: (14) uses sequencing conjunct participles to construct a timeline, whereas (15) lacks 

conjunct participles and does not have a timeline structure.  Example (14) is from the service to 
Zacharias, and he (called W(#a#!.) is the subject.

126
 

 
(14) \2;0+2 /*5Ma+0(/. W(#a#!. %)z8a%z, &3G52 35a%*/.,  

&3G52 :#0e/. !r"0)2 :#$Ae%")0z, :# b#0;2 $ 3 "2$ 1++$;2,  
%. 9350%2)e"0C +(:50-+*C $ 3 D<5*/y-#(++*C:  
$ "*3w2 #6c")0/. =4+*)$ 1%z 4l3*-a"@ $ 3 $ 3842)5e+0(, $ 3 :#$/$#e+0( +aA( )%(/j#+*(. 
//%(3* 2 :#*:*)7-2 &3+D2 $ 3 %*-7"(5z, $3 93%"(%")Y =4+*)$ 1"(5z.  
t +(:50-+Bz O"#04B :50-. :*-2C 1'2, %+ 72 6( F)5@A2%z $38. -)7B, F;w 46c")(++BI 
"2$ 1++$;. 490z 4l3*-a"$. 
 

The high priest was bound by the silence of the law by an angel's voice, 

having received that angel, the prophet and initiate of the coming of Christ, together with 

Elizabeth the barren and chaste;  

and through the birth, grace and redemption, and our universal reconciliation were 

inaugurated;  

//For he preached the lamb and creator, and the renewer of nature,  

the one who provided the fruit from a barren womb,  

the son who had appeared from a virgin as the godly initiate of divine grace. 

                                                
126

 Menaion 9:40.   
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The first event on the timeline is &3G52 :#0e/., which describes the event of an angel coming to 

Zacharias while he served in the altar.
127

  The angel stated that Zacharias would be unable to 

speak because of his disbelief and, from the moment the angel uttered these words, Zacharias 
was struck dumb (82;0+2 /*5Ma+0(/. W(#a#!. %)z8a%z, &3G52 35a%*/.).  The muting of 

Zacharias, which is a punctual event, is the second event on the timeline.  The third event is the 
birth of John the Baptist ($ "*3w2 #6c")0/. =4+*)$ 1%z 4l3*-a"@ $ 3 $ 3842)5e+0(, $ 3 :#$/$#e+0( 
+aA( )%(/j#+*().  Next on the timeline is John the Baptist's preaching of Jesus: %(3* 2 :#*:*)7-2 
&3+D2 $ 3 %*-7"(5z, $3 93%"(%")Y =4+*)$ 1"(5z.  The next participle serves to describe Jesus: as 

God, he is indicated as the originator of the miracle whereby Elizabeth became pregnant (t 
+(:50-+Bz O"#04B :50-. :*-2C 1'2). P*-2C 1'2 is an attributive participle, another direct object 

of the verb :#*:*)7-2, as is the last participle, F)5@A2%z, which completes a chain of 

appositives. 

 This hymn fulfills a narrative and didactic function, teaching the reader some history 

surrounding the birth of John the Baptist.  This reportive-temporal hymn is thus very different 

from 2nd-person hymns, which are apostrophic and exegetical.     

In Example (14) above the use of a sequencing conjunct participle does indeed aid in the 

construction of a timeline, but overall semantic criteria (including chains of events expressed by 

aorists) are the primary factor.  The conjunct participle and the three aorists embed this hymn 
within human time by sequencing events (:#0e/. - %)z8a%z - =4+*)$ 1%z - :#*:*)7-2).  However, 

there is even more evidence for timeline embedding: the foreshadowing of future events as well 

as the recapitulation of past ones.   

The next hymn, also composed in the 3rd person and referring to the saint, does not have 

such foreshadowing or recapitulation.  Rather, the hymn is constructed in one ever-present 

"now," one reality that has neither past nor future.  In contrast with Example (14), whose subject 

is the saint and which utilizes sequencing conjunct participles, Example (15) has no timeline 

sequencing, despite the fact that the subject is also a saint.
128

 

 
(15) cyM(+$;. ")0I, 3D$, +0;$ 1"2, )* %"#2-a+0$ %)*e/. )<+eD. :# 0s". +("57++BI t 

"(492, 4G2 +aA(3w: $ 3/7zI 4* ;#7:*%"@ ")*C 2, /,M$1"(5(I +$85*6$ 2, %*;#,A$ 2 $3 
-e/w+w). +(/*'+B 6z -e#8w%"$.  
//"*3w2 /*5$1")2/$ %:2%$ 2 -yAB +aAz.    

 

Your martyr Nikita, O Lord, in his sufferings received a crown of incorruption from you, 

our God.  Possessing your strength, he cast down the tyrants and destroyed the demon's 

strengthless impertinence.   

//By his prayers, save our souls. 

 

 

 The subject of this hymn is Nikita, who does nothing we can pin down to a specific time: 
he trampled on demons and tyrants and, as a result, went to heaven ()<+eD. :#0s". +("57++BI).  

Or, in an alternative interpretation, it may be that Nikita defeated the demons after his death, by 

                                                
127

 In Luke 1 the angel tells Zacharias that his barren wife will conceive, but Zacharias does not believe. 
128

 Menaion 9:149. 
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interceding on earth in the capacity of a saint.  The participle $3/7zI is attributive, describing 

Nikita ("he who possesses").  The aorist :#0s". functions metaphorically: there was never an 

actual physical crown.  This event did not take place on earth, within time, and :#0s". does not 

sequence events.  The focus in (15) is on Nikita as a recipient of eternal life, rather than on any 

concrete events that occurred during his life.   

The following is another pair of hymns, this time with Jesus as the 3rd person subject: 

Example (16) uses sequencing conjunct participles to construct a timeline,
 
whereas (17) does not 

have a timeline structure.  

 
(16) S$6( :#e6-( -(++$ 1DB %hI %50)* 490(, Ml)7;. +a/. k)$ 1%z, 

)*:50'%z +a%. #a-$ t :#(M c"Bz -)7B,  
//$ 3 t "*S $38Ae-., +()#(-$ 1/, %*!#2+$ 2 .    
 

The Word of God who existed before the morning star revealed himself to us as a man, 

incarnate for our sake of the most-pure virgin;  

//And having issued forth from her, he preserved her intact.
129

 

 

This hymn discusses the incarnation of Jesus, as does (17), but this one emphasizes that he 
appeared on earth as a man (Ml)7;. +a/. k)$ 1%z).  The participle paired with k)$ 1%z, )*:50'%z, 

refers to the fact that Jesus became incarnate (which can include conception).  The aorist k)$ 1%z, 
on the other hand, pertains to Jesus's actual appearance in the flesh.  The relation between these 

two verbal forms is loosely causal: a precondition, the incarnation, is asserted, and the 

preconditioned event is Jesus's appearance as a man.   
The second verb, %*!#2+$ 2, also has Jesus as its subject, and is paired with the participle 

$ 38Ae-..  The passage is grammatically constructed with the past active short-form participle in 

order to indicate that Jesus came from the Theotokos and preserved her intact.  The past active 
participle, $38Ae-., precedes the primary action introduced in the verb, %*!#2+$ 2.  This is a 

concessive causal phrase: the event has expectations (that the Theotokos's virginity would not be 

preserved intact following the birth of Jesus), but the expectations are violated.       

 
Precondition and result: )*:50'%z > k)$ 1%z 
 
Concessive causality: $ 38Ae-. > %*!#2+$ 

 

As in Example (16), the subject of Example (17) below is also Jesus.  In contrast with the 

above example, though, (17) is timeless and does not make use of sequencing conjunct 

participles.
130

 

 
(17)   V)7". )*8%0s)A0I 4(857"+BI t nD7A :#e6-( )B;., ). 57"* 

+h+< +2:*%57-*;., $38. "(492, -)7*, k)$ 1%z +2 %:2%e+0( /j#2,  
//;. +(/y6( +( :#(%"aI = 5C1-(!. ")*$ 1!. /*5s'$%z.  

                                                
129

 Menaion 5:24. 
130

 Menaion 4:3 
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The timeless light who shone forth from the Father before the ages has now in these latter 

days manifested himself for the salvation of the world, O Virgin.   

//Cease never to pray to him in behalf of your people. 

 

 

This hymn, a statement of dogma, refers to the incarnation of Jesus and its purpose according to 

the Orthodox Church: salvation for the world.  The lone participle is attributive, rather than 
conjunct: )*8%0s)A0I is a frequent epithet for Jesus: V)7". )*8%0s)A0I 4(857"+BI t nD7A 
:#e6-( )B;..

131
  The aorist, k)$ 1%z, is used to establish the significance of the fact that the 

incarnation occurred.  It states simply that the incarnation occurred, rather than it not having 

occurred.  It is not this specific aorist, but the overall semantic structure that differentiates this 

hymn from hymns depicting sequencing on the local level (timeline events).  

 

Each of the above hymns discuss Jesus's incarnation, but from different viewpoints.  The 

first hymn, which does use sequencing conjunct participles, focuses on Jesus as a man: on his 

birth and incarnation.  This hymn is both temporal and causal.  The second hymn, which does not 

use sequencing conjunct participles, focuses on Jesus as God and as the instrument of salvation.   

Having examined the above pairs, we can conclude that it is not the subject alone that 

determines whether or not a hymn is locatable on a timeline through its use of verbs and 

sequencing conjunct participles; certain subjects (including Jesus, the saint, angels, and the 

Theotokos) form different hymn types depending whether they are viewed as agents acting on 

earth or as heavenly beings.   

 

3.9. The Divinity Hierarchy 

It has already been established that the past tense form in the Menaion is automatically 

determined by the person of the subject: the 2nd-person singular takes the perfect, whereas other 

persons take a nonperfect form that is almost always the aorist.  The difference between the 

subjects is not only reflected in the formal tense of the verb, but also in the timeline structure of 

the phrase: almost all perfects are paired with sequencing conjunct participles that order events 

on a causal chain, whereas only 18% of nonperfects are paired with sequencing conjunct 

participles.  Aorist phrases can be either on or off a timeline, but are usually off the timeline.  We 

can define more precisely the role of the subject in nonperfect hymns and whether we can predict 

from a certain subject whether a phrase will be on or off a timeline.  

As indicated in Table 4 above, 80% or more of examples lack conjunct participles when 

the subject is heaven, those in heaven, a saint's life/image/wisdom, God, a saint's blood/wounds, 

the day of salvation, "we," news about the saint, or a gift/blessing from God.  In contrast, 80% or 

more of examples include sequencing conjunct participles when the subject is someone acting as 

an adversary to the saint, or nature acting as a human and reacting to an earthly event. 

These non-2nd-person hymn subjects can be broken down into a Divinity Hierarchy that 

correlates with the percentages from Table 4.  The less divine or heavenly the subject of the non-

2nd person hymn is, the more likely the verb is to be paired with a sequencing conjunct 

                                                
131 Christ is not, strictly speaking, named in many hymns.  Rather, standard epithetical forms are often used.  
V*8%0s)A0I is a past active inchoative participle, implying that Christ began to shine forth, but its inchoativity is 

neutralized by the word 4(857"+BI.  
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participle, and to be on a timeline.  Subjects low on the Divinity Hierarchy include adversaries to 

the saint and nature acting as a human, and these hymns function as reportives.  

 

  

The Divinity Hierarchy of subjects: 

 

 

      

    God/Holy Spirit 

      Heaven/those in heaven           Subjects high on the Divinity Hierarchy 

      Gifts/blessings from God 

    

 

      Jesus 

      Theotokos         Subjects which function as either high or low, depending  

      Angels               whether they operate within the realm of heaven or earth 

      Saint 

 

 

      Adversaries of the saint           Subjects low on the Divinity Hierarchy 

      Nature personified                

 

 

 

 

 

 Non-2nd-person subjects high on the Divinity Hierarchy include gifts or blessings from 

God, heaven, the blood of the saint, the saint's overall life, God the Father, the saint when viewed 

as a heavenly rather that earthly creature, and abstractions of all of humanity (the ever-present 

"we").  Subjects higher on the Divinity Hierarchy tend not to have verbs accompanied by 

conjunct participles, and are not on a timeline.   

Certain subjects register between the two poles of the Divinity Hierarchy, including 

angels, the saint, the Theotokos, and Jesus.  These subjects function in temporal hymns that 

include sequencing conjunct participles when they focus on the subject acting during the time of 

his/her earthly existence.  These subjects are used in atemporal hymns without sequencing 

conjunct participles when they focus on timeliness events in heaven. 

 

3.10. Conclusions 

 This chapter has shown that, in RCS, the aorist and perfect tenses are in complementary 

distribution by person as dictated by the 16th-18th century verb reforms; nonetheless, there is 

also a difference in temporal reference.   

   The data surveyed show that there is a system of division within hymns, correlated to 

person, which first opposes apostrophic and nonapostrophic hymns.  Nonapostrophic hymns are 

then bifurcated into those that are temporal or not.  Each hymn type represents a different genre 

and a different mode of argument construction.  We can depict the system of divisions as 

follows: 
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                    Hagiographic hymns 

 

 

             

 

              2nd-person hymns                         non-2nd-person hymns 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               temporal-reportive                            atemporal 

 

 

 

 

 The purpose of each hymn type is distinct.  Apostrophic 2nd-person hymns supply a 

moral exegesis on the saint's life, providing a series of proofs for the saint's sanctity.  The 

deduction of such hymns involves an overt, general statement about his sanctity (including pleas 

for intercession such as "wherefore, pray to God for us," which are indirect statements of 

sanctity).  Information is presented in terms of causal chains and proofs, and thus the 2nd person 

is fit for argumentation.   

Nonapostrophic temporal-reportive hymns, in contrast, present information on a clear 

timeline.  Acts can be temporally ordered because they are performed in earthly time by agents 

low on the Divinity Hierarchy, such as adversaries of the saint, or anthropomorphized nature.  

The deductions to such hymns involve another timeline event.  The non-2nd person temporal-

reportive hymn is less appropriate for argumentation than the 2nd-person hymn because its focus 

is on timelines, rather than on causal chains.  Timelines depict various events, but without the 

deduction drawing a clear causal conclusion ("wherefore, your sanctity is recognized near and 

far"; "wherefore, pray to God for us [because you are sanctified]"), argumentation is irrelevant.   

In contrast with 2nd-person apostrophic exegetical hymns, non-2nd-person atemporal hymns are 

unfit for argumentation, as they lack the presentation of a causal chain, which is a prerequisite 

for a logical argument.  They are also opposed to non-2nd-person temporal hymns in that non-

2nd person atemporal hymns relate absolute facts without causality or temporality, and the 

subject is high on the Divinity Hierarchy.  These hymns describe an ever-present, cosmic event 

that cannot be pinned down to any specific time.  Standard descriptions of RCS have typically 

assigned to the aorist the function of locating an act with reference to a specific time (see 

Appendix I), but in hagiographic hymnography aorist use is correlated with a general lack of 

temporal specificity.   

RCS hagiographic hymnography represents a very formulaic and conventionalized style 

of discourse.  The category of person does not simply result in the use of a certain verb tense 

(perfect used for 2nd-person singular, nonperfect for other persons).  Rather, the sharp division 

in person is also correlated with complementary usage of conjunct participles, the rhetorical 

structure of this genre, and, ultimately, the function of the text as a whole.  
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Chapter 4 

The hymns of Valeria Hoecke 

 

 

 
4.0.  Introduction 

 Although the identities of many earlier hymnographers remain a mystery, there are 

modern-day hymnographers composing in RCS whose names we do know.
132

  One recent 

hymnographer is Valeria Konstantinovna Hoecke.  Hoecke, a member of the 20th century 

Russian diaspora, composed twenty-seven services in RCS.  Her output and the beauty of her 

liturgical poetry inspired Metropolitan Anthony Khrapovitsky to call her "Madam Kassia" in 

homage to the influential 9th century nun and composer, and in recognition of the fact that 

Hoecke was seen in the same category (Ledkovsky 2005:4).
133

     

The subsequent three chapters are devoted to Hoecke's hymns, the entire corpus of which  

was examined for this dissertation.  Chapter 5 discusses her use of person and perspective, and 

Chapter 6 discusses her use of verbs, participles, and period structure.  This chapter summarizes 

her biography (§4.1), and then supplies some background to her services, especially regarding 

their chronology (§4.2).   

 

4.1. Hoecke's biography
134

 

 Hoecke was born Valeria Gubanova on August 12, 1904 in Kiev, and died March 29, 

1986 in Shirley, New York.  Valeria's parents were from St. Petersburg, but they were living in 

Kiev when she was born because of her father's occupation as a lawyer and director of the 

insurance firm Rossija.  The family was very wealthy.  In March 1914 the family moved to 

Tbilisi for reasons of her father's business.  Valeria's mother's family was involved in various 

literary, artistic, and musical activities, and as a result Valeria gained an appreciation for high 

culture.  Young Valeria was talented linguistically and musically, and was taught by famous 

pianists L. Pyshnov and A.K. Borovskij.  Various tutors instructed her in German, French, and 

English.  Valeria's parents were not especially religious, but they hired a tutor in religion 

beginning from when she was 14 years old. 

 As a result of the 1917 October Revolution the Bolsheviks, led by V.I. Lenin and L. 

Trotsky, came to power.  They pushed into Georgia and occupied Tbilisi in that same year.  The 

Bolsheviks abducted the priest who tutored young Valeria and drowned him in the Black Sea 

(ibid:6).  Local Menshevik populations in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaidjan set up an 

independent Transcaucasian Federation and seceded from Russia.  Then, in 1918, Georgia 

                                                
132

 It is difficult to determine when and by whom Menaion services were composed because liturgical services are 

often written in monasteries by monks who do not identify themselves in the text.  A few identify themselves by 

acrostics, such as Romanos, the 6th century Greek hymnographer, who implanted acrostics in his services (whereby 

each verse begins with a letter that spells out his name).  We know the identity of the composer of the Great Canon 

(Andrew of Crete) because he, too, implanted an acrostic in his canon.  However, the acrostic is found infrequently 

in Menaion services in RCS.  
133

 Twenty-five liturgical services can be traced to Kassia, who was influential in shaping early medieval church 

liturgy and hymnography. 
134

 There are several published sources which summarize Hoecke's life.  Ledkovsky 2005 derives much of her data 

from the unpublished memoirs of Hoecke's son, Herman (2000).  These memoirs are also a source of data for this 

study.  There are two other documents that give details of Valeria Hoecke's life: N.N. 1984, and Schatiloff 1986.   
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declared independence from the federation because of interethnic rivalries and placed itself under 

German protection.  Following the fall of the Central Powers, toward the end of 1918, the 

Georgians invited the British to occupy their country.  

The Gubanov family were clearly members of the intelligentsia and they were afraid to 

attract attention from the authorities.  The family primarily stayed at home and sent the German 

governess to town to barter for goods.  A local People's Soviet decreed that single-family homes 

were to be opened to all who needed housing, and the Gubanov family was then restricted to a 

few rooms in their house while several other families moved in.  Valeria's son Herman writes in 

his memoirs, "[a]s Mother recalled them, they were 'noisy but not unfriendly, with the exception 

of one or two surly individuals who claimed to be 'peoples' representatives'" (2000:22).  In 1919 

the Gubanov family was considering leaving Tbilisi.  They feared further depredations from the 

local authorities, but most of all they feared the Soviets who were on the brink of invading 

Georgia.  According to Valeria's son Herman, it was during this time that Valeria "...first sought, 

and found, some solace in her faith" (ibid:22).     

When the last British contingent evacuated Georgia in July 1920, S. Kirov led a Soviet 

mission to Tbilisi to establish contact with local communists in preparation to take over Georgia.  

Despite de jure recognition of the Georgian republic by the Western allies in January 1921, the 

Red Army under J. Stalin and S. Ordzhonikidze marched into the country and established a 

Soviet regime in Tbilisi in February of 1921.  Valeria's father decided to flee Georgia.  He had 

close contacts in the Italian consulate who helped the family escape.  The Gubanovs left Tbilisi 

in either 1920 or 1921.  According to Herman Hoecke, the story Valeria gave to officials was 

that they left in 1920.  However, she later admitted once to the family that it was actually in 

1921, and Herman states that some of her stories about the family's departure indicate that it took 

place following the Soviet takeover.  Herman conjectures that if she had admitted to departing in 

1921, that would have made his mother a defecting Soviet citizen rather than a refugee from 

Tsarist Russia.  The fact of the date would have made a significant difference in her subsequent 

status, especially when she was later classified as a displaced person following World War II.           

 The Gubanov family first sailed from Georgia to Istanbul, where they stopped briefly 

before traveling to Poland because Valeria's father had friends in Warsaw.  Anti-Russian 

sentiment was very high in Poland, which had declared itself independent from Russia, and, in 

fact, Polish authorities blew up the Orthodox Cathedral in the center of Warsaw about the same 

time the Gubanovs were taking refuge there (Hoecke 2000:23).  The Gubanov family was only in 

Warsaw for six months, after which they continued to Belgrade.  

 The Gubanovs arrived in Belgrade in 1921, at that point the capital of the newly formed  

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes.  Belgrade was a major center for Russian émigrés 

following the 1917 revolutions because of the longstanding good relations between Serbia and 

Russia, both Orthodox countries.  Valeria's father was offered a position in Belgrade with the 

same insurance firm with which he had worked while in Kiev and Georgia.  In Belgrade Valeria 

learned Serbian, which became her fourth foreign language.  She continued musical training at 

the Belgrade Conservatory, also taking a job as a secretary with her father's insurance company.  

She continued to write poetry in Russian, as she had done from childhood.  By the time Valeria 

was ready to enter college, she had begun to use her background in poetry to aid in composing 

Orthodox liturgical services in RCS.            

      According to Ledkovsky, who derived her information from Hoecke 2000, Valeria 

"probably" began studying in the Theology Department of the University of Belgrade, in the 

1932-1933 academic year (2005:7).  However, according to Valeria's prijavni list, her 
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registration form for admission, she had enrolled ten years earlier, on March 8, 1923.
135

  

Archival materials about Valeria's academic studies attest to the fact that she was already fluent 

in Serbian, although she had only lived in Belgrade for two years prior to enrollment in the 

Theology Department.  According to Valeria's registration form she was born July 30, 1904.
136

  

This, the date she gives in her registration form, is different from the date of August 12, 1904 

given in Hoecke 2000 and Ledkovsky 1994 and 2005, but this difference is due to the calendar 

change.
137

  Her citizenship (drFavljanstvo) is listed as Ruskanja, Russian.
138

      

Valeria entered the Theology Department as a vanredan uGenik (part-time student), rather 

than a redovan uGenik (full-time student).  She followed a heavy course for a part-time student, 

taking eight different courses during her first semester of the 1923 academic year.  Her courses 

included the Greek language, Introduction to Philosophy, Old Hebrew, Bible Study, and the Old 

Testament.        

A letter of recommendation in Russian, dated January 4, 1923, states that Valeria 

graduated the women's gymnasium in 1921 in Tbilisi.  This letter indicates that Valeria did not 

leave Tbilisi until 1921, and corroborates this date rather than the earlier one (1920) that her son 

states that she gave to officials as the date of emigration.   

On Valeria's registration form for the second semester of the 1923-1924 academic year, 

which was written on October 2, 1923, two categories now appear to describe her citizenship.  

Whereas on the earlier document there was only drFavljanstvo (citizenship), here are now two 

categories: podanstvo (citizenship, Rusko) and narodnost (nationality, Ruska).  This semester, 

according to her semestralni list, she took twelve different classes including The History of 

Christianity, Greek, Old Hebrew, the Old Testament, History of the Russian Church, and Church 

Singing.  Interestingly enough, Valeria also studied the Russian language despite being Russian.  

Valeria's file does not contain her marks, but only credits earned and names of professors who 

taught the classes.  It is possible that the reason her file does not include an upisnica, or indeks (a 

list of marks given) is because Valeria was only a part-time student.  The dean of students signed 

this semestralni list on February 23, 1924.   

There are no other documents in her academic file, and we can infer from this that 

Valeria was only enrolled for two semesters in the Theology Department.  The information 

available in these archives is very different from that given by Herman Hoecke 2000 and 

Ledkovsky 1994 and 2005.  Ledkovsky (1994:243) writes that Valeria graduated from the 

Theology Department, but from Hoecke's university academic file it is clear that she only 

completed two semesters.  

 According to Herman Hoecke 2000 and Ledkovsky 1994 and 2005, Valeria met her 

husband Paul while studying in the Theology Department.  German by birth, Paul (1906-1947) 
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 In June, 2008, I conducted archival research in the University of Belgrade's Theology Department thanks to the 

assistance of a Peter N. Kujachich Endowment grant.  With the aid of Svetlana Vojnovi!, the archive director of the 

Theology Department, I gained access to Valeria's entire academic file, as well as that of her husband Paul, who 

entered the department ten years after she did.  Included in Valeria's academic file is personal information as well as 

her work from the university, including applications with personal information, letters of recommendation, and lists 

of courses taken.   
136

 In Valeria's semestralni list of that same year, however, her birth year is listed as 1909.  The handwriting in 

which the birth year is entered appears to be the same as the handwriting on the application form, but on the 

application form she lists 1904 as her birth year.  It is uncertain why the dates are different. 
137

 Russia used the Julian calendar as both the civil and liturgical calendar until the Revolution, at which point this 

calendar became limited to liturgical use.  For all secular purposes the Gregorian Calendar was used henceforth.  

Valeria was born on August 12th according to the Gregorian Calendar, but July 30th according to the Julian one. 
138

 Note that standard Serbian is ruskanja. 
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was a convert to Orthodoxy.  These printed sources state that Paul began his studies in 1935.  

However, archival materials state that Paul began his studies there in the fall/winter 1934 

semester.  In any case, it is impossible that the pair met while studying in the Theology 

Department since Valeria only studied there during the 1923/1924 academic year, a full ten years 

before Paul enrolled.    

 July 1936 is the last date of any document in Paul's file.  This is the point at which the 

archival accounts begin to correlate with the other histories of Valeria's life.  Valeria married 

Paul Hoecke in 1936.   

Considering that Valeria enrolled in the Theology Department a full ten years earlier than 

other accounts have dated her studies, the question arises as to what Valeria did in Belgrade 

between 1924 and 1936, the year of her wedding.  She must have written many liturgical services 

in this time period, since by 1938 she had already had five services officially accepted.  Perhaps 

it is during this time that she worked as a secretary for her father's insurance firm, Rossija, and 

that she attended the Belgrade Conservatory. 

The marriage of Valeria and Paul in 1936 does explain the cessation of archival materials 

related to Paul, since following the wedding he would have needed to work to support them.  

Paul was ordained to the priesthood, and the pair moved to Potsdam, Germany, where Paul 

worked as a parish priest.  In May 1945, during the Soviet occupation of East Germany, he was 

arrested on account of being a priest and was deported to a gulag in Siberia, where he died.
139

    

Valeria was left to care for their three children.  Her father had already died in 1938, after 

which her mother had become a nun (in 1940).  Valeria's mother's monastic obedience was to 

assist her daughter in raising her three children and with the household chores.  Her mother was 

ill, though, and it was Valeria who cared for her.  The family lived in Potsdam another three 

years, until 1948, following the arrest and deportation of Valeria's husband.  To earn a living to 

support her family, Valeria taught piano.   

Valeria periodically needed to report to the local Soviet authorities for interrogation.  The 

political atmosphere was unstable at the time and the family moved from Potsdam to West Berlin 

in May 1948 with the clandestine aid of U.S. authorities.  In July of that same year the family 

escaped to West Germany, where they stayed in various refugee camps around Munich for the 

next three years.  Valeria worked with the International Refugee Organization and resumed 

writing liturgical hymns in RCS and poetry in Russian (her writing had been interrupted 

following the death of her husband).
140

   

The Synod of Bishops of the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia (ROCOR) 

moved from Sremski Karlovci (in modern-day Vojvodina, in northern Serbia) to New York in 

1949-1950, and Valeria desired to move to the U.S. along with the church.  Due to the insecure 

political situation, however, she instead accepted an invitation to teach at an Orthodox girls 

school in Bethany, Palestine, which was (and still is) under the jurisdiction of ROCOR.  She 

                                                
139

 If more information were to be uncovered about the exact circumstances of Paul's death, he would likely be 

declared a saint: the Orthodox Church canonized many who were murdered by the Soviets because of their clerical 

rank. 
140

 Hoecke had written secular lyric poetry from her youth, and the feel for poetry aided her in her later RCS 

compositions.  Hoecke's 71 secular poems are unpublished as of this writing.  "Her lyrics, while strictly adhering to 

classical versification, are unusual for their novel transcendent quality; they lean strongly toward Symbolism and 

often treat the theme of humans encountering joys and sorrows in their ephemeral existence and finding solace only 

in Divine Providence" (Ledkovsky 1994:244). 
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began teaching in Bethany in 1951.
141

  According to Ledkovsky, Valeria taught at the school, 

taught piano, sang in the choir of the ROCOR church in Gethsemane, and wrote church services 

for four years beginning in 1951.
142

  Valeria's family then moved to Beirut in 1954.  The move to 

Beirut was necessary in order to provide further schooling to the children and to promote the 

application for immigration to the U.S.  Valeria taught at the Anglican Bishop's School, and then 

worked as a librarian with the U.S. Foreign Aid Mission.  Valeria continued composing liturgical 

services during this time, and her family also earned money by singing weekday services for the 

local Orthodox Church.  In 1958 the Lebanese civil war was quelled by American troops, and at 

this time the family's papers arrived for emigration to the U.S.A.
143

    

In September 1958 the family moved to the United States.  Thanks to her knowledge of 

foreign languages Valeria was able to secure a position with the National Council of Churches in 

Riverside, New York.  She then worked with the Council of Immigration Service until 1970, 

when she retired.  Valeria remained in New York near the ROCOR Synod, continuing to 

compose verse in Church Slavonic and in Russian.  She wrote articles about Orthodox saints, 

which she anonymously published in Orthodox periodicals.  Valeria began to compose music for 

liturgical pieces using chant melodies according to the model of her academic adviser in 

Belgrade.
144

             

Valeria Hoecke died of a heart attack on March 29, 1986.  She was found on her knees in 

her icon corner. 

 Despite Hoecke's significant contribution to RCS liturgical poetry, she is "virtually 

condemned to oblivion," in the words of Ledkovsky 1994.  The reason for this, according to 

Ledkovsky, is that her gender inhibited the promotion of her work in conservative ecclesiastical 

circles.  In addition, liturgical services are often published anonymously and are only published 

by Church institutions. 

 

4.2. Hoecke's services 

Hoecke composed 27 liturgical texts from the 1930s until her death in 1986 (Ledkovsky 

2005:11).
145

  Twenty-two of Hoecke's 27 services are complete liturgical services, including all 

the appropriate troparia, kontakia, hiermoi, stikhera, and hypakoe.
146

  Hoecke's full services were 

composed to special icons, to Western Saints from before the 1054 schism between the Eastern 

and Western Churches, to African and Near Eastern saints, and to recent saints.  Among her five 

lesser services Hoecke composed two canons, one for the martyr Sebastian and the other for the 

Vatopedi Icon of the Theotokos (X+'-' T+7-603.<-D Y<-'0 G-C&0D 8+70?& "R7?+3+ & 

V7050'&0").  Hoecke composed an Akathist to the Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos, and also 

composed services for particular occasions for which divine services had not been written, such 

                                                
141

 According to Ledkovsky (1994:244), Hoecke accepted an invitation to teach music and foreign languages in 

Jerusalem (not Bethany).  Ledkovsky's statement that she was invited to teach in Jerusalem is incorrect; Ledkovsky 

later corrected this error herself (2005:10). 
142

 Ledkovsky's reference to "church" here (2005:10) would refer to one of the two ROCOR convents in 

Gethsemane: either the ROCOR Convent of Saint Mary Magdalene on the Mount of Olives or the Mount of Olives 

Convent of the Ascension of Our Lord.  Ledkovsky does not specify which one it was. 
143

 All information in this paragraph was found in Ledkovsky 2005. 
144

 Her adviser was Archbishop Gabriel (Chepur). 
145

 In the list of services given in Ledkovsky 1994 there are only 25, not 27, services listed.  The two that it lacks are 

the hagiographic services to Saints Kiriakia, Valeria, and Maria, as well as the service that is arguably Hoecke's 

most famous: the service to Xenia of St. Petersburg. 
146

 These are all types of liturgical verse.  For further information see Gardner 1980, Gardner 2004, Savas 1983, 

Tillyard 1976, Gove 1988, and Cavarnos 1974. 
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as the Prayer for the Blessing of Airplanes and Wheeled Vehicles (8-*&7/9 '+ -./1:0'&0 

.+;-*07-/( & <-*0.'&=(), as well as the Rite for the Blessing of a Journey by Air (%&'( 

)*+,-.*-/0'&1 /-2345'-,- 647050.7/&1).   

Table 1 lists the canon of Hoecke's services; it follows the only source that lists these 

services in order (Ledkovsky 1994:245).  In addition to excluding the services to Xenia and 

Kiriakia, Valeria, and Maria, this table gives only a relative chronology, without actual dates.    

The task of dating the services is taken up in §4.2 below.  Titles are in the original RCS.  

Abbreviated English translations of the titles are mine, and these are the titles I use to refer to the 

services in this study.
147

   

 

 

Table 1: Hoecke's services (after Ledkovsky 1994:245) 

 

S*4C)+ Z/*0'&F %43-7/-?'-D &<-'9 

G-C&0D 8+70?& X4?.<--X-?0''-D 

The Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos 

S/17-D G*+C0''-D >+?&=0 [0-K+'&  Empress Feofaniya 

N?06-3-)'-;4 N+/*4 N?06?-.7-;4 Paul the Merciful
148

 

N?06-3-)'9; Y-+''4, Y?+<*0;-'4, 

\'3?0F & [0-K&*4 

John, Iraklemon, Andrew, and Theofil 

N?06-3-)'9; S6&?&3-'4 & Q&<-3&;4 Spiridon and Nikodemus 

N?+/03'-;4 [&*+?074 8&*-.7&/-;4 Filaret the Merciful 

N?06-3-)'-D L+&.&& Taisiya 

S/1:0''-;4@0'&<4 Y?&'0F S?0;.<-;4 Irinaeus 

N?06-3-)'-;4 \'+.7+.&F S&'+&74 

 

Anastasij 

N?06-3-)'-D Y.&3-?0 L+/0''.<-D 

 

Isidora 

 

Z/*0'&F %43-7/-?'-D Y<-'9 G-C&0D 

8+70?& &;0'40;91 X-20*B:+'.<-D 

The Kozel'shchanskaja Icon of the 

Theotokos 

 X+'-' ./17-;4 ;4@0'&<4 S0/+.7&+'4 The Canon to Sebastian 

84@0'&=+; H&'+&30 & [&*-'&**0 Zinaida and Filonilla 

S/17-D >+?&=0 L+;+?0 Queen Tamara 

Z/*0'&F %43-7/-?'-D Y<-'9 G-C&0D 

8+70?& I0.'&'.<-D 

The Lesna Icon of the Theotokos 

 

S/17-;4 N+7?&+?A4 Y0?4.+*&;.<-;4 

]/0'+*&F 

Patriarch Juvenal 

S/17-D ;4@0'&=0 \,'&& Agnes 

S/17-D N?06-3-)'-D G?&,&70 

X&*B3+?.<-D 

Brigitte of Kildare 

                                                
147

 When the first name of a saint has more than one modifier only one modifier is used for the sake of brevity (for 

example, the service to S/17-D G*+C0''-D >+?&=0 [0-K+'& is simply called the service to Empress Feofaniya).  

In many cases the name of a clearly Western saint has been Russified for use in the Slavonic service; in such 

instances I revert the names to the version that is used in the Great Synaxaristes of the Orthodox Church.  Because 

each saint for whom a service is composed is, necessarily, a saint, I often drop the title "Saint" and simply refer to 

the saint by his or her first name. 
148

 "Merciful" is the term used to describe Paul in the Great Synaxaristes of the Orthodox Church. 
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S/17-;4 X-?-*F P34+?34 King Edward 

S/17-;4 N+7?&<&F N?-./07&70*F 

Y?*+'3&& 

Patrick 

\<+K&.7 %43-7/-?'-D Y<-'e G-C&0D 

8+70?& X4?.<--X-?0''-D 

 

Akathist to the Kursk-Root Icon of the 

Theotokos 

 

%&'( )*+,-.*-/0'&1 /-2345'-,- 

647050.7/&1 

Rite for the Blessing of a Journey by Air  

8-*&7/9 '+ -./1:0'&0 .+;-*07-/( & 

<-*0.'&=( 

Prayer for the Blessing of Airplanes and 

Wheeled Vehicles 

  

S/17-;4 ;4@0'&<4 8&?+<.4 

(-7?0<50;4.1 -7 ^?&.7+ & 

?+.<+1/50;4.1) 

Myrax 

 

X+'-' T+7-603.<-D Y<-'0 G-C&0D 

8+70?& "R7?+3+ & V7050'&0" 

Canon to the Vatopedi Icon of the Mother 

of God "Joy and Consolation" 

 

  

 

Some of Hoecke's services were published by various church presses under the auspices 

of the Synod of Bishops of the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia.
149

  The works that 

were printed in RCS include the service to Xenia of St. Petersburg, the Service and Akathist to 

the Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos, the Prayer for the Blessing of Airplanes and Wheeled 

Vehicles, and the Rite for the Blessing of a Journey by Air.
150

  All other services examined for 

this dissertation are in typewritten manuscript form in pre-revolutionary Russian orthography, 

and many of the manuscripts have editorial notes.
151

    

                                                
149

 Ledkovsky (1994:245) writes that the St. Job of Pochaev Printing Press, located in the Holy Trinity Monastery in 

Jordanville, New York, reprinted all of Hoecke's services.  Ten years later, though, Ledkovsky (2005:12) states that 

only some of the services were published in the original language. 

Isaac Lambertsen, Clerk of the Chancery of the Synod of Bishops of ROCOR, translated all the services 

into English under Hoecke's supervision.  It is only in their English form that they were all published by St. John of 

Kronstadt Press (Liberty, TN).   
150

 These services were printed in Yugoslavia in the 1930s, and in Munich and the U.S.A. from 1950-1986 

(Ledkovsky 1994:245).   
151

 Hoecke composed hymns in pre-revolutionary Russian orthography because this is the orthography preferred by 

ROCOR, which objected to the renovation of the alphabet following the revolution.  Even today some Russians in 

the diaspora continue to write this way. 

  In an e-mail correspondence dated April 27, 2009, Isaac Lambertsen writes that he gave copies of Hoecke's 

original services to Archbishop Mark of Berlin in the 1990s; the archbishop intended to transliterate Hoecke's texts 

from pre-revolutionary Russian orthography into RCS and produce a compilation of ROCOR services.  To date, 

though, he has only managed to transcribe and publish a few services (none of which Hoecke wrote): those to the 

New Martyrs of Russia, the Imperial Martyrs of Russia, and to Elizabeth the Grand Duchess.  Lambertsen writes 

that the Publications Department of the Moscow Patriarchate plans to publish the collection of ROCOR services 

instead.
  
Lambertsen referred me to the website http://anthologion.org for more information.  This site discusses a 

project called I&74?,&@0.<-0 '+.*03&0 N?+/-.*+/'-D >0?</&, which intends to introduce more foreign saints 

into Russian worship.  There are 47 services on the website listed for eventual translation; to date, however, this list 

does not include Hoecke's services. 
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Almost all services named in Ledkovsky 1994 were located and used for this dissertation, 

as well as the two services that Ledkovsky overlooked (the services in honor of Saints Kiriakia, 

Valeria, and Maria, and the service for Xenia of St. Petersburg).
152

  The sole text I was unable to 

locate is the Canon to the Vatopedi Icon of the Theotokos (X+'-' T+7-603.<-D Y<-'0 G-C&0D 

8+70?& "R7?+3+ & V7050'&0"); this work was mentioned in Ledkovsky 1994, but unmentioned 

in the two historical documents given below in §4.2.      

 

4.2.1. Dating Hoecke's services 

 Although we can date the official acceptance of Hoecke's various services by the 

ROCOR Synod of Bishops, and we can deduce their relative chronology, we cannot date the 

actual writing of the services.  The aim of this section is to date the services as well as possible 

with the available information.  This is no easy task as there are no known records that include 

all of the following necessary information, such as the date the service was commissioned by the 

Russian Orthodox Church abroad, the date/time period the service was actually written, the date 

the service was officially accepted by ROCOR for implementation in liturgical services, and the 

date the service was officially published.  Instead, for any given service we have at most two of 

the above dates.  Further archive work may lead to more precise answers.  As a result of the fact 

that the services are difficult to date, I use the phrase "dates to" rather than "was written in" to 

describe services.  In my research, I have utilized the following four sources to date Hoecke's 

services: the written account of the public reading of Hoecke's first service, found in Ledkovsky 

(2005:4); a 1966 document from the Synod of Bishops of ROCOR (Document 1 below); an 

undated document written by Archbishop John Maximovich (Document 2 below); dates of 

publication of services (applicable only to the Akathist and Service to the Kursk-Root Icon of the 

Theotokos, the service to Xenia of St. Petersburg, the Prayer for the Blessing of Airplanes and 

Wheeled Vehicles, and the Rite for the Blessing of a Journey by Air); and the assertions of Isaac 

Lambertsen.   

 

4.2.2. A written account of the public reading of Hoecke's first service 

 Hoecke's first service was composed in honor of the Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos.  

"When Metropolitan Anthony read this service he was moved to tears by the poetic beauty of its 

composition.  At that occasion Metropolitan Anthony presented Valeria Konstantinovna his 

photograph signed to 'Madam Kassia'..." (Ledkovsky 2005:4).  The reference here is to 

Metropolitan Anthony Khrapovitsky, the founding First Hierarch of the Russian Orthodox 

Church Outside of Russia, who died in 1936 in Sremski Karlovci.  We can deduce from this that 

the service was written at some point prior to Metropolitan Anthony's death, although we do not 

know the exact date.  Considering Hoecke lived in Belgrade until some point after she married, 

we know that she composed the first service while still living in Serbia.   

 

4.2.3. The 1966 Synod document  

 The primary source for dating Hoecke's services is an October 7, 1966 document from 

the ROCOR Synod of Bishops, reproduced as Document 1 on the following page.  This 

document provides the dates on which many of Hoecke's services were officially accepted by 

ROCOR: June 30, 1938; December 21, 1951, December 29, 1956, November 13, 1959, January 

                                                
152

 The manuscript copies of Hoecke's services used for this dissertation, as well as Documents 1 and 2 below, are 

from the personal archive of Archpriest Peter Perekrestov of Holy Virgin Cathedral in San Francisco, California.  

Originals are located in the archives of ROCOR in New York. 
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1963, and March 19, 1963.  Up to six services are listed under each date.  Groups of services are 

given in chronological order of official acceptance, but there is no internal ordering within a 

group of services accepted on a particular date.  Note also that the date of acceptance does not 

necessarily have any relation to the date of writing.   

The original 1966 document appears to have been edited at some unknown point.  

Several more services and dates of acceptance are added at the bottom of the document in a 

slightly lighter type font, and the word 6-2C0 is added.  The supplemental notes are undated.  

The added text refers to the services to Brigitte of Kildare (officially accepted), Xenia of St. 

Petersburg (officially accepted), King Edward (under commission), and Myrax (under 

commission).  From the note on this document we cannot date these additional services; we can 

only conclude that they were accepted or commissioned after October 7, 1966.        
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Document 1: A 1966 document from the ROCOR Synod of Bishops 

Reproduced by permission of Archpriest Peter Perekrestov 
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4.2.4. An undated document of Archbishop John Maximovich 

 Document 2 below is an undated document written by Archbishop John Maximovich and  

addressed to the ROCOR Synod of Bishops.
153

  It is a letter of support for six of Hoecke's 

services to be approved for liturgical use.  It also reminds the Synod that eight of Hoecke's 

services had already been approved.  Hoecke's services awaiting approval at the time of writing 

of Document 2 include the services to Irinaeus, Anastasij, Isidora, Sebastian, Neilos, and to the 

Kozel'shchanskaja Icon of the Theotokos.  Archbishop John states that the services are all 

beautifully written and are suitable for use in church, "T.7 .i& .*4C)9 /0.B;+ .-30?C+70*B'9, 

'+6&.+'9 6?0<?+.'9;( =0?<-/'9;( 129<-;( & -.7+/*1F7(, -.-)0''- '7<-7-?91 &2( 
'&A(, ,*4)-<-0 /60@+7*7'i0.  Q+A-C4 &A( /6-*'7 6?&,-3'9;& 3*1 46-7?0)*0'i1 6?& 

=0?<-/'9A( )-,-.*4C0'i1A(."
154

.  Archbishop John continues with a list of Hoecke's services 

that had already been accepted for liturgical use: Empress Feofaniya; Valeria, Kiriakia, and 

Maria; Paul the Merciful; John, Iraklemon, Andrew, and Theofil; Taisiya; Spiridon and 

Nicodemus; Filaret the Merciful; and the Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos.
155

  According to 

Document 1, the dates of acceptance of these services are as follows: Empress Feofaniya (1938); 

Valeria, Kiriakia, and Maria (1938); Paul the Merciful (1938); John, Iraklemon, Andrew, and 

Theofil (1938); Taisiya (1956); Spiridon and Nicodemus (1951); Filaret the Merciful (1956); and 

the Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos (before 1938).       

 The services pending approval in Document 2 are all dated in Document 1 as having been 

accepted in 1959: Irinaeus, Anastasij, Isidora, Sebastian, and the Kozel'shchanskaja Icon of the 

Theotokos.  We can thus assume that Document 2 dates to 1959.  There is one service listed as 

pending in Document 2 that is not mentioned at all in Document 1, nor is it mentioned in 

Ledkovsky's 1994 list of Hoecke services: the service to Neilos the New, the Myrrh-Streamer.
156

  

It is reasonable to assume that this service was not accepted into the canon of services approved 

for liturgical use.  I could not locate this service, nor could I locate any more information on it.  

                                                
153

 By comparing signatures to existing documents, Elena Perekrestov, instructor of RCS at the Holy Trinity 

Monastery Summer School of Liturgical Music in Jordanville, NY, identified this signature as that of Archbishop 

John Maximovich, who was canonized in 1994.   
154

 I have placed in italics words which are misspelled in the original document.  This has been done in all 

subsequent citations.     
155

 It is unspecified whether this references Hoecke's Akathist or the Service to this icon.  Considering the dating 

from Document 1, Archbishop John must be referring to the Service. 
156

 Neilos, commemorated May 7, was a 16th century monk on Mount Athos.   
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Document 2: An undated document addressed to the Synod of Bishops by Archbishop John 

Reproduced by permission of Archpriest Peter Perekrestov 
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4.2.5. Publication dates 

   Another source for dating the services is the dates of official publication.
157

  This 

method of dating pertains to very few of Hoecke's services, since most were never published in 

RCS.  The service to Xenia the Blessed was published in 1978 by the St. Job of Pochaev Press 

(Holy Trinity Monastery, Jordanville, New York) at the time ROCOR canonized Xenia.  The 

Service for the Kursk-Root Icon was published in 1993 in Munich by the R)&70*B N?+/03'a,- 

I-/+ N-@+0/.<+,-.  Hoecke's Akathist for the Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos has been 

published three times, but the first two publications are undated.  The third publication was in 

2002 in Bulgaria (in or around Sofia).  From these late publication dates for the Kursk-Root Icon 

service and Akathist it is difficult to determine when exactly the services were composed. 

The Prayer for the Blessing of Airplanes and Wheeled Vehicles and the Rite for the 

Blessing of a Journey by Air remained only in typescript until 1961.  In that year the St. Job of 

Pochaev Press decided to reprint a 3-volume Euchologion (L?0)'&<() from the early 1900s.  

The late Archbishop Averky (Taushev) and the late Archimandrite Konstantin (Zaitsev) took the 

opportunity to append additional prayers at the end of the third volume.  These additional prayers 

either did not appear in the original printing, or had been composed after the original printing.  

They included Hoecke's %&'( )*+,-.*-/0'&1 /-2345'-,- 647050.7/&1 (pp. 484-492), and 

8-*&7/9 '+ -./1:0'&0 .+;-*07-/( & <-*0.'&=( (p. 240).  The 1961 third volume of this 

L?0)'&<( is the only place where these prayers may be found in published form in RCS. 

Hoecke's remaining services were never published in RCS.  

 

4.2.6. The information of Isaac Lambertsen 

Another source of dating Hoecke's services is Isaac Lambertsen, who translated all of 

Hoecke's services into English.
158

  According to Lambertsen, the 1966 document was 

subsequently updated by Bishop Gregory Grabbe of Washington (deceased October 8, 1995) 

with several undated typescript notations.  The notations state that the services for Xenia of St. 

Petersburg and Brigitte of Kildare had already been approved.  In another place Bishop Gregory 

notes that the service for Saint Edward has been approved, but that the service for the martyr 

Myrax had not yet been submitted to the Synod for approval.  No mention is made of the service 

to St. Patrick; according to Lambertsen this was simply an oversight.  Lambertsen states that the 

notations must date to the mid-1980s, since they mention as already approved the service of St. 

Xenia (approved 1978) and St. Edward (approved 1984).  The service to St. Myrax was, he 

thinks, submitted to the Synod in late 1985 or early- to mid-1986.  Lambertsen also writes that 

Hoecke was working on a service to Martin the Merciful, Bishop of Tours, when she died in 

1986.   

Hoecke's \<+K&.7( 6?0./177D G-,-?-3&=7 6?03( @43-7/-?'-F i<-'-F 01 1C0 

'+?&=+07.1 X4?.<o-X-?0''+1 (Akathist to the All-holy Theotokos Chanted Before Her 

Wonderworking Kursk-Root Icon of the Sign) was first published (undated) in booklet form by 

the Russian Printing House in New York City.  Lambertsen writes that it was most likely 

composed a decade or two after the Service to the same icon (S*4C)+ 6?0./177D G-,-?-3&=7 

6?03( @43-7/-?'-F i<-'-F 01 1C0 '+?&=+07.1 X4?.<o-X-?0''+1).  The Akathist was most 

likely printed in the early 1950s, and it was printed in  pre-revolutionary Russian orthography.  

                                                
157

 Much of the information in this section was gained from a January 12, 2010 e-mail correspondence with Isaac 

Lambertsen. 
158

 Information in this section based on e-mail correspondence with Isaac Lambertsen over a period from May 8, 

2009 to January 18, 2010.   
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This service was then reprinted by a photo-offset in the late 1980s (date also uncertain) by the 

Novaja-Korennaja Pustyn' in Mahopac, NY.  The reprint was also in pre-revolutionary 

orthography.  The Akathist was reset in RCS by the Orthodox Publishing House of the Holy 

Apostle and Evangelist Luke in or near Sofia, Bulgaria, in 2002 under Metropolitan Vitaly, 

Primate of the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia.  Because the Akathist had not been 

set in RCS until after the Service had already been published, the Akathist did not appear in the 

1993 printing of Hoecke's Service. 

 

4.2.7. Summary 

 Combining information provided by Documents 1 and 2, information provided by 

Lambertsen, the relative chronology of Ledkovsky 1994, as well as the publication date of 

Hoecke's services, we can construct Table 2.  Notwithstanding its relative accuracy compared 

with other sources of information, there are bound to be errors due simply to the lack of 

information available.  Due to the unavoidable potential for inaccuracy, years are given rather 

than precise dates.   

 

 

Table 2. Hoecke's services dated according to all available information 

 

 

Date  Saint 

Before 1938 Service to the Kursk-Root Icon of the Theotokos 

1938 

 

Paul the Merciful 

1938 Saints John, Iraklemon, Andrew, and Theofil 

1938 Empress Feofaniya 

1938 

  

Kiriakia, Valeria, Maria 

1951 

 

Spiridon and Nicodemus 

1953 Akathist to the Kursk-Root Icon to the Mother of God 

1956 Taisiya  

1956 Filaret the Merciful 

1959 Anastasij  

1959 Isidora 

1959 Canon to Sebastian 

1959 Kozel'shchanskija Icon 

1959 Irinaeus of Srem  

1959 Prayers for the Blessing of Airplanes and Wheeled Vehicles 

1959 Rite for the Blessing of a Journey by Air  

1963 Zinaida and Filonilla 

1963 Queen Tamara 

1963 Agnes 

1963 Lesna Icon to the Mother of God 

1963 Patriarch Juvenal 

1978 (date published) Xenia 
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1984 Edward 

Late 1985 or early-

mid 1986 

Myrax 

After 1966 Brigitte 

After 1966 Patrick 

After 1966 Canon to the Vatopedi Icon of the Theotokos 

 

 

4.2.8. Duplicate services
159

 

 Hoecke sometimes composed services for saints when one existed already; this was 

partially due to the conditions and circumstances of the diaspora, in which she was not always 

aware of other services.  For example, the Moscow H0*0'9& 8&'0& (published in volumes from 

1978-1989)  contains services for Xenia of Saint Petersburg, Filaret the Merciful, the 

Kozel'shchanskaja Icon and Irinaeus of Srem; Hoecke also composed her own services for these 

saints.  It is likely as well that services for such well-known Western saints as Patrick and 

Brigitte of Kildare already existed in a non-Slavic language.  Hoecke knowingly wrote a canon 

for the Martyr Sebastian, despite knowing that there was already an entire service composed in 

his honor.  The reason for this was that the existing service is mostly generic, taken from the 

template for the whole group of martyrs (including Sebastian) that suffered in Rome at the time.  

Hoecke wanted to honor the saint specifically; thus, her canon is not necessarily a duplication of 

effort. 

 

4.2.9. Summary of saints for whom Hoecke wrote services 

 In order to gain a better understanding of Hoecke's works, it is important to have basic 

information about the saints and icons to which each is dedicated.  Table 3 below is organized as 

follows: The first column gives the name of the saint (or icon) and the second the century in 

which the saint lived or in which the icon was painted (if available, more specific dating is 

provided).  The third column lists the type of saint or icon, the fourth gives the region, the fifth 

gives the gender of the saint (M for male and F for female), and the sixth gives the date of 

liturgical commemoration.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
159

 Much of the information in §4.2.8 is based on e-mail correspondence with Isaac Lambertsen over a period from 

May 8, 2009 to January 18, 2010.   
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Table 3. Saints for whom Hoecke composed services 
 

 

Saint Century
160

  Type of saint 

(or icon) 

Region M/F 

 

Commemoration 

date
161

  

Xenia 19th  Fool-for-Christ St. 

Petersburg 

F Jan. 24  

Zinaida/ 

Filonilla 

1st  Unmercenary 

doctors/martyrs 

Tarsus 

(Syria) 

F Oct. 11 

Queen 

Tamara 

12th  Royal Georgia 

 

F May 1 

Empress 

Feofaniya 

9th  Royal Constan-

tinople 

F Dec. 16 

Taisiya  4th  Former harlot Egypt 

 

F Oct. 8 

Brigitte 4-5th  Abbess Ireland 

 

F Feb. 1 

Isidora 4th  Fool for Christ Egypt 

 

F May 1 

Agnes 3rd-4th
162

  Virgin Martyr Rome 

 

 

F Jan. 21 

Kiriakia; 

Valeria; 

Maria
163

 

3rd-4th; 

1st-2nd; 

N/A 

Martyrs Roman 

Empire; 

Roman 

Empire; 

N/A 

F Jul 7 (Kiriakia) 

June 7 (combined 

service) 

Kozel'shcha-

nskaja Icon
164

 

18th  Depicts 

Theotokos 

Present 

location: 

Russia 

F Feb. 21  

Kursk-Root 

Icon 

13th
165

 Depicts 

Theotokos 

Present 

location: 

USA 

F Nov. 27   

Lesna Icon 17th
166

  Depicts 

Theotokos 

Present 

location: 

France 

F Sep. 14 

Myrax N/A
167

 Martyr Egypt M Dec. 11 

                                                
160

 Exact dates given when available. 
161

 All dates are given Old Style.  The Russian Orthodox Church uses the old Julian Calendar.  To find the date of 

commemoration according to the Gregorian civil calendar one must add thirteen days (the number of days to add 

increases gradually, but as of 2010 the difference is thirteen days).  
162

 291–304 A.D. 
163

 There are many saints with the name Maria who are commemorated as martyrs, and Hoecke's service gives only 

general details.  I am unable to discern to which specific Maria this service is composed.   
164

 Each of the three icons to which Hoecke has composed services depicts the Theotokos and Jesus. 
165

 Originally found in 1295. 
166

 Found in 1683. 
167

 Neither the Menaion nor the Great Synaxaristes of the Orthodox Church gives the century in which Myrax lived.  

The Synaxaristes recounts, however, that Myrax was killed by Muslims.  This would suggest that he lived no earlier 

than the 7th century.  
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Filaret  8th Almsgiver Asia 

Minor 

M Dec. 1  

Anastasij the 

Sinaite 

7th
168

  

 

Theologian/ 

Abbot
169

 

Sinai M April 21 

Spiridon/ 

Nicodemus 

12th Monastic Kiev 

Caves 

Lavra 

M Oct. 31 

Patrick 4th-5th
170

 

 

Equal-to-the-

Apostles 

Ireland M March 17 

Paul the 

Merciful 

4th  Monastic Egypt M Oct. 4  

and March 7 

John, 

Iraklemon, 

Andrew, and 

Theofil 

N/A
171

 Hermits Egypt M Dec. 2  

and June 12 

Sebastian 3rd
172

 

 

Martyr Roman 

Empire 

M Dec. 18 

Irinaeus  3rd-4th
173

 Bishop/martyr Serbia M March 26 

Edward 10th
174

 Martyr England M March 18 and Sep. 

3/16  

Juvenal 5th Patriarch Jerusalem M July 2 

 

 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

 This chapter has accomplished several goals.  First, it has pulled together all available 

data on Hoecke's services in order to date them as accurately as possible.  Second, it has 

supplemented existing materials with those found in the University of Belgrade archives in order 

to complete Hoecke's biography.  Hoecke's biography lacks information about her formal 

training in RCS, a fact which explains the mistakes that are found in her services (errors in 

subsequent examples are italicized).  This chapter has also provided some background to 

Hoecke's services, and the saints about whom they are composed, to provide context for the 

analysis which follows.  This chapter has also shown that Hoecke is one of the most prolific  

hymnographers of the Orthodox Church.  The positive reviews included here by Archbishop 

John Maximovich and Metropolitan Anthony Khrapovitsky indicate that Hoecke's work was not 

only vast, but also of quality.   

  

 

 

                                                
168

 Died 700. 
169

 Abbot of St. Katherine's Monastery at the foot of Mount Sinai in today's Egypt. 
170

 387-493 A.D. 
171

 According to the Great Synaxaristes of the Orthodox Church, these saints were from Oxyrrynchos, a town in 

Upper Egypt that had been a bishopric from 325.  Although the dates of these hermits' lives is not mentioned, we 

can assume they lived when Oxyrrynchos was a bishopric.  Thus, the saints lived no earlier than 325. 
172

 Died 288 A.D. 
173

 Died 304 A.D. 
174

 962-978 A.D. 
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          Chapter 5 

 Person and perspective  

in the hymns of Valeria Hoecke 
 

 

 

5.0. Introduction 

 Valeria Hoecke combines tradition with innovation in her hymns, and her primary 

innovations pertain to person and viewpoint.  Unlike authors of the older Menaion hagiographic 

hymns examined, Hoecke's hymns feature direct quotations and offer the reader psychological 

access to the saint's thoughts.   

In addition, Hoecke utilizes the overt 1st-person singular subject and verb form in her 

hymns.
175

  Non-hagiographic hymnography, such as that found in the Great Canon and in 

Morning and Evening Prayers, includes the overt 1st-person singular forms.  In such texts the 

Speaker, the textual "I," is intended to map onto the "I" of the reader of the hymn (see §2.2)  

When I-I mapping occurs, the hymn focuses on the reader as an individual rather than on the 

readers as a group.  Hoecke utilizes I-I mapping, but more often she plays with the reader's 

expectations of it that are already established from other familiar hymn genres.
176

   

Section 5.2 presents some general examples that illustrate how Hoecke's hymns conform 

to hagiographic tradition, whereas §5.3 offers some examples showing how her hymns deviate 

from it.  Section 5.4 is more specific, presenting examples of Hoecke's hymns that feature 

psychological access to the saint, the 1st-person singular, and direct quotations.  Then, building 

on this foundation, §5.5 moves to a discussion of Hoecke's use of I-I mapping.  Finally, in §5.6 it 

is demonstrated how these innovations result in an extremely complex person structure.   

The dating of the services to the period between 1938 and 1986, accomplished in Chapter 

4, will help us determine whether there is any chronological evolution in Hoecke's use of person 

and perspective.   

 

5.1. A brief review of person and perspective in Menaion hagiographic hymns 

Menaion hymns addressed to saints are consistent in terms of discourse role: the Speaker 

is an authoritative figure representing the collective opinion of the church, and the saint is the 

Addressee throughout the text.  The Addressee does not respond, never becoming a Speaker.  

The Addressee overtly appears in the text by means of the vocative forms, the 2nd-person 

singular pronoun, and its corresponding verb forms.  In some hymns the Addressee has the only 

overt person role in the entire hymn; no other participants (or their corresponding pronoun or 

verb forms) are introduced into the hymn.  In other cases, the Addressee takes the only overt 

person role in the proposition, and the deduction switches to a different person.  In the 

deductions of Menaion hymns one can often find person switches to the 1st-person plural with a 

hortative function: from discussing the saint, the hymn may open to include the broader "all of 

humanity" (meaning the faithful). 

The following examples illustrate the person structure of older hagiographic hymns 

addressed to saints (which represent approximately _ of Menaion hymns).  In both Examples (1) 

                                                
175

 The 1st-person plural, used in earlier Menaion hymns, refers to a non-individuated group of all the faithful of all 

times.  These hymns lack the overt, self-conscious 1st-person singular forms. 
176

 As in other chapters, the word "reader" designates both the reader and the hearer of a hymn. 
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and (2) the grammatical Addressee is the saint throughout.  The difference between the two 

hymns is in the grammatical person used: in the first, the person is 2nd-person singular 

throughout; in the second, the person is 2nd-person singular in the proposition and then switches 

to 1st-person plural in the deduction: 

 
(1) [2 30#, )B%*;Y n4#a8+w -$ 1)+, )*8Ae-.,  

$ 3 ). M(%"+hI ;0)H". F;w ). +(82!*-$ 6/2z )Ae-.,  
-<s+0(/. $38#s-+B/., $3 )*%!*6-e+0( )$-7+0I :*;28a5. 93%$2:  
//6$"0E H4w Oz%+$ 1). H8B 6(578+B/$, F;*6( 3#$ 1)+2/$ 852"h/$ O;#aA(+., 4G2 
6( 8#S, $3 8#$ 1/@, $3 93-$ 1+. 93-$ 1+*/, 4(%7-,z,  
93306( /*5$ 2, M(%"+hI %m/(H+(, = -,Aa!. +aA$!.. 
 

Having ascended the lofty wondrous mountain  

and having entered the impenetrable as an honored tabernacle,  

through excellent activity you shone forth the ascent of vision.   

//Wherefore, having illumined your life, adorned with iron chains as with a golden 

necklace, seeing God and being seen by Him, and conversing in solitude with Him alone, 

entreat Him, Honored Symeon, in behalf of our souls.
177

   

 
(2) N#: d4+( L§( 93vfa/0(, 8(/+h!. /25*)#e/(++23w 6$"0S $384735. 93%$2, 

/*+aA(%;*( 6$"0E )*85C4$1)., $ 3 &3G5w/. %*4(%7-+$;., $ 3 :#: d4+B/. 4h). %*6$1"(5@, 
-91/w+%;2z :*3,4$15. 93%$2 =:*5M91+0z:  
///h 4* :#a)BI :y"@ "*40C !*-$ 1"$ O)7-<!*/., $3 "S +2 :0/*'@ :#$8B)a(/., 
:#*%s'( "*40C :#0s"$ /$1#. $3 )e50C /$15*%"@.  
 

O Venerable Father Evftimii, you fled earthly, temporal life, having loved monasticism; 

and you, having been an interlocutor with angels and a co-dweller with the venerable, 

destroyed the demonic forces:  

//Wherefore we have learned from you to walk in the correct path, and we call on your 

help, asking for peace and great mercy.
178

 

 

 

 

As indicated in Chapter 3, a 3rd-person Other is the subject of approximately ` of earlier 

Menaion hymns.   When a 3rd-person Other is mentioned, it is usually God (consisting of any 

person of the Trinity) or the Theotokos, but the 3rd person form can also refer to wide range of 

subjects including angels, an earthly adversary of the saint, or nature.  Pre-revolutionary hymns 

that discuss an Other are often didactic or doxological, and there is no switch in person in the 

deduction: 

 
(3) S$6( :#e6-( -(++$ 1DB %hI %50)* 490(, Ml)7;. +a/. k)$ 1%z, 

)*:50'%z +a%. #a-$ t :#(M c"Bz -)7B,  

                                                
177

 Menaion 5:196. 
178

 Menaion 4:7.  
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$ 3 t "*S $38Ae-., +()#(-$ 1/, %*!#2+$ 2.    
 

The Word of God who existed before the morning star revealed himself to us as a man, 

incarnate for our sake of the most-pure virgin;  

and having issued forth from her, he preserved her intact.
179

 

 

 

5.2. Hoecke's hymns that conform to the tradition 

The following Examples (4)-(9) illustrate the fact that Hoecke wrote with an awareness 

of the earlier person and viewpoint structure of hagiographic hymns; therefore, her innovations 

may be intentional.  Approximately 20% of Hoecke's hymns utilize the older structure.  Such 

hymns are sprinkled throughout the corpus of her services.  The greatest concentration of hymns 

with the older structure can be found in Hoecke's earlier services, as well as in the 1978 service 

to Saint Xenia.     

 In Example (4), from the 1963 service to Agnes of Rome, the saint is the Addressee 

throughout and there is a person switch in the deduction to the 1st-person plural: 

 

(4) O 6?0.*+/'+1 .7?+.7-70?6&=0, '06-?-@'+1 +,'&=0, ,-*4)&=0 <?-7<+1, @&.7-79 

.-.43( &2)?+''9D, <+<- /-.6-0;( 7/-1 .7?+3+'i1, <+<- -)*-)92+0;( 7/-1 ?+'9,  

//-)+@0 6-3/&,-;( 7/-&;( 3&/1:0.1, 4;&*0''- 70)7 2-/0;(, ?+34D.1 \,'i0, 

'0/7.7- ^?&.7-/+.  
 

O all-praised passionbearer, blameless lamb, meek dove, chosen vessel of purity, how 

can we sing your sufferings, how can we kiss your wounds?   

//But marveling at your spiritual struggles, we tenderly call to you, "Rejoice Agnes, bride 

of Christ." 

  

Both Examples (5) and (6) are addressed to the saint in the 2nd person, and the deduction 

switches to the 3rd person.  It is much more typical for traditional hagiographic hymns to include 

a switch in the deduction to the 1st-person plural, but these examples are used notwithstanding, 

in order to illustrate the presence of a switch in person at the appropriate point in the hymn.  

Example (5) is addressed to Abbess Brigitte of Kildare, and it can be dated to after 1966.    

 
(5) N-*<-;( '0/7?'9A( ,?+3( 7/-D -).746&/5&;(, & 7-D ?+2?45&7& & -,'F 6?03+7& 

A-71:&;(, A?&.7i+'-;( C0 .7?+A-;( & 7?0607-;( &.6-*'1F:&;.1, & 7/-01 

6-;-:&, 6?06-3-)'+1, 4.0?3'- 6?-.1:&;(, /-0/-3+ ,?-2'+1 1/&*+.1 0.&, -?4Ci0 

.;0?7-'-.'-0 6?-7&/4 .+;7A( /?+,-/( -)?+:+F:&, & .;170'i0 /- .7+'7 

/?+C0.<-;( 4.7?-1F:&,  

// 77;C0 %6=%)++i4 7/-&;( 6?03.7+70*B.7/-;( *F3i0 /29/+A4: ?+34D.1 '+ 6-;-:B 

'+;( 6-.675+F:+1, G?&,&7- 6?0.*+/'+1.  
 

When the regiment of unbelievers surrounded your city, intending to destroy it and burn 

it, the Christians were full of fear and trembling and diligently asked for your help.  You 

                                                
179

 Menaion 5:24. 
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appeared as a formidable military leader, a death-bearing weapon turning against the 

enemies and making disarray in the enemy camp. 

//Wherefore the people cried out under your salvific protection: rejoice, Brigitte most 

glorious, you who hasten to our help.
180

 

 

 

 The following hymn is from Hoecke's 1987 service to Xenia of St. Petersburg.  The 

proposition addresses the saint, whereas the deduction features a switch in person to the 3rd-

person singular: 

 

 

(6) R X.0'i0 ;4C0;43?0''+1, <?76-.7B 345& 7/-01 <7- &.6-/7.7B, 1<- '+ )?+'B .- 
<'120;( 7B;9 & ;i?+ .0,- &.A-31:&, +'3?00;( '+?0<*+.1 0.&, '&@7-C0 )- 4.7?+5& 

71 &*& .74C& 7&: ,*+3( C0 & A*+3( & '+,-74 70?61:&, /.1 ;-,4 - ^?&.77, ;0'0 

4<?76*1F:0;(, .- +6-.7-*-;( /29/+*+ 0.&,  

//77;C0 & /07'@+ 71 ^?&.7-.( 6-3/&,-6-*-C'&<(. 

 

O Xenia the manly-minded, who can declare the strength of your soul?  Going out to 

battle with the prince of darkness and this world, you were called Andrei, and nothing 

frightened or alarmed you.  Enduring hunger and cold and nakedness, you cried out with 

the Apostle: I can do all things in Christ who strengthened me.   

//Wherefore Christ, the Origin of Ascetic Feats, crowned you.   

 

 

 Hoecke has also composed many hymns in which there is no switch in person in the 

deduction.
181

  Example (7) below is also from Hoecke's service to Xenia.  The saint is the 

Addressee throughout, including the deduction. 

 

 

(7) S4079 20;'+,- ;i?+ -7/0?,5&.1,  

<?0.7B C&7i1 )023-;'+,- /- .7?+''&@0.7/7 6?i1*+ 0.&,  

.<-?)0D, *&50'iD, *F3.<+,- -.;71'i1 '0 4)-1*+.1 0.&,  

*F)-)B C0 A?&.7-/4 6-2'+*+ 0.&, 

//0FC0 '9'7 '+ '0)0.& 4.*+C3+05&.1, 

<.0'i1 )*+C0''+1 )-,-;43?+1, 

;-*&.1 - .6+.0'i& 345( '+5&A(. 

 

Having renounced the vanity of the earthly world,  

you took up the cross of a homeless life of wandering,  

you did not fear grief, privation, and the mockery of men,  

and you knew the love of Christ,  

//Now taking sweet delight of this love in heaven, 

O Xenia the blessed and divinely wise, 

                                                
180

 One characteristic of Hoecke's grammar is her frequent use of the dative absolute, as in the first line of this hymn. 
181

 Both structures––with and without a person switch––are common in the Menaion. 
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pray for the salvation of our souls.
182

 

 

 

Example (8) is another of Hoecke's more traditional hymns.  It is from the 1963 service to 

Queen Tamara of Georgia.  As in Example (7) above, the saint is the Addressee throughout and 

there is no switch in person in the deduction.  The deduction in Example (8) remains in the 

perfect tense, rather than switching to the present or to the imperative mood.
183

     

 

(8) >+?.7/- 7/-0 )*+,-30'.7/i0;( )*+,-.*-/& ^?&.7-.(, & .*+/+ 7/-1 3+C0 3- <-'0=( 

20;*& 3-.7&C0, L+;+?- /0*&<-&;0'&7+1, ;&?-;( )- 6?037*9 7/-1 -,?+3&/5&, '+ 

.7?+.7& 3450/'91 /-0/+7& '0 6?0.7+*+ 0.&,  

//77;C0 /?+,& 20;*& 7/-01 /<467 C0 & /?+,& 345& 7/-01 )02.;0?7'91 6?0.*+/'- 

6-)73&/5&, 7&5&'-F C0 '+.*+C3+F:&.1, )*+,-3+?0'i0 '06?0.7+''-0 G-,4 

6?&'-.&*+ 0.&. 

 

Christ blessed your kingdom with prosperity, and your glory reaches even to the ends of 

the earth, O Tamara of the grand name; with peace you encircled your borders, and you 

did not cease to war against the soul's passions.   

//Wherefore you simultaneously won the battle with the enemies of your land and with 

the enemies of your immortal soul.  While enjoying peace, you brought unceasing thanks 

to God. 

 

 

The events in Example (8) are related causally: Christ blessed Tamara's kingdom, she 

was peaceful, and she warred against her passions; as a result, she won the battle against her 

earthly enemies and against Satan.  It is thus constructed in the spirit of the earlier Menaion 

hymns. 

 Example (9) is from the 1963 service to Agnes of Rome.  Agnes is the Addressee 

throughout and there is no switch in person.  The phrase "\,'i0, ,-*4)&=0 <?-7<+1" is separated 

out as the hymn deduction because the naming of the saint takes place at the time of hymn 

authorship, and thus implies a switch to the present from the past.
184

    

 

 

(9) Q0 ;0@0;(, '&C0 6?-7&/*0'i0;( & .&*-F, '- /7?-F '0.4;'7''-F & @&.7-7-F 

/0*&<-F, 6-)73&*+ 0.& '0@0.7&/91,  

//\,'i0, ,-*4)&=0 <?-7<+1. 

 

Not by the sword, neither by opposition and strength, but through indubitable faith and 

great purity you gained victory over the impure ones [heathens],  

//O Agnes, meek dove. 

                                                
182

 Menaion hymns typically include a switch to the present tense in the deduction along with an imperative 

addressed to the saint.  Hoecke uses the imperative alone in this example, but the deduction implies an underlying 

present tense (that Xenia is in heaven).    
183

 This is less typical for Menaion hymn deductions, which almost always switch to the present tense. 
184

 Hoecke would have stated this phrase in the perfect––"\,'i0, ,-*4)&=0 <?-7<+1 )9*+ 0.&"––were the phrase 

not meant to imply the present. 
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 Examples (4)-(9) above indicate that Hoecke ultimately continues the tradition of earlier 

hagiographic hymns, notwithstanding her innovations.   

 

5.3. Innovations in Hoecke's hymns 

 In order to understand Hoecke's unique use of person and perspective, it is useful to 

compare her hymns not only to earlier hymns from the Menaion (which have a relatively simple 

person structure), but also to other hymnic genres, including those hymns in the Great Canon, the 

Divine Liturgy, Matins, Vespers, and Morning and Evening Prayers, all of which feature a more 

varied person structure.  The present section discusses the ways in which Hoecke's hymns depart 

not only from the traditional person structure in hagiographic hymns, but also from that of RCS 

liturgical hymnography in general.  Hoecke's use of person and perspective is not, however, 

random, and certain constant characteristics are clearly discernible.  In the following section, 

examples of Hoecke's general deviations from traditional Menaion hymn structure are first 

analyzed, with examples loosely clustered according to the type of innovation.  The discussion 

then addresses how Hoecke utilizes 1st- person singular pronoun and verb forms, I-I mapping, 

and psychological access to the saint.   

 

5.3.1. General deviations from what is expected in hagiographic hymns 

  

5.3.1.1. Hymns with indirect veneration of the female saint 

In Hoecke's hymns we often find indirect veneration of the saint when the saint is a 

female.  The saint is not the focus of the hymn, but rather an influential man in the saint's life.  

In Example (10), addressed to Empress Feofaniya, the Speaker does not directly recount the life 

of the saint.  Instead, the Speaker filters the story through the perspective of the saint's husband.  

This hymn, which dates to 1938, is one of Hoecke's earliest. 

 

 

(10) S/174 71 )97& ;'150 =+?B & .46?4,( 7/-D, /&37/9D 6-3/&,& 7/-1 & C&7i0 

'06-?-@'-0, C0*+'i0;( /-2,-?7.1 6- <-'@&'7 7/-0D /-23/&,'47& 70)7 
A?+;(, -)+@0 430?C+'( )9/(, /-23/&C0 =0?<-/B /.7A( ./179A(,  

// +:0 )-, /-6i1, [0-K+'i1 ./17+ 0.7B, )4307( .i1 =0?<-/( & /( 01 @0.7B.   

 

The tsar and your husband thought you to be holy, seeing your struggles and your 

blameless life; a desire burned in him, at your end, to raise up to you a temple; but, 

having been detained, he erected a church to all saints;  

//Behold, crying out, Feofaniya is holy, let this church be in her honor, too.  

 

 

 The corpus of Hoecke's hymnography contains many other examples in which the female 

saint is venerated indirectly.  Example (11) below is from the 1956 service to Taisiya.  The hymn 

is not addressed to Taisiya, as would be expected from the tradition of hagiographic 

hymnography.  Instead, the hymn is addressed to Saint Pafnutij. 
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(11) \,'&=4 <?-7<4F *B/&=9 *F791 /;7.7-, .7?+.7B;& )7.1:i1.1, M-.6-30/& 6?&/0*( 

0.&, -7@0 N+K'47i0, L-,- ;&*-.0?3i0 6?-.*+/*11. 

 

A meek lamb together with angry wolves, bedeviled with passions, you led to the Lord, O 

Father Pafnutije, praising His tenderheartedness. 

  

 

Few female saints have services composed in their honor, and it may be that Hoecke was 

attempting to legitimize the women's sanctity by writing the hymns from a male viewpoint or 

addressed to a male saint.
185

   

     

5.3.1.2. Unexpected changes in person in Hoecke's hymns 

 Hoecke's hymns often feature unexpected changes in person.  Two examples of this 

phenomenon are provided below.  In Example (12) both the 1st- and 2nd-person plural forms are 

used.  There is no address to the saint in this hymn.  Rather, the proposition contains an address 

to the faithful that excludes the Speaker.  The deduction then contains an address to the faithful 

that includes the Speaker.  Hoecke must have been aware of the fact of the existence of a switch 

in person between the proposition and deduction; however, she innovated from the typical 

formula.  Note the table below that illustrates the older structure found in the Menaion:  

 

Formula for older hagiographic hymns that include a person switch in the deduction: 

 

Hymn component Person role Grammatical person 

Proposition Addressee: Saint 2nd singular 

Deduction Speaker: "We," all the faithful 1st plural 

 

 

 

What follows is an example of Hoecke's reinterpretation of the older structure.  Example (12) is 

from the 1959 service to Saint Sebastian:  

 

 

(12)  S0/+.7i+'+ .*+/'+,- 7-?C0.7/- .-/0?5+F:0, 6?i&3&70 7-;4 /( .?770'&0  
//&2930;( .( *&<& & 7&;6+'9, 67.'& G-,-<?+.'91 /-.67/+F:0. 
 

Celebrating the glorious Sebastian, come out (2nd-person plural) to meet him;  

//We come out (1st-person plural) with timbrel and dance, singing hymns to him who is 

the adorned of God.   

 

 

 

Hoecke's person structure in the above hymn to Sebastian can be depicted by the following 

outline: 

                                                
185

 One possible reason for this is that services have traditionally been written in men's monasteries.  Another 

possible reason is that all Judeo-Christian religions have typically assumed that only males can serve the church in 

official capacity.  Half of Hoecke's services are composed in honor of female saints.  
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Hymn component Person Role Grammatical Person 

Proposition Addressee: "All of you" (excluding "I")  2nd plural 

Deduction Speaker: "We," all the faithful including "I" 1st plural 

 

 

 

The hymn in Example (12) is constructed with the 2nd-person plural verb first.  The 

Speaker already intends to celebrate Sebastian, and encourages the remainder of the faithful to 

do the same by means of a 2nd-person plural address.  The deduction changes the perspective to 

that of the 1st-person plural, and the Speaker is now included in the body of the faithful who 

emerge to sing hymns to the saint.  The purpose of this change in perspective is to indicate that 

once all the faithful have done what the Speaker told them to, they could go forth together to 

celebrate Sebastian.  From the structure of the hymn proposition it appears that the Speaker is 

detached from the rest of a body of people whom he is addressing, as if he were a clergyman 

encouraging his parish while excluding himself from it.  The effect of this detachment, of this 

non-included "I" in the proposition, is highly unusual for hagiographic hymns.   

This service for Sebastian was composed in 1959, mid-way through Hoecke's career as a 

hymnographer.  Considering many of Hoecke's earlier services feature a standard person 

structure, this example illustrates her later creativity.  

In Hoecke's hymns the saints are often 3rd-person Others, whereas pre-revolutionary 

hagiographic hymns are addressed to saints and the saints are grammatical 2nd persons.  

Interestingly, Hoecke often refers to one individual in terms of two different grammatical 

persons in the same hymn; such a method of referring to one individual is very abrupt, 

considering that hagiographic hymns are only a few lines long.  In Example (13), from the 1963 

service to Tamara, we find the saint in two roles: she is a 3rd-person Other ("c&1") until the 

deduction, in which she becomes the Addressee.  

 

 

(13) X+1 ci1 )*&.7+F:+1 1<- 2+?1,  

& 1<- *4'+ )*+,-./77*+1,  
.i1F:+1 1<- .-*'=0,  

,?-2'+1 1<- 6-*=& .- 2'+;0'+;&,  

.i1 0.7B 30?C+/'+1 /*+39@&=+ Y/0?.<i1 20;*&,  

& ^?&.7-/a ?+)+ .;&?0''-;43?7D5+1,  
H)1033) P,- .*4C&70*B'&=+ 4.0?3'+1,  

6?+/-.*+/i1 ?0/'&70*B'&=+ ;43?+1,  

)*+,-'?+/'9AB & )*+,-@0.7&/9A( -7?+3+ & 47750'i0,  

2*-@0.7&/9A( C0 .7?+A( & 6-.?+;*0'i0,  

;-*&7/0''&=+ 2+ ?-3( '+5( '04.96'+1,  

// 77;C0 2-/0;( 0D, ?+34D.1 L+;+?-, >+?&=+ G-,-<?+.'+1. 

 

What is this shining like dawn,  

good-lighted like the moon 

shining like the sun 
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formidable like armies with standards, 

this is the imperial owner of the Iverian land, 

and the most humbleminded servant of Christ 

The fervent server of her church 

a wise zealot of Orthodoxy 

the joy and comfort of the right-behaving and the pious  

the fear and shame of evil-doers 

unfailing intercessor for our kin 

//Wherefore we cry to her, "rejoice Tamara, God-adorned queen."
186

 

 

 

The hymn consists simply of a list of the saint's attributes until the deduction; reference to 

the subject of the hagiographic hymn as a 3rd-person Other rather than an Addressee results in a 

certain detachment from the saint.  Whereas the majority of the above hymn is detached from the 

saint, there is a reconciliation that occurs with the switch to the 2nd person.  The effect is that of 

pulling in the reader so that the reader is closer to the saint and included in dialogue.  In Example 

(12), too, the Speaker is detached from the situation in the proposition, but reconciled to it in the 

deduction.     

 

5.3.1.3. God's role in Hoecke's hymns 

 God has a more active and dynamic role in Hoecke's hymns than in Menaion hymns.  

God is now able to assume the role of the hymnic Addressee and can be the agent acting on the 

saint. 

 

5.3.1.3.1 God as the Addressee 

In Hoecke's hagiographic hymns God often appears as the Addressee, whereas in 

Menaion services the saint is the Addressee and God is a 3rd-person Other.  The depiction of 

God as an Addressee is standard in non-hagiographic hymns, however, and multiple examples of 

this can be found in the Great Canon and Morning and Evening Prayers.
187

  By depicting God as 

an Addressee, as in Example (14) below, Hoecke renders hagiographic hymns more similar to 

other genres of hymnography.  God is the Addressee in Example (14), from the 1956 service to 

Taisiya.   

 

 

(14) L/-&A( .430)( )023'4 <7- &.6-/7.7B, M-c6-3&, '&2/-3&5& )- & /-2/-3&5&, 

.;&?105& & /-2'-.&5&, & ,?75'91 4)7*105&, %0*-/7<-*F)@0.             
 

Who would know the abyss of your judgments, O Lord, you raise up and you take down, 

you humble and you exalt, and you whiten the sinful, Lover of mankind.
188

 

 

 

The above hymn is interesting in that the Speaker tells God what God is and what he 

                                                
186

 In RCS ">+?&=+" should be in the vocative case (>+?&=e) because it is appositional to the vocative L+;+?-. 
187

 Old Testament Psalms, too, although out of the scope of this dissertation, are also primarily addressed to God. 
188

 "Q&2/-3&5& )- & /-2/-3&5&, .;&?105& & /-2'-.&5&" is a common liturgical phrase originating in the 

Psalms; ",?75'91 4)7*105&" also refers to Psalm 50. 
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does.  (God, presumably, already knows these facts about himself.)  God is the grammatical 

Addressee, but the Speaker tells God these things in order to cause the reader to be filled with 

awe and fear of the Last Judgment.  Thus the illocutionary force of the utterance is actually an 

imperative addressed to the reader that he regard God in the way the hymnist instructs him to.  In 

this way the hymn is didactic, although it is written in the form of contemplation.   

 

5.3.1.3.2. Hymns that focus on what God does for/to the saint  

Pre-revolutionary hagiographic hymnography focuses on the saint and what s/he did 

during life that led to saintliness.  The older hymn usually discusses what the saint did in relation 

to God (struggling toward God's kingdom, praying to God, etc.).  In the corpus of Hoecke's 

hymns, in contrast, we find hymns that focus on what God, as an actor, does to the saints.  In the 

following Example (15) the person roles are the same as in earlier hymns: God is the 3rd-person 

Other and the saint is the Addressee.  The roles of actor and receiver of the action are, however, 

reversed.     
 

 

(15) Y2?+&*1 &2( P,&67+ Y2/039&, & 70)0, L+&.i0, -7( .7?+'9 ,?7A-/'91 /-22/+, & /( 

64.79'F .7?+.70D /.0*& 71, 8+?i+;& 67.'B A/+*0)'4F /-.67/+F:4F. 

 

He who leads Israel from Egypt also called you, Taisiya, from the land of sin, and he 

settled you in the desert of the passions [a place where the passions are shed], you who 

sing the laudatory song to Mary.
189

 

 

 

 The following hymn is another example of Hoecke's depiction of God (here, in the person 

of Jesus) as the Addressee who acts on the saint: 

 

 

(16) Z/&*( 0.& '+;(, ^?&.70, L+;+?4 ;-*&7/0''&=4 706*4F, =+?0;( C0 30?C+/4 & 

-,?+C30'i0, *F30;( Y/0?.<&;( 6-<?-/( & 2+.746*0'i0,  

//77;C0 L& 2-/0;(: .*+/+ .&*7 L/-0D, M-.6-3&.   

 

Christ, you revealed to us Tamara, the fervent intercessor for kings, their power and 

protection; a protectress and intercessor for the Iverian people;  

//wherefore we call to you: glory to your power, O Lord. 

 

 

5.4. Hoecke's use of first-person singular pronoun and verb forms, direct quotations, and 

psychological access to the saint's thoughts 

 The present sections discusses Hoecke's use of the 1st-person singular pronoun and verb 

forms, direct quotations, and psychological access to the saint's thoughts.  These three 

innovations are closely linked and cannot be separated one from the other.   

Older Menaion hymns contain exclusively discourse, whereas Hoecke uses both 

narrational and discursive  methods of exposition.  Section 5.4 examples are separated into those 

that represent narrative (§5.4.1) and those that represent discourse (§5.4.2). 

                                                
189

 From the 1956 service to Taisiya. 
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5.4.1. Narrative hymns 

 In a narrative hymn that includes a direct quotation we have two Speakers: the exocentric 

narrator who recounts the story and the hymn-internal Speaker who utters the quotation.  The 

exocentric narrator does not take part in the story, and there is no statement including the 1st-

person singular in the narrative itself.  The second Speaker appears in the quotation embedded in 

narrative; this Speaker, who is often self-conscious in Hoecke's hymns, takes part in discourse.  

 

5.4.1.2. Jesus's role in Hoecke's hymns  

Examples (14)-(16) above indicate that, in Hoecke's work, God has a different role from 

that which is expected from Menaion hymns.  God's role is taken to another level in the 

following example as well.  In Example (17) Jesus (who is considered to be God) is quoted 

directly, and he calls himself "I."
190

  This makes him a self-conscious Speaker, since he inserts 

himself into the event and becomes part of it.  He does not simply observe and comment on 

events, as would an unself-conscious Speaker.
191

   

Example (17), from the 1963 service for Zinaida and Filonilla, is composed in a narrative 

style.  It includes chunks of both dialogue and narrative.  One Speaker, Jesus, refers to himself as 

"I" in the dialogue chunks (D1, D2).  The other Speaker is the exocentric narrator who recounts 

the story.      

 

 

(17) (D1) G-*0'( & /( 70;'&=7 )7A( & '0 6-.*4C&.70 8&,  

I was sick and in prison and you did not serve me. 

 

(N1) ?0@07( S43i1 ^?&.7-.( <- +17@+40#;!,  

says Christ the Judge to the sinner, 

 

79 C0, - H&'+&3-, S6+.4 /- -)?+27 .7?+C34:&A( & )-*72'4F:&A( .7-?&@'- 

6-.*4C&/5+1, 4<-?0'i1 /;7.7- 4.*95&5& L-,- ./77*9D ,*+.(, 

but you, O Zinaida, serving the suffering and the ill according to the model of the Savior, 

instead you hear his bright voice; 

 

(D2) 61i4&4 )*+,-.*-/0''+1 R7=+ 8-0,-,  

// '+.*734D >+?.7/- 6?0C30 .*-C0'i1 ;i?+ 4,-7-/+''-0, /( '0;C0 &;+5& /7@'- 
/0.0*&7&.1. 

blessed one, receive my Father 

// Inherit the kingdom prepared before the world came together, in which you have 

eternally to rejoice.
192

   

 

                                                
190

 Note that the pronoun may also be elided and the "I" would still show through by means of the verb agreement. 
191

 The self-conscious Speaker is different from the endocentric narrator in that the self-conscious Speaker 

announces his existence in direct quotations embedded in the hymns.  The endocentric narrator, on the other hand, 

recounts the narrative (see §2.1).  One way to look at the difference is the following:  the self-conscious Speaker 

utters, "I am/was x" or "I do/did y," whereas the endocentric narrator states, "I witness(ed) x."  
192

 Note that the verb 4;=94 is used as a future auxiliary in (D2).  This is not a typical RCS form, but is similar to 

OCS or Ukrainian.   
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In (D2) Hoecke creates a hypothetical statement addressed from Jesus to Zinaida at the 

Last Judgment.  (D2) is framed by (N1), which announces who spoke in (D1) and then directs 

the address to Zinaida, rather than the sinners who did not serve Jesus while he was on earth. 

The presence of the narrator is indicated in (N1), in which the narrator discloses the 

identity of the Speaker in (D1).  The above hymn is thus exocentric.  The Speaker is not included 

in the text in a self-conscious manner; rather, he is an external observer.  Because of (N1), the 

statements declaring the identity of the Speaker who speaks within the dialogue chunks, this 

passage is ultimately narrative.
193

   

 

5.4.2. Direct quotations from saints and use of "I" in narrative hymns 

The saints, too, refer to themselves in Hoecke's hymns with the 1st-person singular 

pronoun or verb forms.  This makes the hymn subjects more accessible and more human for the 

reader.  The subject of the hymn also becomes individuated as his personality and the condition 

of his heart are revealed through his words.
194

     

 Example (18) includes a direct quotation from the martyr Zinaida while she is in the 

process of being stoned to death (D1 and D2).
195

  Example (18) is addressed to /9, the people 

who stone her.  Since this hymn is addressed to /9, it may also be simultaneously directed to the 

reader of the text, who is asked to consider whether or not he would join with the pagans in 

stoning the saints.      

   

 

(18) (D1) E3+ @&;( /+;( .74C&A(, -, *F3i0,  

O people, when have I offended you? 

 

(N1) H&'+&3+ ,-?B<- /29/+50,  

Zinaida bitterly cried out, 

 

(D2) '0 '034C'91 *& /+5+ &.=7*&A(, '0 .4:i1 *& /( .<-?)7A( 4775&A(, 6-@7- ;1 
'+ .;0?7B ,-'&70, '- /-*1 M-.6-3'1 3+ .-/0?5&7.1. 

Did I not heal your infirmities, did I not comfort those in tribulation?  Why do you 

persecute me to death?  But let the will of the Lord be done. 

 

 

In the above example, Zinaida utters (D1) and (D2).  Following Zinaida's quotations, the 

exocentric narrator recounts the story of what Zinaida said.  The presence of this external 

Speaker is revealed through the narrative phrase (N1): H&'+&3+ ,-?B<- /29/+50.  This hymn 

can be compared to Example (17) in its structure.   

 

5.4.3. Hoecke's discursive hymns 

                                                
193

 Menaion hymns, on the other hand, are discursive and do not switch between genres. 
194

 Subjects of earlier Menaion hymns, on the other hand, are represented by external acts of piety; the saint appears 

untouchable and distant.  The lack of an "I" in earlier Menaion hymns results in an appearance of objectivity.  They 

do, after all, offer proof for the sanctity of the given saint, and proof may appear more convincing when originating 

from an authoritative Speaker acting as a mouthpiece for the universal church. 
195

 The sisters healed people without charging money, in order to please God.  They are said to have been stoned by 

pagans who objected to these acts of devotion.   
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Hoecke's discursive hymns, in contrast with her narrative hymns, do not include an 

exocentrically narrated statement identifying a Speaker (which is a hallmark of narrative hymns).  

Instead, a discursive hymn is like one large quotation without a frame.  The subjects of Hoecke's 

discursive hymns are often self-conscious, referring to themselves in the text.
196

    

   In Example (19) below, from the service to Agnes of Rome, the Addressee is the saint.  

The Speaker overtly refers to herself with the 1st-person singular pronoun (;0'0). 

 

 

(19) Q+,-74 7/-F 37/&@0.<4F, /*+.9 ,*+/9 7/-01 6?&<?9/+*+ 0.&, \,'i0, & ;0'0, 

-)'+C0''+,- -7( /.1<+ 37*+ )*+,+, 6-<?9D 7/-&;( 6?03.7+70*B.7/-;( -7( '+/77( 

/?+Ci&A(. 

 

You covered your maiden nakedness with the hair of your head, Agnes.  And me, 

stripped bare of any good deed, cover me with your intercession from the hostile 

calumny.  

 

 

 

The following examples also illustrate Hoecke's discursive style.  Example (20) is from 

the service to Tamara, whereas Example (21) is from the service to Taisiya.  The Speakers are 

self-conscious, referring to themselves in the texts.   

 

 

(20) M-?9 71 /-2?+.7&5+, ,-?'11 6?&.'- ;43?.7/-/+7& A-71:4F, o L+;+?-,  

//77;C0 & ;-1 6-;9.*& 3-*4 6-'&<5i1 /60?& <( /9.-77 & '+ /.1<( 30'B /-  

[indecipherable word] /( .0?3=9 ;-0;( 6-*+,+7& +/'?4 ;1, 1<- 3+ 7-)-F 4<?76*10;( 

/( .0*0'i1 ,-?'11 3-.7&,'4 &37C0 79 /( '02+A-3&;7D .i105& .*+/7. 

 

The mountains raised you, [they are] up high wanting now to be more wise, Tamara 

//Wherefore also raise up my thoughts which are below, and every day [unclear phrase] 

teach me, so that strengthened by you, I will reach the heavenly dwelling-place where 

you radiate glory.  

 

 

 

(21) M?7A& ;-1 1<-C0 /-*'4 4)7*& 3454 6?-<+C0''4F -@&.7& .- L+&.i0D )*+C0''-D 

/-6iF L&: )*+,-.*-/0''9D  G-C0 -70=( '+5&A(. 

 

Whiten my sins like waves, cleanse my leperous soul; with blessed Taisiya I sing to you: 

blessed is the God of our fathers. 

 

 

   

                                                
196

 Although earlier Menaion hymns are also discursive, they are unself-conscious.  The unself-conscious Speaker 

does not insert a statement about himself into the utterance, but rather observes events and comments on them.  The 

unself-conscious Speaker could also be called detached. 
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What is especially interesting about Examples (19), (20), and (21) is that the "I" of the 

self-conscious textual Speaker is intended to map onto the "I" of the reader.
197

  This is the 

phenomenon designate "I-I mapping" (see §2.2).
198

    The following example from the Great 

Canon illustrates I-I mapping as it is found in other genres of RCS hymnography.  

 
(22)   X45*6e+. 94%/@ =-<s+0(/. %",-A, F;*6( 5$1%")0(/. %/*;0)+B/., )* 

=45$Me+0( /*$ 1!. %2/*)5a%"+B!. %"#2%"eI.  
 

I am clothed in a garment of shame, like a fig leaf, in the denunciation of my passions 

and egotism.
199

 

 
The textual Speaker who utters X45*6e+. 94%/@ is intended to map onto the reader of the text.  

When the "I" is mapped onto the reader, the reader functions as a person, as a participant in the 

discourse.   

  

5.4.3.1. The third layer of Speaker in Hoecke's hagiographic hymns 

 In Menaion hymns there are essentially two layers of Speakers.  The deeper layer is the 

church.  The church is the first Speaker who states––before hymn composition––that the saint is 

holy and worthy of praise.  The first Speaker is the transmitter of information to the 

hymnographer, who speaks about events as they are already interpreted by the church, but does 

not directly witness the life of the saint in most cases.
200

      

 The hymnographer gains information from the church and relays it to the reader.  The 

reader is the one who reads the hymn at any given moment from the moment it was composed.  

The reader typically does not witness the saint's life, but receives data from the two layers of 

Speakers.
201

  In I-I mapping the "I" of the textual Speaker is mapped onto the "I" of the reader of 

the hymn.  I-I mapping as it is used in Hoecke's hymns in effect turns the reader into a third 

Speaker.
202

  If the hymn praises a saint, each reader performatively engages in praising the saint–

–at a very different time from that when the hymn was composed.  When the reader utters a 

hymn that features I-I mapping, he relives, retells, and reaffirms the contents that are narrated.  

Each of the faithful who reads the hymn maps the textual "I" onto himself; thus, the third 

Speaker is a secondary shifter.  When I-I mapping occurs we have three layers of Speakers, 

rather than two as in Menaion hymns.   

                                                
197

 The necessary precondition for I-I mapping is the use of the 1st-person singular pronoun or verb forms, which are 

not found in the Menaion hymns previously examined.  The lack of an "I" in these earlier hymns results in an 

appearance of objectivity.  They do, after all, offer proof for the sanctity of a given saint, and proof may appear more 

convincing when originating from an authoritative Speaker who acts as a mouthpiece for the universal church. 
198

 Recall that the 1st-person singular pronoun may be in any grammatical case, and I-I mapping may occur if the 

pronoun is dropped, leaving only the 1st-person singular verb ending. 
199

 Canticle 2, verse 13 from the Great Canon. 
200

 Traditionally, the hymnographer is a monk in a monastery who composes hymns based on the collective opinion 

of the church regarding the saint.  In the rare case that the narrator has witnessed the saint's life directly, and he 

comes to the conclusion that the saint is holy, the two Speakers are one. 
201

 The exception is if the reader lived during the time of the saint and was still alive to read hymns later composed 

about the saint.  This does not occur very often, as there is usually a large gap in time between the life of the saint 

and his canonization.      
202

 For further discussion see Isler 1974. 
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   The three layers of Speakers in hymns that include I-I mapping can be summarized as 

follows: 

 

 

Layer of speaker Identity Role 

1st Speaker Church Establishes the information: 

what to think about a 

particular individual 

2nd Speaker Hymnographer Relays information from 

church to reader 

3rd Speaker Reader Shifts; assumes identity 

created by hymnographer; 

receives information from the 

2nd Speaker 

 

 

 

As a result of I-I mapping, the active role of the reader in Hoecke's hymns is significantly 

different from the earlier, passive role of the reader in Menaion hymns.   

 

5.4.4. Hoecke's innovations with I-I mapping 

 Because the phenomenon of I-I mapping is frequently found in non-hagiographic genres of 

RCS, such as the Great Canon or Morning and Evening Prayers, the reader knows to expect it.   

Hoecke plays with this expectation.  She often begins hymns with self-conscious statements that 

are not framed by a statement identifying the Speaker.  The reader understands that the utterance 

is intended to map onto himself, and assumes that he is now the Speaker.  What Hoecke does 

next is unexpected: after the reader has already mapped the utterance onto himself, she 

introduces a statement that reveals the actual, fixed identity of the Speaker.  Most often, the true 

Speaker is a saint or Jesus––and the reader is left excluded from the hymn.  In Example (23) 

below the Orthodox Christian reads "<+<- )7,4 ,?7A;&" as a self-conscious statement that maps 

onto himself/herself.  It is only upon reading the second line (L+&.i1 /7:+50) that the reader 

understands that the identity of the "I" is Taisiya.   

 

 

(23)  T.0/&31:+,- G-,+, 7+D'+1 /.1 6?-2&?+F:+,-, <+<- )7,4 ,?7A;& 6-,?4C+0;+1,  

  How will I run from the all seeing God Who penetrates all secret things, I being                

  drowned by [my] sins 

 

 L+&.i1 /7:+50,  
 Taisiya was saying 

 

 

The phenomenon of I-I mapping and its violation ultimately relates to the type of shifter 

used.  A shifter is an element in language whose general meaning cannot be defined without 

reference to the message being communicated between a sender and a receiver (Jakobson 

1971:132).  The pronoun "I," for example, can only be understood by reference to the context in 
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which it is uttered.  According to this definition, both the "I" in I-I mapping and the "I" when 

unmapped are shifters.  The distinction between the two types of shifters can be clarified by the 

introduction of a new term.  I propose the term "secondary shifter" to designate the "I" that has 

an additional layer of shifting, as in I-I mapping. When the referent of the textual pronoun "I" 

changes depending on the reader of the text, the "I" is a secondary shifter.
203

   

 Interestingly, Hoecke often plays with the reader's expectations: her hymns frequently 

begin with the expectation that the "I" is a secondary shifter and that the identity of the "I" is to 

be mapped onto the reader.  The expectation is then violated in mid-hymn with a narrative 

statement identifying the "I."  At that point the "I" has a fixed identity with regard to the 

message.  The reader is left excluded from the hymn with the recognition that the identity of the 

"I" is not himself.  Halted I-I mapping is the term I use for this mid-hymn violation of 

expectations.  Hoecke frequently employs this technique.  In her service to 1956 service to 

Taisiya, for example, fourteen different verses employ halted I-I mapping.  One of these is 

Example (24) below.    

 

 

(24) (D1) G-C0, .-23+/9D ;1,  

"God, who created me"  

 

(N1) L+&.i1 ./17+1 /.6i150 706*7,  

Saint Taisiya fervently said  

 

(D2) .-,?750'&D ;-&A( ?+2?75&, 1<-C0 )*43'&=9 -'91 3?0/*0, +:0 4)- '-27 

L/-& 6?0@&.77& '0 ;-,4 430?C+7&, -)+@0 ;&*-.7B L/-F 430?C+7& 754.1, .*02+;& 

C0 ;-&;& 20;*F -?-5+F, 1<- 3+ /( 345& ;-0D 4.*954 )*+C0''9D L/-D ,*+.(,  

Forgive my sins, as [you did for] the sinful woman of old, for behold I cannot clasp Your 

most pure feet; but I flee to Your mercy, watering the ground with my tears, so that in my 

soul I will hear Your blessed voice, 

 

(D3) -764:+F7.1 70)7 7/-1 ,?7.&. 

Your sins are forgiven you.
204

 

 

In the above Example (24), sections (D2) and (D3) are dialogue chunks: (D2) is a 

continuation of Taisiya's speech from (D1), and (D3) could, in a sense, be considered a separate 

dialogue chunk.  I separate (D2) from (D3) because (D3) is a hypothetical direct quotation from 

God embedded in Taisiya's quotation, and its function seems to be to switch the Speaker to God 

                                                
203

 I-I mapping with a secondary shifter is not found in pre-revolutionary hagiographic hymnography, since it is not 

self-conscious and does not make use of the 1st-person singular pronoun.  The presence of secondary shifters is, 

however, typical for prayers such as the Great Canon and Morning and Evening Prayers.  Such hymnography is 

personal, self-conscious, and confessional. 
204 This hymn, with its final hypothetical, projected quotation, is reminiscent of Anna Akhmatova's "Muza": "...Y 

/-7 /-5*+. R7<&'4/ 6-<?9/+*-, T'&;+70*B'- /2,*1'4*+ '+ ;0'1. PD ,-/-?F: "L9 *B U+'74 

3&<7-/+*+ S7?+'&=9 \3+?" R7/0@+07: 'Z.'"  Hoecke surely has been influenced by this example of 20th century 

Russian poetry: both the last line of the hymn and of the poem consist of responses from a noncorporeal being. 
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and the Addressee to Taisiya––notwithstanding the fact that Taisiya is reporting what God would 

say.
205

 

Section (D1) is the first dialogue chunk and consists of Taisiya's direct address to God.  

With the (D1) phrase "G-C0, .-23+/9D ;1," the reader assumes the identity of the Speaker.  The 

reader anticipates and expects that the entire hymn will continue I-I mapping. This basic 

assumption is halted in (N1), a narrative chunk that announces the identity of the Speaker in 

(D1).  With the announcement of the Speaker's identity (L+&.i1 ./17+1 /.6i150 706*7), the 

reader realizes that there is an exocentric narrator.  The reader is now aware that the pronominal 

statement of self in (D1)––;1––is not a secondary shifter mapping onto himself.  Whereas in 

isolation (D1) is an endocentric, self-conscious statement that implies a continuation of I-I 

mapping, (N1) indicates the intrusion of an exocentric viewpoint.  Since the move is from 

endocentric to exocentric, the reader feels jolted and removed from the prayer.  Hoecke often 

experiments in this way with inclusion and exclusion (§5.3.1.2).   

 In the above hymn Hoecke also breaches the standard rule that, in hagiographic hymns, 

the saint is the Addressee.  In Example (24) the saint is the Speaker and God is the Addressee.  

The fact that God then responds within the text renders Hoecke's hymn even more nontraditional.  

From a background understanding that liturgical discourse is both asymmetrical and 

nonreciprocated (see §2.3), the reader is now confronted with discourse that is both symmetrical 

and reciprocated.    
 Example (25) below is another of Hoecke's hymns that features halted I-I mapping.  Such 

hymns are relatively formulaic, and this example is similar to Example (18) above.  

 

 

(25) (D1) T.0/&31:+,- G-,+, 7+D'+1 /.1 6?-2&?+F:+,-, <+<- )7,4 ,?7A;& 6-,?4C+0;+1,  

            How will I run from the all seeing God Who penetrates all secret things, I    

            being drowned by [my] sins 

 

(N1) L+&.i1 /7:+50,  
            Taisiya was saying  

 

 (D2) /7;( )- L-,- )97& S43iF & ;23-/-23+170*1, -)+@0 /7;( 7-,- &     

 %0*-/7<-*F)=+ )97&  

  // 77;C0 '+ ;&*-.7B P,- '6#3=AI4, .</0?'4 C0 .0?3=+ .*02+;& #;,3=)I4,     

  /( ?4=7 P,- C&/-7( ;-& 6?03+F. 

  For I know him to be the Judge and giver of recompense, but also I know him to    

  be the Lover of Man 

    //wherefore, hoping on his mercy, washing the pollution of heart with tears, I    

    place my life in his hands. 

 

 

Upon reading (D1) the reader maps the textual Speaker onto himself in the expected 

fashion. (N1) follows and consists of the frame for (D1).  In (N1) with the words "L+&.i1 

/7:+50," the reader realizes that (D1) had been a direct quotation from Taisiya.  Since the 

realization occurs only after the reader aligns himself with the textual Speaker, I-I mapping is 

halted.  The reader now understands that he is not part of the hymn, but that he is reading 

                                                
205

 The presence of hypothetical direct quotations from God also appears in Example (16) above.  
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exocentric narrative with an external narrator recounting events of Taisiya's life.  The hymn then 

reverts to Taisiya's direct speech in (D2).  By this point in the hymn, however, I-I mapping is 

impossible since the reader knows he is separate from the textual "I."  In this way Hoecke plays 

with identity and the concept of the Speaker. 

Only one more example is given here, Example (26) below.  Halted I-I mapping is used 

with such frequency in Hoecke's hymns dating from the 1950s and onwards that one can find this 

phenomenon in almost any of these hagiographic services.  Example (26) is from the 1951 

service to saints Spiridon and Nicodemus: 

 

 

(26) Q+.7+/& '+.( '+ &.7&'4 L/-F & '+4@& '+.(, 1<- L9 $'( G-,(, S6+.( '+5( & L0)0 

70?67A-;( /0.B 30'B, 

.&=0 /5"/)%) $'!) 6.+*;-67/=+ 6?0.*+/'+1// 
//77;C0 & '+.( 6?+/37 G-Ci0D '+4@&70. 

 

Establish us in your truth and teach us, for you are God, our savior, and we have endured  

all day for you, 

 thus cried out the two most glorious psalmists 

 //Wherefore teach us also God's truth. 

 

From the first line (Q+.7+/& '+.( @+ &.7&'4 L/-F & '+4@& '+.(, 1<- L9 $'( G-,(, S6+.( 

'+5( & L0)0 70?67A-;( /0.B 30'B) the reader assumes that he is to assume the identity of the 

textual "I," as in hymns that feature I-I mapping.  In the second line, however, we learn that the 

reader is not he who sings praise to God; rather, it is two saints: .&=0 /29/+*+ 0.7+ 

6.+*;-67/=+ 6?0.*+/'+1.   
  

5.5. Establishing the boundaries of I-I mapping 

Let us now briefly revisit canonical––rather than halted––I-I mapping.  Example (27) 

below is from the 1956 service for Taisiya.  Hoecke begins the hymn with the semblance of I-I 

mapping: the first phrase includes the 1st-person singular verb form 6?0/293-A(, and this 

statement is not preceded by a statement identifying the Speaker: 

 

 

(27) I02+/0*&'- '0@0.7i0 6?0/293-A( 371'B;&,  

L+&.i1 ,*+,-*+50 ?93+F:&,  

-)+@0 S43i0 & G-C0 ?0/'-.7B Y*i&'4 6-3+C3B ;&, .7?+.7& 2+<*+7& & ,?7A& -,'0;( 

6-<+1'i1 6-6+*&7&. 

 

I outdid Jezebel's impiety through actions,  

said Taisiya, crying,  

but you, Judge and God, give me the zeal of Elijah to kill my passions and burn my sins 

with the fire of repentance. 

 

 

One might assume that the above example exhibits halted I-I mapping.  The content of 

the hymn's first line (I02+/0*&'- '0@0.7i0 6?0/293-A( 371'B;&), however, indicates that 
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mapping is impossible before the reader even reaches the statement identifying the Speaker 

(L+&.i1 ,*+,-*+50 ?93+F:&).  The Speaker's comparison of Jezebel to himself implies that the 

Speaker leads others into sexual immorality and idolatry.
206

  This quotation is so highly specific 

that it could only have been uttered by a limited set of persons.  When the Speaker's statement 

applies only to a limited set of persons, not every reader can map the identity and words of the 

Speaker onto himself.  A significant point about the I-I mapping is, therefore, that it only occurs 

when general statements of sin or piety are uttered that can be mapped onto every reader.     

Other of Hoecke's innovations in Example (27) above include the use of the direct 

quotation from a saint, the use of overt 1st-person singular morphology, and the fact that the 

saint is the Speaker and God is the Addressee.    

 

5.6. Hoecke's hymns feature psychological access to the saint 

Hoecke's viewpoint structure includes psychological access to the individuals 

portrayed.
207

  One aspect of psychological access includes the revelation of a saint's thoughts in 

the form, "the saint thought x."  A second aspect of psychological access is displayed when 

Hoecke writes that the saint uttered certain phrases: "the saint said x."  Hoecke clearly did not 

witness acts of the saints about whom she writes, and a saint's direct quotation almost certainly 

represents an external rendering of what Hoecke assumed his inner thoughts to be.  Taisiya's 

words I02+/0*&'- '0@0.7i0 6?0/293-A( 371'B;& in Example (27) above demonstrate Hoecke's 

projection into words of what she assumed the saint must have thought in prayer. 

The following hymn, Example (28), is constructed like a narrative, and it offers 

psychological access to the saint.  It begins with (D1), a direct quotation of the saint.  Upon 

reading (D1) the reader assumes that the textual Speaker is intended to map onto himself.  The 

reader learns that he is not the Speaker in the next phrase, (N1), in which he finds that Taisiya is 

the origin of the message. Following (N1) the reader is grounded in the fact that there is no I-I 

mapping.  Example (28) does not include direct quotations of speech; instead, Hoecke projects 

internal thoughts onto the saint.   

 

 

(28) (D1) U45& ;-01 &2;7'4 @7- /-23+;(,  

"For the betrayal of my soul, what will I give?" 

 

(N1) L+&.i1 ./17+1 /( .0)7 6-;95*150,  

Holy Taisiya was thinking to herself, 

 

(D2) +:0 )- ;i?( /0.B 6?i-)?1:4 3454 C0 ;-F 6-,4)*F '&@&;C0 6-*B24F7.1,  

// 77;C0 /.1 20;'+1 '+ 20;*F 6-/0?,+F, & 7*7''+1 /- -,'B /;07+F, 1<- 3+ C&/-7( 

/7@'9D & *&=()++,4 '+.*734F. 

"If I acquire the whole world and lose my soul, there will be no gain  

//Wherefore I throw away all earthly things, and corrupted things I throw in the fire, so 

                                                
206

 See Revelation 2:20-24. 
207

 In the Menaion hymns examined earlier there is only rare psychological access to the saint.  Typically only 

external actions are provided (and brief stock phrases, should the saint chance to speak).  When a saint's internal 

struggles are discussed, the hymn simply states that the saint struggled with his or her passions, and there is no 

psychological access to the saint's thoughts.  See, for instance, Example (1) from §3.3, which demonstrates the 

external nature of the saint's acts. 
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that I will inherit eternal and blessed life."
208

 

 

 

5.7. Hoecke's hymns feature a relatively complex person/viewpoint structure  

 The Menaion hymns examined earlier tend to be rather uncomplicated in terms of person 

and viewpoint.  Hoecke's hagiographic hymns, on the other hand, are formulated in a more 

complex manner.  The relative complexity of her hymns is evident in abrupt switches in person 

and in halted I-I mapping.  Even the presence of I-I mapping itself is an innovation in 

hagiographic hymns, since it is typically found in other hymn genres.  The complexity of 

Hoecke's hymns extends even beyond the aforementioned features.  The following hymn to 

Myrax (1985 or 1986) is one example of her intricate person and viewpoint structure that 

illustrates this complexity.  In the hymn below we find the 1st-person singular form and direct 

quotations.  The hymn is constructed in three parts, although each part contains a hypothetical 

direct quotation of Myrax to Jesus.  In the first part, (a), Myrax addresses Jesus by means of 

quoting back to Jesus Jesus's own words to Simon Peter from the Gospel of John.
209

  The second 

part, (b), consists of Myrax telling Jesus what he would like Jesus to ask him.  The desired 

question is a quasi-embolismatic rephrasing of the Gospel passage with Jesus questioning 

Myrax, rather than Jesus questioning Simon Peter.  (The technique called embolism refers to the 

expression of a direct quotation from Scripture; quasi-embolism refers to the technique of 

paraphrasing from Scripture.)  Part (c) is a continuation of the direct address to Jesus from (a) 

and (b), and it consists of Myrax telling Jesus what Myrax would like Jesus to answer, were 

Jesus to ask the question Myrax asked him to pose in (b):  

 

(29) (a)   

IF)&5& *& 81, S&;-'0, 4@0'&<a L0)0 -7/0?,5+,-.1 /-6?-.&*( 0.&, M-.6-3&,  

"You, Lord, asked your disciple who had betrayed you, 'Do you love me, Simon?'" 

 

(b)   

*F)&5& *& 81, 8&?+<.0, /-6?-.& & ;0'0 '9'7,  

"Ask also me, Merciful Savior, 'do you love me, Myrax?'" 

 

(c) 

S6+c0 6?0;&*-.0?39D, & -7/77( L& 3+;(, '0 .*-/0.9, '- 371'&&, 2+ L0)0 .;0?7B 

6?i0;*1. 

"And I will give you an answer not by words but by deeds, accepting martyrdom for 

you." 

 

                                                
208

 Note that the phrases U45& ;-01 &2;7'4 @7- /-23+;( and '&@&;C0 6-*B24F7.1 are ungrammatical; the 

former needs some sort of preposition, such as "2a," whereas in the latter the word 6-*B24F7.1 may have worked 

better as a participle.  A:0 )- ;i?( /0.B 6?i-)?1:4 3454 C0 ;-F 6-,4)*F '&@&;C0 6-*B24F7.1 is a quasi-

embolismatic paraphrase from Matthew 16:26. 
209

 John 21: 15-17: So when they had dined, Jesus saith to Simon Peter, Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more 

than these? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord; thou knowest that I love thee. He saith unto him, Feed my lambs. !  He 

saith to him again the second time, Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord; thou 

knowest that I love thee. He saith unto him, Feed my sheep. He saith unto him the third time, Simon, son of Jonas, 

lovest thou me? Peter was grieved because he said unto him the third time, Lovest thou me? And he said unto him, 

Lord, thou knowest all things; thou knowest that I love thee. Jesus saith unto him, Feed my sheep. 
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This hymn is complex in person and viewpoint structure in that it provides psychological 

access to the persons depicted while seeming to switch persons (from Myrax to God and to 

Simon Peter).  Grammatically, however, the hymn remains an utterance from one Speaker and 

one point of view, and it may be that the personal nature of Hoecke's hymns is what enables their 

complexity.  Menaion hymns, on the other hand, have a much simpler point-of-view structure.  

Hoecke's innovations with person and perspective represent one of her primary contributions to 

the field of hymnography.   

 

5.8. Conclusions 

 The pre-revolutionary Menaion hymns examined earlier tend to be rather simple in their 

person and viewpoint structure.  When we consider those of Hoecke's hymns that possess a 

canonical person and viewpoint structure, it is clear that she understood how earlier hagiographic 

hymns are formulated.  This indicates that she ultimately continues the tradition.   

At the same time, Hoecke frequently deviates from what is expected.  This chapter has 

examined innovations in Hoecke's use of person and perspective.  Hoecke's Addressee is often 

God, and he is the agent acting on the saint.  In earlier hymns, on the other hand, the Addressee 

is the saint; the saint is an active figure struggling toward sanctity.  Another characteristic of 

Hoecke's hymns is that she utilizes indirect viewpoints.  It is not always the exocentric narrator 

who recounts the saint's acts; the narrator may instead recount the saint's acts from another 

person's viewpoint.  Other characteristics of Hoecke's hymns include abrupt switches in person, 

I-I mapping, halted I-I mapping, and psychological access to the saint.  An overall effect of 

Hoecke's innovations is one of complexity, which is clear in hymns such as Example (29).   

There does not appear to be one over-arching motivation that unites all of Hoecke's 

innovations, but we can make some generalizations.  Unlike Menaion hymns, Hoecke's hymns 

feature the 1st-person singular pronoun and verb forms, direct quotations, and psychological 

access to the saint.  When I-I mapping occurs, her hymns also feature psychological access to the 

reader.  Other genres of hymns do include these elements, such as the confessional and 

devotional hymns in the Great Canon and Morning and Evening Prayers.  The fact that these 

elements tend not to occur in earlier hagiographic hymns indicates that they are more detached 

and focused on pedagogy.  In Hoecke's hymns, on the other hand, there is a marked focus on the 

Speaker as a self-conscious individual since the reader maps the identity of the textual Speaker 

onto himself. 

The 1st-person singular pronoun and verb forms appear in varying frequencies in 

Hoecke's services.  The greatest concentration of such forms is found in the 1985/1986 service to 

Myrax.  In this service 37 out of 40 verses include the 1st-person singular forms.  The 1956 

service to Taisiya is second in terms of quantity of verses featuring 1st-person singular pronoun 

and verb forms, as 20 different individual hymns––more than half of the total––contain these 

forms.  The "I" in Hoecke's services either maps onto the reader of the text or is found in a direct 

quotation of the saint or of God. 

Hoecke's innovations with person and perspective are most frequently found in the 

services to Spiridon and Nicodemus (1951), Taisiya (1956), Sebastian (1959), Tamara (1963), 

Agnes (1963), and Myrax (1985/1986).  These services all fall in the latter portion of Hoecke's 

career as a hymnographer, which spanned from the 1930s to 1986.  We can conclude from this 

that, regarding person and perspective, Hoecke did not begin her career by innovating; rather, her 

style evolved over time.  
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Chapter 6 

 Verbs, participles, and period structure  

in the hymns of Valeria Hoecke 
 

 

   

6.0. Introduction 

 The present chapter discusses Hoecke's use of participles, verbs, and overall period 

structure.  Section 6.1 discusses elements of continuity that link Hoecke's hymns to those of the 

preceding tradition.  Section 6.2 then discusses her innovations.   

 

6.1. Elements of continuity 

  

6.1.2. Person-verb tense correspondences 

Recall that in the Menaion (as it was reformed under Patriarch Nikon) past tense usage is 

automatic and depends on person.  Namely, the second person singular subject is used with the 

perfect tense; all other subjects take the aorist or, much less frequently, the imperfect.   Despite 

the fact that a certain verbal form is used automatically depending on person, there is a 

difference in temporal semantics between events expressed by verbs of the 2nd-person singular 

and non-2nd person singular forms.  This was the primary discussion in Chapter 3.  The majority 

of Menaion hymns (73%) are addressed to saints, and the verb is in the perfect tense.    

 It is apparent that Hoecke understands that past tense usage in hagiographic hymns is 

based on person.  This is remarkable considering that none of the 20th century grammars of RCS 

examined in Appendix I acknowledge the person-based past tense distinction found in many 

RCS texts.  Yet Hoecke has clearly internalized this distinction, as is evident by the fact of 

hymns she has composed such as the following in honor of Empress Feofaniya (1938).  Past 

tenses are boldfaced. 

 

 

(1) R, ^?&.70, >+?F =+?0D, .0 4;079 3;)+=A .*+/4 ;-F, 1<- 3+ .*+/4 L/-F /&C34, 

FC0 (77%& $'( 6?0C30 3+C0 ;i?( .$ 2"'!;, & 7-1 6?&@+.7&7&.1 .6-3-)*F.1,  

// 6?i&;& ;1 1<- 03&'+,- -7( ?+)( L/-&A(, /*+i0%0 $'( )*+C0''+1.  

 

"O Christ, king of kings, in order that I see your glory, which you had before even the 

world came into being, and I am made worthy to partake of it 

//accept me as one of your servants," you, blessed one, cried out.  

 

 

Example (2), composed for Saint Sebastian in 1959, is another hymn that illustrates 

Hoecke's command of the person-past tense verb form correspondence typical of Menaion 

hymns.  The verb in the 2nd person is in the perfect tense, whereas the verb in the 3rd person is 

in the aorist tense.  These verbs are boldfaced.   

 

 

(2) P3&'( '+ .;0?7B /03-;( 2"%& $'(, ;4@0'&@0 /.0A/+*B'0, '0 .4:4 )?+74, '&C0 

3?4,4 ;-*&7/-F 71 4<?76*1F:4, -)+@0 S+;( N-3/&,-6-*-C'&<( ^?&.7-.( /.0!; 
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7& & <?76-.7B 70/7 +*6)6$. 

 

You were brought alone to death, all-praised martyr, not having brother, nor friend to 

strengthen you in prayer; but the Founder of Ascetic Exploits himself, Christ, heeded to 

you and gave you strength.
210

  

 

 

In Hoecke's hymns, one cannot easily draw a semantic distinction between the aorist and 

the perfect tenses, and the tense forms appear to be in complementary distribution.  In the above 

hymn, the events enacted by subjects referenced in the 2nd person (the martyr) and the 3rd 

person (Christ) happened at the same time, and the duration of the two events is identical.  The 

martyr was led to death until he died, and Christ helped the martyr during this act of being led to 

death and until the martyr died.  Despite the identical time reference, the tenses used to describe 

these events are different.  The act of the martyr going to his death is in the perfect tense, 

whereas the act of Christ helping the martyr is in the aorist tense.  Hoecke's tenses are in  

complementary distribution, as they are in the earlier Menaion hymns.   

Example (3) below is from the 1985-86 service for Myrax.  A subject referred to in the 

2nd person takes the perfect tense, whereas a subject referred to in the 1st person takes the aorist 

tense. 

 

(3) P.70.7/+ '0;-:'+,- -<-/+'( 6*7'&=+;&, 1<- I-'+ /- @?0/7 <&7-/0 77;& 430?C+'( 

'*-,79(8&, '- 6?&2/+/( ;1 &2 ,*4)&'9 ;?+<+ ,?7A-/'+,-, 3454 ;-F, 8&*-.7&/0, 

'/*2*6(%& $'(. 

 

Forged in chains of weak nature, like Jonah in the belly of the whale, held, I have 

sinned, but having called me from the depths of sinful darkness, Merciful One, you freed 

my soul. 

 

 

The above Examples (1)-(3) reflect the past tense system as it is found in the Menaion.  The fact 

that they were gathered from services dating to 1938, 1959, and 1986 indicates that Hoecke used 

the reformed past tense system throughout her career as a hymnographer.  Although the 

distinction had all but died out by the 20th century, the tradition does continue with her.     

 

 

6.2.3. Hoecke's use of traditional period structure 

Certain of Hoecke's hymns conform to the general period structure used in earlier 

hagiographic hymns (see §3.1.1).
211

  In Example (4), from Hoecke's 1938 service to Empress 

                                                
210

 Hoecke's use of the verb 3+.9: ("to listen, understand") is interesting.  She obviously intends this to be an aorist, 

but the correct aorist form would be 3+..  
211

 Recall from Chapter 3 that events recounted in the 2nd-person singular tend to be related causally, and conjunct 

participles play a key role in causal sequencing.  Past tense hymns to saints depict specific steps taken by the saint 

during his life that ultimately led to his virtues.  These steps are presented in the form of a series of proofs that are 

intended to convince the reader of the saint's sanctity.  Each phrase in the hymn proposition, constructed with 

conjunct participles and finite verbs, illustrates the struggle the saint took upon himself.  The proof marker 

transitions between the proposition and deduction.  The deduction announces that, because of his struggles (and 

because of the virtues exhibited), the saint is thereby a model for others, holy, or is able to intercede on one's behalf 
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Feofaniya, the expected perfect is used for a past tense address to the saint.  In the proposition 

verbs are combined with conjunct participles to create a series of statements that argue for the 

saint's sanctity.  Following the proof marker 77;C0 is the deduction, which confirms the sanctity 

argued for in the deduction.  The relevant verbs are boldfaced and the relevant participles are 

underlined (as is done throughout this study).   

 

 

(4) P3&'-'+@+*iF L?i&6-.7+.'-;4, /7?'- +*'%1<(%) $'(, G-,-;43?+1,  

/- .;&?0'i& 7/-0;( @0.7B 6-*+,+F:&, &  

/7'@+''4F ,*+/4 7/-F 6-3( 1?0;( ^?&.7-/( /-*B'- 6?0<*-'1F:&, &  

/( ;-*@+'i& 4.7( 7/-&A( 6?0)9/+F:&,  

// 77;C0 & +,$.$'%) $'( .*+/4 7/-F /( M-?'iD J)*)%6,- ,?+3(, /( '0;C0 

+,$2"/)$9(.  

 

You faithfully served the trihypostatic unity, O Godly Wise One, in your modesty 

bringing honor, bowing your crowned head beneath the yoke of Christ, and living in 

silence 

//wherefore you brought your glory to the High Heavenly City, in which you dwell. 

 

 

The proposition indicates that the saint served the trihypostatic unity (the Trinity, or God) by 

doing three things: bringing honor, bowing her head beneath the yoke of Christ, and living in 

silence.  These preconditions for sanctity, which provide a model for the faithful to imitate, are 

not bound to a specific time.  The proof marker 77;C0 represents the dividing line between the 

proposition and the deduction.  The deduction is a conclusion that "proves" Feofaniya's 

saintliness: since she engaged in the acts enumerated in the proposition, she brought glory to her 

city.
212

     

It is clear from the above hymn to Feofaniya that Hoecke recognizes there are two parts 

to a hymn, a proposition and a deduction; she frequently separates these two blocks of the hymn 

with a proof marker.  Example (5)  below is from the 1984 service to Xenia of Petersburg.  It 

also represents Hoecke's use of traditional period structure in hymns addressed to saints: 

  

(5) G023-;'+1 '+ 20;*& .4:&,  

3-;( & C&*&:0 34A4 ./17-;4 /( .0?3=0 ./-0;( 1-*!*/)%) $'( .;&?0''i0;( 

7/-&;(,  

// & '9'7 /( @0?7-27 A?&.7-/7 ,)61$9('0, )*+C0''+1 X.0'i0, )-,4 6?&.'+1. 

 

Being homeless on the earth,  

you prepared in your heart a home and dwelling for the spirit through your humility  

// and now you rejoice in the bridal chamber of Christ, blessed Xenia, close one of 

Christ. 

                                                                                                                                                       
with God.  Thus, a primary function of these hymns constructed in the 2nd-person singular is to provide a model for 

imitation.  The proposition contains preconditions for sanctity, and these nonspecific statements can be replicated in 

innumerable contexts. 
212

 The line 6?0'0.*+ 0.& .*+/4 7/-F /( M-?'iD J)*)%6,- ,?+3(, /( '0;C0 6?0)9/+05& refers to Feofaniya's 

relics, which remain in Istanbul. 
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 In the proposition, the conjunct participle .4:& is paired with the finite verb 4,-7-/+*+ 

0.& to construct an argument for sanctity.  This argument builds to the proof marker & '9'7 , 

which indicates a causal result.  The deduction follows.  It contains an overt assertion of sanctity, 

the fact that Xenia is now in heaven with Jesus: /( @0?7-27 A?&.7-/7 ?+3405&.1, )*+C0''+1 

X.0'i0, )-,4 6?&.'+1.  

 The above examples, gathered from services from 1938-1986, indicate that Hoecke 

understood how verbs, participles, and period structure had traditionally functioned in 

hagiographic hymns.  One would assume, therefore, that her innovations are intentional.   

 

6.2. Hoecke's innovations  

 Having established that Hoecke understood how verbs, participle, and period structure 

operate in hagiographic hymns, we now move to an analysis of the ways in which she deviates 

from the tradition.  Participles will be discussed first, followed by period structure, and then 

verbs.     

 

6.2.1. Participles 

 Many of Hoecke's hymns are characterized by a different distribution of participles than 

that found in earlier Menaion hymns.  In the earlier system conjunct participles are linked with 

finite verbs in a ratio that is close to 1:1.  Hoecke, on the other hand, uses long strings of 

attributive participles or conjunct participles that are not combined with finite verbs.  Her hymns 

also feature long strings of dative participles in dative absolute constructions. 

 

6.2.1.1. Attributive participles 

As demonstrated in Chapter 3 (§3.3), a feature of traditional Menaion hymnography 

addressed to saints is the frequent use of sequencing conjunct participles.  Hoecke, on the other 

hand, combines conjunct participles with finite verbs much less frequently.  Instead, she replaces 

conjunct participles with attributive participles.  Hoecke's overall number of participles per finite 

verb  appears roughly the same as earlier hymns, but she may not have been consciously aware 

of how the differing types of participles are used in older hagiographic hymns (see §3.2).   Many 

examples of long strings of attributive participles can be found in all of Hoecke's services from 

the 1930s-1980s.  

The following Example (6) is a hymn from the service to Myrax.  It is constructed in the 

form of a direct quotation from Myrax to Jesus.  Participles are underlined. 

 

 

(6) I-)2+'i0;( L1 6?03+/9D I43+, '0 -)*-)92+/( 6-<+1'i0, *F)0 '0 &;9D < L0)7 

706*91, '&C0 6?-?+24;7/+1 1<- /.1 ;&*405& -7( 6-<+1'i1 <( L0)7 6?&5035i1, 

503 43+/&.1,  

// '- &2)+/& ;1, M-.6-3&, -7B 7+<-/+,- C0.7.0?3i1 )024;'+,-, 6?i&;& ;-1 ,-?B<+1 

.70'+'i1 -7( 6+30'i1 /-2.7+/*11 ;1, & .6+.& ;1 <+F:(,-.1, 1<- )*+,( & ;&*-.0?3(. 

 

Judas, who by his kiss betrayed you, not having accepted repentance, and [who] not 

having warm love to you , neither having understanding [because of this lack of love] that 

you are merciful to all who come to you with repentance,  having gone, hanged himself;  
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// but deliver me, Lord, from such senseless hardheartedness, receive my bitter groanings, 

raising me from my fall, and save me who is penitent.
213

  

 

 

Almost all participles in the above hymn are attributive and describe Judas.  The attributive 

participial phrases modifying Judas can be enumerated as follows: 

 

1. I-)2+'i0;( L1 6?03+/9D 

2. '0 -)*-)92+/( 6-<+1'i0 

3. *F)0 '0 &;9D < L0)7 706*91 

4. '&C0 6?-?+24;7/+1 1<- /.1 ;&*405& -7( 6-<+1'i1 

 

 

If the attributive participial phrases were removed, little of the hymn would be left; all that would 

remain would be the following:   

 

 I43+... @)> 43+/&.1,  

// '- &2)+/& ;1, M-.6-3&, -7B 7+<-/+,- C0.7.0?3i1 )024;'+,-, 6?i&;& ;-1 ,-?B<+1 

.70'+'i1 -7( 6+30'i1 /-2.7+/*11 ;1, & .6+.& ;1 <+F:(,-.1, 1<- )*+,( & ;&*-.0?3(. 

 

Judas went and hanged himself 

// but deliver me, Lord, from such senseless hardheartedness, receive my bitter 

 groanings, raising me from my fall, and save me who is penitent. 

 

 

Once the participial phrases are removed, it is even easier to see that the content 

conveyed in the hymn is not the sort of discourse expected on the basis of earlier Menaion 

hymns, in which the proposition features an argument for the saint's sanctity.  Interestingly, this 

hymn composed to Myrax does not mention the saint.  Instead of positive argumental proof for 

Myrax's sanctity, we have a statement condemning Judas and imploring God for mercy.     

 The next example also illustrates Hoecke's relative overuse of attributive participles, in 

contrast with traditional hymns that employ conjunct participles.   

 

 

(7) N07?+ 60?/-/0?A-/'+,- L0)0 -7/0?,5+,-.1 6-<+1'i0 6?i0;9D, & 6+.79?1 -/=+;( 

/0*&<+,- 7-,- S-37*+/9D,  

// 6?i&;& ;1, ^?&.70, 1<- -/@+ 2+)*43500, 8&?+<.( ;4@0'&<( /-6i150. 

 

You who accepted the penance of Peter the chief apostle, who had betrayed you, and 

[you who] having made him the great shepherd of the sheep  

//Accept me, Christ, like the lost sheep, Myrax the martyr was crying out.
214

 

                                                
213

 Note that C0.7.0?3&1 is not a word in RCS; either C0.7o<-.0?3&1 or C0.7o.0?3&1 should have been used 

instead.  Additionally, 0=AI!$#%. should be 0=AIa$#%..  This error may have been due to interference from 

Serbian, in which strong jers were replaced by the vowel "a." 
214

 Also interesting is that while Example (7) contains a very distinct proposition and deduction, the proposition 

lacks finite verbs. 
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Were one to reduce the proposition of Example (7) to its basic content, the proposition 

disappears:  it is a string of attributives of Jesus and could be paraphrased as "79." 

 

 

 Jesus (Addressee-subject) 

 Attribute #1: N07?+ 60?/-/0?A-/'+,- L0)0 -7/0?,5+,-.1
215

 6-<+1'i0 6?i0;9D 

 Attribute #2: 6+.79?1 -/=+;( /0*&<+,- 7-,- S-37*+/9D 

 

 

The hymn thus consists of the following overall content, and no arguments for sanctity are 

constructed: 

 

 [L9] 

 // 6?i&;& ;1, ^?&.70, 1<- -/@+ 2+)*43500, 8&?+<.( ;4@0'&<( /-6i150. 

 

 

Example (8) below is from the service to Agnes of Rome.  This hymn, too, contains an 

unusually large number of attributive participles: 

 

 

(8) R, N07?0, +6-.7-*-/( 6e?/-/0?A-/'&@0, -/=9 & +,'=9 7/-1 3-)?7 46+.5iD, /- ,?+37 

<?-/B 7/-F 6?i1/50;(, .?77+D '9'7 -7( 7-,- ,?134:4F '06-?-@'4F +,'&=4, 2+ 

^?&.7+ 2+<+*+0;4F, & <?-/iF ./-0F 129@0.<i1 .</0?'9 -@&:+F:4F,  

//77;C0 //03& F .<-?- <- \,'=4 '+ )?+<&, +',0*-;( & *&<-;( 6?+/03'9A( 

6?&67/+F:&;(, ?+34D.1, \,'i0, '0/7.7- ^?&.7-/+. 
 

O Peter, first among the apostles, having shepherded well your sheep and lambs in the 

city that accepted your blood, meet today coming from that city an unblemished ewe, 

sacrificed for Christ, and by her blood, cleansing the pagan impurities.   

//Wherefore [thanks to this], introduce her to the Lamb's bridal chamber, accompanied by 

the singing of the hosts and angels, "Rejoice Agnes, bride of Christ". 

 

 

The deduction of the above hymn essentially states: 

 

R, N07?0, +6-.7-*-/( 6?0/-/0?A-/'&@0, .?77+D '06-?-@'4F +,'&=4  

O Peter, first among the apostles, meet an unblemished ewe.     

 

The attributive participial phrases describing Peter are as follows:  

1. -/=9 & +,'=9 7/-1 3-)?7 46+.5iD 

2. /- ,?+37 <?-/B 7/-F 6?i1/50;( 

 

                                                
215

 Note that this participial phrase describing God also has an embedded attributive to Peter: 8)91= 

6)13#3)1<#3+=$# E)*) #93)1$@=$#%..  
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The attributive participial phrases describing Agnes are as follows: 

1. '9'7 -7( 7-,- ,?134:4F 

2. 2+ ^?&.7+ 2+<+*+0;4F 

3. <?-/iF ./-0F 129@0.<i1 .</0?'9 -@&:+F:4 

 

 

 Examples (6)-(8) above have demonstrated that Hoecke utilizes many participles in her 

hymns, as do the authors of earlier Menaion hymns.  In Menaion hymns conjunct participles are 

combined with finite verbs to construct an argument for sanctity.  Hoecke's participles, on the 

other hand, are largely attributive.  When one removes these participial phrases the hymn content 

is greatly reduced; one may consequently conclude that her participles convey not ancillary but 

essential information.      

 

6.2.1.2. Dative absolutes 

Another of the striking characteristics of Hoecke's hymns is her frequent use of dative 

absolutes.  Furthermore, her dative absolute constructions often contain long strings of dative 

participles.  Hoecke's hymns thus have a  markedly different distribution of participles than is 

found in earlier Menaion hymns.  In Example (9) below there are four dative case participles 

participating in a dative absolute construction: -).746&/5&;(, A-71:&;(, &.6-*'1F:&;.1, 

and 6?-.1:&;(.   

 

(9) N-*<-;( '0/7?'9A( ,?+3( 7/-D -).746&/5&;(, & 7-D ?+2?45&7& & -,'F 6?03+7& 

A-71:&;(, A?&.7i+'-;( C0 .7?+A-;( & 7?0607-;( &.6-*'1F:&;.1, & 7/-01 

6-;-:&, 6?06-3-)'+1, 4.0?3'- 6?-.1:&;(, /-0/-3+ ,?-2'+1 1/&*+.1 0.&, -?4Ci0 

.;0?7-'-.'-0 6?-7&/4 .+;7A( /?+,-/( -)?+:+F:&, & .;170'i0 /- .7+'7 

/?+C0.<-;( 4.7?-1F:&,  

// 77;C0 %6=%)++i4 7/-&;( 6?03.7+70*B.7/-;( *F3i0 /29/+A4: ?+34D.1 '+ 6-;-:B 

'+;( 6-.675+F:+1, G?&,&7- 6?0.*+/'+1.  
 

When the regiment of unbelievers surrounded your city, and, intending to destroy it and 

burn it, the Christians were full of fear and trembling and diligently asked for your help.  

You appeared as a formidable military leader, a death-bearing weapon turning against the 

enemies and making disarray in the enemy camp. 

//Wherefore the people cried out under your salvific protection: rejoice, Brigitte most 

glorious, who hastens to our help. 

  

 

6.2.2. Period structure 

 The traditional period structure no longer exists as such in many of Hoecke's hymns.  

Hoecke's primary innovations involve her use of negative deductions, inverted deductions, and 

paratactic structure.  Each of these innovations is discussed under its own heading below.  

 

6.2.2.1. Negative deductions  

 In all Menaion services examined for this study the deductions are positive: because of 

the virtues enumerated in the proposition, the saint is worthy or praise, is asked to pray to God 

for the reader, dwells with the saints, and so on.  Many of Hoecke's deductions, on the other 
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hand, involve a negative sentiment.  This is not only a question of "positive" vs. "negative" 

deduction––the entire period structure of older hymns is constructed in the following form:  

 

 

argumental discourse > proof marker > statement of sanctity   

 

 

Once the proposition is void of positive argumentation for sanctity, and the deduction void of a 

declaration of sanctity, the period structure ceases to exist.  Example (10) below is from the 

service composed to Myrax.  The deduction, in italics, expresses fear.     

     

 

(10) Z39D A*7)( L/-D, L7*- L/-0 6?0@&.7-0, & 6i1D L/-F <?-/B )-C0.7/0''4F, 1<- I43+ 

/*56/(-*8& '+ L1 2+6&'+'i0,  

// 97;() *#A%. E3#)$# 37?+=$# #%'(>)+i., C#%6#>4. 

 

Eating your bread, your most pure body, and drinking your divine blood, like Judas I 

raised a resistance against you,  

// wherefore I fear your eternal condemnation, O Lord. 

 

 

This example is atypical for hagiographic hymnography in many ways, the most obvious of 

which is that its Addressee is God rather than the saint.  Despite this, it would have been possible 

for this hymn to have a traditional period structure, had the proposition and the deduction been 

phrased in positive terms.   

 

 

6.2.2.2. Hoecke's inverted deduction 

 Certain of Hoecke's hymns do not end with the deduction, the statement declaring the 

saint's sanctity.  Instead, they open with it.  In Example (11), composed in honor of Spiridon and 

Nikodemus, there are essentially two deductions: one that opens the hymn and one that closes it.  

Both deductions are italicized.   

  

 

(11) "&=()++= )%9=, 61)6#>#*+i4, 1<- '+ .-/77+ '0@0.7&/9A( '0 &3-.7+, & 

 ;i?.<+,- 647& ,?7A-/'+,- &2)7C+.7+, /( 2+<-'& M-.6-3'& 30'B & '-:B 

 6-4@+F:0.1, & A/+*4 S6+.4 & ^?&.74 6.+*-;.<& /-.67/+F:0,  
//77;C0 .0# >1)3)%= >#*1#6&#>+=. +,+7 614 4%<#>4I4<! (43#9= 3! K=4 

3#>3#14%9=%. "#$' 3=%! %&=+# 61#%&=3@'. 

 

You are blessed, O venerable ones, for you did not walk in the council of the ungodly, 

and fled from the path of earthly sin, meditating day and night on the commandments of 

God and singing praises to the Savior and Christ 

//Wherefore upon the leave-taking of life you now dwelt in Paradise like fruitful trees, 

singing praises to God.  
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In this hymn the first verb, 0.7+, is a present tense 2nd-person dual form.
216

  The remainder of 

verbs in this hymn are in the aorist tense.  Instead of offering argumental proof for sanctity and 

then concluding that the saints are holy, Hoecke begins the hymn with the statement that they are 

already blessed: G*+C0''+ 0.7+, 6?06-3-)'i&.  This first line is followed by the expected 

argumental proof for sanctity: the saints did not walk in the council of the ungodly and fled from 

the sinful earthly path, meditating on the Lord's statutes day and night, and singing hymns.  The 

hymn concludes with a second deduction that affirms the saints' sanctity.      

 

6.2.2.3. Hoecke's use of paratactic structure 

 Example (12) illustrates the fact that Hoecke avoids the standard period structure of 

earlier hagiographic hymns.  Instead, she employs the technique of parataxis, in which short, 

simple sentences are used without coordinating or subordinating conjunctions.  The following is 

from Hoecke's 1963 service to Queen Tamara of Georgia: 

 

(12) X+1 ci1 )*&.7+F:+1 1<- 2+?1,  

& 1<- *4'+ )*+,-./77*+1,  
.i1F:+1 1<- .-*'=0,  

,?-2'+1 1<- 6-*=& .- 2'+;0'+;&,  

.i1 0.7B 30?C+/'+1 /*+39@&=+ Y/0?.<i1 20;*&,  

& ^?&.7-/a ?+)+ .;&?0''-;43?7D5+1,  
H)1033) P,- .*4C&70*B'&=+ 4.0?3'+1,  

6?+/-.*+/i1 ?0/'&70*B'&=+ ;43?+1,  

)*+,-'?+/'9AB & )*+,-@0.7&/9A( -7?+3+ & 47750'i0,  

2*-@0.7&/9A( C0 .7?+A( & 6-.?+;*0'i0,  

;-*&7/0''&=+ 2+ ?-3( '+5( '04.96'+1,  

// 77;C0 2-/0;( 0D, ?+34D.1 L+;+?-, >+?&=+ G-,-<?+.'+1. 

 

What is this shinking like dawn,  

good-lighted like the moon 

shining like the sun 

formidable like armies with standards, 

this is the imperial owner of the Iverian land, 

and the most humbleminded servant of Christ 

The fervent server of his church 

a wise zealot of Orthodoxy 

the joy and comfort of the right-behaving and the pious  

the fear and shame of evil-doers 

unfailing intercessor for our kin 

//wherefore we cry to her, "rejoice Tamara, God-adorned queen."
217

 

 

 

In the above hymn Hoecke simply lists attributes of Tamara without making a connection among 

them.  The proof marker, 70;C0, sets off this list of attributes from the deduction.  The deduction 

                                                
216

 It is interesting that Hoecke uses the dual forms since most Menaion services composed to two or more saints 

address the saints as individuals.  See §3.2 and §6.3.3.1.  
217

Note that the nominative H=142= in the last line should be vocative (H=142e) since it is in apposition to E=;=1#.   
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is unlike that of a standard hagiographic hymn.  Instead, it is very similar to the refrain in another 

hymn genre, that of the Akathist, except that whereas in Akathist verses each appellation begins 

with the word p+34D.1, Hoecke's hymn contains only one such word.  Here is a verse from the 

well-known and ancient Akathist to the Theotokos, which will demonstrate the similarity 

between the Akathist genre and Hoecke's hymn above.   

 

  

(13) P+34D.1, PFC0 ?a3oc7B /-2.i107(;  

?+34D.1, PFC0 <*17/+ &2@02'07(.  

J+34D.1, 6+35+,- \3+;+ /-22/+'i0; ?+34D.1, .*02( P/&'9A( &2)+/*0'i0.  

J+34D.1, /9.-7- '043-)-/-.A-3&;+1 @0*-/7@0.<&;& 6-;9.*9;  

?+34D.1, ,*4)&'- '043-)-2?&;+1 & +',0*B.<&;+ -@&;+.  

J+34D.1, 1<- 0.& >+?0/- .73+*&:0;   

?+34D.1, 1<- '-.&5& Q-.1:+,- /.1.  

J+34D.1, H/723-, 1/*1F:+1 S-*'=0;  
?+34D.1, 47?-)- G-C0.7/0''+,- /-6*-:0'i1.  

J+34D.1, PFC0 -)'-/*107.1 7/+?B;  

?+34D.1, PFC0 6-<*+'10;.1 L/-?=4.  

J+34D.1, Q0/7.7- Q0'0/7.7'+1. 
 

Rejoice, you through whom joy will shine forth! 

Rejoice, you through whom the curse will cease! 

Rejoice, recall of fallen Adam! 

Rejoice, redemption of the tears of Eve! 

Rejoice, height inaccessible to human thought! 

Rejoice, depth indiscernible even for the eyes of angels!  

Rejoice, for you are the King's throne!  

Rejoice, for you bear Him who bears all! 

Rejoice, star that causes the Sun to appear! 

Rejoice, womb of the divine incarnation! 

Rejoice, you through whom creation is renewed! 

Rejoice, you through whom we worship the Creator! 

Rejoice, Bride Unwedded!
218

 

 

The Akathist-style parataxis in Hoecke's Example (12) features verbs in the present tense (other 

than, of course, ?+34D.1), which gives the lines a seemingly timeless quality.  The use of the 

present tense makes sense considering that the saint is thought to be in heaven, a state with no 

past or future. 

 

 

6.2.3. Verbs 

 There are two noteworthy phenomena in Hoecke's hymns regarding verb use.  The first is 

her use of both the aorist and perfect forms when the hymn is addressed to two saints.  The 

second is her frequent use of the present tense. 

                                                
218

 RCS from the 8-*&7/-.*-/( (2005:272-3).  English translation is directly from the Prayer Book (1996:291-

292), except that "you" is used in place of "thee," in keeping with the other English translations in this work. 
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6.2.3.1. Hoecke's past tense usage 

 Recall that the 16th-18th century past tense verb reforms resulted in a complementary 

distribution whereby the perfect form is used with the 2nd-person singular subject and the aorist 

or imperfect is used with all other persons.  According to these rules, the dual subject would take 

the aorist tense.  In Hoecke's service to Spiridon and Nicodemus, past tense verb use largely 

corresponds to the norm that was established by these verb tense reforms.
219

  In this service the 

aorist form is used to address dual subjects.  In Example (14) the dual form is boldfaced. 

 

(14) T.F -7*-C&/50, .4074 C&70D.<4F 6-3( 20;*0F /( 60:0?+A( '*3,"'!)'0, 3/-&=0 

)*+C0''+1, A?+'0'i0 4.7-;( 6-*+,+1 '+ 67'i0 4)- 7-<;- A/+*9 L/-01, G-C0, .i1 

-7/0?2+1 

//77;C0 4)- U+/&30 =+?F, .7+'& .( '+;& & .i1 @+3+ 7/-1 & 4@0'&<+ 6-A/+*&, ^?&.74 

4,-3&/5+1 6-3/&,& ./-&;&. 

 

Having laid aside everything, you hid life's vanities under the earth in caves, o blessed 

pair, setting a watch before your mouths, opening their mouths keeping mouths in the 

singing of your praise, God, opening your lips only to sing Your praises, O God. 

//And now, David, stand with us and praise these your children and disciples, who 

pleased Christ with their labors.
220

 

 

 

By contrast, in Example (15) below, from the 1963 service for Zinaida and Filonilla, the 

perfect is used with an address to a dual subject.  It is interesting that Hoecke uses the 2nd-

person plural form to refer to the two saints throughout this service, rather than the expected dual 

form.  This is most likely an error.
221

  In any case, the 2nd-person plural subject would be 

expected to take the aorist tense rather than the perfect one according to the verb reforms.  

Example (15) is not in accordance with the verb tense reforms, and the verb usage in this 

example is thus very different from that found in Example (14).  The perfect tenses are 

boldfaced. 

  

 

(15) Y.7&'4 ^?&.7+ -)?7751, & /- .*73( L-,- 6-70<51, ;4@0'&=9, ;'-,i1 /( /7?7 

^?&.7-/7 1!/$,6(%( $'!$, .7?+.7-'-.&=9, ;'-27;( C0 & '034,& *!&0%( $'!$ 

&;0'0;( ^?&.7-/9;(. 

 

Having found the truth of Christ, and to his glory having run, O martyrs, you confirmed 

many in the faith of Christ, O Passionbearers, and you drove out many infirmities in the 

name of Christ.  

 

                                                
219

 In this service Hoecke employs the aorist form for addresses to the dual subject in sixteen different phrases.  

There is one exception, though: the perfect form is used once in an address to the dual subject.   
220

 Example (14) is also very interesting in that there are several Addressees: the two saints are addressed in the 2nd-

person dual, and God is addressed in the 2nd-person singular.  
221

 Note Hoecke's mistakes in the use of the dual form: #*179@. and 6#9)0@. should be #*179@a and 6#9)0@a 

in the dual; %91=%9#+#%42, in dual should end in either "7" or "a"; '93)1>4&4 )%9) is not a dual, but a plural 

form.  It is interesting that Hoecke vacillates between dual and plural verb forms. 
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Hoecke composed only these two services in honor of two saints (to Spiridon and 

Nicodemus and to Zinaida and Filonilla).  From Examples (14) and (15) it would appear that 

Hoecke is unsure whether to use the perfect or the aorist with dual subjects, and she may be 

uncertain as to whether a dual form is to be used at all.  One reason for her confusion may be the 

general lack of dual subjects in the older Menaion services.  When a service is composed to two 

or more saints, individual hymns within the service tend to be composed to individuals within the 

group, rather than to dual subjects.  The example below is from the Menaion service for 

Constantine and Elena, but the individual hymn is composed only to Constantine.  The 2nd-

person singular past tense forms are boldfaced.
222

 

 
(16) Ne#)BI Da#@ )* !r"0a+<!. t 4G2, ;w+%"2+"j+(, %;$ 1:"#. )*%:# 0s5. 9 3%$ 2 : "(47 4* 

k)$ 1%z ). 8(/5$2 ;#h(/* %:2%$ 1"(5@+*( 8+a/(+0(, $ 4/6( $3 k8h;$ )%‰ :*;*#$ 15. 9 3%$ 2 
:*-. +03$ #$ 1/5z+., n#y60( +(w4*#$ 1/*( $ 3/7zI 6$)*")*#s'0I ;r"., 4526e++(, $ 4/6( 
$ 3 :#$)e5%z 9 3%$ 2 4G, +aA(/,. 

 

The first of all Christian kings, you received the scepter from God; for His saving sign 

was shown to you, which was hidden in the earth, was shown to you.  By its might you 

subjugated all nations and peoples under the Romans' feet, since you truly had Christ's 

life-giving cross as an invincible weapon, , O blessed one, and by it you were also 

brought to our God. 

 

 

Even though a service may overall have been composed to a pair of saints, for example, Saints 

Constantine and Elena, Boris and Gleb, or Zachary and Elizabeth, the vast majority of hymns in 

the service are composed to one or the other of the pair.  As a result, it may have been difficult 

for Hoecke to discern the extent of the past tense verb reforms with regard to the dual.  She must 

have learned the forms from reading or hearing these texts, since she had no formal training in 

RCS. 

 

6.2.3.2. Hoecke's frequent use of the present tense 

 In terms of tense, the most striking characteristic of Hoecke's hymns is her frequent use 

of the present tense in both propositions and deductions. (Menaion hymns, in contrast, typically 

feature the present tense only in deductions.
223

)  As a result, Hoecke's hymns include the present 

tense much more than Menaion hymns.  Hoecke's present tenses also have a broader range of 

functions than those in earlier Menaion hymns, and this results from the increased number of 

environments in which present tenses are found in her hymns.     

 To understand the frequency of Hoecke's present tenses with respect to aorists, perfects, 

and imperfects, a tabulation was made of verbs occurring in seven services, which were selected 

                                                
222

 Menaion 5:163. 
223

 In the earlier Menaion hymn deductions, there is either a continuation of the aorist or perfect tenses from the 

proposition, or else the present tense is introduced in the deduction.  The present tense has two functions in Menaion 

deductions.  One is to assert, still addressing the saint, that the saint is holy (see the deduction in Example 1 in §3.3).  

The other is to present a 1st-person plural hortative statement that could be considered a semi-performative (see the 

deduction in Example 5 in §3.3; see §2.2.4 for a discussion of the 1st-person plural Speaker).  
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more or less at random.  The services selected are those composed in honor of Isidora, Anastasij, 

Spridon and Nicodemus, Paul the Merciful, Juvenali, the Lesna Icon to the Mother of God, and 

Brigitte of Kildare.
224

  In this way a sample of Hoecke's entire output was obtained that included 

766 verbs.  Table 1 provides the resulting breakdown in verb tenses: 

 

  

Table 1. Finite verbs: aorists, presents, imperfects, and perfects used in Hoecke's hymns 

 

Service Aorists Imperfects Perfects Present Total verbs  

Isidora 20 6 36 20 82  

Anastasij  4 1 35 34 74  

Spiridon and 

Nicodemus 

22
225

 2 28 30 82  

Paul the Merciful 8 3 45 34 90  

Juvenali 0 1 46 47 94  

Lesna Icon to the 

Theotokos 

22 1 8 115 146  

Queen Tamara 8 1 26 34 69  

Brigitte of Kildare 21 8 44 56 129  

Totals 105 23 268 370 766  

Percentages 

(rounded) 

14% 3% 35% 48% 100%  

 

 

 

Below I analyze Hoecke's use of the present tense, as well as the resulting effect of this 

tense.  Some major motivational contexts for the present tense include what I call "liturgical 

time"; others are rhetorical questions, da-clauses, and doxology and descriptions of God.  The 

following analysis deals with all verbs that are conjugated with present tense morphological 

endings.  Included are conjugations of "perfective" verbs, or those RCS verbs that look 

perfective from the standpoint of modern Russian.
226

   

 

6.2.3.2.1. Liturgical time 

 Liturgical time is a religious phenomenon by which over-arching, ever-present cosmic 

realities are expressed through the present tense depiction of events.  In hagiographic 

hymnography, the present tense of liturgical time is used, for example, when the hymn takes 

                                                
224

 This count excludes pluperfects and periphrastic future tenses, tenses which are rare both in earlier Menaion 

services and in Hoecke's service.     
225

 The hymns in the service to Spiridon and Nicodemus that are composed in the dual take the aorist tense, whereas 

the hymns composed to only one of the two saints take the perfect.  In this service the ratio of aorists to perfects is 

higher than in other Hoecke services because of her frequent use of the dual.  When Hoecke uses the 2nd-person 

dual subject in the past tense, the verbs are in the aorist tense.  This is in keeping with the 16th-18th century verb 

reforms.       
226

 The word "perfective" is in quotations since Russian scholars assume that aspect in RCS mirrors the Russian 

system; to my knowledge no systematic study has been undertaken, probably because of the assumption that there is 

nothing new to uncover. 
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place in heaven, or when the hymn juxtaposes two individuals or phenomena from disparate 

times and places.  

We have already seen examples of the present tense of liturgical time earlier in this 

dissertation, although they were not labeled as such; recall the deductions in Menaion hymns 

addressed to saints, first discussed in Chapter 3.  The deduction, the conclusion to the 

proposition's argument for sanctity, often states in one way or another that the saint is in heaven, 

thereby "proving" that he is holy.
227

  This present tense in Menaion deductions is that of 

liturgical time.  The hymn deduction below is an excerpt from an earlier Menaion example 

originally given in §3.3.  The statement in liturgical time is boldfaced.  

 

 
(17) //+h+< +2 +4 7%7!. 8(#Da5w/. #28#7AAB/%z, L§( +aA. f(*-0%0 ( , M$ 1%"< 

8#$ 1A$ %™yC "# bD, , /*5s%z +(%#e-%")(++< = $ 56( )7#*C $ 3 5C40)0C 
M"y'$!. "S.   
 

//And now, Feodosij our father, the reflections having been abolished, in the heavens 

you gaze in purity upon the Holy Trinity, praying directly for those who honor you 

with faith and love. 

 

 

Hoecke's deductions, too, often affirm sanctity through liturgical time.  This is illustrated 

by Example (18), which is from Hoecke's service to Agnes of Rome.  The present tense of 

liturgical time in the deduction is boldfaced. 

 

 

(18) \,'&=+ '06-?-@'+1 .7+3+ ^?&.7-/+, /-*<+;( *F79;( 71 4,?92+F:&;(, 6?&70<*+ 

0.& <( U-)?-;4 N+.79?F,  

//&C0 !0 .".7 +)'$!& .) +)<(!78& /7#."8&. 

 

O blameless lamb of Christ's herd, when the bestial wolves bite you, you came to the 

Good Shepherd,   

//who now pastures you in the eternal pasture. 

 

       

 Thus, the present tense of liturgical time occurs in hymn deductions in both earlier hymns 

and in Hoecke's hymns.  However, liturgical time is not limited to deductions.  It is an element 

that frequently appears in propositions as well, both in the Menaion and in Hoecke's hymns.  The 

difference between the use of liturgical time in Menaion propositions and in Hoecke's 

propositions lies in the temporal marker used.  In Menaion hymn propositions the past tense is 

                                                
227

 In deductions of Menaion hagiographic hymns either the saint is addressed as holy, or there is a 1st-person plural 

hortative statement praising the saint.  Either way, the deduction involves an implicit assertion that the saint is a 

saint and ought to be praised.  These assertions are in the present tense because they apply to all times, not only to 

the time when the saint lived.  

Both Menaion hymns and Hoecke's hymns make use of liturgical time in hymn deductions.  Menaion 

hymns, however, utilize the past (perfect or aorist) to express liturgical time in hymn propositions.  Hoecke's 

innovation is to use the present tense for liturgical time in the same environment. 
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used in order to express liturgical time, whereas in Hoecke's hymn propositions the present is 

used for this purpose. 

 Examples (19) and (20) below are from the Menaion service to Feodosij of the Kiev 

Caves, and they illustrate the fact that Menaion propositions utilize the past tense in order to 

express liturgical time.
228

  Example (19) discusses an event that takes place in heaven, namely 

the angels praise Feodosij.  Example (20), on the other hand, juxtaposes Feodosij with Abraham.  

These two figures are from disparate time periods.  Aorists expressing liturgical time are 

boldfaced.  

 

 
(19) E)*‰ :0-)$3$ )*%:7A2 &3G5@%;0z %$ 65B, f(*-0%0(, $3 ")*E 6$"0E 5$1;. :#: d4+B!. 

:*!)25$ 2 , %)7"5*( $3 O;#2Ae++*( /*+a!w). #a-*)2+0(.  
//"7/. $3 +h+< #a-,z%z 9 3/Y, )(%(5$ 1A$%z, :*S %*35a%+w:  
L"#*DB, 4l3*%5*)$1"(, %)z'e++$DB, )*%:0I"(, 5C 1-0(, :#()*8+*%$1"( )* )%‰ )7;$. 
 
The angelic hosts hymned your struggles, O Feodosij, and the choir of the venerable 

praised your way of life, the bright and adorned joy of monastics.   

//Wherefore also now, rejoicing in him, be joyful, singing together: O youths, bless, O 

priests, sing, O people, exalt his name forever. 

 

 
(20) [0)BI +a/. k)$ 1 %z 1)#2a/., 6e#"), :#$+*%S 4G,, &3+D2 )8e/5C'23* 3#<!$ 

)%(3w2 /j#2 )*$1%"$++,, !574B %*")*#sz %)*$1/$ #,;a/$ M$ 1%"B/$. 
A new Abraham was revealed to us, offering sacrifice unto God, a lamb truly taking on 

the sins of the whole world, making breads with his pure hands. 

 

 

Instead of the aorist, Hoecke uses the present tense in her propositions to express acts of 

those in heaven or to juxtapose of two temporally disparate persons.  Example (21) below 

illustrates Hoecke's depiction of events that take place in heaven.  This hymn recounts the 

rejoicing of angels at the entrance into heaven of saints Valeria, Kiriakia, and Maria.  The 

moment of their translation from earth to heaven is described in the present tense.  This event 

takes place not only at the real-world moment of their death, but mystically and at all times; the 

present tense is that of liturgical time.  It is boldfaced.   

 

(21) U'0.B +',0*& - @0*-/7=7A( ,)614!'0, & ;4@0'&<( .-)-?& !*,<$'!/14!&, .0 )- 

'-/91 .7?+.7-70?6&=9, /( @0?7-,( '0)0.'9D .- .*+/-F //*60!'0, -7( ?4<& G-Ci1 

4/7'@+7&.1, 3'0.B /7?'i& /( A?+;( M-.6-30'B 6?&70<+F:0,  

03&'9;& 4.79 & 03&'9;( .0?3=0;( /*'+7/)$7&, .7?+3+*B@0.<4F 6+;17B ./179A( 

37/( /.0A/+*B'9A( X&?i+<i&, T+*0?i& & 8+?i&, 77A( ;-*&7/+;& 4 ^?&.7+ G-,+ 

-.7+/*0'i1 6?0,?750'iD 6?-.1:0, & /0*i1 ;&*-.7&. 

 

Today angels rejoice about humans, and the choirs of the martyrs solemnly celebrate.  

                                                
228

 Menaion 5:19-30. 
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For behold new passionbearers are led into the heavenly bridal chamber to be wed from 

the hand of God.  Today the faithful run to the temple of God.   

We praise with one mouth and with one heart the suffering memory of the holy virgins, 

the all-celebrated Kiriakia, Valeria, and Maria, by their prayers asking of Christ God 

forgiveness of sins and great mercy. 

 

 

In Example (22) Hoecke utilizes the present tense to juxtapose two disparate phenomena.  

This hymn is from the service to the Lesna Icon of the Theotokos, in which the appearance of the 

icon is compared to the birth of Christ.  It is because of the poetic similarity surrounding the 

circumstances of the events that the hymnographer is able to compare them in liturgical time:  
 

 

(22) N+<& 6+.79?i0 #160!'0, 6+<& 8+?i& U7/0 .- G-,-;*+30'=0;( +*3%).04!'0, '0 /( 

/0?7067 T&K*00;.77;(, '- /( 34)?+/7 G4<-/&@.77D,  

6+<& ./77-;( '0)0.'9;( *2%('!)/)4!'0 & @43- *F30;( /*5/7=)4!&,  

&C0 /7?4 0;50 )*+,-/7.7iF /&377& N?0)*+,-.*-/0''4F .- 7:+'i0;( !$31!&,  

//PDC0 & ;9 .( '&;& /*5*+i(7&: ?+34D.1 T*+39@&=0, S/770 '02+A-3&;9D 345( 

'+5&A(. 

 

Again the shepherds are amazed, again the Virgin Mary with the God-infant are 

worshipped; not in a Bethlehem manger, but in a Bukovich oak tree.  Again it shines with 

heavenly light and they [the shepherds] announce with faith the miracle to the people, for 

they run with haste to see the Most Blessed One.   

//Wherefore we also with them cry out: rejoice, Mistress, the uncreated light of our souls. 

 

 

 Hoecke's use of the present tense conveys to the events a sense of immediacy that was 

lacking in the earlier hymns.  This tense makes the action seem to unfold before the eyes of the 

one reading the hymn.  In fact, Hoecke's use of the present tense could be likened to the telling of 

a joke or a folk tale in the present tense, in that events unfold in the present.
229

  Whether or not 

the event ever occurred––or when or where––is irrelevant.  Since liturgical time is a different 

concept than earthly time, any tense could theoretically be used.  Hoecke uses the present tense 

because this tense can be used for generic time reference.  It is the unmarked tense in a 

structuralist analysis of the tense system, and Timberlake 2009 calls it the "null" tense.
230

  Thus, 

it can be assigned extremely special qualities.  In earlier Menaion hymns, in contrast, it was the 

aorist that was used to express liturgical time in hymn propositions.  It may be that the aorist 

functioned as the tense for generic time reference in Menaion propositions.         

 The following Example (23) also illustrates liturgical time.  This hymn, from Hoecke's 

1959 service to Sebastian, juxtaposes two disparate phenomena: the blood of Abel and the blood 

of Sebastian.  The present tense verb is boldfaced.     

 

 

                                                
229

 The effect of vividness and immediacy provided by the present tense of liturgical time is different, though, from 

historical present usage, in that liturgical time portrays cosmic realities rather than past events. 
230

 From an April 19, 2009 lecture at the University of California, Berkeley. 
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(23) \/0*0/9 <?-/0 '06-?-@'7D5+1 & )02/&''7D5+1, <?-/B 7/-1 @0.7'+1, S0/+.7i+'0, 
-7( ?+'( '0&.@07'9A( 2+ ^?&.7+ &2*i1''+1,  

// /*+i$!& 1.'- <- M-.6-34. 

 

Abel’s blood—blameless and guiltless-- [is] your honorable blood, Sebastian, pouring 

from countless wounds 

// it cries clearly to the Lord.   

 

 

In the above example there is no overt present tense in the proposition because the copular verb 

"to be" is elided; despite the elision, however, the idea of the present is implied.  It is likely that 

Hoecke elides the present tense to heighten the effect of the erasing of all temporal boundaries 

between situations.  If the present is used as a generic tense, it makes sense that the copular verb 

could be elided without affecting the semantics of the phrase.  The overt present tense form then 

appears in the deduction. 

 Example (24) below, from the service for Taisiya, is another Hoecke hymn that takes 

place in liturgical time.  In fact, liturgical time appears with such frequency in her hymns that it 

suffices to open any service to find many examples of its use.  All references to her life are made 

in the present tense, as if the events were unfolding before those hearing the hymn. 

  

(24) R, 6?0.*+/'+,- @430.0, <-?0'B ,'&*( *-24 )*+,-6*-3'4F 61#4/16%9=)9! 

&.7-@'&<( .;?+30'( /-39 C&/91 &.6-*'107.1, 7B;+ 6?-./7:+07.1, )*43'&=+ 
=7*-;43?.7/407(, ?-.<-50.7/-/+/5+1 6?0C30 6-.7-;( &2.4:+07.1, & <0**i1 

)023/0?'+1 /?+7+ '0)0.'+1 -7/0?2+07(, /( '1C0 /A-31:&, L+&.i0, *&<& 6?+/03'9A( 

.( ?+3-.7iF .?77+05&.1.   
 
 O, strange wonder!  A rotten root springs forth a fruitful vine, a stinking well-spring is 

filled with living water, darkness is illumined, a fornicator becomes wise, living in luxury 

is dried up before a fast, and a doorless cell opens the gate to heaven  

into which you enter, Taisiya, with joy you meet the choirs of the righteous.   

 

 

6.2.3.2.2. The present tense in rhetorical questions 

     Prefixed RCS verbs conjugated in the present tense are often found in rhetorical 

questions in Hoecke's hymns.
231

  The purpose of the rhetorical question is to affirm or deny a 

point strongly by asking it as a question.  Questions entertain two possibilities: that which is 

mentioned as well as its alternative.  Thus, an element of rhetorical questions is a consideration 

                                                
231

 I have used the term "prefixed present tense" rather than "perfective" to describe such verbs because we cannot 

assume that RCS has the same aspect system as modern Russian, despite the fact that all grammars of RCS seem to 

assume that RCS aspect functions in exactly the same way as aspect in Russian, eg. "Verbs in Church Slavonic, as in 

Russian, differ according to aspect...almost all verbs have corresponding, paired forms in the imperfective and 

perfective aspects" (Gamanovich 2001:156-7).  Because of this assumption, no analysis of RCS aspect has ever been 

done, although it is quite possible that the RCS verbs which look similar to perfective and imperfective verbs in 

modern Russian do not have the same semantics in RCS.  For instance, I have observed that the RCS verbs that look 

perfective (from the Russian language standpoint) do not necessarily indicate a future time.  Unfortunately a 

systematic examination of aspect in RCS is out of the scope of this dissertation.  See Appendix I for a discussion of 

descriptions of RCS tenses.   
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of alternatives.
232

   

In Example (25), from Hoecke's service to the Lesna Icon to the Theotokos, we see the 

prefixed present tense form of the verb ?0@& used in a rhetorical sense.  The present tense form 

&2?0@07( serves to show that expression of joy could not possibly be expressed in this world 

under the given circumstances.  The implication is that it possible in another world (that is, 

heaven) to describe this joy. 

 

 

(25) XiD 129<( (5,$#$!& ?+3-.7B 4@0'&<-/( ^?&.7-/9A( 0,3+ 6- 4.60'i0 L/-0;( 

/&375+ L1 C&/4 .4:4...   
 

What tongue could express the joy of Christ's apostles when, upon your dormition, they 

saw you to be living... 

 

 

6.2.3.2.3. The present tense in da-clauses 

 As discussed in Chapter 2 (§2.4.1.6.2) the Great Canon includes hypothetical imperative 

da-clauses.  In the hypothetical imperative da-clause the protasis is an imperative to oneself to 

perform a specific act so that a certain goal would be obtained.  The goal is expressed by means 

of a da-clause.  Hoecke's hymns include a variant on the hypothetical imperative da-clause.  The 

imperative in the protasis is addressed to God, rather than oneself, of the type "do x, God, so that 

y will happen to me."  The da-clause is inherently modal in that it expresses possibilities and 

alternatives.  Recall the following hymn to Empress Feofaniya, also used as an example in §6.1.2 

above.  The verbs /&C34 and .6-3-)*F.1 in the da-clause express the possible outcome that 

hinge on the imperative addressed to God, 6?i&;& ;1 1<- 03&'+,- -7( ?+)( L/-&A(. 

 

 

(26) R, ^?&.70, >+?F =+?0D, .0 4;079 3;)+=A .*+/4 ;-F, 03* 6) '%)/1 :/*4 /(<61, 

FC0 &;7*( 0.& 6?0C30 3+C0 ;i?( '0 )9.7B, & 7-1 6?&@+.7&7&.1 .6-3-)*F.1,  

// 6?i&;& ;1 1<- 03&'+,- -7( ?+)( L/-&A(, /-6i1*1 0.& )*+C0''+1.  

 

"O Christ, king of kings, in order that I see your glory, which you had before even the 

world came into being, and that I am made worthy to partake of it 

//Accept me as one of your servants," you, blessed one, cried out.  

 

 

The first part of this hymn is a direct quotation from Empress Feofaniya, in which she requests 

that Jesus accept her as one of his servants.  Her desired goal is to see his glory and to be worthy 

to partake of it.  The potential consequences of seeing his glory and being worthy are 

hypothetical and hinge on the condition that Jesus accept her.  

 

 Hoecke uses the present tense conjugation of prefixed verbs to express modality in 

rhetorical questions and in da-clauses throughout her hymns.  Menaion hymns are more 

                                                
232

 Timberlake refers to the consideration of alternatives as a "modality" (2004:372). 

The prefixed present tense conjugation also appears widely in Hoecke's hymns in goal-oriented da-clauses.  

She tends to link the "perfective" verb with the expression of modality, rather than with the expression of time.   
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formulaic, and the expression of modality is a less significant operator in them than in Hoecke's 

hymns.    

 

6.2.3.2.4. Praise for or descriptions of God and the saints 

Recall from §3.9 that, in the Menaion, God is high on the Divinity Hierarchy, and that 

hymns referring to God in the 3rd person are dogmatic statements about God in time (i.e. 

pertaining to the incarnation of God as man).  Hoecke's services also include hymns referencing 

God, but they are addressed directly to him in the present tense and do not refer to God's acts in 

time.  Rather, they are doxological statements or general descriptive statements about God.  

Example (27), from the 1956 service to Taisiya, contains a description of God that is addressed 

to God in the present tense.  This description is italicized.   

 

(27) L/-&A( .430)( )023'4 <7- &.6-/7.7B, C#c6#>4, +4/3#>4@4 *# 4 3#/3#>4@4, 
%;41.)@4 4 3#/+#%4@4, 4 $17@+,. '*7&.)@4, %0*-/7<-*F)@0.                         
 

Who would know the abyss of your judgments, O Lord, you raise up and you take down, 

you humble and you exalt, and you whiten the sinful, Lover of mankind.
233

  

 

 

The above hymn has two parts.  The first is rhetorical and makes use of a verb that looks 

perfective from the standpoint of modern Russian (L/-&A( .430)( )023'4 <7- &.6-/7.7B).  The 

second part describes what God does: '&2/-3&5& )- & /-2/-3&5&, .;&?105& & /-2'-.&5&, & 

,?75'91 4)7*105&.  Although God is the grammatical Addressee, the pragmatic content of the 

hymn indicates that the Addressee is actually the reader.  The illocutionary force of the address 

to God is a command to the reader to regard God in a certain way.  Thus, the hymn is didactic, 

although it is in the form of a contemplation addressed to God.   

 Hoecke's descriptive statements about God are often phrased in negative terms, as in 

Example (28), from the service for Saint Juvenali.  To phrase a statement about God in negative, 

rather than positive, terms is an expression of apophatic theology, the theology of paradox.  In 

order to describe what God is, she describes what God is not.  This is done to indicate that the 

object of description is  transcendent.
234

      

 

(28) ...'7.7B ./17( 6+@0 L0)0 M-.6-34.  

 ...There is none holy besides you, O Lord. 

 

 

Doxology presents general characteristics of God in terms of universal, eternal truths that 

are relevant in the past, present, and future.  Since the present is the most basic of the tenses, 

with the most general meaning, it makes sense that praise to God would be in this tense, which is 

normally used in Slavic for generic and timeless statements.  Were one to doxologize in the past 

or future tenses, the implication might be that God is to be praised only in those times.   

Earlier Menaion services to saints include hymns about God, but, as discussed in §3.9, 

they were not so much doxology as the description of acts of dogma in time, such as the 

                                                
233

 "Q&2/-3&5& )- & /-2/-3&5&, .;&?105& & /-2'-.&5&" is a common liturgical phrase originating in the 

Psalms; ",?75'91 4)7*105&" also refers to Psalm 50 (8-*&7/-.*-/( 2005:11-13). 
234

 Compare, for instance, the following two phrases: '7.7B ./17( 6+@0 L0)0 and L9 0.& ./17(. 
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incarnation of God as Jesus.  Acts of dogma in time can be depicted in the past tense since they 

occurred at a specific time.  This explains one of the differences in tense usage between Hoecke's 

hymns and Menaion hymns.   

 

6.3. Conclusions 

 This chapter has discussed the degree to which Hoecke's hymn structure corresponds to 

the earlier Menaion hymn structure with respect to her use of participles, verbs, and period 

structure.  Although her hymns follow the Menaion model in many ways, they also frequently 

deviate from that which is expected.  Her use of participles differs from the traditional in that she 

utilizes long strings of attributive participles, long strings of dative participles in dative absolute 

constructions, and strings of conjunct participles unmatched with corresponding finite verbs.  In 

lieu of traditional period structure she utilizes paratactic structure, inverts the deduction, or 

composes a deduction phrased in negative terms.  Hoecke uses both the perfect and the aorist for 

address to dual saints and in her hymns the present tense appears much more frequently than in 

earlier hymns.  In Hoecke's hymns the present tense represents many semantic components, 

including doxology, description, liturgical time, rhetoricality and modality.  Her formal present 

tense cannot be confused with time.  Rather, the present tense expresses virtually nothing about 

time.   

In Hoecke's hymns, by means of the present tense forms, events unfold as if taking place 

before the reader, God is described in terms of general qualities, and options and alternatives are 

presented.  Whereas Menaion hymns are formulaic in their content, Hoecke's hymns open up the 

possibilities for options and alternate worlds.   

Ultimately, Hoecke uses the present tense more than authors of Menaion hymns because 

she deviates from the traditional period structure with its argumental discourse.  By doing this 

she frees herself from the use of the perfect tense.  Hoecke also broadens the genre of 

hagiographic hymnography to include elements (such as parataxis) from other hymn genres.     
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

 
 

 

This study has discussed the fate of the highly stylized and specialized liturgical 

language, Russian Church Slavonic, which has historically been strictly controlled by authorities 

and has conformed to established norms.  This work has analyzed the results of two major waves 

of innovations that affected RCS: The first wave of innovation was a long process, spanning the 

16th-18th centuries, and involved the codification of RCS grammar and the revision of liturgical 

texts.  A rule was codified for the use of past tense forms, according to which only the perfect 

form would be used with the 2nd-person singular subject (see §1.3).  This dissertation has 

examined the syntax of participles, tense, and person and viewpoint, and analyzed the ways in 

which they fit together in different genres of liturgical texts written in RCS.   

 Chapter 2 examined the anomalous characteristics of person in RCS.  The person and 

viewpoint structure of Menaion hagiographic hymns is relatively uncomplicated: in roughly 75% 

of Menaion hymns the saint is the Addressee.  In the proposition, which is addressed to the saint, 

the Speaker is unself-conscious; he does not refer to himself in the text.  In the deduction, the 

grammatical person may switch from the 2nd-person singular (an address to the saint) to the 1st-

person plural (a hortative statement addressed to the faithful).  Use of the 1st-person plural does 

not, however, simply mean a multiplication of the 1st-person singular (see §2.2.4).  In Menaion 

hymns the Addressee never responds within the text; discourse is thus asymmetrical and 

nonreciprocated.  About 25% of these hymns do not address a saint at all.  Instead, they discuss a 

3rd-person Other.  In such hymns there is no switch to the 1st-person plural in the deduction. 

 In the Great Canon of Andrew of Crete, the Addressee is the Speaker's own soul.  The 

textual Speaker overtly refers to himself in the text with 1st-person singular pronoun and verb 

forms, and each reader of the text is intended to map the Speaker's identity onto himself; I 

designate this phenomenon "I-I mapping" (see §2.2).  As in Menaion hymns, the Speaker never 

becomes the Addressee, and discourse is nonreciprocated and asymmetrical.  The Great Canon, 

like hagiographic hymns, represents the genre of discourse.     

The overt 2nd person, the Addressee, appears primarily in discourse, but may also appear 

in dialogue chunks embedded in narrative.  The overt, self-conscious Speaker who refers to 

himself in the text can be found in both discourse and narrative.  This type of Speaker appears in 

endocentric narrative in which he is a character in the story, and he also appears in discourse.  

The 3rd-person Other is found primarily in narrative, but is also pulled into discourse by means 

of comparisons with the Speaker or Addressee.   

A correlation among tense, person, and genre is established in Chapter 2.  Narrative is 

either exocentric or endocentric, and primarily features the 1st and 3rd persons.  The 2nd person 

is not found in narrative chunks in RCS narrative, although it does appear in chunks of dialogue 

within a larger narrative.  The realm of the 2nd person is therefore in the genre of discourse.  

Discourse is the genre of possibilities and options, whereas narrative is that of constativity, 

specificity, and the pinning down of events within time.  I argue that the discourse–specific niche 

for the 2nd person may have led to the reformed past tense system formulated in the 16th-18th 

centuries, in which the 2nd-person singular subject would only be found alongside one formal 

past tense: the etymological perfect.  In the RCS liturgical language, the primary number 

correlated with use of the 2nd person is the singular; this may be due to the fact that the 2nd-
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person singular is featured in hagiographic hymnography, as well as in hymns addressed to God 

and the Theotokos. 

RCS may share some similarities with Old Russian regarding the special status of the 

2nd-person singular.  Zaliznjak (2008:108) describes one major rule pertaining to the 2nd-person 

singular subject in Old Russian: ".../ 6?&3+7-@'9A, //-3&;9A &2(1.'&70*B'9; 8ko & / 

6?&3+7-@'9A -7'-.&70*B'9A 6?+<7&@0.<& /.0,3+ /9.746+07 60?K0<7, + '0 +-?&.7..." (see 

§1.3).  The conjunction 8ko is thus used, in Old Russian, to express reasons.  Based on my 

findings concerning RCS, I might suggest one explanation for the correlation among the 2nd-

person singular subject, 8ko, and the perfect tense in Old Russian.  This is that the presentation 

of act motivation (8ko) is related to options and alternatives, and the 2nd person is the person 

who appears in texts that supply act motivation, namely discourse.  As I argued in Chapter 2, in 

RCS there is a link between, on the one hand, the use of the 2nd-person singular subject and its 

automatically perfect past tense, and, on the other, texts that present possibilities and alternate 

worlds.  Future work is necessary to determine the extent of correlation among tense, person, and 

genre in Old Russian. 

 Chapter 3 returned to the topic of the reformed past tense system discussed in Chapter 1.  

Despite the fact that a certain verbal form is used automatically depending on person, there is a 

difference in temporal semantics between events expressed by verb forms in the 2nd-person 

singular and those in any other person-number correlation.  Apostrophic hymns, those which are 

addressed to the saint, argue for the saint's sanctity by presenting preconditions for sanctity and a 

confirmation of their fulfillment.  Conjunct participles play a key role in causal sequencing.  

Nonapostrophic hymns behave differently: some pair with sequencing conjunct participles, 

whereas others do not.  Whether or not the structure of a nonapostrophic hymn includes  

conjunct participles is determined by the semantic field of the subject.  Subjects that are high on 

the Divinity Hierarchy do not pair with this type of participle, whereas subjects that are low do.  

As a result of the tense reforms, a semantic distinction evolved correlated with the possible 

means of depictions of events in which a certain type of subject can engage.     
 
   

  Another wave of innovations in RCS took place following a sudden upheaval, namely the 

Bolshevik revolution and the subsequent repression of religion in the Soviet Union.  Many 

Orthodox Christians fled abroad, which resulted in a diaspora situation.  Hymnographers were 

cut off from traditional institutional structures, such as Russian Orthodox seminaries, and, most 

importantly, text editors.  The ultimate result was freedom for the hymnographer to innovate.  

Valeria Hoecke, a hymnographer of the diaspora, both perpetuates and deviates from the 

traditional structure of hymns.  The corpus of her hymns was analyzed to discover the extent and 

type of innovation that occurred in diaspora.       

Many of Hoecke's hymns possess a canonical person and viewpoint structure; this fact 

indicates that she understood the traditional method of hymn composition.  When she does 

innovate, though, her innovations are drastic.  For instance, in Menaion hagiographic hymns the 

Addressee is almost always the saint, who prays to God or actively struggles for sanctity.  By 

contrast, in Hoecke's hymns the Addressee is often God.  God is now the agent acting on the 

saint, leading him/her out of corruption and sin.  To take another example, in Menaion hymns an 

exocentric narrator recounts the saint's life.  In Hoecke's hymns, on the other hand, the events of 

the saint may be recounted indirectly, by a textual 3rd person.  Hoecke's hymns include abrupt 

switches in person, I-I mapping (nonexistent in the hagiographic hymns earlier examined), halted 

I-I mapping, and psychological access to the saint's thoughts (these are discussed in §5.4).  The 

primary innovation in Hoecke's hymns, however, is her frequent use of 1st-person singular 
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pronouns and verb forms, which results in a focus on the Speaker as a self-conscious individual.  

By contrast, in earlier Menaion hymns the reader never becomes a Speaker, and the purpose of 

the hymn is pedagogical: the life of the saint serves to model a certain behavior. 

Hoecke is also innovative with respect to her use of participles, verbs, and period 

structure (this is discussed in Chapter 5).  She composes hymns with long strings of attributive 

participles, long strings of dative participles in dative absolute constructions, and strings of 

conjunct participles unmatched with corresponding finite verbs.  In lieu of traditional period 

structure, Hoecke utilizes paratactic structure, inverts the deduction, or uses a deduction phrased 

in negative terms.  Hoecke's hymns feature both the perfect and the aorist tense in 2nd-person 

dual addresses to a saint; according to the 16th-18th century verb tense reforms one would 

expect only the aorist in this context.  In Hoecke's hymns the present tense appears much more 

frequently than in Menaion hymns, and she uses it for doxology, description, liturgical time, 

rhetoricality and modality.     

Since the information about her writings is limited, one cannot determine with certainty 

whether or not Hoecke's innovations from the earlier hymn structure were intentional.
235

  In 

terms of person and viewpoint, some of Hoecke's hymns are akin to the those of 20th century 

poets such as Anna Akhmatova (see §5.4.4).  In addition to RCS hymnography, Hoecke also 

composed poetry in Russian; it is likely that contemporary Russian poetry influenced her 

hymnography.  Hoecke also merged genres of hymns, utilizing the person and viewpoint 

structure of nonhagiographic works such as the Great Canon in her hagiographic hymns.  In 

terms of participles and verbs, however, I could not find a predecesor to Hoecke's style in any 

other hymn genre.  This would seem to indicate that Hoecke read the older hymns, interpreted 

their structure in a new way, and then reproduced in her hymns this understanding of the older 

structure.  In such a case her innovations would be unintentional.  However, there is a clear 

nonlinguistic argument supporting the hypothesis that her innovations were deliberate, and this is 

that half of Hoecke's services were composed in honor of female saints, as opposed to three 

percent of Menaion services.  This choice of hers, to devote fully half of her hymns to female 

subjects, was clearly intentional.  This gives us reason to assume that other changes she made 

were intentional as well.       

This work has analyzed person and viewpoint, as well as participles, verbs, and period 

structure, in both old and new hymnography.  RCS is a highly specialized and stylized liturgical 

language, and it is clear that it does not function in the same way as other languages.  Up until 

now, the natural tendency has been to describe RCS through the lens of another language.  In the 

16th-18th centuries, for instance, grammars were written that modeled RCS on Greek or Latin; 

more recently, 20th century grammars model RCS on modern Russian or on Old Church 

Slavonic.  I have demonstrated that RCS has its own distinct systems of person and viewpoint, 

and of participles, verbs, and overall structure.  From this it follows that RCS, due to its special 

character, needs to be analyzed anew from the ground up.  None of the grammars or descriptions 

of RCS that were consulted for this study analyze this language as it is actually used.  I hope to 

have shown that this type of analysis has obscured the grammar and rhetorical structure of RCS, 

the extent and the types of Hoecke's innovations, and the essential continuity––despite these 

innovations––of her work with the whole body of earlier hymnography.   
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 I was unable to locate diaries or any written information about Hoecke's hymns other than that which I have 

included in this study.   
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Appendix I 

The RCS past temporal system:  

modern grammars vs. actual usage 

  
 

 

The present section surveys what modern grammars of RCS say about the past tense 

system, and discusses the failures of these grammars to account for the very well-attested usage 

that has been the topic of the present work.  This section also speculates as to the reasons for this.   

Considering that the entire Menaion, Morning and Evening Prayers, the Psalter, the 

Sluzhebnik, the Trebnik, the Pentecostarion, the Great Canon, and the modern hagiographic 

hymns of Valeria Hoecke all reflect the reformed past tense system discussed in §1.2, it is 

surprising that 20th century RCS grammars provide only the inherited past tense paradigms, 

instead of the reformed ones.
238

  Twentieth-century grammars list separate formal paradigms for 

the perfect, aorist, imperfect, and pluperfect (which is rarely used in RCS and is therefore not 

examined in this study, nor is it discussed below).  Each of the past tenses is described as having 

a distinct semantic meaning as well.  This section reviews, in chronological order, what available 

20th century RCS grammars say about the past tense system.  Direct quotations are provided 

often in order to preserve nuances in the original descriptions of the tenses.  

 

Mitropol'skij 1905 

 N1=90=. $1=;;=940= H)10#3+#-%&=3.+%0=$# ./,0= +#3=$# 6)1i#>= lists inherited 

forms for the 61#9.()++#) (imperfect), =#14%9!, and %#3)1@)++#) (perfect) tenses.  No 

explanations are given as to the meaning of the tenses.   

 

Grigorev 1939 

In his N1=90=. $1=;;=940= 2)10o3+#-%&=3.+%0#$# ./,0=, Grigorev gives formal 

paradigms, rather than functional descriptions, of the aorist, the imperfect (which he calls 

6?03A-31:00), and the perfect (what he calls 6?-503500 .-/0?50''-0) (1939:51).  The 

paradigms contain forms that reflect the inherited tense system.   

 

Bonchev 1952 

Archimandrite Atanasij Bonchev, in H!10#3+#%&=3.+%0= $1=;=940= 4 1)?+40 += 

2!10#3+#%&=3.+%04. )/40, describes the aorist thus: “8&'+*-7- ./(?50'- /?0;0 (aorist) 

-2'+@+/+ ;&'+*- 30D.7/&0, <-07- .0 &2/(?5/+ 03'-<?+7'-” (1952:51).
239

  The perfect is 

described in this way: “8&'+*- '0-6?030*e'- /?0;0 (perfectum) -2'+@+/+ 30D.7/&0, 

2+/(?50'- / ;&'+*-7-, '- / 6---): & '0-6?030*0' .;&.(* -7 ;&'. c/. /?0;0 & / ;-;0'7+ 

'+ ,-/-?0'07- .0 1/1/+ <+7- ,-7-/ K+<7” (ibid:59).
240

  Bonchev defines the imperfect as 

                                                
238

 Additionally, two instructors of Russian Church Slavonic at the Holy Trinity Orthodox Seminary, the center of 

RCS language instruction for the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia, were unaware of the person-based 

tense distinction. 
239

 "The aorist tense indicates past action which is completed once." 
240

 "The past indefinite tense (perfect) indicates an action completed in the past, but in a more general and indefinite 

sense than the aorist, and which in the moment of speaking appears as a ready fact." 
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follows: “8&'+*- '0./(p50'- /?0;0 (imperfectum) -2'+@+/+ ;&'+*- 30D.7/&0, <-07- c0 

&2/(?5/+ 6?-3(*C&70*'-…” (ibid:50).
241

  Inherited paradigms are listed for these tenses. 

 

Meyers 1956 

  Reverend Maurice F. Meyers, S.J., adapted his A Short Grammar of Church Slavonic 

from A. Preobrazhensky's Russian text.  The book is only 49 pages long and gives a brief 

description of all the past tenses: the aorist is “an indefinite past”, the imperfect is “a continuous 

past”, and the perfect is “a definite past” (1956:15).  These descriptions are extremely vague.  

Inherited paradigms are listed for these tenses.   

 

Mathiesen 1980 

In An Elementary Grammar of Russian Church Slavonic, Robert Matheisen provides a 

good basic layout of verb forms (including aorist, imperfect, and perfect), but does not discuss 

how the tenses are used.  The pamphlet is only 21 pages long and provides a brief introduction to 

RCS through its forms. 

 

Gamanovich 1991 (Gamanovich published his own English translation in 2001) 

In his Grammar of the Church Slavonic Language, Archbishop Alypy Gamanovich 

writes that the aorist, imperfect and perfect tenses each have their own paradigms and meanings.  

The aorist “expresses a simple action which preceded the moment of narration, without any 

characterization of the action in terms of duration or lack of duration, or distance in time. ...  The 

function of the aorist is to tell a story.  The narrator uses the aorist to express the main actions of 

the case or event.  Inherent in the aorist is the vivid sense of what has happened, reflecting the 

direct interest of the narrator” (2001:328-329).  From this description of the aorist, it appears that 

the aorist functions only within a narrative context.   

Regarding the imperfect, it "expresses an action that is correlative to another main action 

(or fact), usually expressed by an aorist, or sometimes by a predicate participle.  The aorist tells a 

story, while the imperfect, wedged in as it were, adds to the main action another, additional 

action, one that clarifies or accompanies the main action.  The imperfect may not always be 

relative to a specific action in the incident described; it may express an action related to the 

general circumstances of the incident or event, and its relationship is then viewed only in 

context; in such a case, for convenience, one might add 'at that time' (ibid:329).  According to 

this description, the imperfect appears to work primarily with the aorist in story-telling, but it 

may also function on its own.  

Gamanovich then defines the perfect as providing the “retrospective viewpoint of the 

speaker, i.e. a looking back…It does not develop the action, but puts the process that it signifies 

outside the main context that makes up the action of the narrative, and reflects the vivid 

involvement of the speaker; in other words, the perfect objectivizes the process it signifies.” 

(ibid:335). 

 

Erastov 1993 

Hieromonk Andrei Erastov acknowledges in his introduction that the material for his 

RCS textbook, C1=;;=940= He10#3+#%&=3.+%0=$# ./,0=: 0#+%6709! 4 '61=(+)+i., was 

largely drawn from Gamanovich 1991.  Erastov describes the aorist as the primary RCS tense: 

                                                
241

 "The imperfect tense (imperfectum) indicates past action that occurs over a period of time."   
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“+-?&.7--.+;-0 46-7?0)&70*B'-0 6?-503500 /?0;1.  R' 46-7?0)*107.1 / 6-/0.7/-/+'&& 

3*1 -)-2'+@0'&1 -.'-/'9A K+<7-/, 30D.7/&D.  \-?&.7 '0 A+?+<70?&2407 30D.7/&0 

(6?-3-*C&70*B'-0, <?+7<-0 & 7.6.), + *&5B -)-2'+@+07 0,-; +-?&.7 6-3-)0' +',*&D.<-;4 

simple past” (1991:7).  That is, according to Erastov, the aorist is the most frequently found past 

tense in RCS.  It is used to indicate an action, but not to describe or characterize it. 

About the imperfect, Erastov says: “…30D.7/&0 6?-3-*C&70*B'-0 &*& -)9@'-0 

(prolonged or usual)…Y;60?K0<7 46-7?0)*107.1 3*1 -6&.+'&1 .&74+=&&, -).7-170*B.7/, '+ 

K-'0 <-7-?9A 6?-&.A-317 -.'-/'91 .-)97&1 ?+..<+2+, 60?03+/+0;91 +-?&.7+;&” 

(1993:18).  The imperfect is once again described as a backgrounding tense against which the 

aorist will function.  The perfect is described in the following way: "60?K0<7 4<+29/+07 '0 '+ 

.+;-0 30D.7/&0, .-/0?5&/500.1 / 6?-5*-;, + '+ ?024*B7+7 E7-,- 30D.7/&1 / '+.7-1:0;” 

(ibid:68).    

 

Kravetskij and Pletneva 1996 

According to Kravetskij and Pletneva, “Q+&)-*00 @+.7- /.7?0@+F:+1.1 =0?<-/'--

.*+/1'.<+1 K-?;+ 6?-50350,- /?0;0'&––+-?&.7.  T ?4..<-; 129<0 K-?;+; =0?<-/'--

.*+/1'.<-,- +-?&.7+ ;-,47 .--7/07.7/-/+7B K-?;9 6?-50350,- /?0;0'& <+< 

.-/0?50''-,- /&3+, 7+< & (?0C0) '0.-/0?50''-,- /&3+" (1996:45).  Kravetskij and Pletneva 

define the aorist as the most widely-used past tense.  In addition, they compare its function to 

that of the perfective past tense in modern Russian, which is typically used to define an endpoint, 

a beginning point, or to sum up an action in the past in its entirety. 

The imperfect, on the other hand, is described thus: “T ,?+;;+7&<+A =0?<-/'--

.*+/1'.<-,- 129<+ -'- '+29/+07.1 0:0 6?-5035&; 6?-3-*C0''9; /?0;0'0;.  Q+ ?4..<&D 

129< &;60?K0<7 60?0/-3&7B.1 ,*+,-*-; 6?-50350,- /?0;0'& '0.-/0?50''-,- /&3+.  

Y;60?K0<7 /9?+C+07 30D.7/&0, c--7'-.&70*B'-e . 3?4,&; 30D.7/&0;, -.'-/'9;.  R.'-/-0 

30D.7/&0 /9?+C+07.1, <+< 6?+/&*-, +-?&.7-;” (ibid:51).  According to Kravetskij and 

Pletneva, then, the imperfect is the past tense of duration and it corresponds to another action that 

is expressed in the aorist. 

The perfect tense is described in this way: “T ,?+;;+7&<+A =0?<-/'--.*+/1'.<-,- 

129<+ -'- @+.7- '+29/+07.1 6?-5035&; .-/0?50''9; /?0;0'0;.  N0?K0<7 '0 6-<+29/+07 

30D.7/&0 <+< 6?-=0.., + <-'.7+7&?407 .+; K+<7 30D.7/&1.  N?& E7-; 6-3@0?<&/+07.1 

-)(0<7&/'9D A+?+<70? -)-2'+@+0;-,- 30D.7/&1.  T.7?0@+1 / 70<.70 60?K0<7, ;9 ;-C0; 

2+<*F@&7B, @7- 'E7- /.0; A-?-5- &2/0.7'-', 'E7- '0-.6-?&;9D K+<7'.  [-?;9 60?K0<7+ 

;-,47 60?0/-3&7.1 '+ .-/?0;0''9D ?4..<&D 129< ,*+,-*+;& <+< .-/0?50''-,- /&3+, 7+< & 

'0.-/0?50''-,-” (ibid:62).   

 

 

 Clearly, there has been a drastic shift in the manner in which RCS is taught and 

described.  As this work has shown, there are two past tense systems in use in RCS.  One is the 

inherited system, which is found in texts such as the Bible (except for the Psalms).  The other is 

the system that reflects the 16th-18th century tense reforms, and it is found in texts such as the 

Psalms, the Great Canon, Morning and Evening Prayers, the Pentecostarion, the Trebnik, the 

Sluzhebnik, the Menaion, and the hymnography of Valeria Hoecke.  Only the inherited system is 

described in modern grammars.  For these grammarians, it is as if the reformed system never 

existed.     
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In other words, the situation with RCS in the 20th century is similar to that of the 16th-

18th centuries in that grammars are being written that do not necessarily reflect the data in the 

texts.  We will explore some possible reasons why the reformed past tense system is not 

mentioned in any recent RCS grammars.   

One possible explanation is that grammarians did not use these primary texts as sources 

for their grammars and that they only used Scripture.  This explanation would be quite difficult 

to accept, though, because the texts that utilize the reformed tense system occur frequently in 

practice.  Consider the Menaion, for instance.  Its twelve volumes are constantly updated, 

services to saints are virtually the only new services composed in RCS, and new services are 

composed for each new canonization.  The Menaion is used on a daily basis in all services of the 

Orthodox Church, including the Divine Liturgy, Matins, Vespers, and Compline.  In fact, if one 

enters any Russian Orthodox church today, roughly one half of the standard Matins service will 

consist of daily hymns to saints from the Menaion.   

Unfortunately, it would be difficult to test the hypothesis that modern grammarians 

simply overlooked these texts, because the majority of the grammars are not transparent about 

their sources of information.  Out of the eight RCS grammars examined, only one provides a 

bibliography, namely Gamanovich 1991.
242

  Kravetskij and Pletneva 1996 list unnamed “Church 

Slavonic grammars” as the source of their data, and the other authors are silent on this topic.  In 

the case of Gamanovich, the list of liturgical books cited in his grammar suggests that he did 

indeed utilize the Menaion, the Pentecostarion, the Horologion, the Sluzhebnik, and the Trebnik, 

all of which feature the reformed past tense system.
243

  If this is the case, one is left to wonder 

why he does not describe the reformed tense system.   

A second possible reason for the exclusion of the reformed past tense system from 

modern grammars may be the desire for normalization.  Although the following words were 

written about OCS, they could apply equally well here: "It is necessary to normalize forms to 

present the grammatical structure as a consistent whole, and the normalization inevitably 

obscures the differences in the language of the various manuscripts" (Lunt 1965:vii).  It is messy 

and difficult to explain why there are two separate past tense systems depending on the 

document, and the desire to normalize the tense system may have resulted in the presentation in 

grammars of only the inherited past tense system.  There may be a desire for clean, easy 

explanations, especially for the purpose of grammars, which are used either as reference works 

or as textbooks for those learning the language.  It is also convenient that modern-day grammar 

descriptions of aspect in RCS state that almost all verbs as paired for perfective/imperfective 

oppositions, as in modern Russian (see § 6.2.3.2.2).   

A third possible reason why the eight grammars examined here fail to include the 

reformed past tense system may be that the authors were attempting to model RCS on Byzantine 

or New Testament Greek.  It would not be the first time that RCS was modeled on Greek (see 

§1.2).  Many of the tense descriptions quoted above (all, in fact, except for those of Kravetskij 

                                                
242

 Mathiesen 1980 is an RCS grammar and it lacks a bibliography.  Mathiesen 1972 is not an RCS grammar, but 

rather an analysis of verbal inflection; the bibliography in Mathiesen 1972 includes the reformed texts. 
243

 Gamanovich 1991 lists the following liturgical texts as sources: the Slavonic Scriptures (Old and New 

Testament), the Liturgical Menaion (12 vols.), the Ochtoechos (Book of 8 Tones), the Lenten Triodion and the 

Pentecostarion, the Horologion, the Hieraticon (Sluzhebnik) for Matins, Vespers, Divine Liturgy of St. Basil the 

Great, the Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, and the Presanctified Liturgy of St. Gregory the Dialogist, the 

Trebnik (Euchologion, or Book of Occasional Services), the Pravilnik (containing the preparation for Holy 

Communion), and the Prologue (daily lives of the Saints for reading in church). 
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and Pletneva 1996) are reminiscent of those provided in grammars of New Testament Greek 

(see, for example, Goodwin & Gulick 1930 and Croy 1999).     

 Yet another possibility is related to the emergence of grammars of OCS.
244

  OCS 

grammars, of course, list inherited paradigms rather than reformed ones.  For each of the RCS 

grammars mentioned above, one can see that its publication date coincides with the publication 

of an OCS grammar, as a glance at the chronology of Ivanovich 1872, Diels 1932, and Lunt 1955 

will show.  It is possible that the writers of 20th century RCS grammars had read the newly 

published grammars of OCS and were attempting to view and interpret RCS grammar through 

the lens of OCS.   

The bibliography of Gamanovich 1991 is telling in this regard.  OCS grammars make up 

exactly one half of his sources (Smirnovskii 1911, Selischev 1951-52, Gorshkov 1963, Besedina-

Nevzorova 1962, Matveeva-Isaieva 1958, and Lunt 1955), while not a single RCS grammar, 

historical or recent, is mentioned.  It is reasonable, then, to conclude that his descriptions of RCS 

tenses were based on those of OCS.  (Erastov 1993 contains information very similar to that 

which is provided in Gamanovich, and it is likely his tense descriptions may also reflect those of 

OCS.)  Because only one of the eight RCS grammars discussed above contains a bibliography, 

we cannot determine  exactly how much influence OCS grammars have had on 20th century 

RCS grammars.  From the example of Gamanovich's grammar, though, it appears that OCS 

grammars were very influential.   

The projection of the OCS past tense system onto RCS is problematic (if this is indeed 

what happened).  What we call OCS grammar is a reconstruction based on scattered, small 

collection of texts primarily from the 11th century.  "The formulaic nature and largely repetitive 

character of the available data limits the possibilities for documenting all the forms that 

presumably constituted morphological paradigms of different concrete lexemes.  What is 

presented in textbooks of OCS as the 'paradigm' of a certain word is often a partial reconstruction 

made by projecting from available word forms to a full system, with support from the later 

Church Slavonic data" (Gasparov 2001:21).
245

   

If the composition of grammars of OCS was largely an issue of reconstruction, then the 

languages that preserve preterite systems with multiple tenses (medieval Czech and Polish, 

medieval and modern Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Old Russian, and Sorbian) may have served as 

sources for filling in the paradigms.  In an odd sequence of events, OCS paradigms that may 

have been partially reconstructed on the basis of modern languages might then have served as the 

model for RCS paradigms.   

                                                
244

 Most OCS texts were found on Mount Athos in the 19th century, and grammars were subsequently written. 
245

 When Gasparov refers to "later Church Slavonic data," he may be referring to RCS.  Smotritskij 1619 and 1648 

remained the standard textbooks of RCS for two centuries, and were the most influential RCS grammars; 

Smotritskij, however, gives reformed paradigms.  It is therefore unlikely that OCS verbal paradigms were partially 

derived from the RCS system. 
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